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Abstract (English) 

 

In the Digital Era, more and more institutions are searching for new ways to speed up their digital 

innovation processes, while having new digital experiences. Hackathons are such experience-

driven and intense problem-solving workshops, where people with different skillsets gather in one 

place (“hackathon room”) to solve a set of predefined challenges along with a prototyping 

practice. In the last 10 years, hackathons have emerged as a global phenomenon for accelerating 

digital innovations at scale. Hackathons are mostly used as collaborative prototyping instruments 

in open innovation hubs, maker spaces, and in startups. In the meantime, we find new hackathon 

formats in the public sector (civic hacks, eHealth hacks, etc.), and more and more large 

corporations are using hackathons, inside and outside their company borders. Nevertheless, there 

is a lack of knowledge on how to integrate hackathons more efficiently within large-scale 

corporate cultures. With this PhD thesis, we seek to tackle this gap and better understand the 

nature of corporate hackathons along their entire organizational life-cycle. Our research questions 

are focused on how are corporate hackathons used within larger corporate contexts over time? 

And how can we describe and measure the impacts and effects of their POST-implementations 

over different corporate contexts? 

Corporate hackathons in large-scale digital industrial business contexts 

In large-scale industrial and corporate business contexts, hackathons have to overcome even 

higher organizational tensions to be adopted. Nevertheless, the increasing competition and 

sophistication of digital B2B services across larger industrial service platforms, industrial B2B 

customers, very different data security standards and the tensions between different  

(industrial/business/corporate) digital infrastructures are rapidly transforming the nature of digital 

business prototyping processes, inside as well as outside such large corporations. In this context, 

corporate hackathons have the potential to play a strategic role, not only in generating “early” and 

new digital solutions to product-related problems but also in driving more efficient corporate 

process implementations, and scale-up solutions for larger B2B contexts, along with 

organizational process change.  
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The focus of the research study 

The study of corporate hackathons, evolving in real-time in a complex industrial business context, 

while taking into account their implementational aspects and their emerging industrial business 

contexts - all these dimensions together are building a novel and complex research perspective to 

the overall hackathon research agenda. Scientifically grounded methodologies that can measure 

over time and the organizational and business impacts of corporate hackathon cultures on a large 

scale are lacking so far. For this reason, this industrial PhD thesis focuses on understanding the 

effective use of corporate hackathons and their implementational processes and outcomes mapped 

on three different corporate context levels: on the hackathon stage and within the business and 

organizational context. Our goal is to better frame the outreach of concrete prototyping 

experiences across different business and organizational contexts, and additionally to deliver 

concrete measurable impacts (metrics) for prototyped outcomes based on their implementational 

“counts” taken over different time slots. 

 

Research design and method: Longitudinal case study 

This industrial PhD thesis builds on a longitudinal case study over 5½ years, whereas 3 years have 

followed the organization and study of corporate hackathon inside the company and 2 ½ years we 

have looked at POST-implementational counts of hackathon results from inside and outside the 

company borders. This long-termed and multi-layered empirical case study describes how 

hackathons have emerged from their original formats as early-stage and open collaborative 

prototyping workshops in university settings (Gatesense pilot case study, Chapter 4.1.) into a new 

form of corporate business (prototyping on stage) hackathons (GrundfosHacks2016, Chapter 

4.2.), able to drive scalable B2B digital solutions developments along with impact-driven 

implementations in several corporate businesses and organizational contexts. Using a critical 

realist philosophical approach, we succeed in mapping these “impacts”, over time and into the 

three already mentioned corporate levels. 

Methodology: Data Collection, Semantic Labeling, and Data Analysis Methods 

The multiple sources of hackathon data (including interviews, meetings, participants report, 

observations, internal corporate documents, and hackathons’ full video recordings, prototypes, 

technical specifications, use cases, etc.) have been collected in a Hackathon Data Handbook in 

the chronological order of their occurrence and labeled, including PRE (before), DUR (during the 
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hackathons) and POST (after) occurrences. The data analysis methods are built on bringing 

insights from all these data sources together along with emerging definitions of terms for 

hackathon constructs, time/context-relational constructs, driver’s experiences, and expectations, 

and DUR/POST-Implementational outcomes, but also by mapping the maturity of the prototyped 

outcomes in different corporate contexts. By using qualitative-quantitative analysis methods and 

engaged reflexivity as dialogue, we try to validate (together with Grundfos hackathon drivers, 

Jury, and corporate decision-makers) new corporate hackathon constructs in different corporate 

contexts, over time. We are looking at concrete implementational outcomes within three corporate 

context levels: hackathon stage, business, and organizational contexts.  

Findings 

This PhD thesis delivers a dual contribution to the theoretical foundation of corporate hackathons, 

as well as to explaining their practical implementation and scaling into a large-scale corporate 

industrial context (here the Grundfos DCO = Digital Commercial Offerings). The results of the 

empirical longitudinal case study show that corporate hackathons are very closely inter-related to 

each other and to their corporate contexts of interaction, especially to business and organizational 

contexts over time. Guided by the hackathon Jury in the first corporate hackathon (annoted H1) , 

the hackathon teams have been able to “flip” the impact evaluation of their hackathon results 

towards higher impact implementational outcomes, as soon as they switched to concrete scaled 

up business implementations in their different contexts of interaction. According to the H1 jury, 

we can map and count these implementational outcomes (“impacts”) of a hackathon prototype 

along with their implementational “3D IMPACT” (feasibility, maturity, opportunity spaces) for 

measuring the prototype implementational progression within one hackathon day.  

In a POST-qualitative study, we have started to count the POST-implementational outcomes and 

map them over time. For example, the analytics results from one of the teams (T2) have been 

implemented later by a member from the other team (T1) in a new water payment solution 

(example: Grundfos AQTab) in Africa for 200x B2B business customers (as a platform for water 

supply) within one follow up implementational (hackathon) day. We have taken this encounter as 

an example of an effective end-to-end implementational scaleup. The connection to our hackathon 

has not been made directly, not even by the hackathon drivers.  
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The prototype called DDD (Dynamic District Heating), which has been prototyped in two 

hackathon rounds during the GrundfosHacks2016 (with H1+H2 hackathons), has been released 

as Grundfos large-scale Water Utility digital product within 6x months after the H2 hackathon 

(business level impact) and a new DDD business unit has been formed (organizational impact) 

almost nine months after H2 hackathon. Nevertheless, the new DDD business development head 

was not aware of the two hackathons as prior acceleratory impact prototyping experiences.  

To sum up, our longitudinal corporate hackathon study within Grundfos is bringing forth 

significant empirical evidence, from corroboration of data sources, and by looking at “mentions” 

of implemented outcomes in later business and organizational setups, that the Grundfos 

hackathons outcomes have been used, from the early beginnings, as strategic (impact-driving) 

and tangible B2B digital business solutions across larger company and B2B business contexts. 

Nevertheless, the extended qualitative POST-interviews statements of several Grundfos 

hackathon drivers and managers (half a year later and 2 ½ years after the GrundfosHacks2016) 

are surprisingly not “registering” these significant implementational impacts, from the first sight. 

We assume that the subjective statements of the hackathon drivers, for instance, where they are 

still missing “groundbreaking” implementational outcomes, are pointing to their “expectations” 

they had at the hackathon stage level (during H1 and H2), while we demonstrate from very 

concrete POST-implementational counts at business and organizational context levels, that the 

outcomes of the GrundfosHacks2016 have been further developed and implemented, and have 

had significant “scaleup implementations” in new digital B2B industrial business contexts (in 

Grundfos) within the following 2 1/ 2 years. The re-positioning of the whole company Grundfos 

towards a proactive B2B digital innovation and execution-driven Digital Agenda (organizational 

impact), and especially IMPACT-driving Grundfos Sustainability Agenda from 2019 on, has been 

majorly driven by corporate hackathons and implementation-driven digital outcomes.  

Contributions 

This industrial PhD thesis makes a valuable contribution to the foundation of hackathon research 

within large-scale corporate and industrial business contexts, but it also contributes to a more 

systematic and in-depth hackathon research methodology, in general. Using the longitudinal case 

study empirical data, we can describe methodically how interrelated hackathon stages and their 

POST-implementational outcomes have been used strategically (and re-used) in larger corporate 

contexts. The PhD study explains directly from PRE/DUR/POST-implementational “counts”, 
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how the prototyped outcomes of the original GrundfosHacks2016 have created considerable 

IMPACT (“implementational counts”) later on in the corporate business, as well as on in the 

organizational contexts, although the statements of the drivers are not confirming this.  

The industrial PhD study demonstrates that is essential to stay close to the corporate contexts of 

hackathons along the whole organizational life-cycle (here annotated as PRE/DUR/POST-data). 

Taking into account the impacts and effects of POST-implementational outcomes at different 

context levels and over time, are all together novel contributions to hackathon research, in general. 

These new contributions are essential in explaining the evolvement of the hackathon phenomenon 

as corporate culture, over time. In particular, it helps to create better explanations of the “IMPACT 

outreach” of hackathons within larger organizational and business contexts.  

The active involvement of the hackathon drivers and executives/managers as decision-makers 

over the whole hackathon research process has been also essential in gaining a better 

understanding of the prototype progression and scaling of implementational impacts in different 

B2B corporate (business/organizational) contexts.  

The final contribution to more systematic and scalable hackathon research is the development of 

a new IMPACT FM (=“Implementation-in-Action” Process Framework), with which we can plan 

strategically, and orchestrate more efficiently interrelated hackathon stages, using short-term vs 

long-term implementational “counts” in larger business and organizational contexts, as well as 

only a fraction of hackathon data, to recombine and to drive valuable implementations from/with 

earlier prototypes and ideas developments. The accelerating, participatory, and transformational 

prototype processes included in hackathons are what enable the drive for long-term digital 

transformation processes and business strategies. 
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Abstract (Danish) 

I den digitale æra er flere og flere institutioner på udkig efter nye måder at fremskynde deres 

digitale innovationsprocesser, samtidig med at de får nye digitale oplevelser. Hackathons er 

sådanne oplevelsesdrevne og intense problemløsningsworkshops, hvor mennesker med 

forskellige færdigheder og fra forskellige baggrunde normalt samles på ét sted (hackathon-rum) 

for at løse et sæt foruddefinerede udfordringer sammen med en prototyping-praksis. I de sidste 10 

år er hackathons opstået som et globalt fænomen til at fremskynde digital innovation i stor skala. 

For eksempel gennem levende hackathon-samfund er brugen af open source-software/ 

hardwareprodukter og open source-platforme steget over hele verden. Hackathons bruges for det 

meste som kollaborative prototypinginstrumenter i åbne innovationsknudepunkter, producentrum 

og af startups. I mellemtiden finder vi nye hackathon-formater i den offentlige sektor (civic hacks, 

EU hackathons, eHealth hacks osv.). Flere og flere store virksomheder bruger hackathons til flere 

formål inden for og uden for deres virksomheds grænser. Ikke desto mindre mangler der viden 

om, hvordan man kan integrere hackathons og deres prototypede resultater mere effektivt inden 

for store virksomhedskulturer. 

Med denne industrielle PhD-afhandling søger vi at tackle dette hul og bedre forstå arten af 

virksomhedernes hackathons langs hele den organisatoriske og POST-implementerende 

livscyklus. Forskningsspørgsmålene bør fokusere på forskellige corporate-business aspekter: 

Hvordan bruges corporate hackathons inden for komplekse virksomhedskontekster over tid? Og 

hvordan kan vi beskrive og måle virkningerne og virkningerne af deres POST-implementeringer 

på tværs af de forskellige kontekster (afdelinger, forretningsenheder, produkter, teamchauffører 

osv.) Og de forskellige tidslinjer (i løbet af hackathon-fasen, kortsigtet vs lang -

tidsimplementerede resultater)? 

Hackathons i store forretnings- og industrielle sammenhænge 

I større forretningsindstillinger skal hacka-thons overvinde meget mere organisatoriske 

spændinger for at blive vedtaget. Ikke desto mindre forvandler den stigende konkurrence om 

digitale forretningstjenester sammen med behovet for at drive bæredygtige digitale 

ændringsprocesser over storskala kritiske infrastrukturer værdien og rollerne i virksomhedernes 

hackathons fra traditionelle korttids "sonderende" prototype faser til mere strategiske 
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virksomhedens stadier til at køre nye digitale forretningsstrategier såvel som nye organisatoriske 

former og digitale transformationsagendaer. “Hackathons er den nye måde at arbejde og innovere 

på!” (former Grundfos CEO, Mads Nipper, feb. 2019).  

Industrielle hackathons kræver endnu en meget højere mængde digital og domænespecifik 

ekspertise, mere forskellig domæne viden og deling af digitale aktiver på tværs af større 

industrielle, IT og forretningsenheder. De industrielle prototyper, der bruges i disse 

sammenhænge, er ikke kun “tidligt” eller “low-tech” -prototyper, som de bruges i traditionelle 

åbne innovations-konkurrencer. De store udfordringer kommer i store industrielle sammenhænge 

fra at forstå, hvordan man håndterer denne avancerede form for digital prototype over store 

serviceplattformer ved hjælp af meget skalerbare, servicedrevne digitale infrastrukturer og 

inklusive f.eks. ende-til-ende-logistik-tjenester, leverings- og produktionsservice og B2B-

overvågning og kontrol af kritisk infrastruktur til større vand, energiopvarmning, 

køleinfrastrukturer osv. Hackathons og især prototyper og implementerede resultater, behovet for 

at blive tilpasset til disse sammenhænge.  

Metode: Langsgående casestudie: Denne industrielle PhD-afhandling bygger på en langsgående 

empirisk casestudie (over 5 ½ år), der beskriver, hvordan hackathons er fremkommet fra deres 

originale formater som tidlige stadier og åbne samarbejdende prototyperworkshops i 

universitetsmiljøer, til en ny form for strategiske instrumenter i større industrielle miljøer. Vi 

sammenligner vores empiriske kvalitative (primære data) beviser fra industrielle hackathons 

udført i Grundfos med indsigt indsamlet fra at gennemføre en systematisk teoretisk (sekundær 

data) littera-turanmeldelse i to runder, den ene om traditionelle forskningsstrømme om hacka-thon 

og den anden om større prototypeprocesser og andre teorier . I kapitel 4 præsenterer vi vores kon-

klusioner under hensyntagen til Gatesense Pilot-undersøgelsen (kapitel 4.1.) om industrielle 

hackathons udført i åbne domæner. Endelig evaluerer vi fund fra en stor samling om interviews 

med chauffører af hackathons foretaget i forskellige sammenhænge, f.eks. åbne, industrielle, 

virksomhedsmæssige og blandede indstillinger.  

Metodologi og dataindsamling: Den trinvise udvikling og modning af virksomhedernes 

hackathon-kultur inden for Grundfos bliver synlig fra at se på forskellige “hackathon-stadier” 

(eller “hackathon-rum”) og ved deres prototype- og implementerings-processer i PRE (før), DUR 

(under hackathons) og POST (efter) fase af hackathons. Efter denne holistiske 

dataindsamlingsmetodologi til opbygning af den langsigtede casestudie-indsigt, oplever og 
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evaluerer vi organisationen af to sammenhængende virksomheds-hakathons inden for Grundfos 

industrielle kontekst. Ved hjælp af engageret stipendium inspirerer vi Grundfos-hackathon-

deltagerne, især Hackathon-juryen i den første hackathon (H1), til at udvikle en ny “impact-

driven” vurderingsmetodologi til at drive mere implementeringsdrevne prototypeprocesser fra 

hackathon (nu som virksomhedens “iscenesættelse” & prototypeprocesser ”). I en langvarig 

POST-fase, inklusive POST kvalitative dataindsamling efter 6, 9, 12 og 18 måneder, sporer vi de 

konkrete imple-menteringer af prototype resultater til reelle industrielle projekter inden for 

Grundfos, og vi følger og dokumenterer også alle interne og senere eksterne organisatoriske 

aktiviteter relateret til hackathons, resultaterne, driverne og højere ledelse involveret.  

Fund: Den første fundrunde viser, at definitioner af hackathons i industriel sammenhæng udvikler 

sig i takt med stigende digital savviness hos deltagere (med hacks-oplevelsen) og med deres 

tilpasning til definitionen af udtryk, f.eks. at have den samme prototype ”forventninger” og bedre 

tilpasse diskussioner om udfaldets løbetid for forretningsfaser (1-8 b. Der er også et skift i 

forståelse bedre efter hackathon-oplevelserne, hvordan man skifter fra at drive prototypeprocesser 

til ideationer til mere moden implementering- orienterede prototypeprocesser og -resultater. 

Endelig observerer vi en klar tendens til at køre parallelt to forskellige typer prototype-processer: 

de kortvarige digitale innovations-processer ("accelererende" og "deltagende" prototype-

processer), kontra lang- "transformerende" prototypeprocesser. De sidste er mere relateret til 

større organisatoriske og strategiske aktiviteter og er hovedsageligt indramning og 

implementeringer af virksomhedens dagsordener eller roadmapping-aktiviteter, fx inklusive nye 

forretningsmodeller og visionstyret konceptuel prototyping. 

Bidrag: Denne ph.d.-afhandling fra industrien yder et værdifuldt bidrag til grundlæggelsen af 

hackathon-forskning inden for store erhvervssammenhænge og industrielle 

forretningssammenhænge, men den bidrager også til en mere systematisk og dybdegående 

hackathon-forskningsmetode generelt. Ved hjælp af de longitudinelle casestudie empiriske data 

kan vi metodisk demonstrere, hvordan indbyrdes forbundne hackathon-stadier (data) og deres 

implementeringsresultater kan bruges strategisk (og genbruges) i større 

virksomhedssammenhænge. Ph.d.-studiet forklarer direkte fra PRE / DUR / POST-

implementerings "tæller", hvordan de prototypede resultater af det oprindelige 

GrundfosHacks2016 har skabt betydelig IMPACT (implementeringer) senere i 

virksomhedsbranchen såvel som i de organisatoriske sammenhænge senere, skønt udsagnene fra 

chaufførerne fortalte det modsatte. Den industrielle ph.d.-undersøgelse viser, at det er vigtigt at 
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holde sig tæt på virksomhedernes sammenhæng med hackathons over tid og også tage hensyn til 

POST-implementeringsresultater på forskellige kontekstniveauer i organisations- og 

forretningsmiljøer og sætte "IMPACT-outreach" af hackathon-resultater i det rigtige perspektiv; 

Også involvering af hackathon-chauffører sammen med ledere og ledere i hackathon-

forskningsprocessen har været afgørende for en bedre forståelse af prototypens progression og 

skalering af implementeringseffekter i forskellige B2B-virksomheds (forretning / organisatoriske) 

sammenhænge. Det endelige bidrag til mere systematisk og skalerbar hackathon-forskning er 

udviklingen af en ny IMPACT FM (= "Implementation-in-Action" Process Framework), som vi 

kan planlægge strategisk og orkestrere mere effektivt indbyrdes forbundne hackathon-faser ved 

hjælp af kortsigtet vs langsigtede implementerings “tæller” i større forretnings- og 

organisationsmæssige sammenhænge såvel som kun en brøkdel af hackathon-data, til at 

rekombinere og til at drive værdifulde implementeringer fra / med tidligere prototyper og 

idéudvikling. De accelererende, deltagende og transfor-mationelle prototypeprocesser, der er 

inkluderet i hackathons, er det, der muliggør drivkraft til langsigtede digital digital 

transformations-processer og forretnings-strategier.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

In this first chapter, we describe the object of study, which is the study of the corporate hackathons 

and their implementational impacts on the large-scale corporate industrial environment. In the 

first two sections, we define the term “hackathon” and present two examples of hackathon stages: 

the open innovation hackathon (1.1.), as opposed to corporate hackathon formats (1.2.). In section 

1.3, we describe and motivate the research questions and objectives for conducting a research case 

study on a series of interconnected corporate industrial hackathons, which belong to the rather 

unexplored hackathon formats. Section 1.4 describes the complex challenges of our research focus 

while explaining the motivational background for the industrial research context within Grundfos. 

Finally, we highlight the research contributions (in section 1.5.) from the academic research, as 

well as from practical business-industrial perspectives. The last section 1.6 contains an outline of 

the thesis, including a brief overview for each of the chapters.  

1.1. What the hack? – Hackathon as stage process 

“What are hackathons?” - The term “hackathon” might sound new to a lot of people. It is a 

portmanteaux word, meaning that it is a combination of the term “hacking” (here rather a 

“programming experience” (see Appendix I: Hackathon’s Glossary of Terms) accelerated into a 

marathon time. The term “hackathon” does not refer to anything unethical or fraudulent in our 

chosen context. On the contrary, “hacking experiences” in product engineering and new digital 

product designs, for example, are used in analogy with better and more efficient production 

processes, referring, to create agile software/hardware development processes in small teams. 

Hackathons are not new phenomena (Jones, Semel, and Le 2015). They have been known from 

the mid-'80s as open-source programming events (Mohajer Soltani et al. 2014), or as practically-

oriented, participatory open-source software and hardware prototyping contests (Lakhani and 

Wolf 2005) for building new solutions along with new prototypes. The “collaborative 

prototyping” (Bogers and Horst 2014a) aspects, referring to prototyping processes on the 

hackathon stage, as well as to the prototyped outcomes, are interesting hackathon results 

(“Outputs” in Figure 1) that we would like to investigate further, along with their implementations 

within larger corporate industrial contexts.  
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The “Hackathon Room” in Figure 1 below conceptualizes the limited time and space (Pe Than et 

al. 2018) of the whole hackathon stage. Important for Figure 1 below is the fact that the hackathon 

stage (the “Hackathon Room”) is situated OUTSIDE (= OUT in Figure 1) in the corporate 

environment. This is an “open stage hackathon”, which means that the hackathon teams and 

resources are coming from different stakeholders and corporate environments, OUTSIDE the 

situated corporate environment (here below marked as “industrial context”):  

Figure 1: Open stage hackathon 

 

The hackathon phenomenon is closely tied to the progression of digital innovation and digital 

transformation processes (Gerard Briscoe and Mulligan 2014), happening within and outside 

larger corporate and industrial business contexts. Nevertheless, most of the research studies on 

hackathons are still too focused on describing hackathons as single-stage units, or as “one-time” 

and “process-on-stage” events (Kohne and Wehmeier 2020a). This implies that the hackathon 

phenomenon can be characterized so far, only focusing on hackathon processes happening during 

the hackathon stage/room.  

This traditional hackathon research perspective is much too limited to understand the more 

complex hackathon phenomena, such as the successful implementation of corporate hackathons, 

over time, in complex corporate business settings, or to explain the progression of impacts from 

scaling different hackathon cultures given time-stamped hackathon data over longer periods.  
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1.2. Corporate and industrial hackathons – Why the hack?  

In this industrial PhD thesis, we are interested in investigating corporate hackathons taking place 

within larger industrial corporate contexts. Corporate industrial hackathons are organized into 

“hackathon rooms” or “hackathon stages” taking place outside the usual work environment, but 

they are still inside the same large corporate context (like in Figure 2 below).  

In comparison to “open stage hackathons” in Figure 1 above, the corporate industrial hackathon 

in Figure 2 below, is situated inside [IN] the corporate industrial context of the study (here within 

Grundfos corporate industrial & business environments) : 

Figure 2: Corporate industrial hackathon 

 

From the organizational (hackathon stage/room) perspective, corporate hackathons have 

extremely short prototyping time frames (we experienced them as 8-10 hours to 1 1/2 prototyping 

days), and they are much more streamlined in terms of PRE-configurational variables on the 

prototyping stages in terms of the available corporate resources, such as employees, corporate 

development partners, platform infrastructures, data infrastructures, tools, experts, industrial 

products, access to labs, etc. These corporate forms of collaborative prototyping experiences 

(Bogers and Horst 2014a) often include new forms of customers engagements (Baccarne et al. 

2014), new big data platforms (Jetzek and Business 2015), digital services and apps ecosystems 

(Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2015), and need to be explored in such corporate hackathon (or 
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“digital experience rooms”) for the employees and managers to gain more practical experience 

and share their knowledge while dealing with very complex corporate business and digitalization 

challenges.  

Corporate hackathons can also qualify as industrial hackathons (see Appendix I: Hackathon’s 

Glossary of Terms), if they contain at least one industrial problem (one industrial challenge) to be 

solved during the hackathon days. Industrial challenges designated to solve a certain 

digitalization-related problem usually come from inside their industrial environment.  

Even if industrial and corporate hackathons are considering, as many internal (corporate) 

resources, industrial products, teams, corporate digital infrastructures/tools as possible, the 

biggest concern remains, that they are too expensive, especially if they are organized within high-

scale industrial manufacturing environments (like here in Grundfos).  

Nevertheless, more and more large companies see the high potential of corporate hackathons to 

drive more effectively collaborative digital innovation processes, allowing employees to “build 

new innovative ways for future work and prototyping environments” (Mads Nippers, former 

Grundfos CEO, email statement, 2019). 

1.3. Research questions  

The research focus of this PhD thesis is to understand how are hackathons used and create value 

in larger corporate and industrial contexts over longer periods. For this, we have decided to 

investigate corporate hackathons in different organizational and business (industrial) contexts, 

along with understanding and measuring the impacts of concrete hackathon implementations over 

time.  

For this reason, the research questions, in the first column in Table 1 below, have been divided 

into three different parts, depending upon the implementational context, in which we intend to 

observe certain hackathon outcomes implementations along with “hackathon constructs” (in the 

second column).  

In Table 1 on the next page, we have listed three different research questions corresponding to 

different types of analysis and hackathon process levels (first column). These are mapped into 

certain “hackathon constructs” along with “explanations” relevant for our data analysis constructs: 
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Table 1: Research questions and hackathon constructs  

Research Questions Explanations/ Hackathon Constructs 

RQ1. How are hackathons used 

within larger industrial corporate 

contexts? 

 

• emergent hackathons definitions  

• hackathons’ elements on stage 

• hackathon stage process (in-context) 

• prototyping process (on/off stage) 

• hackathon (stage) outcomes (prototyped on stage) 

• implementational outcomes (in-context) 

• hackathon-related outcomes (e.g. Impact Gaming)  

RQ2. How are hackathon constructs 

implemented in short-term industrial 

business contexts?  

• short-term implementational impacts or constructs: 

• short-term prototyped outcomes  

• short-term implementational processes 

RQ3. How are hackathon constructs 

implemented and scaling in large-

scale business and organizational 

contexts over longer periods?  

• long-term implementational impacts or constructs: 

• long-term visionary (framing) constructs, incl. the 

development of new corporate strategies 

• new functional and business units  

 

With the three research questions, we intend to observe and investigate corporate hackathon 

constructs (see “Explanations/Hackathon Constructs” in Table 1, the second column) that are 

going to be identified at all three levels of corporate contexts (see the three rows in Table 1 above). 

The first research question [RQ1] focuses on definitions and hackathon constructs at the corporate 

hackathon stage level, which represents the corporate Hackathon Day(s). This is seen as the most 

“active prototyping” and productive hackathon stage phase with concrete (prototyped) 

hackathons’ outcomes. Therefore, in the first row under “Explanations/Hackathon Constructs”, 

we find here the following hackathon stage constructs, like for example “basic hackathon 

definitions”, including its structural elements and processes on stage, like e.g. hackathon phases 

on stage, process (prototyping vs implementational) phases, and outcomes, etc. In the case study, 

we extract data representing these hackathon constructs on stage, and observe how they are used 

during [DUR] hackathon stage. The hackathon stage with its constituting elements (stage 

configurations, processes, outcomes) is the fundamental observational unit of study for our 

corporate hackathons. With [RQ1] we look at these emerging hackathon stage constructs, this 

means that we are investigating how is their use changing over time, and along with the phases of 

the hackathon on stage. In particular, we investigate how are they defined (used verbally) and 

perceived within larger corporate industrial contexts, over the entire organizational and POST-

implementational life-cycle of the hackathon.  
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In this context, structure and action are deeply interrelated. Therefore, answering the research 

question [RQ 1] is significant to understand how the stages and the core elements of the hackathon 

culture evolve in large corporations over time.  

The second and third research questions [RQ2, RQ3] are looking at how the hackathon outcomes 

have been implemented and used later on in different contexts, especially if they have created 

“IMPACT-implementations” on the business and/or organizational contexts for Grundfos. 

Answering the second and third research questions is essential to better understand the progression 

of (impact-) implementational aspects within different corporate contexts. For example, how are 

hackathon constructs implemented from the short-term vs long-term business perspectives?  

From a business research and IS management perspective, different lenses on emergent context-

relational and implementational aspects are essential for foundational KPIs and value metrics for 

future implementational processes and prototyped outcomes from hackathon data.  

In the following subchapter, we highlight the foundational reflections on the theoretical and 

methodological approach, as well as the motivational backgrounds for the empirical Grundfos 

case study and corporate hackathons settings. 

1.4. Background and motivations 

Grundfos is the largest Danish water pump manufacturer (www.grundfos.com) and one of the 

largest water pump technology providers worldwide. Grundfos is a foundation with strong family-

driven values. It is a company with a very strong organizational culture that prides itself on 

designing the next breakthrough products and digital services that will have the highest positive 

impact on the environment and societies.  

Very early on, Grundfos is positioning its corporate brand as a driver of “sustainable digital 

transformation across industries”, and is driving also its corporate business culture only from this 

value perspective. For this reason, we have seen from the start, this corporate industrial 

environment as the appropriate case context for our corporate hackathons study.  

On one side, the corporate hackathons were still in their “early” beginnings given this large-scale 

complex industrial corporate context. On the other side, the entire corporate culture within 

Grundfos was highly favorable towards “fast experimentation” with new hackathon formats, 

which are driven from a more implementation/IMPACT-driven perspective.  

http://www.grundfos.com/
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We have observed from the start, that the willingness to empower their employees and managers 

to use corporate hackathons as instruments to accelerate more sustainable industrial processes, in 

the long run, was very high. Also, the understanding to use prototyped outcomes to create higher 

business and organizational impacts was given and favorable in our Grundfos corporate industrial 

context.  

The Grundfos corporate environment includes in total over 95 companies and more than 300 

interdependent corporate business units worldwide. Grundfos is a holding business with 

operations, production, and sales in over 100+ countries. The total number of employees was 

19,000 (in 2017), with its HQ in Bjerringbro, Denmark, having around 3,900 employees (in 2017). 

The Grundfos manufacturing products have evolved: from single water pumps production (1945-

1960) to families or water pumps including pump+motors (1960-1990), later to 

Pump+Motors+Electronics (1990-201x) and from 2006 as the large-scale B2B and B2B2C, high-

end utilities pump provider, including pump systems, motors, circulators, larger B2B 

connectivity, and supply services, etc.  

Grundfos Corporation is offering in total over 400 000 water pump products (in 2015) and has a 

production size of over 16 million pumps production per year (in 2017). In the high-end and large-

scale water pump industrial business segments, Grundfos is one of the “big players” as one of the 

worldwide largest water pump manufacturing and industrial water pumps and water utility 

providers. The water pump product families are categorized in 11x different product families, 

each one containing around 40 000+ different products under one pump family products & 

solutions (or applications) portfolio. These numbers are showing the “large-scale” range and the 

complexity of this industrial corporate organization. 

The biggest challenge we have encountered in organizing the first large corporate hackathons with 

Grundfos was the lack of knowledge about hackathons and at the beginning a missing common 

understanding between departments and hackathon drivers about how the hackathon stages should 

be organized, also how we can implement the outcomes of the hackathon effectively within large 

corporate contexts. Most participants and some of the hackathon drivers were resistant before the 

first hackathon experience, that “something” useful could come out from the prototyped outcomes 

from corporate hackathons. The second obstacle was the misleading use of hackathons (as “ad-

hoc” and only as “early” prototyping events) at the corporate level. This marked the hackathons 

sometimes as an “extra” (financial and organizational) internal cost-burden, and not necessarily 

as opportunities and learning-driving solutions platform.  
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The mapping of inter-departmental costs and employees’ hour's allocation on the hackathon as an 

extra project on the organizational level has been an exceedingly difficult endeavor because 

corporate industrial “resources” are still budgeted internally (between certain departments) and 

bounded to projects and long-termed budgets and departments plans, so that the hackathon as 

“new project”, was always difficult to fit as inter-departmental cost units in between such larger 

organizational settings. Nevertheless, certain managers and hackathon drivers were supportive in 

organizing and driving the first GrundfosHacks as corporate hackathons and to let us methodically 

track the impact and effects of their prototyped outcomes later on within a larger organizational 

context. The major motivation to experiment with these new forms of corporate hackathons has 

been the urge to learn how to better use internal resources and people across the departments to 

increase the degree of collaborations and accelerate and scale new digital products on market. 

1.5. Contributions 

This thesis makes a dual contribution to the theoretical foundation of hackathons research, as well 

as to bringing in-depth practical insights on instrumentation on stage, including the strategic 

planning, assessment, and implementation of corporate hackathons in large-scale industrial and 

corporate business contexts. From the theoretical perspective, we have investigated corporate 

hackathon stages as interrelated hackathon stages, focusing on their (short-term vs long-term) 

implementations over time in different business and organizational contexts.  

In a second and more in-depth qualitative research study, we collect a high amount of empirical 

data (POST-interviews based) about reflections and opinions on the organization of internal 

hackathons in this corporate context and analyze how they have been perceived, especially 

concerning their impacts and outcomes implementations over time in larger industrial corporate 

business contexts, as well as the long-term business (implementational) context.  

Using a different theoretical analysis angle, we can identify three types of contributions to 

characterizing hackathon constructs about their implementational outcomes (in contexts):  

• 1st contribution is about hackathon concepts at hackathon stage level (including 

instrumentation on stage, team configurations, resources, prototyping processes, etc.;  

• 2nd contribution takes into consideration emergent “relational” (implementational) aspects 

(“emergent” in the sense that we have used PRE/DUR/POST-data for looking at hackathons 

participants’ expectations, definitions of terms, etc.  
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From this angle, the “emergent” hackathon constructs are changing their values and meanings 

over the life-cycle of a hackathon and with the different prototyping contexts;  

• 3rd contribution refers to the “impact”-forming hackathon construct along with a hackathon 

solution. It bonds the solution with a “higher impact” or “higher values across contexts”. 

Impact-driving hackathon outcomes require a higher bonding and a more complex 

reconfiguration of resources over several dimensions of value such as prototyping practices 

“impact”-driving implementational experiences.  

From a data analytical research perspective, we intend to investigate the insights and learnings 

from corporate hackathons from data-driven holistic and several time-stamped perspectives and 

incorporate them in the extended POST-phase results and organizational changes we have been 

able to investigate, as part of the new Grundfos corporate culture from January 2017 on. 

While choosing the Grundfos water pumps industrial manufacturing environment as our industrial 

corporate business context, we can affirm that we are dealing in our case study with the hackathon 

phenomenon as its implementational processes in one of its highest complexity spaces. Therefore, 

the longitudinal (temporal-process aspects), as well as the context-relational hackathon constructs, 

play a crucial role in setting up the right observational constructs in our research study. To keep 

complex industrial innovation processes more sustainable and cost-efficient, the 

instrumentalization of more “implementation/Impact”-driven corporate hackathons (between 

different corporate business units and departments) for different industrial scenarios requires a 

more efficient administration of all internal resources and time slots.  

In Grundfos, we have observed in the first year, how the fast experimentation teams and core 

(internal) departments, have been working continuously with customer-driven fast prototyping 

interventions for very different types of high-end water pump products and complex B2B digital 

service solutions. We found out, in the first round of the qualitative study (conducted as semi-

structured PRE-interviews/meetings) with Grundfos employees and managers, that industrial 

corporate hackathons can build a higher ROI value, as soon as their prototyped outcomes can been 

immediately implemented, or have real (“scaling up”) implementations within the larger B2B 

business and organizational contexts at the hackathon stage (DUR or short-term POST 

implementations). Nevertheless, long-term implications and impacts of hackathons outcomes 

remained rather “unperceived” (or have spread “disconnected”from hackathon stage) in larger 

organizational and business contexts. 
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Hackathons, with their practical, highly interactive, and informal (short-term) decision structure, 

have the potential to become the appropriate enabler to leverage more strategically such resources 

across larger corporate business and organizational contexts. Disruptive solutions are often the 

result of such multi-layered and better-orcherstrated prototyping processes.  

In Chapter 6.3., we discuss the overarching IMP.ACT FM (“Implementation-in-Action” Process 

Framework) that along with the Hackathon labeling (data) ontology can help hackathon drivers 

and corporations track implemented outcomes and impacts over different time slots (short-term, 

one year, and long-term ) from any type of corporate hackathon data.  

The IMP.ACT FM is a process-relational and implementation-driven framework that enables 

hackathon drivers and managers to extract, collect and evaluate hackathon data in real-time and 

over larger periods. Each IMP.ACT process step helps hackathon stakeholders to define their roles 

within the hackathon stage experience, and the resources, teams, and location of the hacks, as well 

as the challenges envisaged, the expectations on prototyped outcomes, the team experience, etc. 

It allows us to quantify, evaluate and strategically plan and embed the impacts of short-term vs 

long-term prototyped hackathons outcomes among concrete strategic corporate business projects 

or ideas or within broader organizational settings.  

This impact-driven scaling and implementational approach to industrial hackathons - experienced 

and validated by Grundfos drivers during and after the GrundfosHacks - enables Grundfos 

departments, business units, and employees, at all levels, to use the new corporate industrial 

hackathon formats, as well as the organizational units to conduct more strategic IMP.ACT-driven 

prototyping activities, and, at the same time, to understand, how to track and optimize their 

implemented outcomes for driving more sustainable digital transformation strategies at scale.  

In the following section, we present the outline of this industrial PhD thesis.  
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1.6. Outline of the PhD Thesis  

Figure 3 below presents an overview of the thesis chapters. This outline can be used to understand 

the logical research design of the entire research study. In Figure 3, the most important concepts 

and keywords discussed in each chapter, are listed as well: 

Figure 3: Overview of Thesis’ Chapters 

 

Chapter 1 includes the general introduction and definitions of different types of hackathons. For 

example, we are defining the term hackathon as “hackathon stage” or “hackathon room” and 

highlight the hackathon stage process. We discuss two examples of hackathons: the open 

innovation hackathon and the corporate hackathon, which is the unit of our study.  

Here presented are the three research questions along with concepts for the research objectives. 

They highlight the short-term vs long-term implementational aspects, while implementations are 

given for the concrete business and organizational contexts over time. 
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In Chapter 2, we are conducting a literature research review on hackathons, including also the 

more generic terms of rapid industrial prototyping practices, which is relevant to characterize 

prototyping and implementational processes and elements from hackathons. In the end, we present 

here a comprehensive hackathon taxonomy as a result of integrating these different theoretical 

views and constructs from our empirical research, as well as from secondary literature 

perspectives. 

Chapter 3 is presenting the research design and describing in detail the different methodologies 

for data collection, data preparation, and semantic labeling, and data analysis. As a result of this 

chapter, we explain and give concrete examples of how to use the comprehensive Labeling 

Ontology for hackathons and how to create a Hackathon Data Handbook from temporal and 

labeled hackathon process data. 

Chapter 4 are describing both empirical case studies, a preliminary one, and the longitudinal case 

study, including problems, challenges, and the different industrial contexts. The Gatesense pilot 

case (in Chapter 4.1) is a pilot case study of a series of external industrial hackathons that have 

been carried out outside Grundfos industrial settings. Interesting about this pilot study is the fact 

that some of our hackathon drivers were active in this pilot case, as well as later in the hackathons 

organized inside the corporate industrial settings. This chapter is describing the hackathons stages 

using the traditional academic case study research approach, which has been mostly used in the 

extant research literature (see Chapter 2.2.) as well. The traditional hackathon research is seeing 

hackathon stages as single interventions and as detached from each other and their organizational 

contexts or provenance. In this chapter ( 4.1.), the qualitative data has been collected sporadically 

during the hackathon days in the forms of short interviews, and participants observations.  

Chapter 4.2 is describing the longitudinal case study on two inter-related corporate hackathons in 

Grundfos - the GrundfosHacks H1 and H2 - conducted and fully video recorded within Grundfos 

industrial settings. These hackathons and their main drivers, as well as the implemented outcomes, 

have been observed over their whole organizational life-cycle (in total 3 years inside Grundfos) 

and the POST-implementational results (observed from outside Grundfos corporate environment 

also 2 ½ years after the termination of the PhD contract in Grundfos). 

Chapter 5 is presenting the data-driven findings and results from both the case studies. We present 

here the results from the data analysis studies (Chapter 3), literature reviews (in Chapter 2), the 

lessons learned while bringing together the evolving expectations and structural aspects on 
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hackathons and prototyping processes along the whole organizational, implementational, and 

scaling lifecycles of values from the two corporate hackathon stage and their implemented 

outcomes.  

In Chapter 6 we discuss and integrate these results into a higher conceptual framework for building 

impact-driven stage and implementational processes from hackathons data, prototyped results, 

and insights. In this line, we propose a new IMP.ACT-driven Hackathon Framework and discuss 

different contextual aspects and (time-stamped) phases for rating and evaluation of the impacts of 

prototyped outcomes. We explain and discuss, here, in particular, the use of the process-based 

TAP (Transformational/Acceleratory/Participatory) processes methodology, that is included in 

the IMP.ACT FM, and has been used in this PhD thesis for strategic assessment of prototype, and 

generic ratings of hackathon results.  

Chapter 7 summarizes the results of the longitudinal industrial PhD Thesis as a whole and brings 

suggestions and incentives for future hackathon research topics. 
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Chapter 2: A literature review on hackathons  

and rapid prototyping research 

In this chapter, we describe the literature review approach we have undertaken at different stages 

of the PhD study, to analyze, select, and synthesize the state-of-art research on hackathons and 

rapid prototyping practices. In particular, we intend to analyze and compare different research 

approaches from theoretical, data analytical, and practical perspectives, available in extant 

research peer-reviewed research articles and books from Information Systems (IS), innovation 

and business management, and industrial designs.  

The goal of this chapter is to have a comprehensive overview of all hackathon concepts and 

definitions of terms, which have been used or mentioned in secondary literature sources on 

hackathons and hackathon-related research streams so far. In the last section of the chapter, we 

give a synthesis of the extant research streams, while discussing the hackathon concepts and 

research aspects, that are relevant and interesting to be included in our industrial longitudinal case 

study on corporate industrial hackathons.  

2.1. Selection criteria 

The overall scope of the literature review is to gather deeper knowledge about the different 

hackathon research streams, including hackathon definitions of terms, hackathon constructs and 

their use in contexts, theoretical studies, including data analysis methods, and research outcomes.  

The literature review has been conducted in several rounds, in parallel to the PhD corporate and 

open innovation studies. We have backed up our knowledge with published (and peer-reviewed) 

articles from secondary literature reviews, included in the subchapters below, and have also 

mentioned these sources in the Hackathon’s Glossary of Terms in Appendix I, as well. 

Looking at different hackathon research streams, we intend to spot the missing gaps in existing 

hackathon research studies, that we could take into account in our data-driven empirical 

longitudinal case study approach. This was not a difficult endeavor at the start of the PhD studies 

(back in 2014), as published and peer-reviewed articles on hackathons were rare in that period.  
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From 2017 on, we have experienced a boom in hackathon research publications. Nevertheless, 

the systematic and holistic research approaches on corporate hackathons (with a few exceptions, 

see Chapter 2.3.) remained rare. The first published Springer book on “Hackathons 

Implementation” (Kohne and Wehmeier 2020b) has been recently published in June 2020.   

The selection criteria of research articles used in this dissertation were restricted from the start 

only to A-published and peer-reviewed articles, which we know from our studies to be 

scientifically rigorous, and that was related to our domains of study for this case study: 

Information Systems (IS), innovation and business management and industrial designs (including 

experience design management). In particular, we focused primarily on journal publications 

included in the Basket of eight journals included in the AIS Senior Scholar’s Basket of Journals 

and here essentially: MISQ, JAIS, ECJIS, Innovation Management, SLOAN MIT, HBR. Here we 

did not find many articles focusing primarily on hackathons, but on related aspects like 

prototyping practices and outcomes maturation and implementational aspects in certain contexts. 

The next step has included the investigation of relevant articles published in the most important 

IS conferences: ECIS, ICIS and DESRIST, which we have attended between the years 2014-2020. 

To better understand the business and innovation management perspectives in hackathons studies, 

we have also selected articles from the following business and innovation journals: the Journals 

Management Science (MS), and Organization Science (OS), Innovation and Product Management. 

In addition, we have included a few business-related articles from A-journals like AMJ 

(Association of Management Journal), IEEE Explore, CAIS, and especially some articles from 

the proceedings of the open innovation conferences: WOIC (World Open Innovation Conference) 

and the European OI Community DRUID.  

The selection protocol for the concept-based search was to look for the most important terms, here 

the keyword “hackathon” in the title, abstract of the paper, and also to see if the article is using 

empirical hackathon data sets or primary participants observations from real hackathon stage 

experiences. From the research articles, we have investigated primarily generic hackathon 

research constructs that can be used for open innovation, as well as for corporate hackathons 

research. For example, the “hackathon stage” (for the hackathon days) and “prototyped hackathon 

outcomes” and stage elements like teams, challenges, and resources, are terms or concepts used 

in most hackathons research studies. We have also categorized the secondary research articles 

according to their research designs and methods of study, and have looked at the theory and data 

analysis methods.  
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Some newspapers and hackathon reports have been included in the study because they tell about 

important hackathons that have set important trends in certain prototyping practices or hackathon 

research later on. Nevertheless, these are marked as hackathon reports and not as research studies.  

Finally, the secondary peer-reviewed sample of articles included around 400 articles relevant to 

the industrial PhD study. In this chapter, we discuss and categorize a part of these literature 

articles. All research articles have been included in a bibliographical data collection in Mendeley, 

where we have categorized our articles according to hackathon topics of interest and research 

streams. In addition, we have uploaded the secondary literature collection, including only their 

titles and abstracts, in an NVIVO online version, but for the lack of time, we did not analyze the 

articles further with NVIVO.  

On the practical side, we actively attended almost all large open innovation hackathons and 

experienced in person most known hackathon communities during our qualitative studies (incl. 

research studies, short videos and recorded interviews) while traveling to the USA and the Nordic 

countries (see Global SOCAP NORDICS Impact Forum activities and data collected in Appendix 

III A3.2., in 2014/15, 2017). 

An interesting keyword search example is still the evidence of that time for the term “hackathon”. 

In Table 2 below, we present the evidence from keyword search “counts”, that the keyword 

“hackathon” was not a common term (hit) in Google keyword-search in 2014/2015, while its use 

has increased drastically along the course of this PhD study. In comparison to it, the related terms 

like crowdsourcing, innovation challenge, innovation contests, rapid prototyping, etc. (see Table 

2 below) were already well-established terms in terms of relevant hits for research articles (in 

2014 and later). We could observe this huge discrepancy and the influence of the established 

concepts (like crowdsourcing from IS) on the newer terms like “hackathons” and “sprints” in 

peer-reviewed research articles while looking at a larger number of published articles and also 

from the higher usage counts in keyword search in larger search engines like Google, then Google 

Scholar, and online article databases like Mendeley and Research Gate. 
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Table 2: Keyword search “hackathon” and related terms 

Date Data Bases (DB)/ 

Web engines 

Keyword Results / hits Types of articles (personal notes) 

13.04.2014 Google search hackathon 5.030 entries No Wikipedia entry  

31.01.2015 Emerald Insight 

(use cases) DB 

Collaborative 

innovation 

461 Was looking for “case studies” on hackathons 

over the keyword “collaborative innovation” 

and found 6x interesting case studies, but 

more in Innovation Contests, Summits (OI, 

crowdsourcing events) 

hackathon  

(*case studies*) 

0 Process-relevant descriptions in 6x case 

studies, but the data is about innovation 

contests and crowdsourcing events. Units 

compared to each other in general (no links or 

progression between events and no hints to 

implementation strategies in corporate 

contexts after these OI events.)  

10.07.2015 Reuters DB hackathon 0  

innovation 6987 Not usable 

10.07.2015 Emerald Insight 

(Emergent 

Markets) DB 

hackathon 0  

Emerald Insight 

(use cases) DB 

collaborative 

innovation 

14.002 59 case studies (we looked into) 

open innovation 8532 51 use cases (we have looked into) 

hackathon 11  

(neg. false hits) 

Nothing directly on hackathons (The data is 

about large crowdsourcing events)  

crowdsourcing 255 articles 1 (case study) but irrelevant for hackathon 

studies of innovation in teams (!I have to go 

for “similar aspects” between crowdsourcing 

events and hackathons): 

12x collaboration in teams (crowdsourcing); 

9x co-creation aspects; 5x Creativity; 5x 

value creation; 5x corporate strategy;  

10.07.2015 Mendeley DB hackathon 5 articles Over forward/backwards search (related 

articles): 24x relevant articles on hacks  

10.07.2015 EBSCOT (CBS) 

(industry reports) 

hackathon 126 articles Only 6x from peer-reviewed academic 

journals 

The rest were newspaper hackathon reports. 

  (measuring 

performance) 

innovation 

231 articles measuring performance of innovation in 

teams; 231x articles (151 academic articles)  

10.07.2016 EBSCOT (CBS) hackathon 157 articles 1x hackathon research paper (ECIM2014) 

3x case study papers on hacks 

153x case reports about hacks 

10.07.2016 EBSCOT (CBS) Innovation 

challenge 

(innovation 

summit) 

1710 articles Most of them on research on technology 

innovation and about “challenges in 

innovation”  

(Malhotra and Majchrzak 2014) : “Managing 

crows in innovation challenges” (a 

knowledge integration model): about 

managers roles for OI: sharing, highlighting 

and combining [mindset change research 

towards OI];  

(Salter, Ammon;Criscuolo, Paola;Wal 2014): 

“Coping with open innovation” in R&D 

(outbound-inbound OI) 
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24.07.2016 Google search hackathon 6.760.000 entries Wikipedia def. 

Hackathon guide (https://hackathon.guide/ ) 

Open Data days Hackathons (civic hacks) 

Startup weekends (www.theatlantic.com) 24h 

hacks all over the USA – after we have 

participated in the roadshows in Las Vegas 

and Silicon Valley in 2014 and 2015, MIT 

IoT Hack and Maker Days at MIT in 2015 

30.08.2015 EBSCOT (CBS) hackathon 135 articles Civic hackathon, educational hacks, aging 

hacks, multicultural hacks, CIO Weekends, 

startup weekend (raising)  

The hackathon starts to go into new challenge 

domains, e.g. first energy online hackathons 

(not so big at that time)  

01.03.2021 Google search hackathon 20.500.000 entries There are several new keywords: corona 

hackathon, hackathons pic, and hubs 

  Hackathon 

implementation 

5.400.000 entries  Springer's book “Hackathons- From ideas to 

successful implementation” (2020) ranked 

first. Nevertheless, this book is not measuring 

the implementation and effects of hackathon 

outcomes (or prototypes) over time.  

18.03.2021 Emerald Insight 

(Emergent 

Markets) DB 

hackathon 235 entries 8x case studies (looked into abstract), none of 

them relevant 

 

Along with the keyword-based search on the term “hackathon” over the years, we have also 

looked at hackathon-related keywords (examples: hackathon, hacks, hackfest, coding festival, 

innovation summits, contests, etc.) and have collected different definitions of terms over the last 

4 ½ years. These terms and definitions are included in the Glossary of terms (Appendix I).  

Under the term “hackathon” Wikipedia is giving since 2015 a comprehensive historical overview 

of the evolution of the term and adding the most important hackathons reports.  

In the following subchapters, we give an overview of the most relevant hackathon research articles 

and books and discuss which hackathon elements and aspects are important for your research 

study, or how they are related to our longitudinal case study on corporate industrial hackathons. 

2.2. Traditional open innovation hackathon research 

Most recent peer-reviewed hackathon research studies are looking at hackathons as open 

innovation instruments for open innovation (OI) prototyping, and the “bottom-up” generation of 

new business ideas (Chowdhury 2018). A selection of the most relevant peer-reviewed OI 

hackathon case studies are often referred to as traditional open innovation hackathon studies, and 

usually include the open-source prototypes, collaborative ideas, and open innovation applications 

as results of these hackathon formats. The most cited peer-reviewed articles are here : (G Briscoe 

and Mulligan 2014), Lakhani and Wolf 2005), (Boudreau and Lakhani 2013), (Irani 2015), (Jones, 

Semel, and Le 2015), (Mohajer Soltani et al. 2014), (Zapico Lamela et al. 2013).  

https://hackathon.guide/
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These traditional research articles have in common that they investigate hackathons in open 

innovation contexts, e.g. (G Briscoe and Mulligan 2014) is defining the hackathon as an important 

“driver of digital innovation” and describes the organization of creative hackathons in London 

open design hubs and design schools, while (Irani 2015) is investigating critically the civic 

hackathons aspects and their impacts on entrepreneurial citizenship in Indian large cities. 

Hackathons are here declared as “single” observational units, detached from other hackathon 

stages and trated as (multiple) case study, even if they are related in location, challenges, teams 

and might have the same open innovation contexts (like hospitals, banks, libraries, public sector 

institutions, etc).  

Originally, there are many well-established open source (SW/HW) hackathons organized globally 

around the so-called “open source movement” (Von Hippel 2005), (Gast and Lansink 2015). 

These “open-digital innovation” communities ((M. Choi 2016), AMCIS), especially the open-

source software/open engineering (the “nerds” and “gigs”) (Rudmark 2013), and in open 

hardware (or “Makers”) developer communities (Jorge L. Zapico et al. 2013), (Monachino, 

McDermott, and Maia Chagas 2018)) are known for their high impact on open source 

programming languages (Java, C#, Python, etc.) and platforms such as Eclipse, Android, Python, 

etc., (Serrano-Laguna et al. 2015), (Gast and Lansink 2015), as well as to the new developments 

of agile, SCRUM software developer communities (Alkema et al. 2017) and Maker/FabLab and 

open 3D-prototyping communities in hardware development domains. The open-source 

prototyping research stream has become relevant for industrial corporate hackathons, as well like, 

for example, the open prototyping of the “open source vehicle” (Foster 2015)).  

Open data hackathons or “datathons” (Herala et al. 2019) belong also to the related open source 

hackathons formats (Anslow et al. 2016), (Heimstädt 2014). Nevertheless, the OOS (open source 

software) hackathons are still not quite well understood in comparison to similar open-source 

prototyping events, such as jams, sprints, SCRUM workshops, code fests, hackfests, innovation 

summits, and co. (Möller et al. 2013). For definitions of terms and further information please 

check the updated Appendix I: Hackathon’s Glossary of Terms. 

The traditional research stream has been influenced by well-established research areas like 

crowdsourcing (Armisen and Majchrzak 2015), innovation management studies (K. R. Lakhani 

and Wolf 2005), challenged-based learning for STEM in cognition studies (Willis, Byrd, and 

Johnson 2017), and other open educational studies.  
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For example, in top-ranked academic journals in business and innovation management, 

hackathons are still considered a special form of crowdsourcing (Möller et al. 2013), (Xu, Hu, and 

Zhang 2013), and described as large crowdsourcing activities (Boudreau and Lakhani 2013) 

outside large corporate contexts.  

This research stream is looking mostly at individual and collaborative motivational aspects, 

ideation processes, and applications-related outcomes, but there are no concrete studies about 

relational and implementational aspects of such events in larger corporate contexts. Also, the 

descriptions of prototyping processes on stage and the reuse of outcomes over longer periods, are 

not described in detail.  

A lot of research reports and ethnographic studies are available under the open hackathon research 

stream, but the data collection methods are rather scarce, as they are including only interviews-

related studies (with a small number of persons) and mostly observational (report-like) notes. In 

the focus of research are the open-source and/or open innovation contests as “single-stage” events 

(or intervention) as partly competitive, partly collaborative prototyping activity in teams. The 

authors are trying to explain the nature of these events only by looking at the interactions and 

motivational aspects of people on stage (Boudreau and Lakhani 2013).  

Recent studies are looking at hackathons as collaborative instruments to drive “bottom-up” digital 

innovation ecosystems in large-scale open industrial settings such as the public health 

(Chowdhury 2018), (Kienzler and Fontanesi 2017), water innovation sectors (Ahalt et al. 2014), 

(Lauth, House, and Inuwa 2020), and creative industries (film-making) (Karlsen and Løvlie 2017).  

The traditional hackathon research perspective is often too restrained to explain emerging 

hackathon phenomena and complex prototyping aspects happening in large-scale industrial 

business (corporate) contexts. The research focus on the crowdsourcing aspects and staging 

processes and outcomes (during hackathons) are not sufficient to define the most substantial parts 

of hackathons, especially to describe and explain their implementational aspects and values in 

different contexts and over longer periods.  
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2.3. Hackathon studies in the corporate business context 

Although hackathons are recognized as a global phenomenon in different types of contexts, 

nowadays, the research on corporate hackathons lies still in its infancy. Similar research elements 

like for example the research focusing on hackathon stage(s) data, and including open innovation 

and open source SW/HW developments (Ahalt et al. 2014), (Soltani et al. 2014) aspects on single 

stages, are still prevalent as a research methodology for the “collaborative prototyping” studies 

by (Bogers and Horst 2014b) from corporate hackathons data. Hackathons are seen here as 

“collaborative prototyping tools for practically oriented innovation processes across functional, 

hierarchical, and organizational boundaries can improve the overall prototyping process” 

(Bogers and Horst 2014b). For this PhD study, we have adopted this definition as starting 

definition for the corporate hackathon study.  

Recent research works are looking at more complex phenomena in hackathons, such as 

“Hackathons Implementation” (Kohne and Wehmeier 2020b) aspects, “assistive technologies” 

hacks (Narain et al. 2020), and “exploring the impact of goal alignment in hackathons”(Angarita 

and Nolte 2020), but they are not making a clear distinction between the location of the hackathon 

stage (IN = inside the corporate context, or OUT = outside corporate context) and the 

configuration of teams (only internal teams of employees, or mixed teams, etc).  

To our understanding, the recent studies on corporate hackathon aspects don’t investigate 

systematically (from an in-depth business and organizational perspective) these aspects, nor the 

impacts and outcome implementations of hackathons results embedded in different corporate 

contexts. The emergence of the corporate hackathon phenomenon over different periods and 

contexts levels has also not been methodologically and theoretically deeply elaborated in these 

studies: (Saravi et al. 2018), (Nolte, Chounta, and Herbsleb 2020), (Nolte et al. 2018), Kohne and 

Wehmeier 2020b), (Kohne and Wehmeier 2020a). The first book on hackathon research from a 

corporate research perspective has been recently published in Springer on “Hackathons 

Implementation” (Kohne and Wehmeier 2020b), in June 2020. Although it gives a very detailed 

description of the hackathon process using PRE/DUR/POST data (like here in our Grundfos 

longitudinal case study), the author is describing the different hackathon formats and contexts 

more from an “operational” (organization of the event/stage) perspective, and not from a 

(strategic) “implementational/impact”-driving process perspective.  
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2.4. Green IT and impact-driving hackathons research 

The traditional ways to lead “breakthrough” innovations (Verganti 2010) and ensure mass 

production or high diversity of high-quality products “no matter what” seem not to pay off 

anymore, especially in these pandemic times since early 2020. Complex digital transformation 

challenges (see Jaschke, Brecher, Song, & Rawat, 2017; Yoo, Boland, Lyytinen, & Majchrzak, 

2012) are amplified by perturbation markets, economic crises, growing environmental and global 

health issues. These transformations are so groundbreaking that the nature of digital innovations 

and digital solutions, which “really matters” (Herrera 2015) in large-scale industrial contexts, 

have changed rapidly toward more sustainable outcomes (Seidel, Recker, and Vom Brocke 2013), 

including more sustainable industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT) solutions and environments 

(Grimm et al. 2013).  

We have included these “IMPACT” -driving aspects in our corporate hackathon studies right from 

the start (in 2014). The reason behind this is the fact, that I have been active in impact-driving 

activities of the Cleantech NORDICS communities (e.g. SOCAP Nordics Forum, 

https://cleantechregion.org/projects/) and EU-SeedInvest/SDG since 2012. These communities 

have inspired me for the Impact focus of this research study. They have also contributed 

worldwide to scaling up “Green Sustainability” and Impact Agendas (e.g. see UN mayors’ 

Convention). More and more large-scale industrial players like Grundfos have redefined their 

impact agendas (using Green hacks as instruments) and have become active drivers of the current 

climate change sustainability agenda, patterning together with us the current EU sustainability 

programs (under H2020) now under Horizon Europe and EIB (“green” EU Investment Bank).  

In addition, the IS research stream on green IT infrastructures and platforms (van Osch and Avital 

2011) and related "grand challenges" (Becker et al. 2015), as well as the establishment of 

sustainable innovation economy following the 17 UN SDG (Sustainable Development Goals), the 

EU- Green Deal decarbonization by 2050, all these “green growth” activities (Oecd 2010) to 

address climate change issues have contributed to the increase on “green hackathons” formats 

(Zapico Lamela et al. 2013), especially conducted online over green hacks platforms (e.g. 

https://greenhack.eu/; http://www.greenhackathon.com/ ).  

Most peer-reviewed studies on greenIT and sustainability hackathons, like e.g. (Jorge L. Zapico 

et al. 2013), (Van Leeuwen and Chandy 2013), (Jorge Luis Zapico 2014) are focusing from a 

design research perspective on the high complexity of challenges and context spaces in which 

https://cleantechregion.org/projects/
https://greenhack.eu/
http://www.greenhackathon.com/
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green hackathons have to define their challenges and solutions for very complex or “wicked” 

(Farrell and Hooker 2013) environmental and eco-systems problems.  

While Green IT hackathons are technical hackathons that are focused on prototyping green IT-

infrastructures, the sustainability hackathons (e.g. climathons (Pinnegar, Marceau, and Randolph 

2008), ClimateAction/CO2reduction hacks (Van Leeuwen and Chandy 2013)) are more 

conceptual hackathons that are broader in focus and try to find complex solutions for a larger 

ecosystem of climate problems, like a district or a region (Marsh, Larsen, and Kragh 2010). These 

greet IT and sustainability challenges can not be solved in one hackathon round and need several 

hackathon communities and open hackathon formats in different iterations, to address these 

problems from different dimensions and reach intermediate solutions. Experts from very different 

domains are needed for these types of “green IT” and sustainable “green growth/impact” 

hackathons.  

The challenges of our GrundfosHacks2016 hackathons (see Chapter 4.2.) belong to green 

hackathon challenges in industrial digital business domains. A case study on Grundfos sustainable 

water products in Africa has been conducted previously to our PhD study: (Houman Andersen 

2013); here for the product development and implementation, no hackathons have been included 

in the study.  

2.5. Rapid prototyping in industrial research 

For our longitudinal case study on corporate industrial hackathons, it is essential to look at the 

rapid prototyping research stream, especially as this area is well established within the industrial 

designs and in new product development (especially in Design & Engineering) contexts.  

Within large-scale industrial production and manufacturing domains, rapid prototyping processes 

are seen as standardized “early” new product development phases, including technical, functional, 

and physical designs for physical products, and digital (frontend/middleware/backend) designs 

for digital solutions. Rapid prototyping is usually a 2-3 days event as an industrial workshop, 

conducted as a sprint event (see Appendix I: Hackathon’s Glossary of Terms). They are not 

competitive and are not including ad-hoc teams like in a corporate hackathon. The results of a 

rapid prototyping session are usually low-tech prototypes along with the solution mockup and an 

actions plan.  
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In the following section, we refer to a selection of literature-related peer-reviewed research articles 

on rapid prototyping research, especially to prototypes research, in general, and rapid prototyping 

practices rooted in industrial designs and design experience domains.  

These are two very different areas, in which very different process prototyping processes have 

evolved, and now due to large digital transformation processes, they are all converging to new 

hackathon (as prototyping practice) formats. 

2.5.1. Evolution of prototypes and prototyping processes 

Prototypes are often associated with “early” product outcomes, such as sketches, drafts, or demos 

in the early stages. Their role is mainly to show the potential of innovations (Xiong et al. 2005). 

The early HCI research studies using experience-centered design aspects (Wright and McCarthy 

2010) have been focusing on user studies and user contexts by involving potential users in the 

design process as early as possible (Twidale 2016).  

These “low-fidelity” prototypes  (included in the “anatomy of prototypes”, (Lim, Stolterman, 

and Tenenberg 2008)) are used until today in “early” industrial products prototyping. They are 

still playing an important instrumental role as enablers, simple gates to validate the potential of 

the product innovation to different stakeholders inside and outside the corporate borders. The 

digital prototypes, for example in IS, are seen as preliminary mockups or demo facilitating 

platforms. They are used in the same way as the low-fidelity physical prototypes, to generate new 

insights and functionality-related ideas before spending too much time and money on irreversible 

design decisions(like the resilient system's design in (Méndez Muñoz et al. 2013)).  

According to (Bäumer et al. 1996), there are three types of prototypes: (1.) explorative prototypes, 

(2.) experimental prototypes and (3.) evolutionary prototypes. Combining both (1.) + (2.) and 

giving multiple iterations of the mature version of a prototype, the three concepts mark the 

evolutionary-motivated design and innovation models that are used mostly in business and 

industrial manufacturing, and in engineering design.  

“With each iteration prototypes move from low-fidelity paper-based sketches and 

simulations through to actual working prototypes. The idea is, that there is a seamless 

transition from the formative evaluation of design concepts to the summative evaluation 

of the finished product.”(Snyder 2003).  
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These developments (as “fidelity investments” (Bukowitz 2013)) have contributed to the next 

methodological developments in experimental prototyping ((Willis, Byrd, and Johnson 2017), 

(McCurdy et al. 2006)), TRIZ (Changqing, Kezheng, and Fei 2005), up to broader design thinking 

research streams ((Plattner, Mienel, and Leifer 2011),(Plattner, Meinel, and Leifer 2011)) where 

the prototyping (process) space has been enlarged to handle any type of complex problem that can 

be stretched over several business and organizational contexts (Lusch and Nambisan 2015).  

Similar to the process-based rapid prototyping practices in the industry, hackathons are seen in 

this context as useful “trial-and-error learnings” (S. Thomke 2013), either customer-focused (von 

Hippel 1988) or crowdsourced innovation contests. In literature studies including initial software 

programming communities, hackathons are still seen as “quick-and-dirty” programming events 

(Möller et al. 2013). The essential and iterative four-design process steps included in any of the 

standardized product development process stages are similar to the sessions of a hackathon stage 

process description: including (1) design, (2) build, (3) run, and (4) analysis (S. Thomke 2013). 

All these prototyping process steps are similar to the generic hackathon sessions that we have 

observed from our hackathon case study data, as well.  

2.5.2. Rapid prototyping in industrial engineering  

Industrial designs and rapid prototyping have a long tradition in industrial production and 

engineering research, especially in new product development, production design, and delivery 

(Olivier, Ibrahim, and Patrick 1995). Complex industrial prototyping processes in their various 

forms - e.g. as fast experimentation, rapid prototyping (RP) (S. H. Choi and Samavedam 2001), 

rapid tooling (RT) (Gebhardt 2012) and collaborative prototyping (CP) (Bogers and Horst 2014a), 

etc. - are still one of the key industrial design practices mostly used in the early stages of new 

product design (NPD) (Sander 2004). These industrial rapid prototyping processes are embedded 

in the various industrial manufacturing contexts, e.g. mechatronic rapid prototyping (Glesner et 

al. 2002), biomaterials RP (Narayan 2014), micro fluids RP (Kaigala et al. 2007), water-soluble 

photopolymers (Liska et al. 2005), just to get an idea of product-related prototyping process cases 

related to in energy-efficient water pump solutions. These prototyping processes are very long-

tailed (sometimes lasting over several months) becoming extremely complex if we add to the 

physical (heavy industrial and hardware) products designs one more digital layer, and move into 

more complex digitalized product solutions such as “smart digital objects” (Porter, Michael; 

Heppelmann 2015)) or into the larger framework of production automation and planning of such 
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products. The latter area, known as industrial manufacturing, is transforming rapidly due to the 

advancements of 3D printing (Bak 2003) or additive manufacturing (Hernández et al. 2013), 

(Campbell, Bourell, and Gibson 2012).  

The new industrial digital solution prototyping over such large existing infrastructures has also 

been the focus of our prototyping processes in the GrundfosHacks (4.2.) and is often treated as 

large-scale optimization or problem-solving processes.  

2.5.3. Industrial designs and experience-centered prototyping 

In the following subchapter, we are looking at conceptual theories and frameworks that can 

aggregate a higher level of abstraction and complexity to prototyped results.  

The early work of Johanna Drucker (Drucker 2013) has set the theoretical foundations for the 

concept of “performative materiality” of prototyping processes and their outcomes. Usually, are 

these examples of “visionary prototypes” used in hackathons as “business cases”, mocks ups or 

as business ideas (Chan et al. 2020). These conceptual hackathon outcomes demonstrate that the 

actual “prototyping” process does not necessarily have to be bound on the “coding experience”, 

but to “prototyping of new business ideas” and thinking of implications about scaling them in a 

larger industrial context to save costs and time (resources).  

The need for evaluation arises from the transformative nature of collaborative experiences and the 

way, that interactivity in the digital age has changed the audience from viewer to a new kind of 

participant. Large manufacturing companies are all facing major digital transformation challenges 

in the rapid scaling and implementation of new industrial design practices as connected to 

automatized services across their traditional industrial environments. Newer design process 

modeling approaches, such a design thinking methods, short sprints, and hackathons are used only 

sporadically within certain departments (e.g. in Grundfos in D&E and in R&T), and as 

complementary approaches to complex problem-solving.  

There are a few context-driven organizational studies, looking at concrete empirical data on how 

organizational experience interacts with the context to create knowledge. For this reason, a high 

amount of academic research studies dealing with rapid prototyping processes are concerned with 

qualitative and quantitative analysis of the outcomes of the prototyping sessions for different 

research domains, e.g. experience and design (for HCI and cognition, (Knoche, Rao, and Huang 

2011)) and prototyping (for IS engineering, (Komssi et al. 2015a)).  
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In the evaluation process of practical prototyping experiences along the entire hackathon’s life 

cycle, we allude to the formative role of experiences as defined in the book by (Candy and 

Ferguson n.d.) “Interactive Experience in the Digital Age”, where collaborative art, in our study, 

the collaborative design (incl. prototyping) experiences on/of stage are directed towards 

improving digital prototyping practices and processes and innovative digital solutions (outcomes) 

across different corporate context levels. Similar to our approach, the generative designs, such as 

prototyping or collaborative solution design experiences in-actions and on-actions (Bogers and 

Horst 2014a), represent a new research area within the open innovation research context. It 

considers the larger [XD] commercial context experience driven by journeys or trajectories of 

engagements (e.g. customer journeys, (Rihova et al. 2015)). 

Longer-ranged and faster experimentation studies on design and prototyping (Plattner, Meinel, 

and Leifer 2012) of complex physical products are the starting point of a collaborative experience 

design and collaborative innovation. Most of the research in experience design consists of 

laboratory experiments, similar to (Hassenzahl, Eckoldt, and Thielsch 2009) and (Plattner, 

Mienel, and Leifer 2011). This is different from our empirical case study, is based on real-time 

data collection from industrial hackathons and the concrete settings that have been organized.  

Experiences are usually seen as cognitive instant processes, whereas the latter implications of 

changing contexts are investigated in the form of decisions taken from learning experiences 

(Bessant, Öberg, and Trifilova 2014). The quality of our experiences is dependent on the quality 

of the context data (resources, drivers, participants, ideas, products), which we choose from our 

environment, thereby increasing the values of the experience by prototyping processes in 

hackathons, as well as the process design paths we choose to accelerate and implement our results.  

Experience-Centered Design research (Gaudenzi 2015) and rapid prototyping (as experience 

hackathons (El-Ella et al. 2013), (Komssi et al. 2015b)) are areas that are well established in 

industrial designs and engineering, especially within industrial new product development 

departments (Filippini and Martini 2010). Evolutionary-motivated designs (Krish 2011) and 

innovation models are used in business, as well as in industrial manufacturing and engineering 

design.  
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2.6. Summary including a generic hackathon taxonomy 

In the following, we sum up the most relevant insights and research results from our literature 

review study (included in 2.1.-2.5.). We have started our literature review in section 2.2. looking 

at characteristics of the traditional (open innovation) OI-hackathon formats, such as the crowd-

contests and innovation summits, which are historically seen as “the first archetype of 

hackathons” (Jones, Semel, and Le 2015). Here the ideation processes in ad-hoc forming teams 

play a significant role. From the academic research perspective, the traditional hackathon research 

stream, focusing only on single hackathon events fails to describe more complex phenomena like 

the emergence of corporate hackathon cultures in large-scale B2B customers ecosystems or 

hackathons within a certain company; they need to be related to each other and have strong bonds 

to their contexts over time. Nevertheless, these innovation summits are relevant for our study 

because there have been organized large “48h Grundfos innovation summits” several years before 

our industrial PhD study had started in tents near Grundfos Academy; most of our interviewed 

employees were associating these open innovation formats at the beginning (in PRE-Interviews) 

with the notion of “corporate hackathons”. We have identified the implementational research 

aspects as a significant research gap in traditional OI-hackathons studies, as well.  

For the corporate industrial hackathons in our case study (in Grundfos) the generation of too many 

ideas, as well as motivational research aspects, were not the major drivers for the implementation 

and scaling of corporate hackathons. The formats of hackathons are highly evolving in different 

industrial and non-industrial settings and among practitioners. Researchers lack a systematic 

approach on how to use and extract the long-term value from hackathons and how to develop a 

rigorous methodology that enables them to develop, implement and scale new corporate 

hackathon formats along with “high impact” outcomes. The corporate hackathon stages along 

with the prototyped (or implemented) outcomes are merging into more and more collaborative 

innovation experience frameworks to co-create new business opportunities on demand together 

with customers and partners.  

In section 2.3., we have discussed the fact that hackathon research in business and large corporate 

contexts is still in its infancy. This lies on one side on the fact that no clear distinction has been 

made between open innovation contexts and corporate rapid prototyping contexts so far.  
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This becomes problematic for new theoretical development on prototyping practices and 

processes, as well as their implementation in mixed virtual and heterogeneous business contexts 

(like open of mixed B2B contexts). 

From the academic perspective, the hackathon research area, in general, it is still in its infancy. 

Although the number of peer-reviewed hackathon studies and books have increased drastically 

over the last 2-3 years, there is still difficult to find a consensus of the definition of terms for the 

term “hackathon” and related terms, looking at the academic research material, as well as the 

qualitative data analysis results from our practical “in field” studies.  

The literature review has shown that there is no common definition of the term “hackathon” in 

any of the highlighted hackathon research streams (section 2.2.-2.5.). There is also a need for a 

proper description of the generic processes concerning the hackathon stage and hackathon 

implementational processes in a generic corporate context. For this reason, in this thesis, we start 

from the broader hackathon definition of the term mentioned in the case study by (Bogers and 

Horst 2014b) in section 2.3. and proceed to a “preliminary” Hackathon Taxonomy (see Table 3 

below), which is including most generic hackathon concepts, mentioned by the research articles, 

but which are used independently of their prototyping contexts (the location and configuration of 

the hackathon stage), and that requires a certain type of hackathon outcomes or deliverables.  

This generic Hackathon Taxonomy (in Table 3 below) is a new contribution to a simplified 

categorization of hackathon families along with their hackathon outcomes, which is important for 

our longitudinal case study. For example, we have for the 1st Generation of TECH (technology-

centric or technology-driven) hackathons always an SW/HW prototype as outcomes from these 

hackathons. The 2nd Generation are “business-driven hackathons” and their MIXED Forms (see 

Table 3), and these are the types of conceptual hackathons, which usually focus on mochups, 

business model presentations, and short demo of the business ideas, as hackathons outcomes.  

The 3rd Generation of DESIGN-driven hackathons and their MIXED Forms (new process design, 

business- and eco-solutions-driven) are the hackathon stages focusing on most complex hackathon 

outcomes, which are prototyping and implementational processes in context. 
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Table 3: A preliminary hackathon taxonomy 

Hackathon Family  Hackathon 

Type 

Hackathon Names Hackathon 

traits 

IMPACT  Hackathon 

examples   
hackathon, 

hackerthon, 

hackthon, hackfest 

   

1st Generation  

TECH 

(technology)-

Centric Hackathons 

(source Brescoe 

2012) 

 

Hackathon 

outcomes: sw/hw 

prototype-based 

acceleratory hacks  

  

  

single 

applications, 

software 

development 

hackathons 

SW dev. hacks,  

agile development 

hacks 

Competitive 

Open stage 

agile, cross-

collaborative 

OSS (open-

source software 

movement)  

open BSD project 

(first Java 

hackathon on 

Internet 

technologies) in 

Canada 1999 

Hardware 

(MAKER) 

hackathons 

MAKER Days, 

Arduino and Rasperi 

PI Hackathons, 

wearable devices, 

brain devices 

hackathons 

Competitive 

Open stage 

agile, cross-

collaborative 

OS HW/sw Cooking Hacks IoT 

Hackathons,  

MIT MAKER 

Days  

platform 

development 

hackathons 

cloud solution hacks, 

open platform dev. 

H., IoT h. 

Competitive 

Open stage 

agile, cross-

collaborative 

used-based 

scenarios 

Crowdsourcing 

events  

Android, 

FIWARE IoT 

smart cities 

hackathons, 

IBM BLUMIX 

hackathons 

NATO Enterprise 

Architecture 

Hackathons, 6-8 

April 2016, Poland 

Microsoft Hacks 

TechDays, 

HackerTUM 

technology-

specific 

hackathons 

API dev.h., HTML5 

h., Android, Drupal, 

wiki hackathons 

agile, cross-

collaborative 

IOTstandards 

5G ESA hacks 

EU-IOT Edge 

Computing 

Hackathon (over 6 

months)  

2nd Generation 

BUSINESS-driven 

MIXED Forms  

 

business- and 

technology-driven, 

conceptual hacks 

 

Hackathon 

outcomes: mockups, 

concepts of business 

models, business 

ideas, user scenarios, 

data and concept 

(solutions) demo  

data-centric 

hackathons 

Digital (intelligence) 

Hacks, Open Data h., 

(open) data models 

h., music jams, big 

data hackathons, 

Digital Innovation 

Challenge 

competitive, or 

cross-

collaborative, 

solution-driven 

prototyping, 

innovation 

challenges 

Open data 

platforms 

(eHealth, Lib, 

Banks)  

Smart cities 

hacks 

Aarhus Smart 

Mobility hack, 

  

topic-focused 

hackathons 

smart cities (green) 

hackathons, eHealth 

h., transportation, 

connected cars, 

autonomous driving 

hacks, energy-

efficiency hacks, 

Energy-Water-Nexus 

hacks 

  
FCBayern 

HackDays  

social 

hackathons 

civic hackathons, 

governathons, eGov 

hacks, urban 

hacking, EDU 

(educational) 

hackathons, social 

makers, IT& ethical 

hackathons 

more solution-

oriented, than 

technical 

prototyping 

  

demographic 

specific 

hackathons 

gender and age-

specific hackathons 

  
Refugees camp 

hack in Greece  
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company-

focused 

hackathons 

   
google hacks, IBM 

BLUMIX IoT 

hacks..., Grundfos 

Big Data 

Hackathons (as 

internal industrial 

hackathons) 

business models-

focused 

hackathons 

disruptive hacks, 

canniballing games, 

radical hacks, BM 

hackathons, Design 

Thinking hackathons, 

VISION hacks, 

branding hackathons, 

markathons 

(Marketing-driven 

problems), green 

solutions hacks,  

ideas and 

concepts-driven 

hackathons, 

cross-

collaborative but 

with focus to 

build new 

markets, or make 

a certain market 

are more 

resilient, more 

customer friendly 

 
canniballing 

games, in Grundfos 

  

ideation 

hackathons 

Ideation (for a 

certain problem), 

VISION Hacks 

   

3rd Generation 

DESIGN-driven 

MIXED Forms 

(new process design, 

business- and eco-

solutions-driven) 

Hackathons 

  

design-driven 

process 

hackathons 

Design Thinking 

hackathon, Science-

Art-Design 

hackathons, new 

artifacts design, open 

designs hackathons, 

smart designs hacks, 

design& art 

collectives, Future 

Labs., sustainable 

designs Jams, Art of 

Hosting 

activist 

movement, 

ecology, and 

socially driven 

concrete 

problems 

Hackathon 

outcomes: 

process/flow 

mockups, 

design-based 

solutions, 

problem/soluti

on-based 

process solving 

methods, 

Impact Gaming 

Makers4 Humanity 

 

The results summed up in Table 3, specifically, the three types of “generic” hackathon outcomes 

that have been used in the longitudinal case study, especially in designing the most complex part 

of the hackathon study which is the final “Impact Gaming” part.  

Although the worldwide use of the word “hackathon” has increased to a large extent on the web 

(see in section 2.1. Table 2 example of google search from 2014 up to 2021), including now much 

focused technical descriptions of hackathons, there is still no available definition for “corporate 

hackathons” (in general), and we could not find any longitudinal case studies available on 

corporate (industrial) hackathon implementations within one large corporate industrial 

environment (like here in Grundfos). This makes this longitudinal empirical case study on 

corporate industrial hackathons conducted for the first time scientifically and methodically within 

Grundfos industrial corporate environment “in real-time” still to remain very unique, and be one 

of the first comprehensive industrial corporate hackathons studies so far.  
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We observe on the peer-reviewed research side, in general, that a lot has changed over the last 

three years. As the last part of the evaluation process for this literature review and for assessing 

our selection process at each step, we have tried to stay in direct contact with the people of the 

most relevant papers for this hackathon research study and talk to them directly about the research 

methodology developed in the course of this PhD study, including each time the status of our 

research and the literature research. In this way, we could stay very close to the emergent 

phenomenon of study and receive concrete feedback from active hackathon communities directly 

on what topics and constructs are relevant to be included and discussed in our research study on 

building ground-up successful corporate hackathons cultures.  
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Chapter 3: 

Research design, data collection and analysis  

This third chapter describes the philosophical and methodological foundations for the industrial 

PhD Study. It contains a detailed description of the data collection, preparation and data analysis 

methods. In the first part 3.1, we discuss the research plan for the longitudinal case study on 

corporate industrial hackathons and their complex business context. The second subchapter 3.2 

describes Critical Realism (CR) as the philosophical paradigm used along with the research study 

for combining different perspectives on the analysis of data, and context mappings. The research 

designs for the entire empirical research study are described in section 3.3. The timeline for all 

organized and observed industrial hackathons is here included. In the second part of this chapter, 

we describe the analytical & methodological choices relevant for the data analysis. We proceed 

here with the data collection (3.4.), data preparation, and labeling (3.5) methods. In the last section 

3.6, we describe the data analysis methods.  

3.1. Research Plan 

This section discusses the theoretical underpinnings and the stepwise methodological 

development of the case study research. In particular, we describe here how we have proceeded 

methodically to observe the corporate hackathon phenomenon evolving (within Grundfos) to a 

new industrial process for driving corporate business change, along with purposeful (and impact-

driven) development of new digital solutions.  

The longitudinal case setup seems to be the most appropriate method to gather a high amount of 

data, learnings, and insights about the organizational setup of the hackathons, their contexts and 

implementational premisses. It helps to better understand the different (value/impact-driving) 

implementational perspectives for the entire phenomenon (K. M. Eisenhardt 1989) as corporate 

hackathon culture into a larger corporate industrial context. Interesting is the overall research 

design of this industrial PhD case study, which includes in total 5xIIoT(industrial IoT) hackathons 

and 6x (POST-)related events from which we took the relevant empirical data for our longitudinal 

case study.  
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The empirical and analytical framework of the study, as well as the closeness to the phenomenon 

under study and the deep involvement of managers, hackathon drivers, and the researcher herself 

in the theory-building process - while experiencing and exploring the corporate business and 

hackathon contexts - is what makes this industrial case appropriate for so-called “theoretical 

sampling” (K. M. Eisenhardt 1989). This “means that cases are selected because they are 

particularly suitable for illuminating and extending relationships and logic among constructs.” 

pp. 27. From this longitudinal perspective, we can observe and explain the corporate hackathons 

as a chain of interrelated events. These concrete interconnected prototyping events along with 

their outcomes and their implementational impacts can be observed over time across larger 

industrial business contexts. The focus of this PhD study is to understand and explain the 

preliminary “building blocks” (Thomas 2011) of corporate hackathons (and their value-driving 

aspects) within a new theory of hackathons, but the systematic and in-depth longitudinal case 

study should also serve the research community and corporate practitioners primarily as 

“plausibility probes”, pp.515. For this purpose, we need to define and explain, theoretical concepts 

and constructs, that appear to characterize best the emergence of hackathon implementations, 

including the hackathon element and impacts involved within larger organizational and in 

industrial business contexts (here within Grundfos). To the best of our knowledge, there are no 

comprehensive longitudinal research case studies on corporate and industrial hackathons 

conducted on the fly and close to the corporate industrial business context (see Chapter 2.3.). In 

our longitudinal case study, for instance, as described in Chapter 4, we seek to observe these 

dynamics by discerning hackathon stages over time, while also understanding how the drivers 

have learned to use the hackathon stages to implement outcomes of “higher impact” for their 

corporate business contexts over time.  

In other words, the scope of our research study has flipped from “what solutions are the drivers 

prototyping in their hackathons?” to a more impact-driven research focus about “HOW are the 

drivers implementing the prototyped outcomes from hackathons and how they are using them 

over time?” (see RQ1. In Table 1).  

The theoretical research focus of this longitudinal case study is embedded into the context of the 

study, which is where the corporate business environment within Grundfos; Nevertheless, the 

methodological insights about this extended hackathon process view are generalizable for other 

contexts scenarios, as well. These new perspectives have allowed the hackathon phenomenon to 

go beyond its original “stage process view”.  
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For this purpose, we have engaged a large amount of Grundfos employees, experts, and managers, 

and are using only corporate resources to build a hackathon setup (or stage). In the qualitative 

interview studies before, during, and after the hackathons, we investigate, in parallel, their 

emerging “expectations” and insights. For this new theoretical foundation, we practically had to 

take certain drivers on a long journey to understand properly their prototyping and business 

implementational contexts, as well as to collect the right empirical evidence that could explain 

how they have discovered and developed the hackathon (stage) process as a new “impact-driven” 

(industrial) process for themselves. Finally, we map those results to the “mentions” (or “counts”) 

of concrete hackathon outcomes implementations in real corporate contexts and projects over 

time. This new longitudinal and context-relational process view of hackathons has important 

implications for the theoretical, as well as for the practical contributions of this research study. 

From a theoretical perspective, we are looking here not only at the hackathon stage process 

immediate POST-activities, but we include also over new POST-process constructs longer-

chained POST-implementational connections. We are systematically measuring over time the 

value-implementational and POST-scaling aspects of these “loosely coupeled” hackathons 

outcomes over POST-outcomes relations (“counts” and “mentions” of the prototyped solutions, 

POST-hacks, drivers involvements, etc, in company documents, social media and in PR 

announcements).  

Enlarging the hackathon process view has on one hand the advantage that we can better track 

hackathon core elements, like challenges, teams, drivers, and prototypes solutions, as related to 

each other and their contexts over time. Also, we can track more effectively how are the outcomes 

implemented over time within and outside larger corporate contexts with only very little 

connected POST data (here called POST-implementational “counts”). Important is also the final 

investigation of longer-chained POST-post-implementational “counts” between the short-term 

and long-term effects of hackathon practices as applied to different types of contexts and corporate 

scenarios.  

In the following section, we will describe the philosophical paradigms helping us to generate the 

“building blocks” of our theoretical setup for the longitudinal case study, as well as for the 

generation of critical explanations and interpretation of the findings.  
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3.2. Critical realism and engaged reflexivity in case study 

research  

Critical realism (CR) is known as the “meta-theory” of the social sciences (Bhaskar and 

Danermark 2006), (Fleetwood 2014); it combines the positivist approach to studying a 

phenomenon, through the quantification of empirical evidence with an interpretative 

epistemological framework (Fleetwood 2013). In this way, it represents a flexible and robust 

research paradigm for the development of an analytical framework for our highly complex case 

study research context. Critical realism is known for its “explanatory power” (Roberts 2014), 

(John Mingers 2011) and has been applied as a theoretical underpinning in much IS case study 

research (Wynn and Williams 2012), (J. Mingers 2004), (John Mingers, Mutch, and Willcocks 

2013) and in organizational and management research studies (Ackroyd and Fleetwood 2003), 

(Fleetwood 2005), specifically where the attitudes of people, values, and corporate cultures need 

to be conceptualized or are changing over time (Mutch 2002). Similar to (Easton 2010) and (John 

Mingers 2015), we use the critical realist framework as a rigorous philosophical position to build 

a new and systemic theoretical foundation for corporate hackathon research (see Table 4) using 

empirical contextual data and insights. We allude to the idea of “systemic thinking of methods in 

action” by (John Mingers and Rosenhead 2004), and plead for a holistic context- and data-driven 

approach to hackathon research (see the research designs described in Chapter 3.3.).  

From a critical realist point of view, the world we perceive is constructed from our own beliefs 

and co-created experiences (e.g. hackathon events, technological contexts, drivers’ behaviors, 

prototyped outcomes, corporate cultures, and cultural expectations, etc.) that are created by 

representations (explanations) in our minds (that can be fallible); but they are observable as 

entities (Easton 2010) and can be extracted in the form of (generic hackathon) constructs and 

generative mechanisms (called “building blocks”). What does this mean for our study and the 

interpretation of empirical observations about hackathons?  

In the following Table 4, we give an overview and concrete examples of how we have applied 

some of the critical realist “basic principles” ((Sayer 2010), (Easton 2010), pp.119) for the 

development of our theoretical and analytical frameworks, as well as for the interpretations of the 

results of our case study. The details found in this table will be further described and explained in 

the next chapters:  
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Table 4: Critical Realism principles and usage 

Critical realist basic 

principles from (Easton 

2010), pp.119. 

Implications for 

theoretical development 

of hackathon research 

Implications for practical 

experience with corporate 

hackathons 

Implications for our longitudinal 

case study analytical framework 

development 

1.” The world exists 

independently of our 

knowledge of it”;  

We identified the 

hackathon stage and its 

relational elements on/off 

stage with regard to three 

different types of 

contexts. These are the 

“hackathon universal 

entities or ”building 

blocks”. They can be 

directly observed and 

experienced. 

Concerns: It is difficult to 

develop a formal 

explanatory mechanism 

for the “impact of a 

hackathon” and identify 

more nuanced success 

drivers for hackathons 

impacts in concrete 

industrial and corporate 

contexts. 

We ask for common 

definitions and perceptions of 

the corporate hackathon stage 

items and record PRE/DUR/ 

POST-“expectations”;  

We collect definitions from 

preparatory processes (PRE), 

define process phases on 

stage (DUR), and POST-

implementational processes 

after the hackathon (POST)  

Important learnings: Later in 

the process, we found out that 

(RefTalks) reflectional 

processes were important as 

knowledge generators, and as 

a new way to adjust learnings 

and insights to different 

corporate contexts. 

We have labeled the hackathon 

data before, during, and after each 

hackathon stage: 

1. PRE [scoping]=preparatory 

phase of a hack;  

2. DUR [“hackathon stage 

data” = hackathon days]; 

3. POST- Implementational 

phases after the hackathon 

We have created here a generic 

Hackathon Ontology that labels 

all hackathon items in the data 

collection in relation to the two 

hackathon stages H1 and H2, incl. 

recorded data items, drivers, 

processes, outcomes 

(deliverables) and their 

implementational processes 

(attached to 6x POST-events) 

2.” Our knowledge of 

the world is fallible and 

theory-laden. Concepts 

of truth and falsity fail 

to provide a coherent 

view of the relationship 

between knowledge and 

its objects. 

Nevertheless, 

knowledge is not 

immune to empirical 

check and its 

effectiveness in 

informing and 

explaining successful 

material practice is not 

mere accident.”  

Critical Realism (CR) 

assumes that the world 

has three layers of reality:  

 

[EMPIRICAL]: 

“objects/entities” (Easton 

2010), pp.120. 

observations, items, 

experiences (“they can be 

fallible”) – positivist 

approach  

 

 

[ACTUAL]: “causal 

powers/liabilities”,” deep 

structures”, deep 

processes” “generative 

mechanisms”, conditions 

and causal explanations 

(Easton 2010), pp.120. 

generative mechanisms, 

including drivers and 

time-/context-relational 

constructs;  

 

 

 

 

 

 

We use CR to map the 

“value/impact-driving” 

experiences to the three-layers 

of reality, which are here the 

three contexts of study:  

[EMPIRICAL]: is the labeled 

hackathon stage context, 

including [H]=hackthon 

stage; [T]=teams; 

[C]=challenges; [D]=driver 

(Proofs of Experiencing and 

exploring, reflexive talks 

analysis, short interviews, 

participant observations) 

[ACTUAL]: “connecting the 

dots”, value/impact-in-

context, prototyping vs 

implementational processes, 

(process) time/context-

relational “mappings” from 

the stage to the contexts, 

especially the short-term 

(prototyped) outcomes 

implemented into [business] 

and [orga] contexts 

Concerns: How to explain 

narratives of drivers  

actual insights: “connecting 

the dots”, how to interpret 

[ReflTalks]? 

New method of discourse: 

engaged-critical reflexivity 

mapping and trailing drivers 

reflective insights  

We are using here the hackathon 

labeling method to generate and 

“count” the entities of study. 

 

[EMPIRICAL] context: 

Longitudinal case study Phase1: 

Understanding & data collection 

(positivist approach), see 

Appendix II, III and Chapter 3.5. 

 

 

 

[ACTUAL]: Longitudinal case 

study Phase 2: data analysis 

(engaged reflexive CR approach) 

Phase 2: generating relational 

value-driven explanations by the 

researcher, managers/drivers 

involved in reflexive DUR/POST-

I/M, DUR/POST-“counts”. 

Discourse analysis: mapping 

short-term impl.; Narratives of the 

drivers (engaging them in these 

narratives: Do you see it this 

way? What is the reason for this?)  

Important role of drivers as 

“connecting the dots and bringing 

implementational results to scale 

in an industrial context ;Long-

term and strategic “Impact” in 

orga context (only by CEO as 

Driver): ImpactSDG-IoTweek19 
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[REAL] Integrative, 

reflexive, and 

interpretational world 

views, higher levels of 

reflexivity  “integrative 

epistemology” (Easton 

2010), pp.122.  

 

enlarging the concept of 

impact implementational 

prototyping over time 

 

Examples: AQTab, DDDunit, 

BIgDataLab 

[REAL]: is the largest 

possible context of the study, 

here as [Orga] IMPACT over 

short-term vs long-term 

POST-Impl in larger 

corporate industrial context  

higher levels of engaged 

reflexivity, for “infused” 

terms like “impact of the hack 

day”, “impact & scaling” 

Concerns: How to distinguish 

the explanations from actual 

(business) to orga domain? 

How many levels of 

“impacts” do we have here 

and at each level of 

explainability?  

 

[REAL] Longitudinal case study 

Phase 3: Fehler! Verweisquelle 

konnte nicht gefunden werden. 

“strategic” construction of 

realities over longer ranges and 

abstraction levels (including all 

three context levels Figure 9), all 

stakeholders and time-impact-

values ;  

POST_Implementational study 

incl. docs/events collection after 1 

year: Digital Agenda had to do 

with H1 and H2 impl. as 

(strategic planning for 

hacks=accelerating and scaling 

impact);  

Extended POST-DATA Analysis 

(for all Grundfos employees: incl. 

POST-short interviews of the 

drivers and managers  

3.“Knowledge develops 

neither wholly 

continuously, as the 

steady accumulation of 

facts within a stable 

conceptual framework, 

nor discontinuously, 

through simultaneous 

and universal changes 

in concepts.” 

Mapping of knowledge 

creation processes to the 

streams of explanations: 

 

Concerns: Did we cover 

all the knowledge about 

hacks with our case 

study? 

[EMPIRICAL] Why do 

corporations include 

hackathons in their DI/DT 

strategy? 

[ACTUAL] use of criticality 

and engagement in critical 

reflexible process at different 

levels 

1.How to frame digital 

agenda? Who will play there 

a role? What ideas are 

relevant here? (placing and 

selling ideas in Grundfos) 

2. How quickly can we learn 

from big data strategic hacks? 

Taking a proactive role 

[REAL]What do the 

IMPACT Strategic Agenda 

needs to include?  

 

Creating IMPACT & 

Resiliency from IN to OUT: 

What challenges do they face 

by the use of hacks and how 

do they overcome this? 

(successful impl. = high 

scaling TAP) 

POST-Reflexive Reality: in 

Chapter 6: Discussions 

 

[ACTUAL] assessing the 

developed tools for measuring 

better the implementational 

IMPACT values: 

1.Relational Matrix  

Short-term vs long term 

implementational outcomes; 

2.Hackathon patterns,  

TAP-Analysis, Hackathon 

scorecards  

3.Mapping of relational 

constructs to long-term 

organizational contexts and to 

Corporate Agenda (over time) 

Impact prototyping: 

[Orga]prototyping Creation of 

maximum Impact over time 

Development of the strategic 

IMP.ACT Framework 

[implementation-in-action], 

including TAP as an iterative 

strategic process 

4.” There is a necessity 

in the world; objects – 

whether natural or 

social-necessarily have 

particular powers or 

ways of acting and 

particular 

susceptibilities.” 

Strategies and impacts: 

Published paper on long-

term strategies from hacks 

ICIS 2019 

 

“Reconnecting the dots” from 

these three contexts on a 

larger scale and 

understanding things from a 

distance about hackathon 

scenario  

[OUT] POST long-termPR 

(social media) documents 

analysis: Following Grundfos 

events and videos from their 

Chapter 6: Discussion 

Reconnect the dots after long-

term data analysis:  

1. long term narratives of drivers: 

Digital Strategy Agenda Driver 

was an Observer and not 

practically involved in the 

hackathon process 
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website also after the research 

contract has ended 

the Impact-hackathon stage as 

a construct can be also used in 

other domains: Impact Hacks 

concept in Regions of Bavaria 

for SMEs (2019-2021), here 

the external validation of the 

hackathon stage concept 

2. mapping participant 

observations with narratives 

Digital Industrial solutions unit is 

a high-scale business and 

organizational prototyping unit, 

but they affirm that hackathon is 

not their “stage” 

(h1) Relational constructs and 

powers once initiated (aha) are 

existing even independently of 

the “hacks” as prototyping stages 

5.”Social Phenomena 

such as actions, texts, 

and institutions are 

concept dependent” 

Reflections on the term 

IMPACT prototyping at 

different levels of reality 

 

The infusion of the term 

“IMPACT of the hackathon” 

in the process and following 

from one event to another 

also how drivers have 

transformed it and 

implemented it in their 

contexts; following the 

discussions about the term 

“impact” at different levels 

How do you define Impact 

hackathon, Impact challenge, 

etc? 

Discourse analysis over time-

bound of themes and terms:  

Impact (of the hackathon day) -

Jury 

Impact of the product, process 

(high-scale) - Manager 

Impact of Grundfos on analytical 

ecosystems; the new generation 

of sustainable pumps, DDD, etc 

6.” Science or the production of any kind of 

knowledge is a social practice”…[in the long-term 

relationship to the context of study] 

CR as a hard critical reality: 

”..for better or worse (not just worse) the conditions 

and social relations of the production of knowledge 

influence its content. Knowledge is also largely – 

though not exclusively- linguistic, and the nature of 

language and the way we communicate are not 

incidental to what is known and communicated. 

Awareness of these relations is vital in evaluating 

knowledge.” 

In the end most important was 

the “energy from that day” 

(people in the room and to 

work concentrated on a 

solution to a problem)  

Most important were for 

Grundfos also the experiences 

of the researcher with the 

context of the study. The 

connection to their students. 

How did the drivers have 

contributed to the theory of 

hacks?  

Reflections on the involvement of 

the researcher in the research 

process (how much did I reach to 

influence the construction of 

knowledge about hacks?)  

Did we include all hackathon 

formats in our study? No, 

examples of “noHacks”, “we have 

done this”, “secret hacks” and 

“Don’t name it hacks”, etc  

Reflections, when does the 

longitudinal case study, ends (in 

Chapter 6: discussions)  

7.” Social science must 

be critical of its objects. 

To be able to explain 

and understand social 

phenomena we have to 

evaluate them 

critically.”  

Is the term “IMPACT” 

not a subjective term? We 

tried in the case study to 

count it as outcome 

deliverables in context 

and make it 

countable…we also have 

the qualifiably 

explanations of the 

drivers, but is it still really 

measurable? The concepts 

of impact are very 

different and dependent 

on their contexts of study. 

What constructs did we 

want to find out in the 

end? Hackathon stage, 

three types of contexts, 

relational constructs and 

hackathon impact 

Reflect on the matrix table of 

relational constructs and also 

about hackathon stages in the 

terms of interconnectivity and 

embeddedness 

Use the journey map for 

outcomes from the hackathon 

Impact challenge designs 

Did we find an evaluation or 

assessment framework for 

successful hacks?  

Is the success of a hack bound 

on its impact?   

The role of experience in 

hacks: Are there more 

dimensions to look at? e.g. 

Design dimension [Orga]: large 

organizational challenges 

Experience dimension:[business 

solutions and data], also the 

hackathon stages as experience 

rooms 

The prototyping dimension has 

been engaged in this context to 

implementations of solutions in a 

larger context like organizational 

and business levels 

Generalization of hackathon 

concepts in all types of IN/OUT 

scenarios, can we use the same 

definitions  
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patterns, impact 

definitions 

 

 

 

Experience, design and 

prototyping 

Do we have a TOOLSETS 

how to use hackathon in 

corporate contexts? 

(UniversalHacks Guidelines) 

 

 

 

Generalization of the theory: 

Further studies: Can we use 

the IMPACT FM also in other 

contexts? (Interviews with 

CEOs of Telekom, Microsoft, 

and Siemens) 

But the new DDD BDUnit  did 

not know about our hackathon 

studies (NO memory of hacks) 

Are our findings still used in 

Grundfos context? Interview with 

VC, CEO at IOTWeek 2019 

Did we find something new from 

what Grundfos did before? 

(Energy of the day, teams were 

working on their own, able to 

concentrate on things) 

Further studies: the relational 

constructs between hackathons 

and scaling aspects How are these 

different from implementational 

constructs we have looked at in 

this case study; how to study the 

different roles of experiences and 

prototyping practices in corporate 

contexts; Also the difference 

between open stage and corporate 

hackathons 

 

To sum up, in Table 4 above, we explain how we have used different critical realism (CR) 

principles to identify and critically investigate hackathon constructs to different aspects of the 

study. We have been able to use CR as an iterative methodology in different contexts for the 

critical and explanatory research of constructs and relational items, as well as to go back and forth 

in the chain of explanations and issue explanations based on new insights and new levels of 

reflection and analysis.  

In addition, we describe how we have used engaged scholarship (Van de Ven 2006), (Paynter 

2014) as a reflexive dialog form to engage with hackathon drivers, other participants, and 

management deciders into reflexive discussions, and to validate the definitions of constructs, and 

the overall research process. Engaged reflexivity has been developed by the Dutch institutional 

innovation researcher, Van de Ven (2007), by using the “engaged scholarship method” (de Ven 

2007) as a dialogue form. The role of the researcher is here described as having a “participant 

view” and involving all stakeholders in discussions about how to interpret results and the meaning 

of the research. The goal of using this approach in our research study is for a parallel knowledge 

translation and maybe the transformation and co-creation of new knowledge about how to use 

hackathons in an industrial setting for driving digital innovation and digital transformation. For 

the empirical case study on impact-driven corporate hackathons, we have merged these two 

philosophical paradigms into an engaged critical realist approach that has been taken in our study 

in Grundfos to shape our study as well as our relationship with our informants.  
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3.3. Research designs and timeline 

The research design of this industrial PhD thesis includes two different case studies, in which the 

hackathons have similar challenges and even the same hackathons drivers who have been active 

in all the hackathons chosen for closer empirical analysis. The first case study is a retrospective 

pilot study on a series of external IoT-hackathons (called Gatesense Hackathons) conducted 

outside Grundfos corporate environments (November 2013 – August 2014), using traditional data 

collection and analysis forms (see Chapter 2.2.). The second case study represents the core 

empirical part of this PhD thesis. It is a longitudinal case study along the organization and 

implementation of two corporate industrial GrundfosHacks2016 organized within the Grundfos 

corporate industrial and business context. The timeline of conducted and observed hackathons 

units (including also their POST-related hackathons and events) are all illustrated in Figure 4 

below.  

Figure 4: Timeline with hackathon cases 

 

 

We see here that hackathons for the preliminary Gatesense case study are marked by Phase 1 and 

that they have been carried out in an open innovation context outside [OUT] Grundfos corporate 

environments. The corporate GrundfosHacks2016 (which are here H1 and H2 IOT/Big data 

hacks), marked by “Phase 2”, have been carried out within [IN] Grundfos corporate industrial 

business environments, which is our actual industrial context case.  
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3.3.1. Phase 1: Gatesense Preliminary Case Study 

In Phase 1, the preliminary OUT-Gatesense open IOT hackathons have been conducted by the 

researcher together with a few Grundfos employees, outside Grundfos corporate environments, 

between 2014/15. This first Gatesense Pilot study is retrospectively reconstructed out of three 

open innovation hackathon stages (carried out outside Grundfos corporate context), including here 

only 3x Gatesense open data/IoT hackathons. In Figure 4 under Phase 1, we have marked on the 

timeline these three Gatesense hackathons: GH2 (First Big Data (Gatesense) Hackathon, one 

single day at CBS in 2014), GH3 (Open Data Days , 2 days hack at CBS and Aarhus University 

in February 2014) and one-week IOT Hackfest at IOTWeek in London in June 2014 (marked in 

Figure 4 as GH 4). The Gatesense hackathons have all industrial challenges dealing with water 

challenges related to Grundfos water pumps and their digital offerings. Their challenges were 

somehow similar or almost the same from one hackathon to another. Also, the Grundfos 

hackathon drivers are the same in all Gatesense hackathons. Two of the hackathon drivers also 

lead the teams in the longitudinal corporate hackathon study, GrundfosHacks2016, later on. The 

Gatesense open innovation [OUT] hackathons have a temporal sequential order and are 

interrelated in terms of a few industrial challenges and the Grundfos drivers that have been 

involved in these hackathons. They have all very different formats and teams configurations.  

In the preliminary Gatesense Pilot study, described under Chapter 4.1., the data collection and 

analysis methods have been here carried out traditionally. This means that we have data collected 

only in form of short videos, short interviews and participant reports only from the hackathon 

days (see Chapter 2.2.). The hackathon analysis was problematic in this case, as the hackathon 

stages have been previously analyzed as “detached” from each other, or treated as single case 

units, and it was very difficult to build an overarching analysis framework out of single hackathon 

stage units.  

3.3.2. Phase 2: Longitudinal case study on GrundfosHacks corporate 

hackathons 

The longitudinal case study is the key part of the PhD study and constitutes the most 

comprehensive empirical part of the industrial PhD thesis. The case study context, the data 

collection and finally also the data analysis methodology for the preliminary Gatesense case study 

(in 4.1.) are very different from the one in the longitudinal case study (in 4.2.).  
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The Phase 2 of our PhD study is investigating the organization of two corporate industrial 

hackathons (H1 and H2) that are organized inside Grundfos corporate context, but outside usual 

Grundfos projects, at the Grundfos Academy (same place) , and using the same number of Teams 

(T1: DDD and T2: BigDataDorm), same challenges and the same team’s drivers. 

The PRE (=preparatory phase) of the first hackathon H1 has lasted almost one year, as we had to 

understand how are the different corporate departments working with each other and especially 

which resources and drivers can be used for a larger corporate hackathon at Grundfos Academy. 

We let the teams and especially the hackathon drivers choose their challenges and recruit their 

team members in both hacks. They could also decide over the length of the hackathons. Therefore 

H1 hackathon has lasted only one day and H2 was almost 2 days. The outcomes of H1 have been 

used by the teams in H2 so that we could track also the prototype maturation between the two 

hackathons. The most distinctive part is that H1 had a Jury and H2 had no jury at all. We have the 

full recording of both hackathons and have recorded also short single DUR-Interviews and 

discussions with the hackathon participants about the hackathons’ setup, during the events.  

The longitudinal case study is about collecting data over the whole organizational life cycle of 

two hackathons, including their PRE-planning phase (“scoping”, see Appendix I), DUR-staging 

of the hackathons (the hackathon days) and comparing the POST-implementations of their 

outcome in concrete Grundfos industrial processes and corporate projects. Over a longer POST 

period of 6x, 12x, 18x months, we have been able to track the evolving and especially the short-

term vs long-term impacts of the DCO (Digital Commercial Offerings) - a strategic Grundfos 

Taskforce directly under the CEO into the Grundfos Corporate Agenda 2020, which has been 

twice changed right after the hackathons had taken place. In parallel, we continued the research 

study with an extended POST-study, including a collection of texts and documents about the 

hackathon products that came out of the observed Grundfos corporate hackathon H1 and H2 as 

prototyped solutions and now have been mentioned in press releases, short videos, and on websites 

about Grundfos. Most of them appeared the first time on LinkedIn social, and we have tracked 

them back to Grundfos’ websites and news channels or have asked the ex-colleagues about these 

events. This is how we came to know that Grundfos has become the host of the IoTWeek 2019 

conference in Aarhus. How could we prove that the two prototyped outcomes (DDD and the 

analytics and Apps of the BigDataDorm) have been included in the Grundfos corporate agenda? 

The drivers and managers involved in our hackathons had mentioned it in the DUR or POST 

interviews, and also shared documents prepared for the CEO or the C-Level executives right after 
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the hackathons had taken place. An important “count” indicator is the name of the prototyped 

digital solution (like here DDD, MPCConnect, BSdataAnalytics, iPump, etc) prototyped during 

the follow up corporate spints, related events and customer hacks, or being directly mentioned in 

the next Grundfos Strategic presentations and Grundfos Corporate Agendas. 

In the following section, we describe only the data collection, data preparation, and data analysis 

method for the longitudinal case study, but as a comparison, we bring in the Gatesense Preliminary 

case study.  

3.4. Data collection 

The methodology for the data collection (for is Appendix III) primarily targeted qualitative data, 

including a comprehensive body of empirical primary data gathered in the form of qualitative 

semi-structured interviews, short statements recordings, meetings, and the hackathons sessions 

fully video recorded, internal documents, etc. that have been transcribed to 85 %, pre-process, 

labeled (to 40 %) and analyzed (to 100% using keywords analysis and observational case study 

diary) along with the hackathons organizational timeline. The goal is to observe all encounters 

within the hackathon captured in one longitudinal research case study on Grundfos corporate 

hackathons (especially GrundfosHacks2016) while also fully employed for 3 years inside the 

Grundfos industrial corporate environment.  

Using this high amount of hackathon data on a temporal axis, we could draw quantitative 

observations like, for example, of the POST-implementational counts over time, several 

deliverables per team and hackathon day, per session, etc. The empirical data from the whole 

longitudinal case study has been included in a Hackathon Handbook, which is available to the 

main CBS Ph.D. supervisors over dropbox. In Appendix III at the end of this thesis, we have 

included a table listing the data files available and the data statistics, as they are grouped and 

labeled in the online Hackathon Data Handbook. The data collection has been grouped in total in 

10x so-called Data Samples, abbreviated as DS: DS1-DS10. A selection of fully transcribed, 

labeled, and hand-coded data text (dialogues) files is given in Appendix IV, as data example 

samples from the Hackathon Handbook. For privacy concerns regarding ethicality, and 

anonymization of corporate and personal data, please read section 3.5.2.  
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3.4.1. Hackathon data collection in PRE/DUR/POST 

In the longitudinal case study on GrundfosHacks2016, we have collected 90% of the qualitative 

data from all three phases during the full hackathon’s organizational life cycle: in PRE (before), 

during (DUR) and POST (after) the hackathon has taken place (in Table 5 below). This empirical 

data (for each hackathon) includes audio/video recorded meetings in PRE/DUR/POST, semi-

structured (30 min long), and short (5-10 min long) interviews with the most important hackathon 

drivers and managers.  

For an overview of the transcribed and labeled data files (one per interview, meeting, etc.) please 

look at the Hackathon Data Handbook for our longitudinal case study in Appendix III at the end 

of this Ph.D. The data collection methods have been chosen to describe the corporate hackathon 

phenomenon as interrelated process chains and a distinct chain of hackathon sessions over time.  

Table 5: Data collection types – An Overview 

Data 

Collection 

PREPARATION [PRE] DURING [DUR] POST-PROCESSING 

[POST] 

IN/IN 

(R&T) 

Observations, Minutes and 

Reports, Recorded short 

interviews of Expectations of the 

hosts, Surveys 

Video record. of each team 

Recorded short interviews 

Questionnaires, Pics, Video 

reports, Interview Protocols 

Interviews of insights and 

how are the expectations now 

Reports and feedback 

IN/IN 

(DtV)  

Short Focused groups discussion 

(video rec.), PRE-Interviews 

Video record. of each team 

DUR-Interviews 

Interviews of insights and 

how are the expectations now 

Reports and feedback 

IN/OUT Short Focused groups discussion 

(video recorded) with the hosts  

 

Video record. of each team 

DUR-Interviews 

Reports and feedback 

Interviews of insights and 

how are the expectations now 

Reports and feedback 

OUT/OUT Short Focused groups discussion 

(video recorded) with the hosts  

Video record. of each team 

Recorded short interviews  

Pictures, Video report 

Interviews of insights and 

how are the expectations now 

Reports and feedback 

 

The challenge we faced from was the fact that the systematic and longitudinal academic research 

foundation of hackathon research, in general, is still in its infancy. For this reason, we tried to 

identify during the data collection and preparation process the right representational forms or data 

labels directly by looking at the hackathon data and labeling the data samples; for example, with 

PRE, DUR, POST depending upon the time of the progression of the hackathon.  

The “staging” DUR-phase is the most important part of the hackathon, as it is, on the one hand, 

the “active prototyping” in place or the agile part of prototyping practice and follow-up 

implementation processes, which can happen while participants are still at the hackathon venue. 

The data collected here has been marked with DUR. This phase is the most intense part of the 

hackathon as we had to install all cameras and the hackathon setting in advance, as well as bring 
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in all team members and collect PRE-Interviews, etc. On stage, we had the “active prototyping” 

session in place, or the agile part of prototyping practice and follow-up implementation processes, 

which can happen on the hackathon STAGE. Further DUR-video recordings include reflexive 

talks, short DUR-interviews and discussions (notes) with managers, several hackathon-related 

documents such as an agenda, guidelines, and documentary material about challenges and data 

samples, platforms available on the hackathon day, as well as a rich collection of corporate 

documents in the form of press releases, internal presentations, social media data about 

hackathons, corporate events and announcement.  

In the Table 24 (Appendix III), for instance, we have regrouped and relabeled only the internal 

(Grundfos) interviews and DUR-reflexive talks data files collected in PRE/DUR/POST – Phases 

for both H1 and H2. In this POST-qualitative data study that we did, for example, in 2017, it 

includes only a small portion of the real, high amount of collected hackathon data. We have only 

been focusing on collecting different views of the corporate hackathon stages vs generic 

hackathon definitions, and especially views on implementations processes (A3.1.DS10 – 

Qualitative study). This is the important focus of the research for our longitudinal case study. The 

semi-structured interviews track the “expected impacts” from the participants and hackathon 

drivers with regard to the expected outcomes and, in the end, with the real outcomes.  

One part of the qualitative-quantitative PRE/DUR/POST-data collection has been done in form 

of questionnaires and interviews, including in total 67x (transcribed in keyword labeled) semi-

structured interviews, fully recorded hackathons data, video-recorded reflexive sessions, audio-

recorded PRE/POST-meetings, company documents, and corporate videos; in total 16 hours of 

transcribed and evaluated primary empirical data along with two literature reviews in chapter 2, 

have helped us to better understand the evolving nature of corporate hackathons stages during 

their organizational life-cycle.  

PRE-Interview Phase and recorded PRE-Meetings: We conducted short semi-structured, single 

PRE-Interviews about 30 min long, also we have recorded a series of PRE-Meetings in groups. 

In the PRE_I the protocols were almost the same: we were asking the informants to tell us how 

they would define a hackathon if they had prior experience with hackathons, and what are their 

“expected” outcomes if they would join the hackathon.  
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3.4.2. Reflexive talks sessions [ReflTacks] 

After each corporate hackathon H1 and H2, but still (DUR) during the hackathon day, we have 

asked both teams and the jury (in H1) to discuss openly how was their first experiences with 

corporate hackathons, and how can we implement better the hackathon results within Grundfos 

settings? These recoded discussions have been marked with “refltaks” and are giving very 

interesting insights about how the teams and the hackathons drivers are reflecting upon the 

implementational aspects of hackathons outcomes (from the Grundfos corporate context point 

of view). The “Reflexive Talks” sessions have been organized as an extra session for both 

corporate hackathons (H1 and H2) but after the end of the hackathon. The collaborative 

experiences in this DUR/POST-phase of the hackathon were quite intense and highly reflexive 

as both teams were interacting and reflecting together for more than 1 ½ hours on how they 

could work more efficiently together on the solutions, but it also helped hackathon drivers and 

teams in place to better understand their own implementational setup. For example, the 

Grundfos teams have discussed how they want to create “higher impacts” within Grundfos with 

the prototyped results from these hackathons. At the same time, we have realized that it also 

bounding the teams even more towards creating higher “Impacts”(implementational) -results 

within Grundfos context. As in these discussions they are opening up about their strategic roles 

to accelerate and scale digital transformational industrial processes with outcomes from these 

hackathons. From a theoretical perspective, these new sessions could be also seen as “in-field” 

discussions about “lessons learned” while experiencing a new format of a hackathon. ”An 

example of a “refltalk” data sample is included in Appendix IV in A4.5. 

3.4.3. POST-Implementational Study 

The POST data collected, see Table 6 below, (after hackathon H1 and H2 had taken place), 

contains a large amount of qualitative data and quantitative counts referring directly to 

implemented hackathon outcomes within Grundfos business and organizational contexts.  

We have divided the data sample into the following POST implementational data collection (and 

analysis) phases (see Table 6 below):  
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Table 6: POST-Implementational Phase: transcribed data overview 

POST-Implementational Phase Implementational 

concepts 

Details about data and contexts 

POST 1 6 months after H1, H2 

GrundfosHacks: 

10.04.2016 – 30.09.2016 

Short-term 

implementations 

[IN] 

Data collection process under section 3.4.6. 

Qualitative data collected from inside [IN] 

Grundfos corporate environment 

POST 1 (3h 21min, 1706 lines transcribed) 

POST 2 7x-16 months after  

01.10.2017 – 15.08.2017 

long-term 

implementations 

[IN] 

Qualitative data collected from inside [IN] 

Grundfos corporate environment and has been 

compared to POST1 data  

POST2 (1h 8min, 537 lines transcribed) 

POST 3 17x-24 months after  

 

long-term 

implementations 

[OUT] 

 

Only outside [OUT] Grundfos videos and 

company business& orga. announcements 

collected from Grundfos LinkedIn and GF 

websites. This data sample has been comparing to 

POST 1 and POST2. 

POST3 (39 min, 221 lines transcribed), also a POST 

qualitative study (including data collection Appendix 

III, A3.4, and data analysis under section 3.5.4.): 

During this time (after 15. August 2017),  I was not anymore employed by Grundfos and had to 

return to Germany to finish writing the PhD case study and this PhD Thesis. 

 

Table 6 above shows the first POST1 Phase, which marks the POST data collection phase within 

the first 6x months after GrundfosHacks H1 and H2 had taken place at Grundfos Academy. We 

have documented here the data collected when certain H1 and H2 outcomes (or deliverables) had 

been mentioned within Grundfos business and organizational contexts and what was there in the 

POST-implementational context of their integration or use. We have tried to understand and 

observe as closely as possible how these outcomes have been implemented, e.g. if any of the 

drivers have been involved and in what form.  

The most important aspect that led us to undertake a very long POST-qualitative study was to 

understand how hackathons outcomes are implemented over a longer period of time in larger 

industrial corporate contexts. The distinction in three POST-parts has been majorly given by the 

student employment contract by Grundfos, which ended on the 15th of August 2017. By that time, 

we had only collected only POST 1 and POST 2 data samples, but the data still needed to be 

transcribed and analyzed.  
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3.4.4. Quantitative data: Questionnaires & interview protocols 

In the Gatesense pilot study, and for the longitudinal case study on GrundfoHacks, we have used 

questionnaires data, interviews protocols. Usually open innovation hackathons are using online 

PRE-questionnaires for their event registration to know more about the background knowledge 

and skills of the hackathons drivers involved and to be able to better connect them to the right 

team. We have adjusted these protocols in all questionnaires, somewhat similar to the PRE-

Interview protocols, but we did not succeed 100%, as the focus of quantitative research and the 

hackathon concepts under study - and what to extract from the primary data - has changed over 

time. 

In Table 7 below , we have listed an example of a PRE-questionnaire (before the hackathon) that 

we had delivered to the managers present at the H1 hackathon. Nevertheless, no questionnaire 

filled was gotten back. We asked the managers in the jury in H1 to fill in this questionnaire during 

the H1 hackathon. We got back all 3x handwritten forms.  

Table 7: PRE-questionnaire for the hackathon Jury and managers for H1: 24.02.2016 

Questions Answers 

Have you been involved in a hackathon before? If yes, how many and which types of hackathons?  

Did you like the atmosphere of the HACKATHON setup and what did you enjoy most during the day (24th 

February 2016)?  

 

WHAT was your most striking moment of the day (your big AHA-Moment)?  

What are elements that you like about the HACKATHON?   

Is the HACKATHON more an innovation or collaborative tool?  

Would you use the HACKATHON setup for your department and HOW  

Do you see KEY elements that make the HACKATHON different from an industrial WORKSHOP?  

WHAT would you recommend being enhanced or done differently in a Hackathon in an industrial setup like 

we are having it nowhere? 

 

HOW can we reach to HIGHER-IMPACT with INDUSTRIAL HACKATHONS?  

That means HIGH IMPACT for you and can we build “HIGH-IMPACT TEAMS” with the hackathon tool?  

Please add other comments you would like to see enhanced in an industrial hackathon setup!  

Many thanks for your highly valuable input! 

Your Hackathon Team 

 

The questionnaire designed in Table 8 below, for example, was foreseen for another purpose, 

namely, to enhance the knowledge regarding hackathons use within Grundfos corporate settings 

and also understand the motivational background and skillsets that would help for bringing 

forward certain implementation in business and organizational contexts. This questionnaire had 

been delivered only to Grundfos participants involved in the hackathon organization. They were 

partly from R&T and IT and BS departments, also the external partners involved. The results were 

written POST-Interview, more like a POST-participant report: Hackathons as “New Way of 

Working” in Grundfos.  
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Table 8: POST-Interview protocol also used as online POST-Questionnaire 

Questions Answers 

Did you participate in the hackathons (rapid prototyping pilots) in Grundfos?  

WHAT are REFLECTIONS and LEARNINGS for you that you take now from the hackathon experience?  

Have you been involved in a hackathon before? If yes, how many and which types of hackathons?  

What are elements that you like about the HACKATHON?   

Is the HACKATHON more an innovation or collaborative tool?  

Would you use the HACKATHON setup for your department and HOW?   

HOW motivated are you now to participate in a new Hackathon? 1-5 Scale (with 5 being very motivated)  

Would you like to be the facilitator of a hackathon? If yes, which type of hackathon and what would be the 

outcome? 

 

HOW important is the facilitator's role in an industrial hackathon?  

WHAT would you recommend being enhanced or done differently in a Hackathon in an industrial setup?  

HOW can we reach to HIGHER-IMPACT with INDUSTRIAL HACKATHONS?   

That means HIGH IMPACT for you and can we build “HIGH-IMPACT TEAMS” with the hackathon 

tool? 

 

Do you what to use hackathons as a new way of working (in Grundfos)? WHEN is best to use a hackathon 

as a tool? HOW often? 

 

 

Please tell us the department initials you are working on! 

(IT; R&T, BS; IND) EXT=externals 

 

Please add other comments you would like to see enhanced in an industrial hackathon setup!  

Many thanks for your highly valuable input! 

Your Hackathon Team 

 

After H1. We proposed to internal managers to have a larger online Questionnaire research, but 

we have encountered resistance to this proposal, as a large number of employees (at that time, 

PRE-H1 phase) did not have any experience with hacks. 

3.4.5. Video/audio full stream recordings 

For the two corporate hackathons H1 and H2, we have full recordings of the hackathon days, from 

a table camera for each team and 2-3 “(student) jumpers” who also made recordings in parallel to 

the researcher In this way, we had the same video-recorded conversation from different room 

angles and with different audio quality (in case one data source got lost). We were thinking at the 

time that we could get more hackathon data during the hackathon days, which became the most 

intense data collection phase. We have only transcribed the introduction session in H1, the pitches 

at noon, and the final pitches (for H1 and H2) and have compared them in both hackathons. Most 

intense and very interesting was the new session proposed by us together with the jury in H1: this 

was the one-hour “reflexive talks” session that had been held with both teams together and all 

observers and managers present at the hackathon. The intention of having the full recordings was 

to see how the prototyping process was progressing along with the hackathon sessions and the 

developed outcomes, especially the prototyped solution growing in maturity along with the teams’ 

dynamics for that day. We had made keywords-based notes about the rest of the recorded 

hackathons sessions (H1, H2) materials that could not be fully transcribed. 
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3.4.6. Observations, Case Diary and company data 

In traditional case study research on hackathons, participants’ observations in form of 

ethnographic reports, case diaries, and narrative studies, are the most important forms of 

qualitative inquiry. This is not the case in this longitudinal case study, where we had the 

opportunity and the consent from the corporate hackathon participants to use the anonymized and 

transcribed data (from recordings during and related to the hackathons). We had the opportunity 

to observe how are the hackathon drivers, managers, and motivated participants using the 

prototyped hackathon outcomes before, during, and after the hackathons within different 

Grundfos contexts and we took exact notes about these “counts”. We have taken notes with data 

stamps any time we saw an interesting encounter or statement that related to the hackathon 

outcomes implementations in the larger corporate context. As textual data or rather “contextual” 

data, we collected all media data, presentations, internal water studies, (internal/external) strategy 

papers, and from the social internet and intranet within Grundfos. The purpose of this collection 

was to understand the qualitative statements of the drivers on hackathon implementations and how 

have been the hackathon outcomes were really used over time within Grundfos corporate context 

given very concrete (time-stamped) context-relational corporate data.  

3.5. Data Preparation and Labeling  

The transcribed, and hand-coded data has been labeled in several rounds during data analysis. We 

apologize for the high amount of labeled data, but these labels play a significant role in the 

preparation of “generic” hackathon data. First of all, it also anonymizes information about 

hackathon participants and their concrete roles in the corporate context. It also makes the 

corporate context more generic, as the data that interests us, is labeled and time-stamped on very 

generic sessions of the hackathon stage and hackathon setup. For example, the file labels in PRE, 

DUR, POST help us to structure the data according to the organizational phases of the hackathon. 

Each hackathon has also been labeled with H1 and H2. In Section 3.5.3., we describe semantic 

labeling methods about hackathons in greater detail. We have fully transcribed and hand-coded 

only 85 % of the collected corporate hackathon data during 5 ½ years of this study. Nevertheless, 

we could not use all the examples and data in this thesis, as the transcribed data is alone a 

document with over 700 pages. For this reason, we have added only a portion of the data collection 

(along with data pre-procession statistics) at the end of each data file table. The transcribed and 

labeled data samples are included in Appendix III, IV. 
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3.5.1. Transcriptions statistics 

For this PhD study, we have transcribed around 85% of the collected data (see statistics Figure 5 

below) and used different graphical visualization methods that enabled us to study the dynamic 

contextual relations and the evolvement of hackathon constructs, challenges and prototyped 

outcomes at the different levels of the corporate context (hackathon stage, the business and 

organizational context). In Figure 5 below we have an overview of different data samples (DS):  

Figure 5: Data Statistics for transcribed and non-transcribed data 

 

In the first column, we have the data sample (DS10) which includes the internal [IN] qualitative 

data (interviews, meetings, and also the reflexive talks and pitches of both hackathons H1 and 

H2), which has been transcribed to 85%. These are about eight hours of transcribed and labeled 

material included as a qualitative data sample. The data sample collection [A3.2. OUT.I], 

including interviews with external hackathon organizers, has been fully transcribed to a small 

portion. Also, most of the data in H1 (A3.3.) and H2 (A.3.4.) in the form of recordings is not fully 

transcribed, the only keyword coded. The parts from the reflexive talks and pitches that have been 

fully transcribed for both hackathons are together about 8x hours of transcriptions files. They have 

been included in the qualitative interviews and meetings (PRE/DUR) studies in DS10(A3.1.). The 

Extended POST study includes POST interviews and meetings taken over several months with 

the same Grundfos drivers and managers from the hackathon. The total amount of collected, 

transcribed, preprocessed, and labeled data is about 94 x data files. 
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They are listed in the Hackathon Data Handbook in Appendix III, under A3.1. DS10. We have 

approximately 9 hours of recorded video (audio material) and 3264 lines transcribed. This 

data sample represents only 85% of our recorded and collected qualitative internal hackathon data 

(in form of I+M = Interviews, and Meetings). As example, the statistics in Figure 6 below gives 

the exact number of fully transcribed data files (and recordings) for A 3.1. DS10: including all 

PRE/DUR/POST-interviews, DUR-H1-refltalks (19x data decordings), DUR-H1-refltalks (9x 

data decordings), POST-Interviews (11x), POST-Meetings (12x). The POSTVideo (15x) have 

been only keyword hand-coded and were relevant to see that they relate to DDD and Digitalization 

Agenda (BigData Dorm), which are including POST-implemented results from our hackathons 

prototyping sessions.  

 

Figure 6: Statistics of the core parts data samples of a hackathon 

 

 

Another example of data statiscs we have collected is the POST-Study data collection. Here the 

data collection phases have been structured as following: Phase1: 3h 21min, 1706 lines; Phase2: 

1h 8min, 537 lines; Phase3: 39 min, 221 lines. Also included in this qualitative study are a Phase 

4 [A3.5.]: 3h 15min, 800 lines and Phase5[A3.5.]: 3h 30min, including keywords transcriptions.  

PRE_I PRE_M DUR_I DUR-H1refltalk DUR-H2refltalk POST_I POST_M POSTVideo OUT_I OUT_M TOTAL FILES

A3.1. DS10 [IN] 8 7 9 19 9 11 12 15 1 1 92

8

7

9

19

9

11

12

15

1 1

A3.1. DS10 [IN]

PRE_I

PRE_M

DUR_I

DUR-H1refltalk

DUR-H2refltalk

POST_I

POST_M

POSTVideo

OUT_I

OUT_M
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3.5.2. Hackathon Data Handbook 

The Data Handbook of this study describes and orders the data samples for both case studies in 

the chronological order of their occurrence. It maps more or less the chronological order of process 

phases of the overall hackathon stages and phases from the time of their PRE-preparational phase, 

up to the stage [DUR] phases and POST-implementational phases. In (A3.1.DS10 – Qualitative 

study), for example, we give only a portion of the details originally included in describing our 

data sources (Reference). The “ID = Data Source” (first row) is the file ID. A detailed overview 

of the primary data characteristics collected, transcribed, hand-coded and analyzed, is included 

there. The tables are grouping and listing all the data files with details included in the database 

about the type of recording, length, and date, as well as lines transcribed, etc. As an example, we 

used configurational sampling for this part of the data collection, as listed under A3.1. DS 10 

(=Data Sample 10). It includes only the interviews and meetings recorded with Grundfos 

employees and managers along with the organization of the two corporate hackathons H1 and H2. 

At the beginning of our study, we were very motivated by positivist research, where we tried to 

quantify all the information we could gather about the hackathon setup and the contexts of 

prototyping. To go into the technical details of hackathons, we have divided the hackathon data 

sample into three (chronological) organizational phases: PRE (=Preparation Phase), DURING (= 

during the hackathon) and POST (= are all activities related to the hackathon that had taken place 

after the hackathon days). The primary qualitative data collected along with H1 and H2 

hackathons, for example, were transcribed and hand-coded in the following documents: 8x 

preparatory interviews (labeled as PRE-I followed by their ID, identity code) with Grundfos 

employees interested in the hackathon topic. We have full video recordings from two hackathons 

in Grundfos; the collaborative experience DURING the industrial hackathons provides a lot of 

insights into how bonded and high performance both teams were.  

In the last hackathon, the teams even tried to help each other win. In the first hackathon, they 

loved to play the “high-impact game”; and in the second, they refused to play it since they want a 

facilitator for each team to fulfill this task. Experimenting with the elements of the hackathon is 

akin to industry innovators. Throughout both hackathons, the collaborative experiences always 

were supportive of the colleagues, although they could strongly argue over the business and 

opportunities implied in their solutions. Similarly, we were aware of the fact that collaborative 

experiences can be perceived with different outcomes, depending upon the perspective taken as 

individuals or as a team.  
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Relationship analysis is an important factor for driving the collaborative performance of 

individuals and teams. For example, the trust level rises during certain collaborative innovation 

processes and remains strong over the short-term period of a hackathon. Not in the focus of this 

study is the hypothesis that in hackathons, the short-term acceleration of relations and 

communication will lead to long-term work relationships.  

3.5.3. Discourse analysis and labeling hackathon elements 

After the transcription of each data file, we used a frame-semantic hand-labeling approach (Lauth 

and Menasalvas 2008) to hand label each text file and gradually develop a mind map of 

interrelated labels around the most relevant terms, describing or referring to organizational aspects 

and those describing the prototyping process. These labels or tags include terms and expressions 

describing e.g. the elements of the hackathon rooms, as terms referring to prototyping processes 

and hackathon outcomes, as well as the processes related to processing implementations in 

context. To better identify the main elements of a hackathon, we used in the beginning of the 

Gatesense Pilot study the labels in Figure 7 (Table) below that helped us relate better to our data 

from certain parts of the hackathons. Including later on the frequency and relevance of the 

hackathon elements on stage for the prototyping process in context, also after talking to hackathon 

drivers in several hackathons from this PhD study, we can in the end with the optimized version 

of this table below, which is the “Hackathon scoring card” for each hackathon day.  

Figure 7: Labeled hackathon elements 

Hackathon Elements Label/Items POST-tag [Label]/Explanation 

Challenges C1, C2, … Next challenges (refomulated) [xC1] 

New challenge [NC] 

Solutions S1, S2 Solution requirements 

Teams/Skillsets T1, T2, ..sk1, sk2 next team setup, skillset mapping 

Facilitators/Jury F1, F2…/J1, J2 Judgment criteria, feedback, quality 

requirements, performance 

Guidelines/Agenda 

Prices/Awards/ 

Technical/Business Templates 

HDoc-Guide, HDoc-Agenda,  

H-Award, Template 

Routines, new formats 

Hackathons documentation 

Resources   Resource analysis and mappins 

Datasets, tools, platforms, prototypes 

Costs:  room, equipment, marketing costs, 

hiring externals, travel costs, 

accomodation, catering 

Evaluation of costs vs performance of the 

teams 

Outcome/results Ideas, concepts, mockups, demo, new 

knowledge, new skills, insights, 

networking 

Performance accelerators, value 

integrators 

Expected outcomes New projects, implementations, 

prototypes, customer assessments, 

customer scenarios, needs,  

analysis of data and evaluation of the 

prototypes/day, value mapping, next steps 

(later Vaue-/IMPACT-Implementations) 
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Based on the labels for collected data files, and notations of drivers and hackathon labels on stage 

and in different interviews, we can now better compare the different PRE-expectations [PRE-E] 

of different players and stakeholders in the hackathons.  

For the data file [1010], we give an example in Table 9 below of how we can now deduct different 

strategies for “practical recommendations”, including each stakeholder’s knowledge and 

preferences in the organizational context of the hacks, based on the results found from analyzing 

the different labels. These results can be discussed with and replicated for other stakeholders 

throughout the company:  

Table 9: Referring to dataset [1010] - labeling and evaluation 

Data File and driver 

information 

Categorization and Analysis of hackathon 

context labels 

Practical Recommendations for hacks in Grundfos 

context 

[1010] 

CONNECTOR 

see Appendix A4.3. 

H1-PRE-I 

No prior experience 

with hacks, but we 

wants to have 10x 

hacks in GF until 

Sept2016 

(IT/HR collab. 

strategic dept.) 

Definitions:  

[impactDef][hackProcessImpl] 

[HackCulture] l.40 

[HIGH-impactDef][PD3] = 10x hackathon 

 

Technical Patterns: for T2: Big DataDorm  

Helping to specify a data-driven 

prototyping process and [PRE-E] 

[ITresource]+ 

[PRE-E][O:mockup]+ 

[O:prototypeSpecification] 

Implementations in context [noMarketing] 

[PRE-E] to use PowerBI and MS Azure and 

GF Dorm Data as [ITresource] 

[leadership builder][change manager] 

We did not see this from the start: I want just to 

bring some coffee to you, don’t know what my role 

in the hack will be 

He is a change manager in GF, using very short 

information paths, very orga/strategic, and quick 

decision paths. He loves to conduct and coach on 

experiences from business to orga to technical 

strategic change.  

➔ He has the potential to conduct a lot of hacks; 

He understands well how to use the different 

hacks formats in different GF contexts and 

loves to experiment with new formats 

➔ He is building up leaders over his BigData 

Lab. “content is what matters” 

 

This labeling notation methodology, used in this PhD Thesis, allows us to interpret the 

collaborative experiences and actions during the different hackathons sessions and better track 

implementational occurrences in very different corporate contexts. Most of these labels have been 

added and explained in Appendix I: Glossary of Terms.  

For visualizing relational information between hackathon concepts, stage constructs, and 

implementational aspects, we use in the discourse analysis deep semantic labeling methods, which 

refer directly to the hackathon concepts and different views of their contexts.  

In Table 10 below, as an example, the semantic labels are marked in brackets. In the right-hand 

column, called “Explanations”, we explain each label, e.g. [hackProcess] is a semantic label that 

marks a statement about the “hackathon process”, and the “explanation” given by the informant 
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is about “mixing people +getting them in a new environment letting them work intensely = does 

this give better results ? [hackO]” (see Table 10 below)  

The last label [hackO] refers to “hackathon outcomes”; by using these two labels, we can see that 

the informants express doubts on the outcomes produced by hackathons in corporate contexts, 

even though the hackathon process is something new for him/her.  

Using these semantic labels, we can combine different views about hackathon stages and their 

purpose in corporate contexts and build new and more aggregated context-theoretical knowledge 

of the specific corporate hackathon setup.  

Table 10: [hackProcess] Evolving definition 

[hackProcess] = Definitions of hackathon staging processes 

[What is a hackathon process for you? What do you mean by that (in Grundfos context)?] 

ID (file) Labels Citation Explanation 

1001 

[PRE_I] 

l.64 

[hack 

Process] 

NotNew 

 

“I think [hackProcess]what differentiate a hackathon from what 

we have done and code many other things throughout the 

year…THAT I DO NOT KNOW…(07: 18) I cannot say that a 

hackathon is better than what I just did… that you tear up people 

from all our their surroundings.. you mix them so that you have 

different input… could be an internal…could be external…Ina 

(you did that already?) …(07: 33) Yes, we’ve done that, we’ve 

done that…” 

What is the difference? 

[hackProcess] mixing people 

+getting them in a new 

environments & letting them 

work intensely = does this 

give better results? [hackO] 

 

[PRE_I] 

 

orga 

business 

I don’t know why we don’t do it anymore…maybe we just do not 

have that HUUUUGE need for innovation [JOKE]...I mean… 

It always has to fit to the whole thing it has to fit the task 

[hackO] ”task?” (business) 

“the whole thing” (orga) 

1001 

[PRE_I] 

l.84 

strategic did some of those…I wonder why we do not do that anymore 

because we had several phases that could have been very 

strategically…but because it this VERY, VERY HARD 

 

 

3.5.4. Ethicality, confidentiality and anonymization of data 

This empirical data in its original form is under NDA (Grundfos) and has been processed only by 

the PhD student researcher in such a way as to satisfy the highest privacy concerns for the 

individuals involved, as well as for Grundfos corporate environments. The transcribed and labeled 

data has been primarily anonymized [all hackathon drivers have a generic annotation (see 

Appendix II: Drivers Notation) which is also used in the text files transcriptions]. The transcribed 

and anonymized interviews and transcriptions of the data recordings have been made available 

only to the internal Grundfos PhD supervisors and to the CBS PhD supervisors.  

Also, during the transcription process, we made sure that no personal statements would be 

included in the transcribed data files. Some parts of the recordings have been cut or deleted 

because they were not in the focus of this study, which only looks at understanding corporate 
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hackathon use in a specific context over time. A collection of transcribed data samples has also 

been made available to the Ph.D. Assessment Committee and CBS PhD school in the form of 

Appendix III, IV.  

Our participant observations during the data collection in the industrial environments are that in a 

hackathon, the teams bond relatively quickly and also with unknown externals if they are in the 

hackathons. A large number of engineers did not know the term and refused to define it, although 

later in the conversation, we perceived that they knew and already had an expectation of what a 

hackathon could be. In the first hackathon, we have been backed up by the presence of the Director 

of Strategy and of driving Digital Taskforce in Grundfos from the highest top-level up. This 

triggered the effect that we had in the morning session of almost all top managers of R&T, BS, 

and IT dept. observing in the hackathon. This was an IN/IN hackathon held on 2nd February, with 

also 3 Managers as “Hackathon Jury”. They were pushing the teams towards higher performance. 

While in the second hackathon we had no Jury and no top-level management showing up as we 

had around 10 external people involved in the hackathon. Additionally, during the hackathons, 

we made full video recordings and conducted parallel interviews and took pictures as well as the 

outcome of two games: Impact Game.  

Right after the hackathons, we implemented a self-reflection session where we asked the teams to 

give full feedback on how they wanted to better implement hackathons in the industrial context. 

Also, after the hackathons, we conducted semi-structured interviews and took written feedback 

via emails as well as questionnaires. With several concept maps, we intend to present the data 

points for each of the hackathons. Additionally, we have collected hackathon-related documents 

such as agendas, guidelines, and documentary material about challenges and data samples, 

platforms available at the hackathon day, as well as how the participants and initiators of the 

hackathon valued those resources before, during, and after the event.  

3.6. Data Analysis 

The data analysis methods are built along the temporal and context-relational axis of corporate 

processes and information items, relating to certain hackathon constructs and contexts, or by 

following and mapping the maturity of the prototyped outcomes in different contexts. We describe 

in the following subchapters, how we use different relational constructs and implementational 

aspects on different levels to explain how hackathon use and emergence is changing the meaning 

of the constructs, and also mindsets and in the end, the contexts themselves.  
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3.6.1. Hackathon constructs and definitions in PRE/DUR/POST 

The different usages of the term, hackathon, in corporate hackathon contexts, using the 

PRE/DUR/POST data stream for each hackathon shows that the term is not used in the same way 

as it has been used in open innovation domains. Hackathons have been defined as being a “kind 

of workshops, brainstorming or just a combination of them” or “a kind of innovation sprint” 

[0001]. The usage of the term in industrial contexts has been very hard to capture from qualitative 

data, even if we made sure to collect a lot of data along with the entire hackathon value chain, 

while taking into account a lot of the informants from hackathons H1 and H2 before (PRE), during 

(DUR) and after (POST) the meetings and interviews.  

Using deep semantic labeling methods, we could sense a certain reservation and doubts about 

reaching higher implementational results within large-scale industrial business contexts. Our 

informants expressed doubts at the beginning such as, if we would do “something new in a 

hackathon, then what they have already tried out so far.”  

We have seen from the qualitative data analysis in section 3.4.1 that in PRE-interviews there were 

a lot of hints about having doubts or questioning the implementational outcomes while simply 

talking about the term hackathon and how it should be used in the GF context (see data sample 

[1001] in Appendix IV: A4.1.).  

By looking at a large number of hackathon videos recorded and the audio data collected and 

analyzed in PRE/DUR/ POST phases over time, we can see how definitions of terms, such as a 

hackathon, were emerging into a common definition after the hackathon H1 or H2.  

Before the hackathon, the drivers were mistakenly mixing hackathon formats and their contexts. 

We have given attention to the use of similar concepts and definitions, such as “innovation sprint”, 

“brainstorm”, “industrial workshop” from [0001] data set, for example.  

Using a discourse analysis with a focus on these concepts, we can see how hackathon constructs, 

including concepts and elements characterizing the hackathon stage, prototyped outcomes and the 

hackathons’ implementational process, etc. are used and emerging over time in Grundfos 

industrial corporate contexts. (Findings to the definition of terms are included in the Glossary of 

Terms in Appendix I and more quotes we add and discussed in Chapter 5.1.)  

Another angle to evaluate the subjectivity of our qualitative data analysis results was to reflect on 

the usage patterns of the word, hackathon. Taken altogether, 80 % of the PRE-interviewed 
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informants admitted that they did not know how to define hackathons and had never taken part in 

one. Over 50 % of the DUR-participants admitted later in informal talks that they had attended 

other hackathons before, but the hacks were not in the Grundfos corporate context, so “this is not 

useful to tell it”, or “I did not know how to use it in Grundfos contexts, we never used hackathons 

in GF so far.“ Some of them used hackathons at university: “it was a lot of fun, but not much came 

out of it”. [MJ01] For the researcher, these contradictory statements of the term are not surprising 

as in the open innovation hackathon research, we found the same usage patterns.  

The new focus on measuring the prototype maturity and prototype implementation “in context” 

is changing the perspective on how to assess and also see the differences between these different 

hackathon formats in different contexts. The challenges we faced throughout the longitudinal case 

study were to understand the informants’ statements concerning the different levels of contexts 

(here: hackathon stage, business, organizational level), to better understand how to assess our 

prototype's maturity levels and the implementational aspects during the conversations.  

The findings from the qualitative data analysis on the usage patterns in different hackathon 

contexts come from the discussions we had on experiencing similar hackathons within or outside 

the Grundfos context. The PRE-Interview data analysis showed that 80 % of our informants did 

not know how to define the term, “never heard of it before” and had never taken part in a 

hackathon. Nevertheless, during the hackathon and especially in the H2 breaks, many of the 

informants interviewed before had admitted that they had come into contact with hacks (almost 

50%). This shows that the qualitative statements about hackathons in corporate contexts were 

taken only once during the research study and might not give an incentive to action and even 

understanding the hackathon knowledge present in the corporate context. The hackathon drivers 

did not want to reveal in certain circumstances that they had been involved in hackathons before. 

Others were sure they had used hackathons in the corporate context before, but they gave us the 

example of “48h innovation summits” which is open innovation, crowdsourcing events, using 

mostly low fidelity prototypes, indication more ideation sprints are taking place in parallel.  

Innovation summits are open hackathon stages that focus on the generation of ideas to be 

implemented later (maybe or maybe not) in Grundfos corporate or open innovation business 

contexts. Nonetheless, our impact-driven industrial hackathon “flipped” the prototyping outcome 
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clearly into instant outcome implementation in concrete DDD1 and BigDataDorm B2B corporate 

business ecosystems. If we make a comparison with the use of term, innovation, and its 

implementational impacts within corporate industrial settings, then the statements seem to go into 

a positive sentiment analysis: “...is all about collaboration and innovation…so I think it crucial, 

it is crucial” [1001, lines 14-24]. Another informant gives his statement on innovation within his 

corporate context: “…it takes a lot of time to realize that you had a groundbreaking innovation 

within this environment” [PE4] (Researcher): How would you define Innovation? [X]: I mean, 

there are two parts of it. There is the IDEATION and then there is a lot of work…we’re getting 

into work…and IDEATION is when bright minds meet a concrete topic…that’s when IDEATION 

innovation occurs…and very much a good effort…I know, I’ve rarely seen individual innovations. 

I typically experience it as something that happens [aha]… [1001, lines 27-33] 

The use of the terminology of hackathons constructs such as PRE-“expectations”, “hackathon 

stage”, “prototyped outcomes”, “implemented outcomes” in business contexts, implemented 

outcomes in organizational contexts, implemented “end-to-end outcomes” were terms we had to 

learn to use in the specific Grundfos industrial context, but they were important to give an implicit 

direction as to how the informants were perceiving the value of hackathons in the corporate 

contexts. In this regard, the labeling process has helped us detect the differences and emergent 

expectations regarding different hackathon constructs: “At the organizational level is there insight 

into what constitutes innovation, I think, the realization of that…is…how it works?” [1001] 

The participants wanted to know how a hackathon “works” and the [realization] of the fact that 

“it has to fit the tasks” [1001]: 

Researchers observations: Is this the business or the organizational level? ; In Grundfos (later): 

they mean more that the hackathon has to fit a certain topic and to a certain industrial process or 

to corporate units and to a corporate project type.  

Expectations before the hackathon H1 on the hackathon stage and the outcomes were expressed 

in very complex terms. Therefore, we made extensive use of concept labels to reduce the data and 

the information overload to the most generic constructs and elements relevant to the hackathon 

 

1 DDD = Dynamic District Heating is one of our Team 1 challenges in hackathon H1 and H2 
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stage setup but to still maintain a high quality of information about the engaged employers’ 

expectations:  

“I would expect that we get…you know…get a common understanding [C1:DDD] about 

this DP [DP: technical term] if we think that there is sufficient business potential for 

going further with this concept [validate DDD idea in GF context]…I would also expect 

that we…you know…at least scratch the surface in terms of getting an idea about: Do 

we believe that we can solve the outcoming technical issues which naturally will be if 

we go further with the concept…” [1004] 

For the coding and analysis process of this paragraph, it was only enough to use the labels from 

the PRE-expectations, like [validate DDD ideas in GF context] to reduce the data from PRE-

meetings and interviews. 

3.6.2. Discourse analysis and relational constructs on stage 

Relational constructs from hackathon data are very hard to grasp from a generic research context. 

Looking at the hackathon stage in Figure 2Figure 2: Corporate industrial hackathon, we see as 

relational constructs: (a.) Time -relational constructs (from PRE/DUR/POST data) which are 

hackathon concepts/constructs and process-driven data (about prototyping and implementational 

processes in context); (b.) context-relational constructs, like, for example, the elements related to 

the hackathon stage (see hackathon scoring cards), the implementational “counts” in POST-

context which are related to the two prototyped outcomes (here DDD and BigDataDorm-

Analytics), or a mix of those two (a.) +(b.). 

Setting up the industrial hackathon stage broadly consists of identifying a challenge, motivate 

teams drivers, gather internal/external resources, and ensuring a proper team configuration and 

PRE-breafing on the expectation of the event.  

The first discourse analysis method about extracting time/context-relational constructs 

(information) focuses on defining basic prototyping and implementational processes, in the given 

context. In parallel, we can “connect these dots” and identify relational constructs between 

tangible and intangible resources on the hackathon stage, as well as between the resources 

prototyped on stage and other corporate resources outside the hackathon room.  
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While “connecting the dots”, we tried to understand “value-driving” relationships between 

hackathons elements such as teams, challenges, resources, outcomes, relevant to the contexts to 

prototyping.  

The implementations are accelerating prototyping experiences over all types of contexts, 

resources, deliverables, etc. Only for the longitudinal case study did we have to systematically 

collect and analyze the data in chronological order for the two GrundfosHacks corporate 

hackathons H1 and H2.  

For example, we categorized the empirical data from our knowledge regarding three context 

rooms: 1.) Hackathon room setup: including core elements of a hackathon, as well as the 

hackathon definitions given by the hackathon drivers over time and tracking of the emergence of 

meanings over time; 2.) Categorization of short-term prototyping processes during the hackathon, 

as well as of the implementation processes in DUR and POST part of the hackathon; 3.) Tracking 

of certain digital commercial offerings and outcomes from the hackathons over the corporate 

agenda and the emergence of these agendas over time.  

In addition, we investigated different longitudinal stage process perspectives on representing 

hackathons inputs (in the form of challenges), prototyping process assets (teams’ configurations, 

drivers, resources, data assets, tools, etc.), and prototyped and implemented outcomes.  

These are counted in the end as hackathons deliverables and available in the form of pitches 

(recorded video pitches), presentations (in PowerPoint, pdf, and as video recordings), mockups, 

demo, and other (concept-solution) prototypes.  

As the terminology for hackathons, especially the hackathon processes in an industrial context is 

highly emerging, the frame-semantic hand-labeling approach is the most appropriate method to 

go deep into conceptual patterns and constraints deducted from discursive materials, like 

discussions about the emergent research objects and their underlining processes, descriptions of 

the contexts and implementations processes.  

Later on, as the labels were clustered according to their frequent co-occurrence in texts and also 

as the hackathon participants started to use the same terms with the same meanings, we could use 

light clustering methods such as topic models to label the rest of our data based on the hand tags 

we extracted manually. So, we tried to detect clusters of labels for each of our hackathon 

constructs and assessed hackathon outcomes using hackathon IMPACT Patterns.  
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Later on, we restructured and analyzed in greater detail a sample of the data files that we wanted 

to use as examples for our insights and learnings from this detailed semantic labeling approach.  

We found in the first round of the qualitative study (conducted as semi-structured PRE-interviews) 

with Grundfos employees and managers that the industrial corporate hackathons have a higher 

value and ROI, as soon as their prototyped outcomes are implemented and have a scaling 

implementation within larger business and B2B (industrial) organizational contexts. It is up to the 

company to decide the sequence of the three main types of hackathons: internal, internal/external, 

or external/external. Regardless, the same model is used, consisting of a preparation phase, an 

execution phase (during the hackathon), and a post (after) phase. All phases are needed to get the 

full potential from the hackathon.  

We have tried to quantify the resources and drivers and teams present during the hackathon by 

using scoring cards as a visualization tool. From a research perspective, this allowed us to look 

for more evidence on the different hackathon formats influencing the value of the prototyped 

outcomes. 

3.6.3. Connected hackathon chains and prototypes progression 

The H1 and H2 formats are different because H1 had a strong jury involvement while having the 

same challenges and team H2 has no jury at all. But H2 had people jumping between both teams 

and, in the end, they ended up merging the results of both teams and helping each other to 

implement the results in a larger organizational context.  

Other inferences could be made about the resources used for prototyping the new solutions, and 

we can observe the degree of connectivity of the drivers concerning the prototyped outcomes. One 

way to analyze the sessions data from the two corporate hackathons is to compare the formats of 

the two hackathons H1 and H2 and reflect on what played a role in the outcomes in each case. For 

each hackathon, we are using the PRE/DUR/POST data samples and the sessions data on stage 

under the temporal axis from hackathon data. Even if H1 and H2 have a very similar case context-

setting within the Grundfos Academy, we can observe that the two hackathons had been organized 

very differently. H1 had two teams with internal team configuration [T1(DDD): IN/IN and T2 

(BigDataDorm): IN/2xOUT). We asked the 3 internal managers to be part of the H1 Hackathon 

Jury. Hackathon H1 had a PRE phase of almost one year, while Hackathon H2 had not PRE-

phase; In PRE-Phase H1, we have recorded all the meetings leading to creating teams and the 
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challenge formation. The comparison of PRE/DUR/POST hackathon data shows that H2 has a 

much longer POST-Implementational phase that we could follow after the hackathon has taken 

place. Almost one year after the hackathons, the drivers were able to have “impacts” (as 

implementational outcomes) across larger business units (e.g. DDDUnit) and organizational 

contexts (e.g. BigData Lab, Tech Days Production and the first Grundfos Corporate Digital 

Agenda in 2017). 

3.6.4. Hackathon drivers roles  

We were looking at hackathon drivers to understand under which circumstances they would 

become “actively” engaged in the context of a hackathon. The transition from the passive to the 

active, and sometimes showing a “not interested” behavior, went to “driving the team and shaping 

the implementational context has been very striking for a few drivers”.  

While analyzing the different types and sources of data samples collected during the hackathon 

days, we can now describe the important sessions of a hackathon and how are the drivers were 

taking different roles in these sessions. The temporal delimitations of these sessions are very 

important, as they tell us how effective one team was relative to another in terms of prototyping 

and producing results. [give jury example]. In each of the sessions, the drivers and participants 

had different roles. We can look at the different roles of the drivers, bringing forth the acceleration 

of solution implementation.  

What are the motivations of the drivers for each of the sessions? When are they most engaged and 

when do they disengage? In the following section, we explain how together with the Grundfos 

hackathon drivers, we have flipped the assessment focus of the conducted industrial hackathons 

toward counting in the POST-implementational aspects (as POST-implementational processes 

and implemented outcomes).  

We used a new hackathon impact-performance metric proposed “on the fly” by the hackathon 

jury and adopted by the teams in the first H1 GrundfosHack (“self-defined”), during the first 

pitching process. We also counted in the POST-phase all related implementational “actions” (as 

time-stamped IMP.ACTs = “implementations-in-actions”) for all outcomes as related to the two 

hackathons in the given business and the larger organizational levels.  

Here we have also included a double temporal dimension to track the IMP.ACTs of results: after 

6 months, after one to 1½ years (while I was still in Grundfos), and after two years (also from 
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outside Grundfos). We decided to count the deliverables of each team after the end of each session 

to have a count of their productivity. Not only that but everything we could count in terms of 

deliverables. We have also counted the outcomes of the prototyping session and were in 

permanent dialog with drivers of both teams, asking them about the “impact” or the importance 

of the deliverable concerning winning the hackathon day or concerning Grundfos business context 

in general. For example, we observed that during the wrapping up session, two of the hackathon 

drivers were making the presentation for the new head of DCO (Digital Commercial Offerings) 

at the same time as drawing a vision of prototyping for IMPACT as the “new way of working” 

within Grundfos. We then conducted instantly a short interview asking him about his ideas.  

Similarly, we were aware of the fact that collaborative experiences may be perceived with 

different outcomes, depending upon the perspective taken as individuals or as a team. In this 

context, relationships analysis is an important factor for driving the collaborative performance of 

individuals and teams. For example, trust level rises during certain collaborative innovation 

processes and remains high over the short-term period of a hackathon. Not in the focus of our 

study is the assumption that in hackathons, the short-term acceleration of relations and 

communication could lead to long-term work relationships.  

 

Figure 8: H2 Impressions 
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3.6.5. Extended POST-qualitative Study 

An extended POST-implementational qualitative study (see the data samples listed under 

Appendix III, A3.5.) was conducted in June 2019, using only internal PRE/DURPOST-

Interviews, reflexive talk sessions during both hackathons, and all POST-interviews and internal 

Grundfos documentation collected in the POST phases.  

These data samples have been restructured in three different implementational (time) phases. They 

have been transcribed, hand-coded, and labeled in the same way as the previous data:  

a. POST1 = short-term POST-implementational Phase, including internal POST-interviews, 

collected data within 6x months after H1 and H2 have taken place;  

b. POST2 = long-term POST-implementational Phase, including internal POST-interviews 

collected after 9-18x months after H1 and H2, have taken place and mostly inside Grundfos 

corporate environment, as I was still part of Grundfos Core Technologies Department;  

c. POST3 = long-term POST-implementational Phase is including external videos about 

Grundfos’ new digital solutions and digital transformation strategy that was available on 

Grundfos social media and Grundfos website and have been made available to the external 

online audience 19-26x months after H1 and H2 have taken place. This POST3 phase is only 

a backup phase to see if the hackathon results are still affecting certain Grundfos contexts. (I 

was not employed by Grundfos during the POST3 period.)  

The analysis of data over all three POST phases allowed for tracking the concrete implementations 

of prototyped outcomes, including POST-implementational activities of the hackathon drivers. 
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The problem focus of our empirical case study lies in making clear the tensions and paradigm 

shifts in the understandings of large-scale business and implementation prototyping as complex 

processes in corporate settings nowadays. The hackathons dealing with very complex digital 

challenges have evolved from “early stages” and “low prototyping practices”, now up to high-

end complex, digital business solutions over iterative implementations and scaling up practices.  

3.6.6. Mapping outcome implementations 

The two GrundfosHacks have been perceived by the employees as part of their usual cross-

departmental work and as a tool for working “concentrated on important tasks” and accelerating 

or promoting certain projects and ideas. The discussions within the hackathon, although related 

to solving the task in the given time, were also conducted intuitively in such a way that the 

prototyping sessions were in opening and closing rooms for discussions about other relevant 

running projects, where the prototype or the results of the prototype could be integrated after the 

hackathon as well. Figure 9 below is showing the three different contexts in which we follow the 

implementational impacts over time. The employees and deciders in a large company like 

Grundfos can be involved in parallel in each of these contexts.  
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Figure 9: Three levels of context 

 

It real corporate contexts, the interplay of all their industrial and organizational processes is much 

more complex than we have illustrated in Figure 9.  

3.6.7. POST-Implementational Study 

The Data Sample (DS10) under A 3.1. , which is included in the Appendix III under A3.1. DS10-

Qualitative Study, we have listed the data collection for the extended POST-implementational 

(interview-based) study done only with Grundfos employee interviews after one year of POST 

studies. It is partly a reorganization of already transcribed interview files of the semi-structured 

interviews already analyzed so far in PRE/DUR/POST H1 and H2, concerning specific themes in 

context: impact over time, the definition of the hackathon. For the longitudinal case study, we 

focused our attention on understanding and explaining, on one side, the interconnectivity 
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mechanisms (e.g. relational constructs on hackathon stages about the real corporate departments, 

emerging corporate business entities, and people). These are usually constructed related to items 

necessary to drive the PRE-configurations (e.g. which challenges and how many teams are going 

to be at the start?) and instrumentation (e.g. resources, data, connectivity, and people that are 

needed) on hackathon stages. For the data analysis and evaluation of the hackathon results, we 

used a multi-level analysis from different perspectives, including the evolving drivers’ 

perspectives in PRE/DUR/POST, as well as a higher-level organizational learning perspective 

given by corporate management and HR departments. We have included several academic 

evaluative theoretical perspectives (see Table 4) in our interpretative framework to show the 

differences in perceiving collaborative prototyping experiences “on stage” and its relational 

aspects with regard to later outcome value and implementations across larger corporate (business 

and organizational) contexts. 

A new and important aspect of the POST-implementational “impact” prototyping experiences, for 

example, is also the “scaling IMPACT” (as implementational process) experience. This means 

that the hackathon results are implemented at the same time and reused in similar but multiple 

contexts. In an industrial context, this is a very efficient form of driving “scale up” POST-

Implementations to a large number of B2B customers. For the industrial B2B business contexts, 

this high-scale reuse of implementational outcomes (here “P= Participatory” or scaling 

implementational experience) is crucial, as it saves costs and time yet scales the implementational 

outcome high on a high number of customers. All Grundfos employees and managers were highly 

motivated to get a hackathon outcome that they could reuse in a high-scale customer prototyping 

and implementational experience. Using the critical realist approach (as described in Chapter 

3.2.), we can demonstrate and measure gradually over time how the corporate business hackathon 

culture within Grundfos had been forming and had scaled up their implementational outcomes 

over corporate and later, external (customer B2B eco-systems based) outcomes. Scaling up 

(observing exact time stamps) was within as well as outside Grundfos corporate business contexts. 

Using the new time-relational corporate constructs for this Grundfos case and analyzing in-depth 

the insights and experiences of hackathon drivers, we can track from the hackathon data how the 

original hackathon digital products and ideas have matured and scaled up into different business 

implementations, and have created a tremendous business impact for the larger B2B customers 

eco-systems, such as Intelligent Industrial, District & Smart Buildings Pumps Ecosystems.  
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The role of the hackathon drivers and managers supporting the hackathon stages is crucial in 

“connecting the dots” with POST implementations. In general, the innovation processes demand 

a high degree of engagement from the involved participants. It is very difficult to track and trail 

the evolvement of such “engagement” moments and even more challenging to quantify the results 

in such a way that we can see their impact on the innovation outcomes. The implications of the 

extremely high speed and multi-dimensionality of information exchange, the high complexity of 

problems/solutions spaces, complemented by the high velocity of digital transformation processes 

inside and outside the corporate world, are blurring the borders between physical/digital worlds, 

inside/outside organizational structures. They are transforming how people are used to working 

and solving problems, as well as co-creating and producing higher value on resources and 

processes in an industrial environment.  

3.6.8. Limitations of the research study 

We could not include all the data we have collected and evaluated for this industrial PhD study. 

We tried, but the hand-coding of all the files we had available as primary data would have been 

too much in terms of overhead. Therefore, we have concentrated only on the most relevant data 

sources and tagging (or labeling) most frequent hackathon constructs in industrial corporate 

context. While collecting so much data on hackathons, not only within corporate, but also in open 

domains, we have come to the insight that only data taken from the most intense parts of the 

hackathon stage is relevant, e.g. the intro, the pitches, the reflexive talks, and when a team are 

bonded on a certain prototyping and implementing solution (see Figure 8Figure 8: H2 

Impressions).  

We have chosen not to focus on different orchestration methods for corporate hackathons (rather 

on “DUR/POST-implementational values”), although from the primary data collection, we can 

add value and insights to this research stream as well.  

The exploratory research perspective given by Gartner Digital KPIs Research (LeHong 2016) that 

aims to find use cases with appropriate data and research findings to help define digital outcome 

(KPI) performance under a given context and, for instance, and to leverage industrial hackathons 

towards the “plateau of productivity” (Landry, 2010) is not within the focus of our case studies.  

This thesis might contribute with its explanatory focus to building up the fundamental groundwork 

of a more systematic view on exploratory hackathon research (see (Lakhani and Wolf 2005) on 
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how we can measure innovation and design better hackathons, but it is not the main focus of our 

research.  

This research will also not focus on business and economic perspectives derived from conducting 

such hackathons in industrial settings, nor from a company, a network, or crowd perspective, 

although we are aware that producing potential new and better products or services is the major 

goal of each innovation contest.  
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Chapter 4: Empirical Case Study  

In this section, we describe the two case studies setup, conducted on Grundfos industrial 

hackathons. The first one (4.1) is the preliminary Gatesense Pilot case study, which has been 

chosen as a comparative case study and an example of a traditional open innovation hackathons 

case study. The second one (4.2) is the longitudinal empirical case study carried out during two 

corporate hackathons (GrundfosHacks2016) conducted and observed within Grundfos. Both case 

studies are building together the empirical foundation for this industrial PhD Thesis.  

4.1. Preliminary Gatesense Pilot case study 

In the following section, we describe the Gatesense Pilot study, a case study that includes 3x IoT 

hackathons held over the open industrial IoT Platform Gatesense. Gatesense had been initiated by 

Grundfos in April 2013 and was very much supported by two academic institutions: Aarhus 

Alexander Institute and Copenhagen Business School (especially the Department of Digitalization 

where I was working).  

The urge to drive external IoT hackathon by Grundfos business development employees was the 

same as it is today: Grundfos wants to drive “breakthrough” innovations in the area of next-

generation digital pump systems. The problem is that the IoT (Internet of things) communities 

have different innovation ecosystems and require different learning from IoT innovation processes 

than their innovations in the water technologies domain. The Gatesense Team - formed of internal 

Business Development employees in Grundfos and several academics from Alexandra Institute, 

Aarhus University, and CBS - were interested in learning how to converge these two innovation 

streams and communities to obtain the best “breakthrough” innovations in the area of next-

generation digital pump systems for Smart cities and districts, by using a lot of open data from 

the cities and districts themselves.  

The pivot for Gatesense is an open-source IoT platform for pump systems and water solutions. 

The Grundfos Connect team decided to keep the focus of the initiated open innovations and 

networking platform as open as possible for the first hackathons to reach out to a lot of IoT 

stakeholders and communities. Gatesense was at that time (April 2013 – August 2015) an open-

source IoT industrial experimentation and networking platform, which had been initiated by 

Grundfos (Connect Dept.) to learn from different open source IoT communities how to drive 
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communities to participate in next-generation IoT solutions. The Gatesense (www.gatesense.com) 

online open IoT (industrial) platform was originally initiated by our Grundfos Connect drivers, 

Aarhus University drivers, and CBS drivers. It includes the larger European openIOT 

Communities around IoT Week Conference with about 500 member institutions at that time in 

June 2014. This IoT community founded early in 2014 in Brussels the IoT Forum, a forum active 

at the EU level and existing worldwide until today. Gatesense was envisaged in the open 

innovation network originally only as open IoT networking, with open IOT/Big Data hackathons 

events and an open prototyping platform. They intended to open the stage to drivers in the IoT 

domain, especially over IoT Week and the IoT Forum, to academic students and startups interested 

in open source IoT and specifically Industrial IoT (in its very “early” stage at that time in 2014)  

Gatesense background and corporate motivations: The Gatesense pilot hackathon case study was 

originally initiated by a core business development department called Grundfos Connect that no 

longer exists. The Grundfos connect drivers were employees coming only from this business 

development department (the Grundfos Connect Department). There was a team of 5-6 very 

motivated and highly bonded individuals with the ambition to frame and scale the IoT Strategic 

Agenda for Grundfos in the corporate, as well as in the open business and industrial context. This 

was a very far and high (long-term viewed) vision at that time in early 2014, as the learnings for 

what the industrial IIOT ecosystem needs were not given in both corporate and open industrial 

contexts. In fact, the IIoT eco-systems of services were still in a very early stage. The team tried 

a traditional top-down intervention, as well as the classical open innovation approach to open the 

gate for building an open innovation ecosystem that could accelerate the IIoT digital solution 

inside, as well as outside the industrial large-scale corporate contexts. After almost 1 ½ years of 

trying, in November 2014, the Connect Department was dissolved together with 400 employees 

who had to leave their jobs that day. I had just started as an industrial Ph.D. student in the Grundfos 

Connect Department three months prior in August 2014 and was supposed to work on conducting 

a series of corporate hackathons within the Grundfos industrial setup inside the company and write 

this PhD study about it. In parallel, we offered to organize with the connect drivers the IoT Week 

2015 conference which was supposed to be hosted by Grundfos and CBS, the host university for 

my PhD. All these plans had been canceled in 2015, and IoTWeek2015 had to be re-moved to 

Portugal. The positive thing about it was that I was moved to the core Grundfos Research 

Department and also the most of the connect drivers were removed to other BD departments so 

we could move on with the organization of the hackathon as planned within Grundfos. 

http://www.gatesense.com/
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Gatesense Pilot study Data Collection: During the three Gatesense hackathons, we have collected 

only data during the hackathon days. Each hackathon was seen as an independent observational 

unit on its own. The data has been collected “sporadically” in the traditional way: only rich 

participants' observations, hackathon reports, questionnaires for all participants, a few short video 

recordings, and interviews about the Gatesense platform. No implementational impacts have been 

tracked from these hackathons into the Grundfos company settings. In the first Gatesene 

hackathon, we have experimented to have for each team a team orchestrator as team driver and as 

an informant for our case study. The prototyped outcomes move from the ideation phase (in GH2) 

to conceptualized IoT solutions for smart cities (in GH3) and towards real IoT-Prototypes for 

energy-efficient tracking of facility data in buildings and smart homes (in GH4/IoTWeek 2014)  

The POST-Phase after the Gatesense hackathon: We collected and evaluated presentations and 

documents from that time with participants reports from the Grundfos drivers, those who had 

attended a workshop within Grundfos. Also, we have been working with the Grundfos Connect 

employees and managers on a strategy paper and presentations for the Head of the D&E (Design 

& Engineering) department - the department responsible for Grundfos Connect. Their original 

drive was to scale the IoT strategy outside with the help of an open-source Gatesense IoT 

industrial platform, as well as inside the Grundfos industrial IoT context.  

Lessons learned from Gatesense traditional hackathon research: At the individual level, the 

innovation capacity of teams can be channeled by facilitators. We experimented with different 

facilitator roles in several Gatesense hackathons; we had the insight of putting the hackathons on 

an innovation maturity line and categorizing them which was much clearer from the innovation 

development process point of view. Later we observed that in each hackathon category we had 

different combinations of teams and people typical for one category so one could observe and 

concertize eco-systems more easily. Also, we proposed to calculate a hackathon innovation index 

for each hackathon, and we assume that conversations are a good predictor of the hackathon’s 

innovation index.  

This insight was used later in the longitudinal case study. Also important was the observation that 

not only hackathon communities but also hackathons themselves are inter-related in challenges 

(with different design spaces) and teams, but with different configuration, resources, and values 

depending upon hackathons challenges, audience, jury, etc. We had the insight of putting the 

hackathons on an innovation maturity line and categorizing them from the innovation 

development process point of view to be clearer (see Section 5.2.1.).  
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Later, we observed that in each hackathon category, we had different combinations of teams and 

people typical for one category, so one could observe and concertize eco-systems more easily. 

Also, we proposed to calculate a “hackathon innovation index” for each hackathon. We assumed 

that conversations are a good predictor of the hackathon’s innovation index. For this, we had to 

look closer into the design and prototyping practices to understand and map the conversations and 

drivers' experiences as “Digital Experiences” during different prototyping phases of the 

hackathons. Another important relational anchor for our longitudinal case design is the “drivers”, 

the active participants in the hackathon teams. They are driving not only the teams but also the 

prototyping processes and generating at the same time as they are “bounding” the values of the 

prototyping process to the outcomes and implementations in the two higher-level contexts, in 

which they are active in their corporate environments. The Gatesense pilot study is only included 

in this study to show the big difference in insights about the contexts, especially about tracking 

dynamics from these contexts, in comparison to our in-depth longitudinal empirical methodology 

for rich data collection along the whole hackathon life-cycle in the industrial domain. 

4.2. A longitudinal case study on GrundfosHacks 

The purpose of this longitudinal research case study is to describe how corporate hackathons have 

made the transition from exploratory (product-oriented) collaborative rapid prototyping tools into 

very concrete (solution-oriented), strategic (business/organizational), and practical (IMPACT-

driven instruments for driving PPTs (“process-people-technology”) implementational outcomes 

scaled into different Grundfos corporate contexts.  

The Grundfos employees (also managers) have been taken out of their usual work environment 

during a hackathon day to team up with colleagues from other departments to solve a couple of 

important problems, regarding, for example, new product developments, large-scale rollouts of 

digital production processes, finding new customer service eco-systems, etc., where the expertise 

of all the people in the room is required. Usually, the employees get awarded for their prototyping 

and presenting the most creative ideas in cross-departmental and by working outside their project 

in such workshops of 1-2 days with new colleagues, development partners, and in mixed teams.  

From a Grundfos industrial top-down organizational perspective, we can describe hackathons as 

“new support tools” to accelerate the experimentation and large-scale implementation of the 

“Water ‘s Digital Future” Management Strategy (see GWI 2015).  
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At the corporate business level, this management strategy focuses very much on “People, 

Processes and Technologies” (PPT) - all important parts of a hackathon stage. To accelerate and 

embrace these business and organizational challenges along with speeding up digital innovations 

across departments in such a complex industrial environment, the management and drivers from 

three of the core corporate departments Research & Technology, IT, and the building services 

business development segment were motivated to try to accelerate digital transformation using 

hackathons as a new way to innovate and collaborate “inside Grundfos” (at first). 

Furthermore, we aim to study the hackathons over their entire organizational life-cycle and to 

develop a methodological framework on how to plan, implement, and assess hackathons and their 

outcomes more efficiently in large-scale corporate contexts.  

Challenges of Grundfos corporate Industrial IIOT (Internet-of-Thongs) hackathons: As 

anticipated in Chapter 1.2., IIOT GrundfosHacks2016 have required a much higher amount of 

digital and domain-specific expertise, more diverse domain knowledge, and sharing of digital 

assets across larger industrial, IT, and business units than usual corporate and open domain 

hackathons. From the prototype perspective, the industrial prototype for Dynamic District Heating 

(DDD), for example, was not a usual early on or low-tech prototype. DDD was a technical project 

for more than two years in the development pipeline in the R&T (Research & Technology) 

department with several Ph.D. studies on the complex technology that masters the controls of data 

in the high-end DDD district pumps. The major challenge in the PRE-Phase of the first hackathon, 

which has prevailed almost one year, was to communicate with the employees and managers 

properly to know on which level of prototyping they were projecting the results. Was this 

prototype development level at the hackathon stage? Or the business models integration within a 

corporate business level, or a more complex change of organizational units that the company 

would need to support this complex product.  

Although the company has a very high degree of digital maturity when it comes to hardware and 

software/sensors ecosystems on the pumps, for such a traditional manufacturing company, their 

employees, and managers, it was difficult at the beginning of our study to understand and 

effectively use the corporate hackathons within these broad and complex landscape of corporate 

and industrial business processes and contexts, especially among different corporate departments.  

In August 2014, when I have started as an industrial PhD fellow with a case study research on 

hackathons in Grundfos, not many employees were aware of the term “hackathon” within 
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Grundfos, nor did they understand how to use hackathons effectively inside their corporate 

contexts. The reason behind it is the fact that hackathons are still treated as ad-hoc and as “early” 

prototyping events for idea generation. There was a lack of knowledge and common 

understanding on how much flexibility lies behind the organizational setup and instrumentation 

of such new corporate hackathon formats and how can they be more efficiently explored and 

implemented given the many different impact-driving corporate business directions and “unseen” 

potentials of possible large-scale business implementations.  

Other organizational obstacles for using hackathons in larger organizational settings come from 

having (a very expensive) industrial “resources-bounded to projects and departments process 

plans”. This leads to very high intra-departmental costs that teams would need to justify or 

(internally) for organizing such 1-2 days internal ad-hoc industrial workshops (defined as 

corporate and inter-departmental) hackathons. 

Grundfos Corporate Business Research Context  

In November 2014, a new CEO has started in Grundfos (exactly about the time I started my PhD 

study). Grundfos employees inside the company were aware of the fact that they were lagging 

behind the accelerated design and scaling of new digital business services for more energy-

efficient water pumps, especially more “connected smart water pump ecosystems” over large-

scale water and energy critical infrastructures. Not only Grundfos, but also their B2B partners 

knew that the need to speed up the development and scaleup of new IIoT solutions for these 

“complex” and large-scale digital eco-systems problems was necessary.  

From the first PRE-Interviews, we could deduct that a large number of engineers within Grundfos 

have never heard of the term “hackathon” before and refused to define it, although later in the 

conversation we could perceive that some of them actually knew and had already experienced 

hackathons before, they simply could not express their “expectations” on what the outcome of a 

hackathon could be. In the first hackathon, we had been backed up by the presence of the Director 

of Strategy and the driver of the Digital Taskforce in Grundfos (in January 2016) from the highest 

top-level up. This triggered the effect that in the morning session almost all top managers of R&T, 

BS (building services), and IT departments were in the room observing the hackathon setup. She 

is a women entrepreneur driving ground-up digital innovation in large-scale contexts:  
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“Digitalisation requires the ability to build new things while you maintain your core 

business. That requires a delicate balance between the new and the old.” Senior 

Director, Head of DCO, Grundfos [1.] 

On the corporate process level, there is this tendency to preserve also still some of the old 

industrial business processes (which belong to the “core business processes”), like for example 

keeping the well-established “Product Development Process”, which is important to scaled 

production in large manufacturing company, but which can also slow down “fast” execution and 

scaling of new digital products , like here DCO (=Digital Commercial Offerings) and digital 

infrastructure implementations.  

Figure 10: Product Development Process within Grundfos 

 

 

The first IN/IN H1 GrundfosHack was held on 24. February 2016, including also a “Hackathon 

Jury” with three managers. They helped us explore the corporate hackathon within Grundfos 

context and have started to push the teams towards higher “IMPACT” performance.  

In the second hackathon H2, we had no jury nor top-level management as we had around 8x 

external people involved in the hackathon. The two GrundfosHacks observed and systematically 

analyzed along with this longitudinal empirical case study are including mixed teams from 

different corporate departments and business units or independent business segments, i.e., to a 

large extent from the Grundfos core corporate industrial environment. For the experimental setup 

of our GrundfosHack in 2016, we interviewed the Grundfos employees from different 

departments and recorded all relevant PRE-Meetings where they were discussing how to organize 

internal hacks. 

The idea of looking for higher IMPACT-implementation out of a hackathon within the corporate 

business and organizational context, and also the “prototyping impact” for Grundfos on the 

hackathon stage, has emerged over time from discussions in PRE-Meetings and PRE-Interviews 

with certain hackathon drivers whom we have asked, what means (for them) to create “high 

impact“ within the Grundfos corporate context. This is the moment where we have “seeded” the 
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term “impact” as context associated with the “purposeful” hackathons outcomes implementation. 

Certain hackathon drivers asked us to give explicit incentives to what impact implementation 

should be.” We tried to step back from that process because we did not want to interfere in the 

definition of the impact in Grundfos concept; they even started brainstorming to help us give this 

definition to their other colleagues at the hackathon.  

It is important to keep in mind that the industrial corporate hackathons included in our research 

case study are somehow interconnected from the point of view of the “stage setup”. For example, 

we have used for two hackathons organized inside Grundfos corporate domain the same 

challenges, hackathon location, and almost similar team compositions (see hackathon scoring 

cards).  

Challenge Designs and PRE/DUR/POST-Expectations  

The Figure 11 below shows the final challenge setup (C1= Challenge 1) for the first team T1 in 

the first and second hackathon (H1 and H2). It shows the large-scale pump ecosystem for the 

DDD (= Dynamic District Heating) B2B context:  

Figure 11: DDD Challenge C1 

 

This first prototyping scenario includes the design and implementation of a DDD smart water 

monitoring services solution that is generic and representative enough for the whole “end-to-end” 

water pumps district heating and district cooling business segments. This would include thousands 
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of different district heating pumps, somehow digitally “inter-connected” to give the “optimal 

Delta pressure value” [source: 1004], given different DDD pump eco-systems.  

In Figure 11 above, we show how such a heating pump ecosystem would look like. A large-scale 

district heating pump, like the one in Suzhou China, can heat a whole industrial and building 

blocks area like illustrated below. This is a large-scale and very complex big-data digital problem, 

where the usual “early prototyping” from open hackathons cannot at all be applied to this high 

amount of data streaming and large-scale digital infrastructure scalability problems. Not many 

experienced software and admin developers can easily access the complexity of this industrial 

challenge. It was clear that we needed to look for very specifically skilled industrial software 

application experts and large-scale water districts business eco-systems providers.  

Description of Teams and hackathon resources: According to the PPT, the hackathon “drivers” 

that are active participants in the hackathon teams, the Grundfos Managers, and hackathon 

participants are the “people” included in this study. They drive not only the teams but also the 

prototyping processes - generating at the same time as they are “bounding” the values of the 

prototyping process to the outcomes and implementations in the two higher-level contexts, in 

which they are active in their corporate environments. Of paramount importance is to learn and 

understand deeply the business and organizational context of study and to become fully emerged 

into this corporate context, including industrial processes, corporate business processes, and 

organizational culture and interaction with deciders and hackathon drivers.  

The hackathon scoring cards provide a detailed description of the hackathon stage and its 

configurational elements. But as a next dynamical step, we want to visualize each hackathon 

outcome pattern as a three-dimensional “3D impact space” based on the three-dimensional 

definition of the “impact” of the (prototyping) hackathon day given to us by the jury in H1: the 

impact of a prototype can progress according to feasibility, maturity, and opportunity space and 

can be mapped in different corporate contexts.  

By comparing the data taken from both corporate hackathons before, during, and after the 

hackathon, specifically during the hackathon while also looking at the different sessions, we 

realize that hackathon sessions on stage have almost the same sessions: openings, the introduction 

of the challenges, team formation, brainstorming, 1. Pitch, noon-break, prototyping session 1, 

coffee break, prototyping session 2, wrapping up, final pitches, awards sessions, reflexive talks, 

dinner talks. There are several differences between Gatesense OUT (= externally organized 
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hackathons) and internally organized GrundfosHackas2016. We have recorded how during the 

morning break, the jury in H1 had developed their definition on how to “assess the impact of 

hackathons outcomes” for the one hackathon day:  

“The definition of IMPACT is the size of the opportunity TIMES the feasibility 

(Implementation feasibility) TIMES the maturity, so if we score each of these parameters 

in a scale from 9:10 you could have a score...an IMPACT SCORE on 1:1000x [three-

dimensional scale] so from 0 to 1000” (Hackathon Jury in H1, GrundfosHacks2016).  

The hackathon context has changed after using the engaged reflexive method and the jury 

definition of 3D IMPACT (implementation) of the hackathon, as the teams have become more 

reflexive on how to implement and target their results in the larger organizational context. They 

flipped the focus of the hackathon on the generation of “impact implementation”.  

The use of “impact gaming in both hackathons has even supported a mindset change in trying out 

a new way of working toward increasing the scope focus on scaling impacts of more matured 

implementations of prototypes in the larger business context. From certain concepts like the notion 

of “impact” on hackathons in the Grundfos industrial business context over time, as well as the 

evolution of the hackathon definition over time (see section 3.6.7.), we can explain the hackathon 

phenomenon from a large-scale industrial and corporate context over a longer time.  

H1-DUR Jury HackImpactScore definition for one Hack Day [1019]. This video was recorded 

during the H1 hackathon just as the jury went out to discuss how to evaluate and rate the 

performance of each team. It shows how an evaluation is emerging with the “infused” impact 

concepts on the fly. We could record the moment in which the three-person jury had found their 

definition of impact for the hackathon day. What is the hackathon impact for you? Using engaged 

scholarship here, we let them find the three dimensions of the hackathon for that day. We then 

asked the jury (outside of the room): How do we build impact for the hackathon? How would you 

now define Hackathon Impact? (after the first half-day hackathon experience).  

The role of the hackathon drivers (see Appendix II: Drivers Notations) are the most active 

hackathon participants within the whole hackathon life cycle. They have a special role in driving 

their team, the challenge designs, and especially the implementations of the prototyped outcomes 

in contexts. Consequently, they are the ones who can create and implement the new business 

values. In traditional open source communities, these were very well-skilled software/hardware 

programmers, but in the meantime, their profiles might have changed towards the more T-skilled 
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(intrapreneurs and entrepreneurs) from different professional backgrounds. Hackathon drivers 

love to change the world for the better; they are critical and continuously interested in high-impact 

learning experiences, while they are challenging themselves to try out to solve more complex 

problems “on the fly”.  

We describe in the following section the hackathon stage ingredients, their relational aspects to 

the other hackathons taken into account in this study, and other events related to the GrundfosHack 

products and implementational business aspects.  

Hackathons in Grundfos have been organized in R&T to speed up complex product/service 

frontloading stages on product design and engineering, testing, market benchmark, customer 

integration projects, and the product development lifecycle process accelerated in 1-3 days with 

very small teams working collaboratively together on a common solution. Industrial hackathons 

are seen as a form of “industrial interactive workshops” (data source [1017] in Appendix IV), with 

rapid prototyping experiences as the major focus, but they have a more flexible (collaborative) 

and creative setup.  

The challenge topics chosen for the two big data Hackathons held in February and April 2016 in 

Grundfos were:  

TEAM 1. [T1]: Challenge 1 [C1] - DDD – Dynamic District Heating and Cooling Systems (new 

energy-efficient DDD solutions. These are a new kind of large-scale B2B sustainable digital 

infrastructure solutions for saving energy over the smart heating-cooling power supply and IoT 

connectivity for large energy provider customer segments in Grundfos WU = Water Utilities 

business segment. In Figure 12 below, we illustrate the challenge of the DDD along with a picture 

of the real big data case. We had for H1 hackathon access to this data over the Microsoft Azure 

IOT Platform. To have access to a high amount of data resources was not a challenge within a 

corporate hackathon, but the biggest challenge was to have a couple of people who can understand 

how to deal with a high amount of pump data efficiently.  
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Figure 12: Challenge 1 (C1: DDD) Specification slide for GrundfosHacks H1, H2  

 

TEAM 2. [T2]: Challenge 2 [C2] - Big Data Dorm (see Figure 13 below) is dealing with 

prototyping an new energy-efficient solution COMFORT apps for "end-users" students living in 

the Aarhus student dorm.  

The T2 team is using a high-streaming IoT facility and sensory data platform of the Grundfos 

Aarhus Dormitory Big Data over MS Azure and PowerBI for learning how to use this high 

voluments of data in a new way, while scaling new energy-efficient solutions in the smart building 

using PowerBI.  

The goal here is to form new data-driven business models and apps for energy efficiency in smart 

buildings. A POST(preparatory) workshop for a hackathon within the IS and Building service was 

intended to be organized one month later with the students from Aarhus University and the Dorm, 

as well as some facility managers for building services. The corporate H1 setup is just the 

preparatory hackathon inside Grundfos, where employees from several departments were invited 

to form teams and learn from each other, but also learn how to use MS PowerBI also to form more 

complex digital solutions for smart building services. 
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Figure 13: Challenge 2 BigDataDorm/SOLACIO 

 

Even if the hackathons had been conducted within Grundfos corporate environments, they had to 

be organized with the highest professionalism of marketing the events throughout the whole 

Grundfos departments and business units. This was not the case in February 2014, when I have 

started this study within the Grundfos IIOT context. At that time, corporate hackathons were 

considered a new phenomenon especially within the large-scale corporate business in industrial 

manufacturing. 
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Figure 14: Poster of Grundfos Big Data Hack (H2) 

 

 

We include the dialogue in which the jury in H1 had just defined the “impact concept on the fly 

outside of the hackathon room in a short break and how the teams took it and were playing with 

while implementing it within Grundfos corporate business and organizational contexts for two 

challenges: industrial hackathons building the short-term evolving collaborative innovation 

contexts (usually 1-2 days) Our research is to be seen by traditional manufacturing companies like 

Grundfos on new forms of exploring innovation, especially how to observe and measure different 

aspects related to collaborative innovation performance.  

Participants in industrial hackathons, as well as the research teams, can learn and experiment how 

innovation tasks and processes taken from their usual industrial settings that can be accelerated 

and/or developed collaboratively with the right resources and people available during such a 

hackathon.  

Already in the recorded PRE-Meetings before H1, we had several “brainstorming discussion on 

the notion of what it created “high-impact” for Grundfos in the corporate context of the hackathon. 

From the Table 11 below, we can see that the notion of “impact” was not formed before H1 

hackathon: 
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Table 11: First Brainstorming on IMPACT before H1 

[Ina]: How can we define Impact I grundfos Context?   

“PD3: …we need to explicitly show and example of couple of examples of what the BIG 

IMPACT can be …, but the IMPACT it does not mean that it has to be a new product..PD3: 

yeah, but that’s how people think…therefore GIVE the examples… it could be a new product, or 

a project, but it could also be a motivation or in this relation, an equipment or whatever it is… 

PD3: because it s very specific to whatever they live in, …[impactDef] it might be LEARNING, 

it might not be an OUTCOME…  

[only reinforce previous statement] Ina: exactly...it can also be a high-impact learning 

PD3: So you will also have to go…you will have to do that, because you also have to interview people. Because it might 

be that [hackProcessImpl] whatever comes into their mind out there, that they gonna change…[ja]…when they go back to 

their project. It might not end up here… 

PD3: and YOU need to explain WHAT high-impact is  

Ina: Yeah, but this is for everybody we work it out  

PD3: yeah…if you need to EXPLAIN, then you need to EXEMPLIFY it…  

(1:59) Ina: Lets run it for you: What would be really “HIGH-IMPACT” for you? (02:09)  

PD3: …so for me, from my ….in this case, if we… commit the we gonna do 10x hackathon before Sept 30th, 2016 in 

whatever fashion, in company that will happen. That will be HIGH-IMPACT for me, because that’s where Im coming 

from, that’s what I want to see happen in Grundfos. Ina: Wow, but this is super high-impact…this I would like to see 

too…PD3. So that’s what Im saying, this has nothing to do with the strategic products or concepts (ideas) whatever… well 

it is: the CONCEPT understanding of in a DIGITAL DISRUPTION AGE that we live in, then hackathons would be the 

right way, that would be high-impact for me. 

[HackCulture] It we could commit to that, [DONE] and we actually are doing it then that would be “high-impact”. 

PD3: if we could create as “POWER APP” …you see Microsoft POWER App Framework? If 

we could create a dormitory POWER Apps, with POWER BI and AZURE, to have that as a 

mockup or a prototype a prototype that we in Grundfos can have access to our dormitory and 

play on with our dormitory data…that would be also very high impact  

Ina. Yes, exactly…then we give it to the student, to fill it in for energy efficiency whatever… (3: 

34) PD3: yes…[he is in the creative flow…watch how he is thinking quietly. I tried to reinforce 

it with some examples] … 

Ina. This would be the high impact for team 2, right?  

PD3: I know…you just need to give 5x examples and then people will get it immediately …Ina. 

I will make a presentation on high-impact this week and print it out.PD3. Yeah…and you will 

put them up there (to this high impact) so when people look at it, they will have the examples.  

Ina . sorry, I wanted to ask you who in the marketing dept could help me to make some nice 

presentations?  PD3: No you don’t need, [noMarketing] the less nice, then better…[content it 

what counts here] 

[O:prototypeSpecifica

tion] we use this label 

to code what we have 

a concrete Prototype 

specification for our 

hackathon challenge.  

 

The brainstorming example shows the high motivation of hackathon driver to implement and scale 

an impact-driven corporate hackathon culture. He made a huge transformation during these 

hackathons, as he started the first telco with the statement: “I have no ideas about hackathons, 

never was in a hackathon, but I’d love to contribute, I can also carry coffee for everybody in the 

room”. In the end, he was the director of Big Data/IoT Lab within 4-6 x months after H2 and 

organizing at least a hackathon every month. (See Appendix IV, A4.10).  
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Participant observations: We were asked in the brainstorming dialogue to give answers to the 

hackathon drivers and ask them to follow it, but we tried not to answer. We only opened the space 

using the engaged scholarship dialogue method and did not interfere, even in framing the concept, 

as it would have been active design research in this case. Using engaged scholarship, the 

hackathon participants, especially the Hackathon jury in the first hackathon, had been asked to 

define the new “impact-driven” assessment methodology in their contexts. In this way, they could 

generate a higher amount of “immediate actions” through implementation-driven outcomes 

during and after hackathon stages. Taking this reflexive and engaged critical realist, we also tried 

to understand the nature of impact-driving relational constructs as a crucial factor in the decision 

to organize a hackathon in corporate settings.  

In a more reflexive and critical realist qualitative study (as POST-implementational Study), we 

tried to understand the nature of impact-driving relational contracts, crucial factors in the decision 

to organize a hackathon in corporate settings. 

After the first round of big data hackathons in February and April of 2016, the top management 

in several departments had decided to use hackathons for accelerating digital solutions around 

new product “pilots” implementations. With the institutionalization of the Grundfos Big Data Lab. 

in October of 2016, led jointly by IS and T&I departments, the concept of high-impact industrial 

hackathons has been generally adopted in Grundfos under the HR major Task Force: Global 

Working Culture (GWC) as the “new way of collaborative work and experienced innovation” 

across departments, external partners and customers.  

On the 11th of January 2017, Grundfos Digitalization Day was showing how quickly digital 

solutions can be accelerated and transformed if people and teams feel empowered to share and 

reconfigure their digital resources and insights. Big Data Lab. is organizing every month very 

focused customers and solution-centric hackathons. Also, several teams within T & I dept. have 

carried out several product-oriented hackathons that have sped up the formation of business 

models and customer pilots with the prototypes developed in the hackathons.  

For example, looking at the challenges in producing groundbreaking digital innovations for 

energy efficiency, energy management practices have had a large effect on energy utilization and 

a short pay-back time.  

According to studies, energy management practices also affect investment decisions and the 

outcome of investments in energy-efficient technologies. (Backlund et al. 2012). Many analysts 
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have argued that energy efficiency investments offer an enormous “win-win” opportunity to both 

reduce negative externalities and save money (Martin, Muûls, De Preux, & Wagner, 2012).  

The magnitude of profitable unexploited energy efficiency investments, which frequently do not 

meet modern standards for credibly estimating the net present value of energy cost savings, often 

leaves other benefits and costs unmeasured (Allcott and Greenstone 2013), (Jutsen 2005). Most 

of the emphasis on generic targets, conditional on other management practices, results in 

spillovers that increase energy intensity (Boyd and Curtis 2014). Similar examples are found in 

cases related to our case study regarding the transition to more environmental water sustainability 

solutions. For example, Singapore´s journey towards environmental water solutions (Tan, Lee, 

and Tan n.d.).  

The pictures below show that in Hackathon H1, the two teams were willing to experiment with 

giving “IMPACT POINTS” to their own deliverables or prototyped outcomes produced on stage 

during both hackathons. The Impact Game was the basis for deciding in the first round which 

hackathon team has gain most “impact poinst” with the produced deliverables and is winning the 

hackathon day. The Impact Gaming experience was perceived differently by both teams in H1 

and H2. Our intention was here to observe if the teams are able to form the “Impact” competition 

setting – typical for a hackthon stage setup- by themselves, as self-organizing hackathon teams. 

In the second corporate hackathon H2, where we had also more external associated partner as 

hackathon participanst in the teams, the two teams disengaged from the Impact Game, also 

because of the fact that here the Jury was not in place and also because they wanted to have a 

facilitator for collecting the “impact points”.  

Figure 15: Outcomes of Impact Gaming H1 
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The deliverable included the highest points for producing a running prototype (20 points) and a 

proposal for “high-impact implementation” (15 points), especially for the pitch performance. 

From this extended POST-implementational study in POST 1 and POST 2 as compared to DUR 

data samples (during the H1, H2), we have been able to explain and document the shift in better 

understanding how to deal with hackathon experiences over time; for example, we have been able 

to document how hackathon drivers and managers have switched from driving ideation 

prototyping processes (during the hackathon) to more mature implementation-oriented (POST1) 

and later to scale up IMPACT-driving process implementations (POST2). For gathering 

qualitative empirical insights based on the evidence from POST-short-term (6-12x months) as 

compared to POST2 and POST3, especially in the long-term effects (13x -28 months or later) of 

implemented outcomes, we have given a lot of attention to how DDD and BigDataDorm outcomes 

have been implemented and mentioned strategically within and outside Grundfos corporate 

environments over time. Not surprising is the fact that they were mentioned quite often as 

examples, especially in connection with Grundfos’ “Future Commercial Offerings (DCO)” which 

had started before the H1 (in PRE-Phase) had taken place, as a small “DCO task force” team 

(including two of our hackathon drivers PD1 and PD3) that became later (within 6x months after 

H2) a corporate business development unit DCO led by a Grundfos VP who had opened the first 

hackathon H1 in February 2016. Another example of the strategic impact and outreach of the 

internal hackathons was the increase in the internal amount of internal workshops along with 

tracking concrete IMPACT implementations, which have been also internally presented at 

Grundfos“Digitalization Days” (see Figure 16) organized in January 2017 as an internal fair for 

showing digital solutions from different departments and business units.  
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Figure 16: IMPACT-implementations at Grundfos Digitalization Days [IN] (Jan2017) 

 

 

After August 2017, Grundfos could no longer fund the writing of this PhD project. Therefore, for 

the extended long-term POST part, we could only include available LinkedIn (short) videos from 

Grundfos’ postings and external social and marketing activities, such as the IoTWeek Conference 

in June 2019, to track the scaling of implemented results from original corporate hackathons and 

prototyped ideas. Our longitudinal case study research on industrial hackathons driving digital 

transformation in Grundfos started officially in June 2014 (with IoT Week 2014 in London, UK) 

and lasted (within Grundfos) until August 2017, with the end of being official Ph.D. student 

employed by Grundfos. 
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Chapter 5: Research findings 

In this chapter, we present a synthesis of research findings gathered from the longitudinal case 

study. The structure of the following subchapters is meant to mirror the empirical research 

findings from a dual theoretical and practical research perspective, as per the research questions 

listed in (1.3), Table 1.  

5.1. Synthesis of findings and methodology 

From the literature synthesis (in 2.6.), we know that hackathons research, in general, and the 

corporate industrial hackathons, in particular, need more systematic and in-depth academic and 

practical research approaches, especially when it comes to the implementation of hackathons in 

larger corporate contexts.  

As the term “hackathon” is a new concept for the corporate industrial world, it was essential to 

start a discussion about the different hackathon concepts and terminology used to refer to 

corporate hackathons within Grundfos.  

We asked them to share their personal views and “expectations” about these concepts and to 

implemented outcomes of such events in the Grundfos corporate industrial context (in single 

interviews and recorded meetings, see 3.4.1. in several rounds before, during, and after the 

hackathons stages) and we have compared these statements with the findings and insights from 

the literature review study in Chapter 2 and the POST-implementational study later on.  

The findings on definitions of terms and their usage, where we have captured a few interesting 

misalignments in terminology use from employees’ statements, are described in section 5.2. These 

are only very generic examples to point, in which direction we have to lead our systematic 

corporate hackathon studies now and in future, to be able to better implement and teach corporate 

about the corporate hackathons “impacts” in larger corporate contexts.  

Along with terminology derived from our primary empirical data analysis, we discuss hackathon 

concepts and the naming used in other studies outside the corporate contexts. For example, as a 

result of the literature review in Chapter 2, we can better understand the use of the extended 

Hackathon Taxonomy (in 2.6.), which includes 3x families of hackathons focused on their 

“outcome” categorization. As a next step in the PhD study, we have analyzed our data collected, 

using the three-layered critical realist philosophical approach (section 3.2., Table 4). We can now 
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map the different usage patterns for corporate hackathons stages and their outcome 

implementations in the three types of corporate context levels, as identified within this study: 

Findings at the hackathon stage level (section 5.3.), at the business (section 5.6.), and at the 

organizational context level (section 5.7.).  

In the following, we focus in some sections also specifically on theoretical process-related 

findings (like in sections 5.4. and 5.5.), as well as to more complex process construct, such as the 

strategic PPT (people-process-technology)-related multidimensional mappings, to be able to draw 

new and generic or abstract knowledge about the impact-values of implemented hackathons 

outcomes in larger industrial or corporate process contexts.  

Generic descriptive findings related to short-term vs long-term outcome process implementations 

(like sections 5.6. and 5.7.) are helping, not only to answer the research questions RQ2 and RQ3 

but also belong to the key theoretical findings of this industrial PhD study and are categorizing 

and explaining the time/context-relational (implementational) constructs linked to our longitudinal 

case data study in a new and unique way. The findings here address the practical implications of 

using generic hackathon concepts while looking at the stage and process (multi-dimensional) 

aspects, especially IMPACT-driving implementational aspects and effects within Grundfos 

corporate contexts.  

The practical implications (see sections 5.6.1. - 5.6.4.) are closely related to how we can integrate 

data-driven research within corporate contexts and scale this to a larger extent (see section 5.7.). 

For example, how can we gain a better understanding or knowledge of how we can monitor 

hackathons and implement their outcomes on a larger scale within an industrial process context 

that is highly standardized (see Chapter 6).  

In the last section 5.7.3, we briefly describe the researcher’s impact perspective, as it is also 

important to understand, where we have had an active or passive implication on the corporate 

hackathon setup or the effects of the implementational outcomes.  

5.2. Misalignments in usage and definitions of terms  

The sudden and uncorrelated change in the definition of terms only in the course of two 

interrelated hackathons might be a common phenomenon within digital transformation research; 

Nevertheless, it is important to specify how hackathon concepts and constructs have been used 

along with our research study. As a first contribution to the “object of research”, we have included 
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Appendix 1: Glossary of terms and in Appendix IV A 4.10 as many definitions of terms related 

to hackathon terms, as well as the new hackathon terms used within the corporate industrial 

context. In Chapter 2: Literature review, we discussed how hackathons terms have been used and 

defined in other peer-reviewed studies so far and explain how we can use the Hackathon 

Taxonomy (in 2.6.), which we have been updating all along with our longitudinal case study. The 

hackathon taxonomy is included in 2.6. is the result of different classifications for types of 

hackathons found in literature articles (see Chapter 2) so far. This taxonomy is historically 

motivated; for example, we have added in the first row the first hackathon types that were 

challenged-based innovation contests (e.g. the NASA-Challenge), or idea hacks (e.g. ideation, the 

art of hosting, markathons, climathons, etc.) as well as “early” business idea generation (business 

model hackathons) or prototypes and solutions, often also called “premature” prototypes.  

The analysis of definitions of terms – while using the discourse analysis from PRE/DUR/POST 

qualitative study - allows for a definition and usage pattern analysis of the term, hackathon, in 

different corporate industrial contexts (see also data analysis section 3.6.1.). It shows that our 

hackathon drivers, managers, and participants have had very different associations with the term 

“hackathon”, related-terms and corporate prototyping contexts in the PRE- and DUR-Phases of 

the hackathons H1 and H2. About 80 % of the PRE-interviewed Grundfos employees had stated 

before the hackathon that they don’t know how to define the term “hackathon” and had never been 

involved in a hackathon so far. Nevertheless, around 10% have heard of the word before and were 

willing to define it (as “they heard it from others” (see quote below):  

“I asked [xx] the same question. I don’t really recall what he said but I see. I don’t mind 

the straight answer is that I don’t know it, so what I anticipate is that it’s like a kind of 

brainstorm or workshop and maybe this in combination.” [1004]. 

Most of the interviewees were willing to give similar “misaligned” explanations of what a 

hackathon could be in their industrial contexts. We perceived later in the study process, that theirs 

PRE-“views” were bound to the “traditional view” of a hackathon (like defined by traditional 

hackathon literature in section 2.2.), where hackathons are only qualified as instruments for “very 

early” digital solutions prototyping. One of the experienced hackathons drivers stated before the 

first hackathon in his interview: “we will never use a line of code from these hacks...never.” This 

is showing that also in corporate environments, the hackathon drivers only willing to use 

hackathon stages similar as in open innovation domains, only for “early” ideas prototyping and 

for low-fidelity prototypes. This has the effect that we receive resistance in driving 
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implementations of results during the hackathon stage, which can dimmish also the “impacts” of 

the outcomes in the given corporate context. The informant in [1001] data set is trying to define 

hackathon while adding his personal views to the hackathon definition:  

“kind of innovation sprint [misalignment of terms] where we take out people from their 

normal surroundings, put them in new surroundings for creating in 22 hours...that we 

focus on one problem for many years...so that they can focus on it like this”…[only mis-

association with IDEATION as hackathon outcome].  

In these cases, we can define the term in this context with the label [doubt] for their sentiments 

towards the definition of the term [hackathon]. Around 4-5 statements we could find in almost all 

recorded PRE-interviews containing the same “(personal) motivational substrat” while giving a 

corporate industrial hackathon definition of terms: “We go in one place [doubt] to accelerate the 

implementation of a solution to a problem [doubt] that we are looking to solve for many years.” 

[1001]. In Appendix IV. A 4.10, we have collected more definitions on “corporate hackathons “ 

or statements on the use of hackathons. Using discourse analysis and semantic labeling, we have 

been able to associate different statements that qualify a misalignment of terms and doubtful 

experiences associated with the new terms (right before the real corporate hackathon event 

experiences):  

“we've done that already”, “this has already done within Grundfos context”, with 

[doubtful expressions]: “..what differentiates a hackathon from what we have done and 

code many other things throughout the year THAT I DO NOT KNOW, I cannot say that 

a hackathon is better than what I just did, …that you tear up people from all our their 

surroundings.. you mix them so that you have different input... could be an 

internal…could be external…Yes, we’ve done that, we’ve done that…we’ve had “48 h 

innovation camps” as we call it, where people work 4 o clock in the morning because 

they just can’t stop…[doubts] and then they drop. You wake up the next morning and 

continue…and then they go home the next morning because they have to work… did 

some of those.” [1001].  

We realized in the POST3-data analysis phase (see section 3.6.4.) that within the PRE/DUR-

interviews, some of our informants have been associating (in the PRE-phase) the “traditional” 

open innovation (crowdsoursing) contest formats [48h innovation camps] that are very different 

from the new type of corporate hackathons we have conducted and experienced together later in 
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GrundfosHacks H1 and H2. These misalignments seem to take place at the “hackathon level” 

because the prototype outcome maturity is bound (or “misaligned”) only to the hackathon stage. 

Using the longitudinal case study data, we can count the prototype POST-implementations and 

“re-align” these outcome maturities new over time.  

Using a multiple-context mapping approach like here with Critical Realist theoretical approach, 

we can now bound these real implementational counts and POST-occurrences at the higher level 

of corporate business and organizational contexts. The POST-implementational “counts” have 

been taken, later on, partly from Grundfos’ internal data, participants’ reports, and internal 

Grundfos announcements, along with some of the later POST-Interviews.  

We found many contradictory statements within the same interview, like for example:  

“…I wonder why we do not do that anymore because we had several phases that could 

have been very strategically…but [hackOrgaProblems] because it this VERY, VERY 

HARD…I mean you just make things that have to be working in 48 hours with just 4 

hours of sleep that you be at next morning the same with 100% .. would that mean that 

I’ll beat the cake? (again) [1001]: I don’t know why we don’t do it anymore 

[ProcessImpl] It always has to fit to the whole thing it has to fit the task.” Appendix IV, 

[1001] 

The prototypes in ideation summits are usually low-fidelity prototypes (e.g. mockups and business 

ideas). These “early-stage” (open innovation) hackathon formats cannot be compared to the 

impact-implementational corporate hackathons that we were dealing with while prototyping high 

maturity digital infrastructure solutions like DDD and BigDataDorm, which are using an 

exceedingly high amount of very sensitive B2B pump data, highly advanced industrial platforms 

infrastructures, as a high-end mature IOT Azure Cloud infrastructure as already established high-

end B2B customers’ infrastructure platform (see Chapter 4.2.). In corporate industrial contexts, 

we had to follow, on one side, highly standardized industrial business development processes, but 

on the other side, had to overcome this tension to keep the hackathon constructs and contexts as 

flexible and open as possible, without biasing the participants too much on a specific hackathon 

form or prototyping format. From this point of view, we experienced the need to define the 

hackathon stages in more clear (generic constructs) terms, as well as their implementational 

aspects embedded at the three levels of corporate contexts.  
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5.3. [RQ1] Research findings on hackathon stage level 

In this section, we take a positivist approach to finding countable generic items that describe the 

hackathon stage. This is part is seen also as the first preparatory phase in using the critical realist 

approach to quantify context-relational information about the new phenomenon of study.  

The quantitative-qualitative hackathon data analysis elaborated with empirical data collected from 

hackathon stages (DUR=during the hackathon days, see Chapter 3.6.1.) in comparison to the 

entire hackathon life-cycle, shows that we can describe the ingredients and core parts of 

hackathons stage almost in the same way (see Table 12 below). 

Hackathon stages have very clear designated sessions that lead to the closure of the prototyping 

exercise in a concise manner. The concrete location in which the hackathon is organized is of 

major importance for the hackathon’s outcomes (like in Figure 1: Open stage hackathon vs Figure 

2: Corporate industrial hackathon). 

Generic data analysis results on the definitions of terms (from PRE-Interviews and PRE-Meetings 

study): The PRE-“expectations” on the hackathon stage (H1, H2) and their outcomes were 

expressed in very complex terms (see analysis methods discussed in Chapter 3.6.1.) before 

hackathon H1. Below we list only the often mentioned PRE-Expectations:  

a.) 40% of the informants stated that they wanted to [validate their idea];  

b.) 30% collaborated and [network];  

c.) 25% got a [breakthrough innovation], but most of the interviewees were doubting 

whether this could be possible in such a short time, while less than 5% were expecting a 

viable [prototype].  

5.3.1. Hackathon Formats: Stages, Scenarios & Sessions 

One of the major findings from both our hackathon case studies is that corporate hackathons can 

be organized outside corporate contexts, as well as inside a specific context, and using the same 

type of challenges and resources. The hackathon room, as well as the team configurations, and 

setups of the hackathons, are important indicators of the hackathon format.  

Looking at the context in which the hackathon is taking place or at the concrete stage location of 

the prototyping action is very important to design and evaluate different prototyping strategies 

(see TAP Framework in 5.5.4.) along with the prototyped outcomes.  
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Figure 17: Stage configurations for corporate hackathons 

 

The Figure 17 (developed together with Prof. Rasmus U. Pedersen) above is showing three 

possible hackathon stage configurations that are possible in corporate industrial context : 

1. OUT/OUT: Hackathons teams with only external stakeholders and the Grundfos employees 

are also joining there as “externals”, for example; usually the challenges in such an OUT/OUT 

hackathon are not related to the corporate context challenges, but the employees want to attend 

this hackathon for gathering certain skills or knowledge;  

2. IN/OUT: Hackathons with mixed teams of internals and externals. The Teams in H2 

GrundfosHacks had not IN/OUT-configuration, but the location of the hackathon was [IN]; 

further examples are Business Models with B2B eco-systems of industry customers, e.g. 

dynamic district heating and cooling. 

3. IN/IN: Hackathons with mainly external teams, where Grundfos employees or the researchers 

are only observing the hackathon. Digital skills development and digital innovation 

performance between and across teams. 

The elements on/off stage can be combined in many ways. Corporate hackathons could be seen 

within larger organizational settings as “tournaments in place”. In the longitudinal case study on 

two similar and inter-related internal GrindfosHacks (H1 and H2), we have observed how teams 

from 6x different core corporate departments and BD (business development) business units have 

jointly organized these hackathons stages, not only for speeding up new digital solutions for their 

setup challenges but also for creating a common understanding on how they should drive 

Corporate Digital Transformation Agenda within Grundfos and digital innovation impact-

implementational processes on a large scale.  

Strategic Configurations

IMPACT Hackatons

External

Internal/

External

Internal

a) OUT/OUT

b) IN/OUT

c) IN
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They always include 1-2 short pitches sessions (see pitch 1, pitch 2, and final pitches) during the 

hackathon period. The short pitches during a day are more for looking at the performance of the 

teams and helping them to prepare for the final pitch. The Final Pitch is the highlight of each 

hackathon event and each team has to show their prototypes and demos, and the solution 

implemented in place.  

Table 12: Sessions of a hackathon stage 

 Morning 

session 

Morning 

session 

 Afternoon 

session 

Afternoon 

session 

Evening 

session 

Evening session 

Session 

name 

INTRO TEAMS 

FORMING 

BREAKS BUILD 

PROTOTYPE 

TESTING 

WRAPUP 

PITCHES  

AWARDs 

CELEBRATION 

Feedback 

What type 

of 

interaction 

is relevant? 

Interaction 

with the hosts 

Expectation 

outcomes 

Interaction in 

the team 

Interaction 

between the 

team, partly 

with the host 

Interaction with 

other experts 

outside the 

hackathon, and 

with the team 

Interaction 

with the 

team and 

other teams 

No 

interactions 

 

 

Interaction with 

all members 

 

 

Relevant 

parts 

Teams 

Challenge 

Resources 

Rules/Prices 

Time frame 

Roles 

Skills 

Resources 

Timeplan 

Q&A 

Learnings 

Sharing 

resources 

Co-creating 

 

Demo, Ppt 

Mockup 

Prototype 

New ideas ppt 

Business 

models 

 

1st Pitch 

Demo 

testing 

 

 Getting feedback 

and planning next 

hackathon 

New ideas 

Co-creation 

Social 

aspects 

Hosts as 

power organ 

Team 

forming, 

bonding 

Trust 

building 

between 

teams 

bridging 

Team building 

(shared 

memory) 

Team high-

up 

tension 

 

Community 

building 

Anchor High 

trust 

 

From Table 12 above, we can stick to the “fixed sessions” and their ingredients and analyze in 

this way more effectively “similarities and differences” between hackathons with different 

formats and stage configurations.  

The hackathon agenda is usually very “tacked” on these short time sessions, similar to a well-

organized theater performance. The same “generic ingredients” or core hackathon elements 

informing the hackathons stage setup, e.g. challenge(s)/problems and teams, hosts and drivers (of 

prototyping sessions), users, application areas, prototypes/demo as outcomes, etc, are included in 

a hackathon scoring card that we could collect for each hackathon stage.  

5.3.2. How to plan hackathons? – PPT Dashboard  

Looking at the resources, people, technology, and other ingredients needed from a broader 

organizational and corporate perspective, also here we perceive many recurrent “process-like” 

elements related to the hackathon stage setup. After the Gatesense Pilot study, we have designed 
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a “dashboard” (in), including the core elements of a hackathon that are important for design and 

planning, later on also for the assessment of hackathons.  

Table 13: Dashboard for planning a hackathon 

 

The hackathon stage and the entire hackathon process life-cycle are constructs that contain a lot 

of relational information about the strategic organizational and business-related corporate 

processes happening within and outside the company borders. One of the recurrent values of 

hackathon stages is to recombine people, resources, and prototypes outcomes to new “added 

values” in larger industrial and corporate business contexts. The more “impact” implementations 

are “scaling up”, the higher is the original potential of the prototyped ideas on the hackathon stage. 

The value-driving “prototyping practice” from “successfully” designed hackathons stages come 

from the combination of these elements on stage, but also their “value-driven/Impact-“ 

implementation in the given contexts. These re-configurational aspects (see hackathon scoring 

cards) on stage are related to the team’s setups, challenges resources, and outcomes. We can also 

relate the different hackathon phases to prototyping processes on stage and these implementational 

outcomes after the hackathon, as well as follow these outcomes directly to their corporate and 

business contexts. These comprehensive process angles for hackathon implementations and 

interrelations allow us to map all resources, teams, and the data used on different hackathon stages 

with regard to their correspondent hackathon outcomes and concrete implementation in business 

and organizational contexts. The hackathon stage becomes here not only a “prototyping stage” 

but also an “assessment stage for experiencing successful impact implementations in corporate 

contexts. 

HACK 

CONFIG. 

Before Hackathon During Hackathon After Hackathon 

Design 

Parameters 

Crowds: 

teams and skills 

networks 

Time frame: 

days/week 

Size: 

no. participants 

internal, ext. or mixed 

Location: 

one place 

virtual teams 

Resources:  

tools 

toolkits 

data samples  

Costs:  

catering 

prices 

sponsors 
 

Learnings: 

accelerated learnings 

agile development, SCRUM 

Teams dynamics:  

shared memory, interactions 

co-creation 

Innovation:  

New Ideas, insights 

new business models 

Learnings: 

trust, new friends 

insights, new ideas 

new opportunities 

Expected 

Outcomes 

Pre-event outcomes: 

team configuration 

logistics document  

  

Event outcomes: 

new ideas, new prototypes, 

apps, aggregated data 

new data models 

Post-event outcomes: 

new prod./ services, 

 new trust relations, 

company branding 
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5.3.3. Implications of hackathon drivers and managers 

The hackathon drivers bear the most important relational bond to the value-generating processes 

and impacts from prototyped hackathon outcomes in Grundfos contexts over time. By analyzing 

a high amount of POST-documentary data within Grundfos, we could understand their roles in 

driving impacts and POST-implementations from hackathons outcomes and ideas, both over 

short-term vs long-term implementational scenarios. Using single semi-structured 

PRE/DUR/POST-Interviews and certain interview protocols (see 3.4.5. and data analysis in 

3.6.4.) we have been actively involving Grundfos hackathon drivers and managers (PhD 

supervisors) in the longitudinal case study especially in structuring and validating the results. They 

were also involved in organizing their teams, internal resources, and challenges. We have recorded 

their views on how they reflect on the impacts that the hackathons had on their work environment.  

As an example, we have developed (in Table 14 below) a few generic drivers profiles out of 

discourse analysis and statements of the informant data file, e.g. if he mentions terms like 

innovation and collaboration as emerging terms in the Grundfos context. We have found that 

most labels are clustered around “collaborations” and “innovations”.  

For example, one informant has been labeled as “INNOVATOR”, and his definition of innovation 

processes in the organizational context in Grundfos is leading us to learn how innovation 

outcomes from a hackathon can be transported to the larger organizational contexts of the 

company. He might spread these requirements or expectations to the other participants if 

innovation is activated or actively used during hackathon conversations.  

The INNOVATOR profile seems to almost carry the information to the long-term strategic agenda 

of Grundfos (in Table 14 below). Depending upon which new terms need to be “seed”-ed in a 

highly innovational and collaborative setting, these terms with the persons who can let them 

evolve in the company to the highest degree. Our experimental setup here involved the word 

“IMPACT” for the implementational aspects within hackathons. The Hackathon Jury in H1 let it 

evolve during the hackathon day and applied it to both teams on the fly. We could then observe 

from POST-Implementational occurrences how the teams in Grundfos have started to use this 

form for prototyped implementations in many contexts from that time on. We caught the moment 

of the emergence of the term, “IMPACT”m in the Appendix dialogue transcribed under The 

profile ACCELERATOR”. It is very interesting for accelerating the specification of a prototype 

in a hackathon. He only concentrates on accelerations and gives his prototype a higher value for 
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a better [business] outcome. Very interesting also at the end of this analysis, we really could detect 

the transformational leaders, using our labeling methodology only from hand-labeled 

conversations.  

The two transformational profiles - CONNECTOR and TRANSFORMATOR - met and within 

one hour they had designed the strategic digital transformation agenda that had then been scaled 

by the highest management over more than 1½ years. We are lucky to see that the higher 

management in Grundfos is very well trained and can see how these informants are working on 

accelerating, implementing or scaling digital transformation processes across the company or the 

larger digital industrial eco-systems. For us is important that we develop a methodology to extract 

a transformational process pattern from conversations in hacks and track those into larger business 

and corporate industrial settings. 

Table 14: Informants Profiles according to the labeling data (example) 

Data File Information 

[Appendix III: Data Files 

Handbook] 

What are my insights regarding the formats of the hackathon for this specific 

person and its context? 

[1001] “strategic spot” 

INNOVATOR” 

see Appendix A4.1. 

H1-PRE-I [PJ] 

No prior hack experience 

His concerns and PRE-E are clearly at the organizational level: to get a 

common understanding, how to realize impact implementations in GF, it has 

to fit the task.  

An Informant is an analytical person with very long strategic and operative 

experience in Grundfos. The hack role he could have is that of a Jury in the 

hackathon. He would be more determined to develop the long-term strategic 

hack formats…[experimentation in this direction over the next months]…  

[inno: IDEATION][hack]: if we re lucky, we re getting some new ideas for 

how to improve building efficiency as such, BUT I could fear [doubts] that 

they don’t have sufficient business people [HackResource] with a different 

angle…where you really get to new things because they could know → 

[CustomerHackFormat] 

He sees [People-as-Resource]: [DUR-POST] he appreciated a lot the work of 

the “collaborator”[PD3]  

His [PRE-E][collab] “best innovators”, “most relevant partners”, “brightest 

minds”, “groundbreaking ideas”,  

[1004] EXPERT 

see Appendix A4.2. 

H1-PRE-I 

No prior experience with 

hacks [PT6] 

DDD expert and large 

pumps networks application 

expert (B2B)  

EXPERT B2B:  [AreaExp]: DDD, large pumps expert, district heating and 

also pressure boosting 

Needed as expert for DDD Team 1. He is asked to provide data. Discuss the 

scalability of the application and what are concrete resources he needs to have 

in place.  

The challenge has here enough depth to  qualify for a hack. We started from 

this interview to build Team 1. 

[1010] CONNECTOR 

see Appendix A4.3. 

H1-PRE-I 

No prior experience with 

hacks, but we want to have 

[leadership builder][change manager] 

We did not see this from the start: I want just to bring some coffe to you, don’t 

know what my role in the hack will be 
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10x hacks in GF until 

Sept2016 [PD3] 

 

(IT/HR collab. strategic 

dept.) 

 

He is a change manager in GF, using very short information paths, very 

orga/strategic and quick decision paths. He loves to conduct and coach on 

experiences from business to orga to technical strategic change.  

➔ He has the potential to conduct a lot of hacks; He understands well how to 

use the different hacks formats in different GF contexts and loves to 

experiment with new formats 

➔ He is building up leaders over his BigData Lab. “content is what matters” 

[1011] business (project) 

ACCELERATOR 

see Appendix A4.4. 

H1-PRE-I 

Gatesense hacks driver 

(BS) DDD [PD2] 

Streaming the teams and the Outcomes Specs he has it already as presentation. 

He understands hacks in the classical “coding” terms (Chapter 3), but can 

apply it to the corporate Grundfos context. His [PRE-E] is a [mockup] with a 

clear business model 

[business][orga] I think it can save me many months of work trying to 

convince people and if I go to some potential customers like district heating 

companies, that’s why I want to use this hackathon, they will like have this 

[newTerm] PRE-do-type ready. It is even a PRE-do type, like “look what we 

could potentially do for you” 

 

The Grundfos hackathon drivers are engineers and experienced systems and applications 

architects and that know how to design and implement a complex B2B digital solution on a 

hackathon stage or off stage in a very short time. The uniqueness of the case design was to have 

two hackathons where experts from all needed WU (water utility), BS (building-services), BD 

(business development), IT, R&T, etc, domains within Grundfos were present at the hackathon 

day and could work together “concentrated on a single solution” [PD5]. Even if they used the 

hackathon stages to drive concrete large-scale implementations (see 5.5.3., hackathon outcomes 

patterns in H1 vs H2), they were stating in PRE-Interviews that they don’t want to use the “any 

line of code” from the hackathons. The following video-recorded PRE-Meeting (in Table 15 

below) we have cited one of the hackathon drivers who knew well how to use hackathons. He had 

been one of the driver also in the open innovation Gatesense hackathons in the pilot study (see 

section 4.1.). He is using here certain Hacker expressions that demonstrated how hackathon 

communities are explaining “acceleratory” prototyping processes in context:  

Table 15: PD2 hackathon driver defining acceleratory process expectation 

PD2: the idea about that in [hack] true hackathons rounds, the hacking and the visualization is “quick and 

dirty”, I don’t expect really…this is also important that the coders know, we will not use any of the code made 

during the hackathon…what I really, really need therefore this would be like a “far fetched idea” and if I’m 

going to present this to the management to I want to have something more than a far-fetched idea….and if I go 

to some potential customers like district heating companies, that’s why I want to use this hackathon [yes] they 

will like have this PRE-do-type ready. It is not even a PRE-dotype, like “look what we could potentially do for 

you…and then not like just this is the CONCEPT [he means here the END-prototype] “do this and see what 

happens.” [1011], PRE-M H1 
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5.3.4. Challenge design and challenge mapping 

We have designed a historical challenge trend map, Figure 18 below, on different prototyping 

research streams as discussed in previous subchapters. We want to highlight here the connections 

between certain families of challenges and their theoretical research provenance. Next to the 

Hackathon Taxonomy (in Table 3), which includes denominations of different hackathon types 

along with their outcome-related families, these challenges are marking different “solutions” 

trends. For interpretation of Figure 18 below, we start from the left-hand upper corner where the 

open innovation research streams are listed. We can observe also trends in hackathons stages base 

on these challenges or solutions trends: e.g. the experience-driven research streams, including 

“crowd-experience” research and “experience studies” [in yellow circles] both positioned [now 

see the blue marked large research within areas at the bottom line] “industries” (or industrial 

design studies at DTU) and in business-related research areas such as open-sources innovation 

management studies at ITU and INNO Departments at CBS).  

Most relevant for our longitudinal case study are the Digital IS and Digital Services IS-driven 

research areas (marked in blue). The Gatesense IoT challenges and open IoT Hacks stages 

conducted in 2014-2015 outside Grundfos industrial environment are situated towards the blue-

pink challenge areas, whereas the two corporate GrundfosHacks H1 and H2 are situated within 

the “impact prototyping practice” which let later to Grundfos POST-hacks within GreenIT, Big 

Data Hacks, Sustainability (AQTab Hacks) and Manufacturing engineering (SmartWatch 

Production Hackathon). We can use the challenge map (Figure 18 below) to track certain 

hackathons in a large company setting like Grundfos over time. From the POST-Implementational 

study only on POST-related events and hackathons announcements from LinkedIn Data by 

Grundfos, we saw from 2018 the accelerated trend for Grundfos to drive “SDG and high-impact” 

and develop sustainable digital solutions base on this premise. At IOTWeek in June 2019 in 

Aarhus, DK, the CEO of Grundfos had given an interview and several talks explaining how the 

entire company has moved towards scaling Impact-driving implementations from INSIDE-OUT 

the company.  
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Figure 18: Hackathons and Prototyping Challenges Map 

 

5.4. Context-relational constructs and practical findings 

By recalling our insights gathered from the literature review in Chapter 2, hackathons have been 

considered mostly as innovation artifacts for idea generation and “early” solution prototyping. 

Additionally, the traditional hackathon research has been limited only to the observation of 

hackathon processes during the hackathon days and overseeing important and rich value-

generating implementational process information available from hackathons concerning their 

business- and organizational contexts. For many practitioners, the hackathon stage (Figure 1) is 

still a “black box” and the knowledge on how one can gain value and makes use of the entire 

hackathon process is not reconstructable:  

[hackathon process] = [INPUT] + [Hackathon Stage] + [OUTPUT] (see Chapter 1, Figure 1).  

In this PhD longitudinal case study, we have demonstrated that time/context-relational constructs 

from hackathons can play an important role in driving complex digital transformation and digital 

innovation processes. Here we have investigated impact-implementations of hackathon outcomes 

over time into three corporate levels of context: the hackathon stage, the business, and the larger 

organizational context (see 5.7.1.). In the next subsections, we describe the findings from the 

conceptual process level (or “context-relational aspects”, see Table 4), these are processes by 
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which the “implementational values” and mapping from the hackathon stages and hackathon 

outcomes to the different context levels are created over time.  

5.4.1. Generic hackathon stage process vs industrial prototyping 

In the “generic hackathon process,” we include the entire hackathon life-cycle, which is here 

illustrated in Figure 19. It shows the PRE, DUR, POST phase of a hackathon including here the 

ingredients examples and data type, that we have collected along the life-cycle of a hackathon. 

Figure 19: Generic hackathon Process 

 

 

Hackathons stages, and hackathons in general, can produce a lot of interesting (relational) data 

about the corporate context in which they are embedded. For example, we have investigated along 

with our longitudinal case study how the hackathon stages H1 and H2 have emerged (from open 

stages in the Gatesense Pilot study) to new corporate hackathon stages over several core Grundfos 

departments. We are now able to describe H1 and H2 formats and stage elements, as well as their 

implemented impacts, over time, while following the same “generic” process sessions (or 

hackathon phases, see Figure 19).  
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The hackathon room or hackathon stage can have different locations, see 5.3.1, (Figure 17) and 

has an emergent organizational process that can be divided into three phases: PRE (=preparation 

Phase), DURING (= during the hackathon) and POST (= are all activities related to the hackathon 

that have taken place after the hackathon days). 

All these applied longitudinal process views have enriched our analysis perspective on how to 

look for the evolvement of “hackathon values”, “valuable” collaborative experiences from a 

hackathon. Depending on the teams and challenge complexity, the hackathon session period can 

vary from one hackathon and team to another. We have analyzed data within each of these sessions 

and have identified where people are most bonded and also how the prototype's maturity is 

progressing along with the hackathon set up (see 5.5.1. and 5.5.3., 5.5.4.)  

From the practical perspective, especially taking into account the Grundfos industrial, we have 

merged the planning and assessment framework for our corporate hackathon studies with the most 

common industrial management standard on managing the PPT Management Strategy (People, 

Processes, Technology) given as “Envisioned Waters Digital Future” guidelines (issued annually) 

by GWI (GlobalWater Industrial Association). This process standard can be applied in the 

corporate context, at business as well as at an organizational level and it has been developed within 

Water Industry as the driver for the rapid digital transformation of the water utilities and 

manufacturing sectors (as examples among all other water utility and supply services).  

It is important to use hackathon stages and align our hackathon results, especially in describing 

hackathon rooms, processes, and outcomes to have all the information contexts well aligned with 

“people (drivers), processes (“implementational processes and outcomes”) and technologies 

(“outcomes 3 D technology readiness levels or implementational level in different business and 

industrial contexts”), and also in line with PPT along with corporate strategies and certain product 

families:  

“To make “digital” a reality, a utility would need to adopt the “PPT” strategy and 

implement digital thinking across three core components: People, Processes, and 

Technology. This combines how people use data and adopt digital technologies to 

maximize internal processes. A PPT strategy introduces a digital workflow and 

drives the mindset throughout the organization. However, it is not only about buying 

smart data technologies, but rather trusting the digital analysis, introducing new 
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work processes, smarted decision-making and looking at proactive ways to reduce 

workflow inefficiencies and asset failures, etc. “(GWI2015, pp.11) 

It is obvious that our contribution in this context is highly valuable for designing more efficient 

organizational processes using PPT Digital Management Strategies with corporate hackathons 

such as H1 and H2 along with their implementational impacts as efficient tools to accelerate, 

scale, and asses PPT journeys through different corporate contexts for a more efficient 

implementation of digital transformation processes. The “reference models mapping” is found in 

section 5.6.1. Relevant. From the experimental prototyping perspective, prototypes (including 

“prototyping-as-process” views) are seen not only as end outcomes but also as process-driven 

“solutions stages” or “gateways” along which we can innovate and redesign. (In this case, we 

reconfigure, reintegrate, and re-estimate prototyped solutions from new digital business eco-

system perspectives). This means that the “value of prototyping” comes from exploratory 

prototyping processes or practices over time and not necessarily from prototyped outcomes as 

“results” at the end of each hackathon. We have adopted a continuous process-oriented research 

view also in our longitudinal case study on corporate hackathons within Grundfos. 

5.4.2. Stage configuration using hackathon scoring cards  

We have seen along with our in-depth longitudinal case study that the location is usually the 

“hackathon room” (see Figure 1) or hackathon stage, with all the temporal and configurational 

settings and requirements that are very important for the outcomes and the direct implementations 

of outcomes in concrete corporate business settings. We find in Figure 20 below all hackathon 

elements contained during the H1 hackathon day(s). We had two teams marked with T1 (DDD), 

with Challenge C1 containing the same name DDD =Dynamic District Heating/Cooling solutions 

for B2B customers.  
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Figure 20: H1 Hackathon scoring card 

 

 

The score cards show that hackathons have almost the same recurring elements: jury, teams  

(T1, T2), challenges (C1, C2), observers, resources, and outcomes (that can be categorized as 

well). Each hackathon participant is marked with light red, if he/she is a driver of the team, EXT 

(external participant) or they are having the internal department attached to their formal hackathon 

participant profile. The teams were pretty small, as in usual corporate hackathons and we had a 

Jury and several management executive observers in the beginning. Resources of different types 

are listed in a scoring card and could be simply counted or named. Most important is here the 

categorization of outcomes as we have designed an internal Impact Game for our hackathons, in 

which we asked the hackathon drivers to rate the outcomes of the teams according to certain 

“impact” points. The hackathon participants would use different resources, prototyped outcomes, 

and ideas to become creative and form new teams to build “quick and dirty” solutions to the given 

challenges in Grundfos context, along with brainstorming, programming, shared learnings, 

prototyping, and pitching (of ideas) experiences.  
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The second hackathon H2 was seen as the continuation of H1 and had almost the same Grundfos 

drivers (see red). The ones that are cut, were not in place on the hackathon day, although they 

have a high influence in driving the teams and the challenge results of the hackathon. The H2 has 

a lot of external participants, which were long-term development partners within 

Grundfos/Microsoft IoT Industry Alliance context. 

Figure 21: H2 Hackathon scoring card 

 

From comparing the two hackathon scorecards in H1 and H2, we can see that the challenges as 

well as the teams are not 100% similar but can better describe and reflect why the different choices 

for the slightly different hackathons setups were made in the industrial context. Further 

comparison results between both hackathon stages are described in 5.6.4. 

The labeling and more detailed description of the hackathon context can be brought into a 

relationship with the pictures and videos recorded and evaluated offline after the hackathon had 

taken place. This representative-evaluative research perspective while looking at a huge amount 
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of hackathon data has been optimized and better designed along the course of the (empirically 

grounded) longitudinal industrial Ph.D. Study.  

5.5. Multi-Dimensional Value Mapping - IMP.ACT 

implementational perspectives 

5.5.1. Hackathon chains [2D] and “chained” prototyping processes 

The fact that hackathon stages are related to each other and should also be treated as inter-related 

constructs, that are emerging over time, was visible in the Gatesense Preliminary pilot study, and 

even more in the GrundfosHacks corporate hackathon study. In Figure 22 below is an example of 

a 2x dimensional [2D] “Chained innovation” implementation and it shows graphically the 

maturation of prototyped outcomes with inter-connected Gatesense hackathon stages, from 

ideation to their implementation stages. If we map the different topics of interest and the 

innovation conversations during a hackathon on an innovation maturity line (like in Figure 22 

below), we can categorize the hackathons according to different innovation phases. 

Figure 22: Gatesense Hackathons Innovation Maturity Line 
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It is interesting to observe discussions regarding the outcome mapping of hackathon results on a 

the innovation maturity like, as well as how the topics of interest are treated differently according 

to the maturity of the prototypes involved in the hackathon stages. In corporate contexts, the 

industrial hackathons' outcomes need to be mapped on normed industrial standards to be properly 

implemented after the hackathon into real industrial contexts. The “chaining” relations between 

hackathons are important also to explain theoretically more complex phenomena such as the 

evolvement of corporate hackathons cultures over time. Here we have even designed the 

hackathon challenges, the teams, and internal resources as similar as possible, to better observe 

the prototyped outcomes maturations and the implementational aspects of prototyping practices 

in industrial corporate contexts over time.  

In Figure 23, we have briefly sketched and labeled as an example our two GrundfosHacks H1 and 

H2. We the H1-H2 “chaining scenario”, we have used the same number of teams and even the 

same team drivers for each team.  

Figure 23: H1-H2 Hackathon Chain 

INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT

Industrial Processes

HACKATHON ROOM

IN

OUT

INPUT OUTPUT

Hackathon Process Chain

T1

T2

C1 (DDD)
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C2 (BigDataDorm)

PRE 
[Scoping]

POST 
[Impl.]

HACKATHON ROOM

T1

T2

C1 (DDD)

H2

C2 (BigDataDorm)

 

In H2, we have observed how the Grundfos drivers were bringing much quicker certain problems 

or challenges to the discussion, as all experts there are involved in this process at the same time.  

Prototype progression is a new term and very hard to define, but in industrial terminology, the 

TLRs (=Technical Readiness Levels) for standardized development of new industrial products 
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and the TRL-maturation of industrial prototypes are very clearly defined. In Grundfos, we had in 

Busines Development (BD) 8 TRLs and for our hackathon, we were trying to prototype DDD 

(over TRL3-5), while BigData Dorm Team was not using any TRL, as the digital solutions there 

were quite new for these business units.   

5.5.2. Three dimensional [3D] IMPACT-Implementation metrics for 

a Hackathon Day 

The three-dimensional 3D-Impact-(Implementational) definition for the Impact that a hackathon 

outcome can create (during the prototyping processes happening on stage, DUR = the hackathon 

day(s)) has been co-created by the three Hackathon H1 Jury members in a recorded video session 

outside the H1 hackathon when I asked them to define the impact dimensions, through which they 

want to assess/evaluate the values of the prototyped solutions (by the two hackathon teams).  

They have agreed that the new prototype can improve in “maturity” (which can be driven by A= 

Acceleratory processes; “Has the prototype reached to a certain industrial maturity needed to the 

implementation-in-context of Grundfos), feasibility (“Is the solutions feasible within Grundfos 

and given a certain time and resources?”) and opportunity space (“Has the envisaged solution 

enough business potential for the Grundfos environment?”). In the following we have used this 

definition to assess the outcome solutions of the two hackathons and for each hackathon team 

using data recorded during the first and final pitches of the two hackathons H1 and H2. See Table 

16. To use this definition for evaluation of industrial prototypes (within Grundfos) is important, 

as we could assist and experience how the Jury members and the hackathon teams have 

implemented the term ”impact” within their corporate contexts during the hackathon time. We 

have used here “trailing” method and engaged scholarship as dialog-driving methods to better 

understand how are the hackathon participants about to transforms an unknown prototyping 

process into their own process “for driving higher values” with their contexts.  

5.5.3. Hackathon outcome patterns 

Given the 3D IMPACT definition by the jury in H1 (in 4.2.), we mapped the prototyped solutions 

for each into the proposed three dimensions and tried to assess the differences stated by the team, 

jury, and audience over different points in time. For H1 and H2 hackathons, see both 3D hackathon 

outcomes patterns developed over the hackathon period in Table 16 below.  
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In this way, we could visualize for each team the patterns for the productive part of the prototype 

progression (only during the hackathon day):  

Table 16: H1, H2 Hackathon impact patterns 

Figure 24: H1 Impact pattern outcomes Figure 25: H2 Impact pattern outcomes 

 
 

 

For example (in Table 16 above), we illustrated graphically that for the H1 Hackathon, the blue 

DDD team had at pitch 1 (noon) a relatively small “impact” pattern. We could extract this pattern 

from the hackathon discussions until the DDD team was to develop its maturity and feasibility 

issues, but after the feedback from the jury, they changed their implementational course to high 

opportunity space, where they showed the immense potential of DDD for Grundfos.  

Taking team 2 (SOLACIO) into account, we see that this “red” team had scored its maturity, 

feasibility, and opportunity space much higher. This is like the Big Data Dorm solution 

(SOLACIO), which is a typical App-Infrastructure (B2B2C Solution) that can be “accelerated” 

and “scaled” much easier than a high-end B2B large-water utility pump solution like DDD. 

We used also the recorded “reflexive talks” sessions after the hackathon, but still taking place at 

the hackathon stage, where the two teams are discussing the values of their prototyped outcomes 

and envisaged solutions according to these 3dimensions: see Appendix IV A4.5. 
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5.5.4. TAP Maturity assessment for prototype value 

After the organization of H1 (in February 2016) and of H2 (in April 2016), many Grundfor 

departments have started to organize their own corporate hackathons within Grundfos and work 

on scaling up their Impact-Implementational Corporate Digital Agenda. It was not necessary to 

attend in-person all sprint workshops or hackathons. A little information was enough to assess, if 

the outcomes of these hackathons have been implemented in larger now B2B customer-driven 

contexts or if they have progressed in terms of technical maturity, feasibility, and open up to new 

opportunity spaces. For the strategic development and assessment of the prototyped outcomes for 

these “high-end” and highly scalable platform solutions (industrial prototypes) we have developed 

a three dimensional TAP (=Transformatory-Acceleratory-Participatory) Process Framework 

illustrated graphically in Figure 26 below:  

Figure 26: TAP Framework for Mapping Prototyping Process Strategies 

 

TAP=Tranformatory–Acceleratory-Participatory FM (= “TAP-loop” [Lauth, Sept. 2017]): 

The TAP Framework is combining three relevant prototyping process dimensions, that can help 

to assess and plan the development of complex prototypes in a given corporate context. We have 

realized that it can refer to assess concrete outcomes (such as prototypes), but also prototyping 

processes, and especially implementational (prototyping) processes-in-context:   

1. A=Acceleratory perspective: It is including the design and implementation of the technical 

product, including the digital technical solution, infrastructure and other concrete 

components implementation and testing of the new solution; 
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2. P= Participatory perspective: It is the horizontal, geo-and customer-focused perspective 

of solution integration) and the technically-business integrative perspective  

3. T=Tranformatory perspective: It is the most complex one including organizational 

transformation and organizational learning processes), business scaling of digital solutions  

It helped us to categorize the generic hackathon design processes and map the hackathon outcomes 

and hackathon processes into these three dimensions and in Grundfos corporate contexts.  

The “experience design processes” on the hackathon stage can vary depending on the hackathon 

types and envisaged solutions. They can be acceleratory, participatory, and transformational at 

the same time, but depending on the focus we choose from the three TAP elements, we might 

focus deeper on different relational context aspects that help us to implement these solutions in a 

more mature context (A), or in a multiple customer context (P, like AQTab), or transformatory 

like contributing to the “global way of working” with corporate hackathons within Grundfos.  

The outcomes of the POST-internal hackathons have been tracked according to their maturation 

in the larger industrial context of new digital products planning. The TAP-Framework could not 

be validated within the POST-Grundfos context, as our contract as industrial PhD student has 

ended in August 2017 (at the time when not all data results were available on paper ).  

5.6. [RQ2] Short-term Impact-implementational constructs at 

a business level 

From formal business analytical studies in larger data space contexts (Nourani and Lauth 2019), 

we acknowledge that fact that “impacts” as formal concepts within business contexts are very 

hard to assess. For this reason, we focused, during our longitudinal case study, our attention on 

“countable” implementational outcomes “overtime” in larger business and organizational context 

within Grundfos.  

Contributions to research questions [RQ2, RQ3]: The goal is here to discuss the “impact-driving” 

implementational processes and analyze the impacts and effects of implemented outcomes (in 

different corporate contexts). The idea to count concrete short-term and later long-term 

implementational outcomes and map them on different corporate business perspectives is essential 

to keep track of the progression and “impact” maturity of hackathons in larger corporate contexts 

over time. From business research and IS management perspective, these different “lenses” on 

emergent context-relational and implementational aspects are important to set the ground for 
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establishing the “impact-implementational” KPIs and value metrics for future implementational 

processes and prototyped outcomes from hackathon data, as their acceleratory and 

transformational prototyping stages.  

The distinction here on the prototyping side between “prototyping processes on/off stage” and 

“(short-term vs long-term) impact-implementational” counts or “value-driving processes in the 

corporate context” is essential for the new representational value. The hackathon outcomes can 

be found and can be time-stamped in DUR/POST data samples.  

Nevertheless, the value they have created in the given Grundfos business and organizational 

contexts is not easy to be assessed. For this reason, we have relied on corroborating multiple 

sources of POST-qualitative and company data over time (see DS 10 data analysis in Chapters 3.5 

and 3.6.). These perspectives are building a new research contribution towards systematic research 

of new impact-driving corporate hackathon formats within larger corporate contexts.  

5.6.1. Challenge-based scoping and monitoring of new business 

prototypes 

After the H1 and H2 hackathons we have observed how the hackathon drivers and also managers 

within Grundfos have started to align the prototyped outcomes from hackathons, but also other 

internal prototypes (as internal resources) on a maturity like and to track over months their 

maturation in a concrete business context. The outcomes or “impacts” of industrial hackathons 

within Grundfos were very concrete digital prototypes (demo/mock up solutions) for energy-

efficiency and water reuse along with customer/user-scenarios, new business models, and action 

plans for concrete implementations in the Grundfos building services, industrial utility services, 

and water utility business segments, like the ones here listed below:   
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Figure 27: Short Term prototyping processes 

 

[source given by Grundfos DCO] 

This has been a direct and new top-down monitoring procedure, implemented (as short-term 

organizational impact) between the Grundfos internal corporate departments within weeks after 

the H2 hackathon has taken place. The hackathon drivers (together with the DCO manager) have 

seen in the formal “implementational” process of driving prototyped outcomes, a higher value for 

reaching accelerated maturation and implementation of their prototyped business ideas in the 

larger industrial B2B context. This “new” organizational form of on/off (impact-driven) business 

prototyping has trigged within Grundfos larger collaborations between internal departments to 

work interactively on a larger scale as “challenge-driven” forming ad hoc teams for a very limited 

time, more “sprint-like forms, already known in business prototyping. Under this perspective, the 

Grundfos practitioners working on complex B2 digital solutions have transformed their 

industrial-organizational environments to be able to work directly with Impact implementations 

in context. The hackathons dealing with very complex digital challenges have evolved from “early 

stages” and “low prototyping practices” to high-end complex, digital business solutions over 

iterative implementations and scaling up practices. 
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5.6.2. Bottom-up outcome implementations on corporate business 

level 

On the level of implementations in the business context, the data analysis from corporate 

GrundfosHacks2016 data shows that hackathons H1 and H2 have not been directly used to create 

new “groundbreaking” digital products, but rather to accelerate process optimization and scaling 

of more matured “large-scale digital infrastructure implementations”, like for example DDD  

across pumps-of pumps B2B public district services (see Figure 11, Figure 12).  

In the following, we give a few data examples on statements and explanations about the concrete 

hackathon usage and concepts of “driving valuable implementations” within Grundfos corporate 

contexts. In the “PRE-Meetings, the hackathon drivers say in PRE-Meetings and PRE-Interviews 

that they are not interested in using the hackathon to “generate too many new ideas” (MJ1): “We 

have too many ideas, we cannot integrate them”. The informants (PD1, PD3) wanted to find a 

“new way of working”, “change mindsets”, while informants (PD 2, PD5 and sales) wanted to 

“find the time to work concentrated in a specific problem”.  

As for the PRE-Specifications and the expectations for the business implementational level, they 

are telling us exactly that the desired outcomes implementational corporate business level is 

expected to be at the “corporate business process level”.  

I. Hackathons are used at the business level to get ideas sold through the enterprise: 

[For DDD] “PT6: I would expect that we get, you know, hmm to get a common understanding 

about this distributed pumping, if we think that there is sufficient business potential for going 

further with this concept [business]…I would also expect that, you know, at least scratch the 

surface in terms of getting an idea about: Do we believe that we can solve the outcoming 

technical issues which naturally will be if we go further with the concept ?!?” Appendix IV, 

[1004] 

II. Training other colleagues to validate customer value in the new B2B digital product:  

“PT6: so, this kind of stuff, and also if we believe that with this kind of potential concept we 

are able to train our colleagues to be able to [present] this kind of concept to our potential 

customers…because if this is not [interesting to] them we should not start at all.” Appendix 

IV, [1004] 
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III. [IN/IN, IN/OUT] Industrial Context (in Grundfos) :  

The two (internal) corporate GrundfosHacks H1 and H2 have been initiated and conducted from 

Grundfos R&T department (later T&I = Technology and Innovation). The original purpose of this 

BU was to speed up its own complex product/service “frontloading stages” consisting of too long-

tailed internal projects and processes e.g. product design and engineering, testing, market 

benchmark, customer integration projects. Setting up an “Experimental Lab” (like the “Singapore 

Innovation Lab. in 2016) and later on the initiation of the “IN-product development lifecycle 

process”, (internal) Tech Days, Digitalization “Roadshows”, or “end-to-end prototyping” (like 

in AQTab product range) are formats related to on/off acceleration and Impact-Implementations 

of prototyped outcomes. There have been many “sprints” and “cannibaling games” of 1-3 day 

with very small teams working collaboratively together on common (implementational) outcomes 

over time. In this context, GrundfosHacks have been used to speed up the digitalization processes 

across many business and organizational contexts, along with the maturation of design and 

implementation of new (water pump) products+ (connected pumps, energy-efficient pump) 

service; Here specifically the acceleration of concept design and data-workflow development of 

one single product (for DDD and Big DataDorm) 

5.6.3. Outcomes-related implementational prototyping 

In the next paragraph, we go into the evaluation and structuring of data from the participants’ 

observations” point of view. In Figure 28, we have grouped the Profiles now according to their 

deliverable and context of implementation. We have designed a hackathon specific “score card” 

for each hackathon H1 and H2 . With these cards, we can use tagged (or labeled) recources directly 

in NVIVO.  
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   Figure 28: Hackathon Scoring Cards - Evaluation perspectives 

 

5.6.4. How to compare and connect hackathon stages? 

The difference between the reflective session in H1 and H2 was that the drivers were discussing 

how to implement the prototyped solutions in the corporate business context (in H1) while in 

reflTalk H2, they were reflecting how to implement the solutions into a larger organizational 

context, e.g. Grundfos Digital Agenda and Digitalization Strategy, as well as impact-driven 

strategies. The classification of prototypes as outcomes of a hackathon no longer mirrors current 

prototyping practice trends in open hackathon domains as well as in industrial prototyping 

practice, as the prototyped digital solutions coming out of the hackathon, especially the corporate 

hackathon, are very mature and complex in terms of digital system functionalities.  

This means that the outcomes from the hackathon and the rapid prototyping experience are now 

moving more and more into the highly mature system prototyping solution space. Using the full 

video recordings from two hackathons H1 and H2, along with the generic hackathons sessions 

analysis, we have observed several differences in the two hackathon setups, although we had tried 

to keep the conditions as similar as possible.  
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The major difference between the two corporate hackathons is that in H1, we used a jury, and in 

H2, we did not have a jury at all, but almost the same hackathon drivers were on both teams. The 

different hackathon sessions (intro, team formation, pitch 1, prototyping sessions, final pitch, real 

talks, etc.) were giving many insights into how bonded and high performant both teams were. In 

the last hackathon H2, the teams even tried to help each other win. In the first hackathon, both 

teams engaged in the high-impact game, while in the second, they refused to play it because they 

wanted a facilitator for each team to fulfill only this task. In the following Table 17, we have 

collected all the similarities and differences between the two corporate GrundfosHack2016, 

considering the different corporate levels.  

This table illustrates the research findings for the longitudinal case study on GrundfosHacks2016 

that have been partly described along with the hackathons H1 and H2 setups.  

Table 17: GrundfosHacks2016 H2, H2 similarities and differences 

Corporate context  H1+H2 similarities H1-H2 differences 

Hackathon stage 

level 

Hackathon 

format/sessions 

The same sessions but H1 has 

only one day and H2 had 2x days 

 

H2 has longer sessions but the same number 

of sessions 

H1 had a Jury and intro with TOP managers 

H2 had no PRE-phase preparation as the 

team drivers and the team challenges 

remained the same as in H1 

  

[new] both refltalk session: In H2 

we observed that the teams were 

willing to discuss Orga strategy 

and formed almost one team at 

the end 

[H1:refltalk] is [business] implementation 

[H2:refltalk] is [orga] implementation of 

digital Strategy agenda (prePitch to CEO) 

location For both Grundfos Academy [IN] 

Grundfos corporate context 

 

Hackathon 

challenges 

The same challenges 

H1+H2: [C1] = DDD 

H1+H2: [C2] BigDataDorm 

[T2]: Maturity and IMPACT 

Implementation levels are higher for Big 

Data higher as they managed to have an App 

(prototype 1) and an 2x impl. on [Orga] 

Data strategy and proposal for an orga Unit 

Big Data Lab 

Teams Same number of teams: T1, T2,  

The same drivers in each team: 

T1=PD2, PD5 (DDD) 

T2=PD1,PD3,PD4 

(BigDataDorm) 

H1 has only 4 externalx and longterm [IN] 

consultants;  

[H2] had BigDataTeam with 8 External 

People; here we has 3-4 jumpers and a lot 

more observers 

 Impact Games H1 T 2 liked the idea. They were 

behaving like a experienced 

hackathon team 

H2: Both teams refused to play and wanted 

to have a coach for that 

PD1 and others give hits how to score 

Impact deliverables better for Grundfos 

context 
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Business level New events  DDD Grundfos DigitalizationDays, Jan2017 

[IN] 

DDD [POST2+3]scaled B2B ecosystem 

implementation , highly mature platform , 

IOTWeek2019 [OUT] 

New corporate 

hackathon culture  

BigDatalab  

IOTLab 

VR Impactlab 

[business]+[orga]implementational Impact: 

T2=BigDataDorm was scaling the number 

of corporate hackathons into Grundfos and 

outside [PD1, PD2, PD3 still using 

impacthacks] 

SmartWatchProductionH 

AQTab (200x)customer impl in 2 

POSThacks using analytics from the other 

team 

New Customer ecosystems Labs in China 

and India (2018) [OUT] 

IOTweek 2019 [OUT] 

Organizational 

Level 

New orga unit R&T has been named in T&I BigDataLab [one hack every month] PD3, 

PD4 

BD did not know much about 

hackathons experiences 

DDD unit and they did not know about the 

DDD GrundfosHacks2016 

New Grundfo 

Strategic Agenda 

Grundfos Global Digitalization 

Agenda (2017 – IN, CEO 

announcement] 

Grundfos SDG Impact 3/16 Agenda (2019 – 

[OUT]: CEO, CP DT IOTWeek2019  

 

5.6. [RQ3] Short-term vs long-term IMPACT-

implementations in organizational context 

From the practitioners’ perspective, we have seen that corporate hackathons are already deemed 

interrelated and strategic “re-configurational gates” of values and processes framing of future 

digital business activities, but the methodological framework to process implementations and 

strategic planning out of concrete hackathon activities has been missing so far. The most important 

practical contribution of this thesis is to better understand and explain these implementational 

aspects concerning different contexts. In this thesis, we have identified the hackathon 

phenomenon in large-scale corporate contexts as three generic types of corporate context levels: 

the hackathon, the business, and the organizational level. For example, at the hackathon stage 

level, we look at prototypes values cocreated by each team during the hackathon days about 

“feasibility” (in the given context), “prototype maturity” (acceleration), and increase/decrease of 

“opportunity space” (business context).  
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These three dimensions give measurable results (counting outcome implementations) that can be 

integrated into different corporate business contexts over time. At the business level, we look for 

new business models and new business ideas delivered as hackathon outcomes on the hackathon 

days, which are interesting enough to be integrated into larger corporate business contexts. Here 

the prototype maturity also plays a decisive role, especially in large-scale corporate industrial 

contexts like Grundfos.  

5.7.1. Short-term vs long-term implementational outcomes mapped 

at different corporate context levels 

As we can observe from our empirical, longitudinal case study, hackathons are the appropriate 

tool not only to experiment and exploit digital experience journey over short-term prototyped 

outcomes, but the participants were also able to exploit in parallel and drive long-term digital 

transformation strategies for digital prototyping experiences. The prototyping sessions and the 

prototype as outcome here has the role of a “gatekeeper” of the actual solution design outcome 

where ideas, resources, insights are shared and collaboratively prototyped along with deriving the 

business models, customers insight, market projections and analysis, and in best case, a concrete 

cost and implementation plan in concrete customer settings.  

The hackathon is an experienced-based rapid prototyping practice that has the potential to increase 

and decrease gradually its complexity through a stepwise collaborative process of co-designing 

and redesigning the dimensions through a predefined window of opportunities for the envisaged 

solutions. Hackathons can be experienced in our case study as short-term experimental 

prototyping rooms for co-creation and co-design of new business ideas and the rapid prototyping 

experiences and outcomes. These mechanisms are iterative, mixed and often practiced with 

different intensities by the different stakeholders involved in the prototyping session.  

Collaborative co-creational processes include: “orchestration”, “mediation”, “sharing” and 

“reconfiguration” (including “(re-integration”, “(re)evaluation” of resources and values). The 

following Table 18 sums up our findings from the quantitative outcomes implementational 

analysis, where we look at which POST-Implementational phase certain hackathon outcomes 

implementations have had an impact on the business or organizational context in Grundfos.  
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Table 18: Findings on short-term vs long-term implementational aspects 

Corporate business 

contexts 

Short-term implementational 

IMPACTS 

Long-term implementtaional IMPACTS 

Hackathon stage level Digital Prototyping of two 

challenges: 

C1: DDD (Dynamic Dystric heating)  

C2: BigDataDorm (Analytics/app and 

understanding Building Services 

data) 

H1: drivers realizing that corporate hacks are 

a new rapid implementatiuonal format 

(process based) to drive and build IMPACT 

in corporate (business and orga) contexts 

H2: direct implementation of digital strategy 

outcomes into a presentation for the DCO 

(Digital Commercial Offerings) as new 

business unit 

Business level DDD, MPCConnect, FireConnect 

(Prototype maturation) 

AQTAb (200 customers 

implementations)  

Production and service delivery hacks 

QR Pumps family hacks (did not take place) 

Different dashboards ecosystems IPump, WU 

Organizational level Big Data Lab → later IoT/Big Data 

Lab→ Later Virtual Reality IMPACT 

Lab (customer based)  

R&T to Technology & Innovation 

(T&I) 

New Grundfos Digital Agenda 2023 

DDD (new Unit) = Dynamic Distric Heating 

R&T Head is now Head of a new corporate 

unit for projects on implementing Industrial 

digital services 

Grundfos SDG Agenda 2030  

 

The most important mechanism for driving digital change processes in companies is to control, 

on the one side, the maturity of “stage processes” (here in the form of internal hacks) within the 

larger organizational context, and on the other side, to plan strategically how to implement and 

scale the outcomes of these hackathons for producing a direct higher value or an immediate 

IMPACT in real business and organizational contexts.  

5.7.2. Impact evaluation: Outcomes journeys & mapping using 

reference models  

In this section, we describe our findings concerning outcomes from the hackathon and how the 

teams produced deliverables during a hackathon. The so-called “deliverables journey” covers 

them. By comparing teams, we can reflect on the different journeys of their production and then 

decide if they are really on the way to produce some new interesting outcome pattern. If this 

outcome has already been implemented during the hackathon time, the teams are considered to 

have a higher impact on the context and a much better perspective.  
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Reference models are traditional IS constructs that refer to the situated contextual implementation 

of digital solutions, as outcomes or as digital (prototyping) experiences (Krcmar 2005).  

The rapid pace of digital innovation and digital transformation processes in large manufacturing 

companies and large-scale organizations worldwide are demanding new ways to experience, 

nurture, and scale these multiple digital experiences. In general, the reference models are used 

also to include the dynamics of implementations in the contexts of the outcomes, as well as the 

outcomes of the design and reintegration processes in the next hackathon formats. They are non-

linear processes.  

Figure 29: Generative Reference model for the GrundfosHacks 

 

 

Looking at the journey of the outcomes, we can form a “reference model” or “prototyping 

processes journeys” for each team. Design thinking methods are helpful here to navigate the teams 

inside or outside the solutions spaces, or from one deliverable journey to another, and target the 

best “commonly agreed” solution for the prototyping experience according to the resources, skills, 

and ideas that everybody brings to the table. 
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The re-configurational DESIGN-driven processes, highlighted in Figure 29 above, can be used in 

hackathons also as a dialogue basis around the organization of deliverables: “What should the 

team do in which time, etc?”. We have also used this reference model to analyse during the 

“Impact Games” in H1 and more in H2 : “What were the deliverables journey of each team ? in 

which sessions of the hackathon did they produce which deliverable. Is the team more bond on 

”Experience” deliverables, or more on “prototyping” deliverable? Like for example, the 

T2:BigDataDorm was acting in the beginning of H1 only on “prototyping” and “design” (drawing 

dashboards, mockups, presentations, etc.), as most of the team drivers were experienced with 

prototyping ideas, while T2:DDD was more bonded on “understanding customer experience from 

their data sets”.  

5.7.3. Implications of the researcher’s involvement in the research 

journey 

In this chapter, we describe the researcher’s journey along the longitudinal case study research, 

and the reflectional aspects included in this thesis. Grundfos’ industrial and internal (corporate) 

hackathons had been initiated and organized by my Grundfos colleagues from different 

departments R&T, BS and IS, between February 2016 and April 2016. I was only the “student 

coach” and my message was always to tell them that “we want to discover together” how to make 

better use of hackathons within the industrial context at Grundfos.  

About my background and bias: My research journey on corporate and open innovation 

hackathons started in 2002, long before enrollment in this industrial PhD Program with 

Copenhagen Business School and Grundfos (from August 2014 to August 2017). It included more 

hackathons conducted, both participated in and observed, than we could include here in this 

longitudinal case study within Grundfos. Between 2002 until 2012, I was active as a EU-project 

coordinator over Fraunhofer and used open innovation hackathons in my EU-projects for several 

purpose. I have been active since 2012 in the Nordics SOCAP (social capital, seed investment, 

“social impact” hackathons, startups) and CLEANTECH communities (“environmental, business 

and technical impacts”) in Silicon Valley and San Francisco social hubs and German Cleantech 

and Impact hubs. From 2012 on, I was also actively organizing their EU hackathons and some of 

the events of the EU-CAPS Unit, when SOCAP/ CLEANTECH Eu-funded projects and impact 

hubs were meeting online/offline. I participated in open discussions rounds, right from the start, 

about the creation of measurable “impact”-relevant implementational outcomes for different 
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SOCAP, CLEANTECH, and other communities. At that time, my proposal to the open 

community was to track the impacts of SOCAP communities to very concrete outcome 

deliverables (or Impact), that the teams could deliver on/off (independent) from hackathon stages. 

The Impact terms has started to gain traction within socap and EU-CAPS communities. 

In April 2013, I was invited by Aarhus University, Grundfos’ Connect Department, and the 

Copenhagen Business School (CBS) to be active in the meetings regarding opening a new EU-

wide IoTForum as a platform for universities, industry, and startups, and public institutions to 

meet and interact about new Big Data/IOT challenges related to early smart cities applications.  

From then on, the open innovation Gatesense Hackathon journey started; and in August 2014, 

Grundfos had agreed to host my industrial Ph.D. on industrial hackathons because inside the 

company was a lack of knowledge on how to use and implement hackathons in large corporate 

and industrial business contexts. There was a lack of knowledge on how Grundfos could position 

its new DCO (Digital Commercial Offerings) with regard to the new Big Data/IoT Challenges 

present in open digital innovation domains at that time.  
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Chapter 6: Discussions on scaling 

IMPACTs with hackathons  

This chapter is an overview of the research contributions and practical implications of hackathon 

research in larger corporate contexts. We discuss the theoretical foundation of this research in 

more generic terms before reflecting on theoretical and practical implications of prototyping 

process implementation for large-scale industrial business and organizational environments in 

Grundfos. The first section 6.1 is a synthesis of the research contributions and extant theoretical 

underpinnings on hackathons stage and how to represent impact implementation and prototyping 

practices in large corporate contexts over time. In section 6.2., we review research contributions 

concerning their practical implications for larger corporate business and organizational contexts, 

especially for PPT Strategic Management corporate business and organizational processes within 

the water industry. In the last section 6.3, we propose an overarching IMPACT FM for how to 

implement hackathons as interconnected process stager into large industrial corporate contexts.  

6.1. Research contributions and theoretical implications 

Our longitudinal case study research has focused on a lot of empirical qualitative-quantitative data 

in PRE/DUR/ POST-qualitative studies, as we have tried to gain more knowledge of the new 

corporate hackathon phenomenon and its implementational aspects in large-scale corporate 

industrial domains. In other words, we tried to build our first theoretical assumptions while using 

the case study research method (Kathleen M. Eisenhardt 1989) and learn how to draw theoretical 

inference out of our rich context data about corporate hackathons. The main goal of the study was 

to use the first-hand empirical corporate hackathon data and gain a deeper knowledge of the 

corporate business context.  

6.1.1. Theoretical contributions to the hackathon stage and 

hackathon process – a positivist approach 

From a positivist research perspective, this PhD thesis contributes with a new systematic approach 

to description and representation (labeling) of the hackathon stage as well as to the representation 

of relations of implementations in the larger organizational context. The new theoretical approach 

consists of identifying and describing the “hackathon stage process” (see Figure 1: “Hackathon 
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Room”) as a new (inter-connected) process that could be seen as a new “industrial” or “corporate” 

process because we managed to track all processes relevant to its implementational outcomes in 

time and corporate and industrial contexts. This new data-driven business and organizational 

process perspective on hackathons are needed to better implement hackathons incorporate 

business practice, as well as to design better indicators that describe the implementation processes 

and assessment of hackathons outcomes in daily business practice.  

The findings from the longitudinal case study (Chapter 5) underly the importance of driving such 

“purposeful or “impact-driven” hackathon stages as they can be implemented with higher 

efficiency and higher controllable “impacts” within any type and across different types of 

contexts. To manage these aspects, we have investigated their relational and implementational 

outcomes in different corporate contexts over time.  

6.1.2. Theoretical Implications of time/context-relational hackathon 

constructs in large-scale corporate contexts 

The research focus of this thesis remains in describing and explaining the deeper knowledge (e.g. 

organizational and business impacts and effects) on how interconnected corporate hackathons 

stages along with their prototyping and implementational aspects are causing measurable 

“impacts” and effects on their large-scale industrial business contexts. From the PhD study, we 

have gained a better understanding of the highly interconnected (relational) and at the same time 

highly-distributed (implementational effects in different contexts and over time) nature of 

corporate hackathons when it comes to explaining and representing prototyping processes on 

hackathon stages, as well as showing the effects of their implementational outcomes in large-scale 

corporate industrial and business contexts over time.  

Our contribution to the theoretical perspective of hackathon research context consists in 

describing corporate hackathon stages as interrelated hackathon stages and as embedded 

constructs gave their (short-term vs long-term) implementations over time in different business 

and organizational contexts. In a second and more in-depth qualitative research study, we 

collected a great amount of empirical data (POST-interviews based) about reflections and 

opinions on the organization of internal hackathons in this corporate context and we analyzed how 

they have been perceived, especially their impacts and outcomes implementations over time in 

larger industrial corporate business contexts, as well as in the long-term business 

(implementational) context.  
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Using a longitudinal empirical qualitative case study research approach, we tackle how corporate 

hackathons help internal teams, corporate management divisions, and different business units and 

B2B-stakeholders to reach higher impacts by nurturing their hidden resources, cross-departmental 

collaborations, and their undiscovered potentials, which have remained unexplored across larger 

industrial contexts. The research problem is very complex but is worth investigating, as we lay 

the groundwork for new theoretical knowledge building on how hackathons are used in very 

complex corporate and business environments and how we can track and understand the impacts 

of their implementations and maturation of large-scale B2B business platforms and prototypes 

within larger and mixed B2B contexts over time.  

Nevertheless from a higher reflexivity level over all hackathon constructs (see Table 1) we have 

discussed and analyzed so far along with our longitudinal case study, we now propose to 

categorize them based on how much contextual dimensions and information these constructs can 

bound, as we know that highly complex processes, can be evaluated on their degree of “binding 

complexity”. In this regard, we can identify three types of contributions to characterizing 

hackathon constructs with regard to their implementational outcomes (in contexts):  

• [STAGE] Hackathon constructs found at the level of hackathon stage (including 

instrumentation on stage, team configuration hackathon stages, their relational aspects, 

prototyping processes): With these constructs asked also in [RQ1], we have been able to 

identify the staging “hackathon room “aspects of the core elements of hackathons at the 

hackathon days. The results are hackathon scoring cards and hackathon stage, hackathon 

staging processes, and outcomes; 

• [PRE/DUR/POST] Emergent, relational and implementational aspects (emergent 

PRE/DUR/POST expectations and definition of terms, time/context-relational aspects, short-

term vs long-term implementational aspects, mappings of outcomes at different levels of 

context the relational analyzing time-relational, and context-relational (business vs 

organizational). Here hackathon constructs are changing their values and meaning over time;  

• [IMPACT] hackathon constructs relating to “impacts –in contexts” are the most abstract 

hackathon constructs as they are bonding or forming a higher aggregation of “meaning” across 

very different contexts. We sometimes call these “relational constructs also “triple hellies” or 

“Supernova”, but here in the Grundfos context, they are only bound to scaling impact in larger 

corporate contexts. These are higher dimensional cognitive-analytical processes for bonding 

on “values across higher dimensional contexts”. Impact-driving outcomes require higher 
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bonding and a more complex reconfiguration of resources over several dimensions of value 

such as prototyping practices “impact”-driving implementational experiences.  

With this data analytical research perspective in mind, we intend to investigate “Impact”-driven 

implementational outcomes from corporate hackathons using a data-driven holistic hackathon 

data perspective within larger organizational contexts. At Grundfos, we observed how the fast 

experimentation teams were working continuously with customer-driven fast prototyping 

interventions. The rapid prototyping sessions were used frequently in the early stages of product 

mockup and design. The complex, immersive, and highly volatile industrial environments 

nowadays require even more instrumentation and the involvement of larger innovators' 

ecosystems that can contribute to co-design a complex solution space.  

To keep innovation processes more sustainable and cost-efficient, the instrumentalization of 

hackathons for different industrial scenarios requires a more efficient administration of resources. 

Hackathons with their practical, highly interactive, and informal (short-term) decision structure 

has the potential to become the appropriate enabler for leveraging such resources across corporate 

business domains, by reusing and reintegrating earlier prototypes into newer product solutions. 

Disruptive solutions are often the result of such a substitutional process.  

The hackathon results in the form of new product ideas and prototypes implementations that 

cannot be integrated into organizational contexts without a previous reconsideration of the larger 

need to be integrated at concrete organizational process levels or are responsible for framing new 

strategic process redesign for the change of the company as a whole.  

Although research studies on hackathons in open innovation contexts are quite numerous, it has 

been recognized that how these practices contribute to real corporate innovation contexts and the 

renewal of a large company as a whole are “insufficiently understood” ((Granados and Pareja-

Eastaway 2019), pp. 488). Up to 2019 (see (Granados and Pareja-Eastaway 2019)) and in the 

latest Springer book on Hackathons (Implementation 2020), it has been stated that business-

focused hackathons studies “are still rare” (Granados and Pareja-Eastaway 2019), pp. 488). This 

demonstrates that the theoretical contribution of this thesis on corporate hackathons and the 

methodological implementation into large-scale corporate business and organizational contexts 

are still unique and very relevant to academic communities, as well as to corporate practitioners.  

Recent hackathon studies in corporate contexts (Nolte et al. 2018), (Pe-Than et al. 2019) are 

looking into PRE/DUR/POST-hackathon data as in our longitudinal study, but they are still 
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treating hackathon stages as single units of observation, and they are not considering the deep 

relations into corporate contexts at all.  

With our longitudinal case study approach, which is very focused on POST-implementational 

aspects in different corporate contexts, and also by looking at the interrelation between hackathon 

stages, we have enlarged the theoretical perspectives on corporate hackathon research as stated in 

(Angarita and Nolte 2020).  

Our longitudinal case study results are in line with (Bounfour 2016) statements that in order “to 

understand the role of digital transformation it is important to consider it from a long-term 

perspective” (Bounfour 2016), pp. 11). According to (Bounfour 2016), acceleration should be 

analyzed as a systemic longitudinal multi-process phenomenon along with the whole “end-to-end 

Product Life-Cycle Value Management” (Bounfour 2016), pp. 23. Corporate hackathons, 

especially well-established corporate culture hackathons, are short-term; but in following long-

term implementational results, they are very much focused on “impact”-driving implementation 

and can reach to high impact product and services implementations.  

Our theoretical contribution is strong, by taking into account these new impact-driven practical 

“process-on-demand”, “outcomes-on-demand” perspectives, into the implementational context of 

driving values also over multiple corporate businesses and organizational contexts of interaction. 

The serial explainability of business process implementation and outcomes integrations at only 

one level of context to investigate the corporate Grundfos context is obsolete.  

Hackathons as drivers of large-scale digital innovations and digital transformation process 

outcomes in very complex corporate contexts need to take all these multi-dimensional relational 

aspects of “People, Process, Contexts” into account. With this thesis on corporate hackathons, we 

reach a higher context-driven explanation of industrial process implementations in a higher-

dimensional space (here 3D-Impact dimensions: feasibility, maturity, and opportunity space) for 

the prototyped outcomes that can be also mapped over several organizational and business 

contexts at the same time.  

This explains the high value of such interrelated corporate hackathon stages, which in our 

longitudinal case study have been integrated into strategic corporate change actions from the start 

of our research study. Our theoretical contributions are enlarging the corporate hackathon stage 

with the aspects of “cross-collaborative prototyping” in action (Bogers and Horst 2014b), in the 

sense that we use now hackathon chains where we can observe how prototypes are maturing in 
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implementation in different contexts over time. Also, the more fine-grained implementational 

context and mapping of implementations in different corporate business and organizational 

contexts over short-term and long-term implementational contexts are new aspects relevant to 

produce more “close-to-context” measurable results.  

In Chapter 2, in the context of rapid manufacturing process research (Waurzyniak 2007), 

especially concerning the theoretical constructs used for rapid prototyping processes for industrial 

additive manufacturing (Eyers and Potter 2017) (Gebhardt 2012), we have enlarged these 

constructs with the important aspect of long-term “scaled process (prototyped) implementations 

that are crucial in driving digital transformational processes for larger product families in large-

scale industrial business contexts. In this context, we have demonstrated that it is possible to use 

hackathons to form “incentives” for business process change at a larger scale. 

Our theoretical contributions play an important role in enlarging the framework for “Modelling 

Design Processes” over larger end-to-end new product development value chains (Takeda and 

Veerkamp 1990) where we can now integrate cognitive design meta-models at different levels of 

the design process, over several corporate contexts in short-term and long-term implementations.  

The area of collaborative experimental design (Plattner, Mienel, and Leifer 2011), which is also 

looking at customer/user-driven “insights-value in action”, is an important research area for our 

complex challenge and solutions design processes on/off hackathon stages. Our longitudinal study 

on corporate hackathons has been using a similar (holistic) data collection, pre-processing, and 

discourse analysis methodology that could now compare outcomes from a hackathon in 

comparison to a design thinking workshop. The only difference here is that we take our data from 

real business and industrial context “on the fly”, as in experimental studies (Plattner, Meinel, and 

Leifer 2012) where we mostly see lab experiments. Nevertheless, we have been discussing with 

Prof. Larry Leifer at Stanford Center of Design Research to have the same case scenario as a lab 

experiment for a “real” case comparison.  

Our theoretical contribution to digital transformation studies within IS, like (Bharadwaj et al. 

2017) is that we can use hackathons data in PRE/DUR/POST to drive “Scoping (PRE)”, Staging 

(“Speed”) and POST (“Scaling”) as well as a “sources of value” = hackathon stage for different 

corporate contexts. See our last publication on the strategic scope of this PhD study from ICIS 

2019 on driving digital transformation strategies in large companies with industrial hackathons 

(Lauth, House, and Inuwa 2020). 
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The systematic theoretical approach to represent and re-interpret value-driving POST-

Implementations over longer ranges of the complex corporate process chain is relevant for process 

optimization and complex prototype progression and evaluation in the industrial and corporate 

context in general. For example using hackathon data we can also drive formal “impact models 

on a large scale”: (Nourani and Lauth 2019) 

The advantage here is that corporate hackathons have the potential to accelerate not only 

prototypes and complex infrastructure maturation, but also their implementation and scaling in 

very large B2B contexts, along with (KPI-PPP) measuring of the concrete impacts of those results.  

6.2. Research contribution and practical implications within 

Grundfos corporate context 

Furthermore, from the practical perspective within Grundfos’ water digitalization contexts, we 

have been able to contribute to aligning corporate hackathon constructs and relational aspects with  

the three dimensions of “People, Processes, Technologies” (PPT) envisioned in the “Water ‘s 

Digital Future” Management Strategy (see GWI 2015). See section 5.4.2. These three aspects 

have been identified as major strategic “drivers” needed for the digital transformation of 

organizations in the water industry, which is most relevant in the Grundfos corporate industrial 

business context. From the corporate hackathon perspective, these PPT aspects are the active 

“bonds”, or magnets of “impact”, and value-driving prototyping and implementational action in 

different corporate contexts. What is even more interesting is the fact that the three-dimensional 

PPT is considered the “scaleup” for a “data-driven approach to technological efficiency” 

(GWI2015, pp.11):  

“A digital utility uses data across all the different layers in its organization, utilizing 

raw data from several different sources in the most efficient way possible. This means 

measuring, communicating, collecting, and analyzing data, comparing performance 

levels (KPIs, benchmarks), detecting anomalies, and using data as a key decision tool 

right up to the CEO level. This, in turn, will facilitate quick response times to tactical 

issues, as well as aid in long-term planning to improve operations.” (GWI2015, pp.11) 
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6.2.1. “New ways of working” and effects at the organizational level  

The highest impact of the two GrundfosHacks2016 was during H2 where we had been asked to 

contribute the IMPACT hackathons method description to the HR Grundfos Book on “Global 

Way of working” on the organizational level. The Grundfos HR wanted to use our corporate 

IMPACT-implementational hackathons as a new method to accelerate and scale impacts through 

the entire Grundfos organization. We were interviewed by Marketing and HR and gave several 

presentations in different departments and Grundfos locations on how to plan and strategically 

assess and orchestrate corporate IMPACT hackathons, including learning from our H1 and H2 

hackathons. The organizational impacts of GrundfosHacks on the book for “New Global Way of 

Working” have been the highlight of my Grundfos industrial Ph.D. time as I could see that the 

management and the entire organization wanted to integrate and adopt our method as impact 

hackathons within their corporate work environments. The Book on Grundfos “Global Way of 

working” is the main HR Grundfos Agenda for 19,000 employees and 85+ Grundfos business 

units and 80+ countries worldwide. PD1 is the driver with the highest IMP.ACT in all these hacks. 

He was initiating and facilitating the organization of all the Gatesense hackathons, including the 

H1. He is currently in the Digital Transformation department in Grundfos. In 2019, he managed 

to bring the IoT week to Aarhus and also have the CEO of Grundfos, Microsoft, and Siemens 

Nordics active on stage at IoT week 2019. In the citation in Table 19 below, we show an example 

of a strategic [orga] “high Impact session” where the two strategic guys are in flow, working out 

how to scale strategic hackathons as the “new way of working” (with transformational prototyping 

processes” across the whole Grundfos organization. Their concept later became a part of the new 

Digital Transformation Agenda 2020 (see further POST data). The dialogue in the Table 19 below 

is showing how the two hackathon drivers, during the hackathon, are defining corporate 

hackathons as the new “Global Way of Working” for Grundfos:  

Table 19: Definition of hackathons as “New Ways of Working” in Grundfos  

“[Ina] was asking them in a short video interview what is the Impact they want to reach for H2 

hackathon day?  

PD1: I’m doing a TRANSFORMATIONAL FRAMEWORK…Ina: transformational framework? 

…drawing on the table… [PD1 and PD3 are in flow]…they are working in parallel to the strategic 

presentation for VP DCO who will pitch this directly to CEO in the next hours] [organizational 

level] 

PD3: very good…PD1: one if the things I want to CHANGE…as PART of the 

TRANSFORMATION is [writing down--line] WC “Working culture”  

Ina. YES…collaborative working culture… 

PD1: laughing…and I know what you re-thinking now… 
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PD3: ...and is this a GLOBAL THING? …yeah is a “Global working culture” GWC [asking PD1 

to write it down]  

PD1: ...ok we call it Global Working Culture… [he is writing down “global WC] I want to get a 

“REAL IMPACT on how we enhance the WORK CULTURE” 

Ina: collaborative… [in flow] if there is sustainable [? Sustainability idea] we have to figure it 

out…you know… 

PD3. I think we should “POWER that OUT together with T” [head of strategic collaboration, he 

is nearest to CEO] [PD3 is engaging here with PD1 in the STRATEGIC PITCH and giving 

inventive also how he will support that…[PD3 is now the most strategic guy here in the whole 

hackathon context and he was the one claiming that he had no clue about how to do strategic 

IMPACT hacks] PD1: “POWER OUT ; there are two things here…one is that I want to “embed 

digital”… 

PD3: what do you call it …”A DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION” ? 

PD1... SPEED  

PD1: [referring to hackathons] but this is the “ENABLER FOR IT”… I think SPEED is the GATE 

to COLLABORATION...” 

[Ina]: OK, we design SPEED strategic IMPACT hacks in Grundfos for a speedy Digital 

Transformation …’ 

PD1: exactly…” [1004] 
 

One week later they proposed to the CEO an SDG Impact-driven Agenda for whole Grundfos. 

We have internal videos showing the five corporate executive managers announcing these ideas 

brainstormed by the hackathon drivers in H2.  

6.2.2. Long-term impacts and practical implications at Grundfos 

organizational level 

The extended POST Phase, an internal organizational unit was established to organize data-driven 

corporate hackathons inside Grundfos every month to drive the strategic scaling of 

implementation-oriented prototyping outcomes into viable next business models and ideas across 

all departments and business units. Different short vs long-term STAGING strategies from 

corporate hackathons can be designed from interconnecting the hackathon “inputs= SCOPING 

processes” over “staging” processes to the “outputs” = Scaling and implementation processes.  

In Figure 30  Figure 30: Corporate Hackathon Cultures and their context levels for analysis 

below, we have included and conceptualized all results relevant to answer the second and third 

research questions of this thesis. 
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  Figure 30: Corporate Hackathon Cultures and their context levels for analysis 

 

 

In RQ2, the short-term implemented business outcomes were visible at “LEVEL 2”, where we 

looked at hackathon chains that had happened in the POST (6-12 months). The end-to-end 

implementation over hacks resulting in the high-impact business implementation AQTab has not 

even been perceived by the drivers PD3 and PD4.  

Most drivers had the feeling that their hackathon expectations had not been reached, as they did 

not have a running prototype implemented “right after the hackathon”. By form tracking the short-

term POST-implementations and matching this with the evaluations of our interviews, we could 

also show to them that the results (especially the “analytics part”) were rooted in the original 

GrundfosHacks. Looking at LEVEL 3. (see Figure 30 above) – the long-term organizational and 

business context - the results are also trackable from original Grundfos hacks (in LEVEL 1).  

At LEVEL 3, we observe 13-28 months after the GrundfosHacks had taken place that the 

hackathon inside as well as outside the Grundfos corporate context had rapidly increased. As long-

term organizational outcomes, we have seen the rapid outcome development of the Grundfos 
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Digital Transformation Agenda 2020 (see A 4.12), which has been sharpened to the “Grundfos 

Sustainability Agenda 2020”, including the SDG impact goals 13 and 6.  

Along the “Maturity Line” in Figure 30, we also marked the different Grundfos drivers to whom 

we could ask for support and advice during the GrundfosHacks longitudinal case study. They are 

all coded in Appendix II (Drivers Notations). We can see from the subjective, slightly reserved 

hackathon definition perspective on the corporate hackathon stage level, including contradictory 

statements and misunderstandings on how hackathons have been scaled and used in corporate 

contexts at the business level - e.g. from DCO (Digital Commercial Offerings) department in the 

document analysis in 6x month POST-data - that the BigDataLab (in Grundfos IS) was organizing 

a hackathon every month and many product managers had used the H2 hackathon analytics results 

to scale new digital solutions into new DCOs.  

In the POST3-Analysis from LinkedIn announcements and external videos, we see that large 

hackathons in B2B domains have been used to pump water utility eco-systems in China and the 

US. This means that the hackathon stages have been scaled long-term, also in external B2B 

business contexts, as we had hoped for the corporate teams from the beginning. We looked at the 

announcement and at least one of the persons with whom we were in contact, who was driving 

those large-scale hackathons for Grundfos, but there were only observers in our hackathons (not 

drivers).  

This example of the usage partners of the term, hackathon, and following implementational 

scaling of DDD and BigDaraDorm over all three corporate contexts (hackathon stage, business, 

and organizational level) while looking at short-term vs long-term scaling of the hackathon 

concept used in these thee contexts has demonstrated in the end that corporate IMPACT-driven 

hackathons have been implemented and scaled into the large-scale corporate industrial business 

context within and outside Grundfos.  

We followed the keywords for our two challenges and the outcomes from the two teams in our 

H1 and H2 hackathons in 2019 until the last presentation made. Up until today, the DDD 

(Dynamic District Heating) digital solutions have been scaled and are still used as large Digital 

Commercial Offering within the Grundfos corporate business B2B context.  

Using critical realism as theoretical underpinning (see Table 4), it is possible to construct the 

overall case setup, including the data analysis and a flexible integrative framework for the 

interpretation of results from multiple points of view.  
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It is possible to switch between positivist and interpretive views, as well as to use the generation 

of explanatory mechanisms between these two philosophical approaches as an iterative process. 

The aggregated big data perspective over hackathons with different challenge designs, drivers, 

and prototyped outcomes allows us to elaborate from a reflexive-meditative meta-perspective how 

we can explain and evaluate the hackathon from an integrated “phenomenological” dimension 

into the broader context of “emerging innovation eco-systems”, driving digital transformational 

processes in larger networks.  

For our case study on understanding the nature of interconnected corporate hackathons, we have 

chosen the most complex and large-scale case implementational scenario that one can imagine. 

we look at the impacts of such hackathons over longer periods. While the hackathon stage in itself 

is the most restrained and time-limited unit of observation in such large-scale corporate and 

industrial contexts, our motivation to define and extract “universal patterns“ related to hackathon 

constructs, prototyping processes, and their relational constructs, comes from the observation that 

hackathon stages are extremely intense collaborative experiences that can bind people to 

prototyped outcomes, ideas, teams, and locations, beyond the hackathon itself. 

6.3. IMP.ACT Process Framework 

Our research study was focused on developing a data-driven theoretical foundation for building 

explanations, and out of them as first-order concepts ontological representations of hackathon 

prototyping processes, insights, and outcomes. They should be finally be evaluated from different 

angles from a higher reflexive organizational-strategic perspective. Bringing all prototyping 

frameworks and implementation perspectives from the previous chapters together, we now 

approach a new conceptual process: Framework IMP.ACT FM (IMPlementations-in-ACTion) for 

building “impact” along with “implementations-in-contexts” hackathon stages.  

With this IMP.ACT hackathons-driving methodology we can organize and use hackathons 

embedded in many different corporate contexts.  

We can track the outcome implementations in real business and organizational contexts simply 

by looking at the hackathon data. Specifically, for the prototyping and implementation processes 

described and labeled here, we can now combine the practical with the analytical perspective and 

ask what are the steps necessary to conduct a useful hackathon within a large corporate industrial 

setting?  
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For backing up our explanations, we look again at the data and follow the steps described below, 

when it comes to planning and assessing hackathons,  

Table 20: IMP.ACT Process Framework 

IMP.ACT Methodology Details/practical examples from our Longitudinal case study 

1.[PRE] Identify and define Cases 

including challenges, problems, and 

prototypes or outcomes of a hack  

[industrial]5x User Scenarios: AfterGrundfosHacks we identified 5x 

scenarios around the most important B2B users of pump data (across all 

business segments) 

several BD units have collected digital prototypes they are working on or 

they would like to have prototyped 

 HR has founded the Big Data Lab and they are organizing a lot of hacks 

across departments and business units 

2.[PRE]-SCOPING Phase: Build 

the hackathon stage by defining the 

Challenges, Teams, Data, Tools, 

Platforms, etc.  

a. Identify and prioritize the maturity of the prototypes 

b. match it with the eco-systems of users needed for this digital 

service, digital infrastructure of digital eco-system 

c. Using HackScoring Cards: What are prior resources, people, 

outcomes, requirements, etc. 

d. Eventually, organize PRE-I and PRE-M 

3. [PRE] BRIEFING and  

PRE-Tutorials (delegate work) 

a. Depending on the prior experience and trust level of the identified 

persons, further training is needed to be able to have only the 

implementation and installation of the solutions on the hackathon 

day 

b. Delegate roles and plan the event orga (who is organizing what) 

c. What is the budget available, what are the costs and who will cover 

it? 

d. Make sure the Agenda is covered by all stakeholders 

e. Identify hackathon connections part as well as future ones 

 

4. (if necessary) organize a prior 

workshop with all stakeholders 

First Setup 

This is to clarify beforehand the requirements of the hackathon and 

explain what the expectations to the outcomes are and how can the 

stakeholders participate in it 

Get all data and technical infrastructures specified here.  

5. [PRE] Build the stage and text 

the infrastructure; send out Agenda 

and Questionnaires 

1-2days before the event get data forms and privacy regulations signed 

by all stakeholders deliver and explain the guidelines and expectations of 

the hack 

6.[DUR] STAGING of the 

hackathon day 

The active involvement in the hackathon 

Get to know all persons involved in the hack. What is their role, how will 

they move on with the outcome, etc? 

Organize a refltalk session of the hack format is new to the company 

Establish with the decider, what will be the next steps here and how to 

build the POST-data POST results 

Identify who are the high-impact drivers and what is their role and 

interest in the hackathon, how can you contact them after the hack? 

7. [POST]Scaling Track all implementations in context by tracking the activities of drivers 

across organizations and contexts over different time slots 

Plan with the drivers the next hacks or offer to help them with the next 

activities 

Monitor the insights and implementations to the hacks in an 

HackScoring Card App. The most active hackers there can get “impact 

points” 

8. [POST] Rating, Connect & 

IMPACT scoring 

Establish metrics that will label (like here in our longitudinal case study) 

and will measure the 3D Impacts and IMP.ACT steps regarding the 

[orga] and or the[business] (short-term and Long-term) requirements and 

the outcomes 
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The IMP.ACT methodology uses hackathon rooms as short-term implementational stages to 

implement prototyping processes as early as possible in multiple industrial contexts.  

The hackathon rooms function as “prototyping gates” of multiple prototyping experiences. With 

this methodology, we can extrapolate from the empirical data on hacks how short-term digital 

innovation and long-term digital transformation processes have a higher impact using hackathons’ 

internal resources as a mesh network of emerging and interconnected resources. IMP.ACT comes 

over the chain prototyping and reaches a critical mass of drivers and enablers. In this way, we can 

derive from the empirical evidence the context-driven generative and integrative procedural 

nature of hackathons as a strategic tool for designing purposeful context-sensitive prototypes, 

prototyping experiences.  

With the proposed IMP.ACT methodology, we can extrapolate from the empirical data about 

hacks how short-term digital innovation and long-term digital transformation processes have a 

higher impact using the hackathons internal resources as a mesh network of emerging and 

interconnected resources. On the other side, we have also looked at the content’s dynamics and 

social relationships of industrial hackathons about their specific contexts. With this Ph.D. study, 

we have adopted a critical realistic stance (together with the engaged scholarship of collaborative 

practical experiences) for further evaluation of a new IMP.ACT (Implementations-in-Action) 

methodology that uses short-term experimentation processes and implemented outcomes from 

corporate hackathons for driving value increase on a larger organizational level.  

Our contributions to digital IMP.ACT prototyping looks different with the scoping, scaling, and 

maturing of different hackathons phase models; it is a way to better explain and describe the 

dynamics of the prototyping contexts and digital experiences in close relation to very complex but 

also very specific digital industrial implementation scenarios. The implementation-oriented 

“digital prototyping” we tried to label and evaluate in different implementations and maturity 

phases from our longitudinal hackathon cases scenarios can be generically tracked in terms of 

“prototyped performance” (from industrial hackathon data) by using the developed TAP- and 

IMP.ACT-Frameworks. While the TAP-Framework focuses more on tracking the maturity and 

scaling of concrete prototyped outcomes, the IMP.ACT-Framework (see Chapter 8.1.) tracks the 

outcomes of the entire “hackathon stages” or hackathon units over time given different types of 

staging experiences.  
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IMP.ACT-driven outcomes from hackathons can be tracked over time over interconnected chains 

of (internal /external prototyping experiences. The process description has been used in open 

innovation and mixed contexts. We looked at optimizing the implementational (relational) factors 

of the prototyping process, including new forms of (business and orga) digital prototyping in the 

embedded hackathon process.  

Looking at implementational values offers a new form of “implementational impact” – the 

generation of effective solutions and not the generation of a lot of ideas. The solutions have to be 

embedded and resilient. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and future research 

The last chapter summarizes the results of the longitudinal case study and the outreach of the 

theoretical and practical contributions. The original purpose of this industrial PhD study was to 

study corporate hackathons, along with their short-term and long-term implementational effects 

and implications across larger industrial/business contexts (like here in Grundfos).  

Although the systematic research study on a new corporate phenomenon, such as the corporate 

hackathon, along with its new implementational aspects, in real-time, and within the larger 

corporate industrial contexts, it has been a very difficult endeavor, we have succeeded to bring 

forward novel contributions to the theoretical hackathon research, as well as significant 

contributions to corporate industrial hackathons practice.  

The longitudinal case study on a series of 2x corporate hackathons (along their entire 

organizational lifecycle), 4x associated POST-events and 3xPOST-hacks, including also the 

preliminary Gatesense Pilot study (with 3x open innovation hackathons), all the data gathered and 

analyzed from these hackathon/events stages is to our knowledge the first and most 

comprehensive longitudinal case study on corporate hackathons that have been carried out also in 

a real business environment and for a large-scale industrial corporate scenario for 5 ½ years 

(including POST-implementational study). We had the unique opportunity to gain our corporate 

hackathon experience from working with hackathon drivers on a large scale between very large 

departments within Grundfos corporate business development, IT, Research and Technology, 

Design & Engineering, Production, sales BS/WU, and Industry Pumps services in a real context.  

Hackathons have grown in the last few years to a global phenomenon, but in large corporate and 

complex industrial business contexts, like here in Grundfos, it is still very hard to understand what 

are the driving prototyping processes, and context-relevant implementational aspects that lead to 

successful hackathons, as well as impact-driven hackathon outcomes across larger corporate 

industrial contexts. This PhD thesis is looking at corporate hackathons, in particular, and at 

hackathon research, in general, from a very holistic, inter-connected, and formal/representational 

hackathon research perspective. It is trying to integrate several context-relational dimensions that 

lead to effective short-term vs long-term implementations across larger corporate (business and 

organizational) contexts (see 5.7.1.) .  
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Using a data-driven empirical longitudinal case study method, we take into account a high amount 

of PRE/DUR/POST-context-hackathon data along with “time-stamped” detailed semantically 

“enriched” (tagged) information about the entire hackathon’s life cycle, including time/context-

relational constructs, and its POST-implementational aspects.  

We have provided a new process description for extended hackathon processes, which are 

strategically planned to be implemented with higher impact into large-scale industrial and 

corporate contexts. The rich empirical evidence has shown that the new forms of collaborative 

digital experiences along corporate hackathons are going far beyond the original practical 

“coding” of digital solutions with teams in open source spaces (see Chapter 3) and industrial rapid 

prototyping processes (Chapter 4).  

By using a positivist approach, we have been able to collect very detailed and deep contextual 

information about the hackathon stage(s), their foundational elements (like 

teams/challenges/resources and deliverables configurations), as well as the team drivers, the 

prototyping processes on/off stage and value-driving implementational processes “at different 

levels of context” and over time. We can quantify and compare hackathon information (like in 

5.6.4.) using the Hackathon Labeling ontology in the same stringent way for all hackathon data, 

on a larger scale.  

On the organizational level, we want to investigate how industrial hackathons can be used as 

strategic tools to drive accelerated collaborative innovation processes across the company 

departments and business borders. With a foundational case study research on open innovation 

hackathon since 2014 (as Gatesense Pilot study on 3x OI-hacks in 4.1., external interviews in 

Appendix III, A3.2.), a literature review (in chapter 2), and a longitudinal case study on a series 

of corporate hackathons (2x GrundfosHacks2016 in 4.2.), including DUR/POST-related events 

study (in total 7x POST-events) and an extended POST-qualitative (interview-base) study, we can 

categorize hackathons according to their outcome (family): see Hackathon Taxonomy in 2.6. We 

can also describe and formally represent (using labeling) the entire hackathon set up as a “scoring 

card”, We can describe the generic process on/off stage, etc.  

The impact-driving implementational aspects, happening along with hackathons stages are 

semantically labeled and investigated over time at three levels of corporate contexts: the 

hackathon stage, the short-term and long-term business, and organizational level (see 5.7.1.). In 

this way, we could better explain how the results from the H1 hackathon have been rather 
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implemented in a short-term business context (see 5.6.1.), while in H2 the teams have used their 

results to drive rather impact Implementations on a corporate organizational level, as they have 

used the digital analytics outcomes to frame the new Corporate Digital Transformation Agenda 

(in 2017). We have applied different methods for evaluating the results and insights on 

organizational learning.  

The longitudinal case study helps us to critically reflect on how we can strategically use 

“execution” (Impact= Implementation) based collaborative innovation processes and high-impact 

(prototyped) outcomes to integrate prototyped outcomes and new strategic insights more 

efficiently in running digitalization projects and corporate digitalization strategies within and 

outside Grundfos.  

A reconsideration was needed of intangible assets such as prototypes and business models that 

have to be integrated and reflected upon, on the fly. The hackathons have the potential to maximize 

the portfolio and value of innovation outcomes not only in generating “early” and new digital 

solutions to products-related problems, but also in driving more efficient (cost/time-saving) 

process implementations at the corporate business level along with organizational process change 

at scale. For instance, the efficient reuse and re-implementation of prototyped resources, new 

business processes, and ideas from corporate hackathons have the potential to increase knowledge 

flow and ensure more efficient use of resources and increase cross-departmental work between 

larger corporate business units’ contexts.  

From the academic research perspective, the aim was to develop a new context data-driven 

methodology for in-depth systematic analytical research and an evaluation of rapidly evolving 

hackathons contexts, including the characteristics of the different hackathon formats, core 

elements of prototyping processes, participants’ experiences and roles, as well as the “successful” 

implementations of outcomes on larger corporate industrial business and organizational levels. 

We have succeeded in developing an empirical longitudinal research case study on a series of 

interrelated corporate industrial hackathons along with a new data and context-driven analytical 

framework for capturing the implementational value-driving aspects of hackathons in large 

corporate contexts.  

The best we could, we have transferred and validated the research results into large industrial and 

corporate business terms of practice for our case context. The fundamental issue remains now to 

reflect on how we can use our theoretical results in practical research on hackathons in any type 
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of context. We believe that the developed theoretical foundation using the hackathon ontology for 

data collection about hackathons in the form of a hackathon handbook (see Appendix) will help 

academic researchers, as well as practitioners, collect and label data concerning hackathon items, 

processes, and contexts in the same way.  

The ontology also enables the collection of hackathon data on a larger scale, which could be 

relevant in corporate contexts to understand how hackathons are organized and how they can be 

assessed using a common and generic analytical framework.  

As a theoretical result, we have developed and discussed an overarching procedural framework 

for the practicality of a new IMP.ACT-driven (“Implementation-in-Action”) process methodology 

to enable hackathon drivers, teams, and companies to conduct, analyze, and strategically plan 

different hackathon formats (“stages”), as well as map their evolving impacts and outcomes over 

different timestamps (short-term vs. long-term) into very concrete corporate environments.  

For example, we have been able to document how hackathon drivers and managers have switched 

from driving ideation prototyping processes (during the hackathon) to more mature 

implementation-oriented (in POST1: 6 months after the hackathon) and later to scale up 

IMP.ACT-driving process implementations (in POST2-3: one year and more after the 

hackathons).  

We were able to showcase from context data the (maturity) acceleration and scale-up 

implementations of corporate outcomes within and later outside corporate business contexts. New 

ideas generation is still an important motivational driver within corporate hackathons at the 

individual level, but what matters more to people (corporate employees, experts, and managers) 

and especially if we analyze hackathons from a corporate and business perspective in our 

corporate context is the focus on high impact of implementational outcomes, especially when it 

comes to different aspects of processes and technological impacts.  

These are, for example, efficiency (feasibility dimension), quality (technological maturity 

incorporate context), participatory scalability (high scaleup implementations in different 

contexts), speed (customized demos and implementations). have been implemented in the 

corporate contexts of action.  

We have documented how these new corporate impact hackathon formats within industrial 

contexts are evolving according to the increasing digital savviness of participants (with hackathon 

roles and experiences) and with their alignment for the definition of terms, e.g. having the same 
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prototyping “expectations” and better-aligning discussions on outcomes maturities for business 

processes and production phases. 

With these new theoretical and methodological contributions, we bring a new fundament for 

systematic hackathon research across larger contexts, but also more in-depth hackathon research 

case studies are needed to understand better the deep connections between the implementational 

and strategic corporate aspects of hackathons. 

7.1. Future hackathon research  

Using the empirical longitudinal case study approach, we have enough empirical data to touch 

upon more complex corporate implementational aspects, such as the “outreach” and “reuse” of 

hackathons resources and outcomes in mixed corporate scenarios over time, mapping prototyping 

processes on/off stages, mapping of outcomes implementations into large-scale corporate 

contexts.  

Nevertheless, to back up further corporate studies in our Grundfos corporate context, we would 

need to interact again with informants and experts from that contexts, to validate future results. 

Hackathon research in different corporate and business contexts has been tackled in this industrial 

Ph.D. thesis only from three generic corporate contexts perspectives, but it would be interesting 

for future hackathon “impact” and implementational” aspects to look closer into different business 

contexts inside as well as outside corporate setting, as well as at different mixed context 

configurations (more external and less internal teams and resources setups), etc.  

For example, OOS (open source software) hackathons as open-source prototyping events are not 

well understood concerning similar formats such as jams, sprints, SCRUM workshops, code fests, 

hackfests, innovation summits, and co. (Möller et al. 2013). The borders are blurred between 

research on real hackathons, innovation challenges, and crowds research and crowdsourcing as 

social experiences. From a firm collaborative innovation perspective, it would be interesting to 

better understand the nature of “prototyping experiences” within a large-scale corporate context 

from the point of view of different B2B2C customer eco-systems. In general, more in-depth 

hackathon research concerning business ecosystems would be an interesting future research path.  

More future prototyping process implementational - and especially the scaling implementational 

aspects - need to be explored in-depth, with a new longitudinal case study approach already driven 

by “impact”-driving hackathons in different business high customer scaling contexts.  
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We have set the methodological foundation for effective data collection, data samples labeling, 

and representation of data in contexts. At that point, we did not know that this aspect is most 

relevant for generating “high-impact” implementational outcomes.  

Future hackathon research should be closely related to data about hackathons implementation in 

different contexts on a larger scale. Also, in terms of practicality, more drivers have to document 

and track prototype progression (acceleration of maturity and scaling) of prototypes in different 

contexts.  

With this first longitudinal industrial Ph.D. study on industrial hackathons as strategic stages for 

short-term and for long-term digital prototyping practices that have deep impacts on business and 

organizational setups, we hope to trigger more in-depth hackathon-based research for other 

prototyping processes and practices, as well: like for example sprints vs hackathons /What works 

better and under which circumstances? 
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Appendix I: Hackathon’s Glossary of Terms 

In the Table 21 below, the “Glossary of Terms” is including definitions of terms, abbreviations 

and labels, as well as coding notations used in this PhD Thesis: 

Table 21: Glossary of terms 

Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

acceleratory  

(prototyping 

processes) 

Short-term [aST] 

(prototyping 

processes) 

In this PhD Thesis, acceleratory (prototyping) processes 

are short-termed digital innovation prototyping processes 

that are bringing forward the “hands-on” technical 

(software/hardware-related) prototypes during a 

hackathon. The outcomes of these acceleratory processes 

are usually a more mature (or sometimes a better 

integrated) digital prototype (in a certain 

application/system context). 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

AM Generative 

Manufacturing, 

3D prototyping 

(narrow meaning) 

“Additive Manufacturing (AM) is an automated 

technique for direct conversion of 3D Computer-Aided 

Design data into physical objects using a variety of 

approaches.” (p.3) 

(Gebhardt 2012) 

(Eyers and Potter 

2017) 

AMT Industrial 

Prototyping, 

Fast 

experimentation 

Additive Manufacturing Technologies = 

In manufacturing technology, the AMT is one of the 3 

important pillars including all industrial designs and new 

product development (NPD) processes from Rapid 

Prototyping (RP) up to direct digital manufacturing 

(DDM) processes. The NPD processes here are referring 

mainly to fast experimentation over low tech prototypes 

incl. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) simulation for 

testing new physical forms and parts or shapes of the 

envisioned industrial products. 

(Gebhardt 2012) 

(Eyers and Potter 

2017) 

AQTap Intelligent 

Grundfos water 

kiosk connected 

to the water 

network 

Grundfos intelligent mini-grid of water kiosks connected 

to the local water supply, incl. cashless payment of water 

supply. The AQTap product has been implemented in 

many applications to sustainable water supply in Africa 

and has received in 2018 the UN Sustainable Product 

Award. It uses the analytics developed in 

GrundfosHacks2016 by Team 2: BigData Dorm in the 

hackathons H1 and H2 described in the longitudinal case 

study in Chapter 6. 

AQTap is here our example of an end-to-end digital 

business (solution) implementation as high-impact 

implemented outcome, by using a series of 4x hackathons 

(H1-H2 and two POST-hacks) over a 9 months period 

until the final implementation scaling with 200 customers 

in Kenia in April 2017.  

in the PhD Thesis 

(Chapter 6)  

https://www.grundfos.

com/products/find-

product/aqtap.html 

(retrieved: 

11.12.2019) 

[aha] [aha-effects] 

[label] 

Aha-Effects are “insights” in a person’s mind that we can 

observe during a hackathon or any creative workshop and 

meetings. People having an “aha-moment” are triggered 

by certain “gamma waves” that are leading to cognitive 

processes of higher-level insights in their brains. 

Originally in 2014, we were interested to understand 

when and under which circumstances these [aha] effects 

are happening in hackathons. 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

 

[AreaExp] [label] Area of Expertise (of an interviewed driver or hackathon 

participant)  

in the PhD Thesis 

 

BD  Business Development Unit (in Grundfos) in the PhD Thesis 

BMI  Business Model Innovation in the PhD Thesis 

BS  Building Services (business segment in Grundfos) in the PhD Thesis 

https://www.grundfos.com/products/find-product/aqtap.html
https://www.grundfos.com/products/find-product/aqtap.html
https://www.grundfos.com/products/find-product/aqtap.html
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

[business] or 

business 

contextual [label]  referring to contextual “business-related” (drivers or 

mechanisms), which in our case study are tangible 

business processes, activities or impl. Outcomes related 

to POST-business implementations that we could track 

after the GrundfosHacks in POST Phase 4 (as a short-

term business) or POST Phase 5 (as long-term business) 

during the qualitative study. 

in the PhD Thesis 

[businessO] examples: 

[implO] 

[orgaO] 

Contextual driver 

[label]  

Business Outcome: This is a tangible POST-outcome 

from the GrundfosHacks which could be tracked from 

our data as being implemented and having a concrete 

effect on the Grundfos digital business contexts.  

in the PhD Thesis 

[labeling] 

 

CAD CAD Computer-Aided Design  

CBS  i.) Copenhagen Business School (CBS)  

ii.) within the Grundfos corporate context, CBS was 

referring to the business development segment called 

“Commercial Building Services”. 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

to code to hack (an 

SW/HW solution) 

to program a certain solution 

to design a certain solution to a problem along with 

coding the prototype or demo for that solution 

in the PhD Thesis 

Code sprints Codefest, code 

fest, code festival 

Are referring others to coding a specific application (Gerard Briscoe and 

Mulligan 2014) 

[coding notation] [coding notation] 

vs [label] 

The [coding notation] is referring to the process of 

labeling of metadata (of the files themselves). For 

example, the PRE, DUR and POST, I (interviews) and 

M(meetings), etc. are rather “coding notations”. The 

[label] is used for hand-coded labels we have used in the 

PhD Thesis to label the transcribed text files. We 

invented a certain systematic for both these coding 

processes that can be used from now on to label all data 

taken along the whole hackathon life cycle. 

in the PhD Thesis 

[collab] collaboration 

[label] 

Label referring to “collaboration” or interaction 

process(es) that are discussed or relevant during the 

prototyping processes in hacks. 

in the PhD Thesis 

contextual or 

context-related 

(drivers and 

mechanisms) 

[business] and 

[orga]-related 

(drivers or 

mechanisms) 

syn. contextual 

drivers (or 

mechanisms) 

In this PhD study, we are focusing only on t two 

contextual drivers (or contextual mechanisms): the digital 

[business]-related drivers (e.g. people, NPD processes, 

business-related activities, and impl.outcomes) and 

complex [orga] organizational mechanisms (e.g. 

organizational processes, new organizational units, work 

methods, etc.)  

Note: The abstract terms “drivers” and “mechanisms” are 

used only in the context of this PhD Thesis as quasi-

synonyms. 

See also time-relational drivers (or mechanisms) 

in the PhD Thesis 

[CustProd] [P7] 

 

in GF [P7]  

[label] 

  

[D] 

 

The driver of a 

hackathon team  

 

 

Connotation (or a word) is a linguistic term referring to 

“the associated or secondary meaning of a word or 

expression in addition to its explicit or primary meaning 

(denotation or reference)” (www.dictionary.com) It is 

used only in certain contexts (cultural, social, emotional, 

etc.) and can change more often that the primary 

(objective) meaning of the word.  

(Example) The term hackathon has lots of connotations 

depending on the communities and contexts in which it is 

used (Watters 2012). The more emergent a term is, the 

more connotations it can have. During this PhD Study, 

we collected around 40 different connotations for the 

terms hackathon, hacks, hacking all referring to very 

different processes and outcomes.  

Examples:  

ConnotationWordNet: 

(Kang et al. 2014)  

connotation frames 

(Rashkin, Singh, and 

Choi 2016) 

 

 

„Designing Education 

Hackathons“ (Watters 

2012) 

 

 

http://www.dictionary.com/
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

Data Types [coding notation] “Culture Hacks are hackathons focused on arts and 

culture for the creation of innovative prototypes by 

creating new collaborations across arts, technologies and 

creative industries. “  

Note: In this industrial PhD Thesis, we are investigating 

“industrial hackathons” in large corporate domains. The 

hacks constructs and the requirements (impl./prototyping 

processes, as well as the expected outcomes) are 

different, therefore we speak here from another “format” 

or “artifact” as a hackathon.  

(Gerard Briscoe and 

Mulligan 2014) 

Design Thinking  Customer Product or [P7] = is the Grundfos marked as 

[P7] standardized industrial product development phase 

for NPD. Our generic label [implP]= (implementation 

product) is referring to one of these product business 

development phases in Grundfos: P1-P8 (industrial 

standard product maturity phases), see also [implProduct] 

or [ImplP] 

in the PhD Thesis 

DCO [coding notation] “Drivers” = are in charge of the formation of challenges 

and teams in the preparatory (PRE) phase of a hackathon. 

They are also briefing all participants, keeping the teams 

“bonded” and motivated (DUR) during the hacks, and 

usually also “pitching” the solutions during and after the 

hack. We have followed only the drivers and 

management deciders of certain departments after the 

hacks (see extended POST-Phase in Chapter 6)  

The label [D] for “drivers” we used the first time in the 

GatesenseHacks (Chapter 5) and later in the corporate 

GrundfosHacks (Chapter 6). 

in the PhD Thesis 

see Appendix II: D 

Notations 

DDD [coding notation] Qualitative content formats used for labeling and 

structuring the data collection: PRE_I (=preparatory 

interview), PRE_M(=preparatory meeting), reftalk 

(=reflexive talks as cross-reflexive discussion session 

between teams) 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

DI DI New customer-driven and solution-oriented innovation 

method that speeds up collaborative back and forth 

prototyping of complex solutions. First time used by 

IDEO and Stanford d.school ((Plattner, Mienel, and 

Leifer 2011) 

(Meinel and Leifer 

2011) 

(Plattner, Leifer, and 

Meinel 2014) 

[D] Driver D [label] : 

referring to a 

person in the 

hackathon 

Digital Commercial Offerings (Digitalization Team in 

Grundfos, 2017). DCO offerings were internal prototyped 

driven by the members of the DCO team 

in the PhD Thesis 

drivers (and 

mechanisms) 

see also 

“contextual 

drivers” 

Dynamic District Heating (Prototyping solution and the 

name of the Team1 in the corporate hackathons H1 and 

H2 conducted in Grundfos as GrundfosHacks) 

in the PhD Thesis 

DS Data sample Digital Innovation = this is including all creative, 

cognitive [prototyping and implementation] processes 

about creating new software outcomes, new digital 

infrastructure, new digital products and new digital 

services/solutions.   

Last literature review on digital innovation by Kohli and 

Melville, 2019) shows uneven coverage and diffusiveness 

of research streams on DI (scientometric/syst. lit.review) 

leads to 7 dimensions of an adapted theoretical 

framework: 1. initiation; 2.development; 

3.implementation; 4.exploitation; 5.the role of the 

external [OUT] competitive environment; 6.role of 

internal [IN] organizational environment; 7. product, 

service, and process outcomes 

(Nambisan, Lyytinen, 

and Song 2017) 

 

 

 

(Kohli and Melville 

2019) 

Looking for 

“oppositions” and 

“tensions” 
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

DSR DSR i.)As [D] labeled “drivers” are the most active 

participants in our longitudinal case study that have 

actively shaped the challenges and formation of teams of 

the two industrial hackathons under study. They have 

also contributed to the integration of the PRE, DUR, and 

POST outcomes into the later hackathons and products or 

processes in Grundfos business environments.  

See GrundfosHacks 

Data Handbook and 

movies 

DT DT If the term “drivers” is referring to abstract things such as 

processes, activities, or concrete solutions, such as 

prototypes and concrete implementations, then we are 

referring in this industrial PhD Thesis to very complex 

and specific “contextual drivers” (e.g. prototyping 

processes related to our hackathon contexts, requirements 

to these processes, short-term and long-term 

impl.Outcomes) 

Driving has here the connotation (implicated meaning) of 

“what we want to accelerate or to driver forward in a 

very short-time frame”. 

in the PhD Thesis 

DeT DeT Data Section Example: DS10 – Data Section 10 in the PhD Thesis 

DUR DUR 

[coding notation] 

Design Science Research (Hevner and 

Chatterjee 2010) 

Engaged 

Scholarship 

Participatory 

research method 

Digital Transformation (HBR 2015) 

Ethical hacking (original) 

penetration testing 

Design Thinking (Plattner, Leifer, and 

Meinel 2014) 

[E] exp. 

Expectations 

[E] = 

Expectations  

 

[PRE-E] = 

expectations 

before the hacks 

 

 

[DUR-E] = 

expectations 

during the hacks 

 

[POST-E] = 

expectations 

during the hacks 

During = referring to data collected during running 

phases of the hackathons or sessions during the 

hackathon day(s) 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

ext. = [OUT] External, OUT Engaged Scholarship is a participatory research and 

discussion method developed by Prof. Andrew Van De 

Ven. He uses to engage the informants of the research 

case [e.g. the Grundfos employees as hackathon 

participants] in self-reflexive methodical discussions for 

defining the research object [here: corporate hackathon] 

and the undergone processes [here: acceleratory 

prototyping and implementation processes] by 

themselves.  

(Van de Ven 2006) 

EWT  Ethical hackathons are original “penetration tests” to see 

if a certain application is secure or resilient enough.  

Ethical hacking, as a more generic term, is referring to all 

hackathons that are organized in teams and are looking 

for “positive” and growth-oriented solutions to an (eco-

system) problem, just like the GrundfosHacks in this PhD 

Thesis. 

(Chow 2011) 

Fast 

Experimentation 

FAST team In the PhD Thesis, the term “expectations” is used to 

refer to the Interview Protocol questions related to “what 

are the participants’ expectations from the hackathons?”; 

Expectations are here referring to the “expectation of the 

drivers” concerning concrete data and product-related 

in the Ph.D. Thesis 

 

 

see labeled files in 

Appendix IV  
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

resources, digital tools, platforms, data samples, skilled 

people, product experts and expected outcomes from 

different departments.  

We asked these questions in internal meetings, or have 

recorded them (with employees’ prior consent) in short 

semi-structured interviews. We used to follow along the 

hackathon life cycle same “drivers” [D] in PRE, 

DUR(ing), and POST interviews.  

“Expectations” are the expectations from the D on 

resources and outcomes of the industrial hackathons in 

which they are involved.  

 

FET POC (proof-of-

concept) team 

using rapid 

prototyping 

used for the external workforce, partners, and student in the PhD Thesis 

Generative 

Manufacturing 

Additive 

Manufacturing 

(AM) 

Emerging Water Technologies (business segment in 

Grundfos) 

in the PhD Thesis 

Green Hackathon GreenIT, 

SustainHacks 

Fast Experimentation is also a department in Grundfos 

that is building apps and MVP (Most viable products) for 

new digital product solutions or service ideas  

in the PhD Thesis 

GF Grundfos FET= Fast Experimentation Team = rapid prototyping of 

early software solutions (mockup/demo, POS, and MVP). 

FET is an interdisciplinary team within R&T in Grundfos 

that is taking care of rapid and “early stages of new 

product development, e.g., starting from POC (proof-of-

concept) up to MVP (Minimum Viable Product)  

in the PhD Thesis 

Grundfos One of the largest 

Danish water 

pump companies  

“Generative Manufacturing” refers to additive 

manufacturing fabrication processes as the way of adding 

material to create a 3-dimensional physical part.  

(Gebhardt 2012) 

GWC Term used first 

time by PD1 

(PD3) in [1040] 

A4.7.  

H2-refltalk 

“Green Hackathon is an international series of coding 

events with sustainability purpose. “ (sustainability 

hacks) 

(Zapico Lamela et al. 

2013) 

H1, H2 First (H1) and 

second (H2)  

GrundfosHack 

2016 

Abbreviation used internally in Grundfos to refer to 

Grundfos company or to the Grundfos brand  

in the PhD Thesis 

 

to hack 

 

to code = to 

program a new 

solution 

Grundfos has been founded in 1945 in Bjerringbro, 

Denmark. With 19 000 employees, 86 companies and 

locations 70+ countries is Grundfos one of the largest 

water pumps manufacturer worldwide. The revenue of 

the company is about 5, 2 Bil. EUR/year (2018) 

www.grundfos.com 

 

Hackathon 

(definitions 

online) 

Wikipedia 

retrieved 10 June 

2019:  

https://en.wikiped

ia.org/wiki/Hacka

thon 

Grundfos Working Culture = PD1 together with PD3 are 

proposing after H2 to CDO a concept for GWC that is 

included later on in the Digital Transformation Agenda 

2020. Here hackathon in Grundfos is becoming the “new 

way of working”: “Hackathons are the enabler for 

“digital transformation” and SPEED is the GATE to 

COLLABORATION”[PD1] 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

Hackathon Hack(s), hack 

fest, hack day,  

Coding 

summit/event,  

 

The two interrelated hackathons H1 and H2 have been 

conducted within Grundfos industrial corporate 

environment, with a distance of 3 months from each other 

(H1: 24 Feb. 2016 and H2: 5-6April 2016). These two 

hackathons are seen as “hackathon chains” or 

interconnected hackathons, as they have the same 

industrial context, same challenges and number of teams, 

almost the same resources, and the same team drivers 

(Chapter 6) 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

http://www.grundfos.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hackathon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hackathon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hackathon
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

Hackathon chain connected 

hackathons 

 

example H1+H2 

in (Chapter 6) 

A “hack” or “to hack” is referring to designing and 

programming as a better solution to a problem. This new 

prototype of the envisioned solution has to be produced 

in the given hackathon time (usually very short) frame. 

A given time frame (usually 1-2 days): “we hack it now!” 

(urgency and high practicality, like e.g. focus on concrete 

integration of the outcomes to the problem) 

“Hacking” is here used more in the practical 

(programming-related) and the exploratory sense (“while 

finding a new solution”). (Lewis-Kraus 2015) “The new 

numbers: the New York Times”: “the term these days is 

used anywhere people congregate with the expectation of 

getting something vaguely machine-oriented done in a 

room” 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

 

 

 

 

Hackathon 

circuits 

A related term to 

“hackathon 

chains”  

hackathon (also known as a hack 

day, hackfest or codefest) “is a design sprint-like event in 

which computer programmers and others involved 

in software development, including graphic 

designers, interface designers, project managers, and 

others, often including domain experts, collaborate 

intensively on software projects. The goal of a hackathon 

is to create usable software or hardware with the goal of 

creating a functioning product by the end of the event.” 

2015 (retrieved first time)  

both terms 

“hackathon” and 

“sprint” are here not 

clearly defined 

 

Hackathon 

constructs 

[HackConstr]  A hackathon is a short-term 1-2 days to one week 

collaborative prototyping event with at least 2 teams 

competing on solving one or a number of pre-set 

challenges. 

”Hackathon is an event in which designers, graphic 

designers and project managers, collaborate intensively 

over a short period of time on software projects.” (Gerard 

Briscoe and Mulligan 2014) 

Some hackathon definitions quotes collected from 

different sources: “A hackathon is a hands-on 

“experienced collaborative prototyping” event (Bogers 

and Horst 2014a);  

“A hackathon is “a contest to pitch, program and present” 

(Gerard Briscoe and Mulligan 2014) 

Hackathon = “problem-focused computer programming 

events with people/teams producing a prototype/demo of 

the solution is a very short time”  

[In IS academic communities] :“Hackathons are in fact 

like participatory events with production of a concrete 

SW/HW-related outcome”(2016)..,”just another 

crowdsourcing event”(2016) 

Term used in this way 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

 

(Gerard Briscoe and 

Mulligan 2014) 

 

(Bogers and Horst 

2014a) 

 

Hackathon as 

stage 

hackathon room = 

incl. stage(s) 

prototyping 

processes/teams,  

hack stage(s),  

 

Two or several hackathons connected in having almost 

the same or a similar challenge(s), almost the same 

drivers or participants, the same team configurations, etc. 

They are usually maturing a certain solution that has been 

already designed in the previous hackathon.  

Corporate hackathons tend to be “connected” and let 

solutions mature in this way, as they are organized and 

initiated mostly by the same challenge drivers. 

 

In open domains, of the hackathon are “chained” then we 

observe how the same teams come into place and they 

pitch almost the same solutions. The prototypes are in 

this case showing the same hackathon patterns as in the 

prior event.  

in this PhD Thesis 

Hackfest Hackathon, hack 

fest, hacking 

festival (2014), 

Repeated attendance to hackathons 

“Hackathon circuits offer an itinerary of events for 

networking with the technology sector.” 

(Gerard Briscoe and 

Mulligan 2014) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_sprint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_programmer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphic_designer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphic_designer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_interface_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_manager
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

hack days, coding 

summit, codefest 

HCI HCI (special use 

as notation in this 

PhD Thesis)  

hackathons constructs are referring to the hackathon-as 

stage (the hack room itself) + staging processes 

(PRE/DUR/POST prototyping and implementation 

processes: as hackathon value creation life cycle) + 

implemented hackathon outcomes [impl. O]  

in this PhD Thesis 

High-Impact 

Industrial 

Hackathons 

Implementation-

driven hacks  

“prototyping on stage” or referring to “hackathon as 

stage(process)” (hack stages) these are the “hackathon 

room”, where people meet in place during the hackathon 

days, to design, program, and present their solutions in a 

very short time on the “event stage”. The “hackathon as a 

stage” is the overall prototyping (a solution) and not 

referring only to the end-and “most tensed” performance 

part, which is the “pitching on stage” of the outcome. 

Usually, a Jury or other teams members are giving 

feedback to the designed solutions to the overall “stage 

performance”, including prototyping process, pitching, 

team performance and quality of the prototypes and of all 

the outcomes. In corporate environments, these hack 

stages are used for validation of a certain new business 

solutions before they are going to be presented to the 

higher management or as demo to a cycle of potential 

customers. 

in this PhD Thesis 

HW HW referring to series of hackathons happening in parallel 

and often in the same place that are lasting usually longer 

than 2 days, incl. a larger number of participants and not 

necessarily inter-related challenges (e.g. IoT Week 

Hackfest that we have conducted in 2014 in London, see 

Chapter 5, Gatesense Pilot Study) 

 

ID ID Human-Computer Interaction or Human-Computer 

Interface (depending on context); In coding examples, 

HCI has been used in this Thesis sometimes also to refer 

for its subdomains such as User Interaction (UI), UX 

(User Experience), Interaction Design, Front-End Design, 

ea. 

in this PhD Thesis 

IIoT Industrial Internet, 

Industry 4.0 

The term used first time in the Gatesense hackathons 

[OUT domain] which has emerged in Grundfos corporate 

domain during the period of this industrial PhD case 

study investigation, because more and more the 

hackathon drivers (from Aug 2014 - Aug 2017) have 

started to use it in their own business and orga contexts.  

High-Impact hacks have can have usually longer-term 

sustainability-driven challenges and are used as strategic 

tools to streamline the overall processes of digital 

innovation solutions in the direction of more sustainable 

business solutions for the environment and society.  

in this PhD Thesis 

Impact  (here) 

implementation-

driven impact 

Hardware  

IMP.ACT 

methodology 

= 

IMP.ACT 

Framework 

(Chapter 8) 

 

 

IMP.ACT = 

Implementation-

in-Action 

Referring here to the unique ID = Identification number 

that we have given to each file data source, to refer 

easily, in the PhD Thesis, to these data files.  

 

ID can be used in general to refer to the field of research 

called “Interaction Design”, but we tried to use this 

abbreviation in this PhD Thesis.  

in this PhD Thesis 

IMPACT Hack  

 

“IMPACT of a 

Hackathon Day” 

Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)  

 

(Kiel, Arnold, and 

Voigt 2017) 
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

Indirect 

prototyping 

process 

Indirect Rapid 

Prototyping 

Process,   

Secondary 

Rapid Prototyping 

Process 

!IMPACT = without the DOT it is referring the overall 

“impact” of the prototyping process or the hackathon day  

In this PhD Thesis, the term referring to the 

implementation or integration impact of the prototype(s) 

(from the hackathon) into concrete industrial context(s). 

The more contexts the outcome is directly implemented, 

the higher is its impact. 

The higher the “practicality in different contexts, the 

scalability and the digital maturity focii” (= the overall 

IMPACT) of the prototyped solutions, the more 

successful has been the conducted hackathon. 

in this PhD Thesis 

Industrial 

Hackathons  

Industrial 

challenge-driven 

hackathons 

 

IMP.ACT Methodology (Implementation-in-Action) or 

IMP.ACT Framework has been developed in during this 

industrial PhD study (Chapter 8). It is a stepwise practical 

way to analyze, evaluate, map and strategically plan the 

prototyping and implementation processes through 

hackathon chains in different contexts [IN/OUT, 

open/corporate] according to the progression of maturity 

and scalability of their prototyped outcomes and their 

digital embeddedness in large contexts. IMP.ACT 

activities can be tracked and analyzed progressively using 

different (here discussed: Chapter 7 and 8) time-

relational and contextual drivers or mechanisms as 

dynamic value metrics.  

The methodology 

developed in this PhD 

Thesis (see Chapter 8)  

Innovation 

contests 

Innovation 

summits 

contests, summits, 

tech days, 

techfests, tech 

summits 

“We define the IMPACT of the hackathon by the size of 

the opportunities multiplied by the size of the maturity of 

innovation multiplied by the feasibility of the prototyped 

solution…” (Jury of the first GrundfosHack H1-DUR-

refltalk)   

The term emerging 

during the 

GrundfosHacks 2016 

[I] Interview 

[coding notation] 

“Indirect prototyping is copying- or follow-up 

implementation processes for making the product ready 

for real production chain fabrication. They are more 

business and cost planning related and not concrete layer-

based prototype fabrication processes (direct prototyping) 

and therefore not seen as Additive Manufacturing direct 

processes. e.g. different variations in color and 

transparency, higher and lower lever prototyping.” 

In the GrundfosHacks the hackathon teams are including 

also the business-related “indirect prototyping” processes 

as “feasibility costs” in their business models design and 

presentation along with “direct prototyping” of 

requirements & functionalities of the new digital 

solution. 

(Gebhardt 2012) 

impl. Implementation 

[label] 

 

Industrial Hackathons are industrial-challenge(s) driven 

rapid prototyping events (ca. 1-2 days) along with 

business models and business process innovation sessions 

for testing new digital industrial prototypes and solutions 

and/or solving complex internal challenges in industrial 

settings. 

Industrial hackathons can be conducted in open settings 

(like in Chapter 5: Gatesense hacks) or in corporate 

settings (like in Chapter 6. GrundfosHacks) or have 

mixed formats (IN/OUT, like Team T2 in H2, 

GrundfosHacks), but they have to have at least one 

challenge that is given by the industrial stakeholders 

involved in the hackathon.  

in this PhD Thesis, 

POST-Definition 

given by employees 

as participants to the 

GrundfosHacks  

[implProd] 

[implP] 

Implemented 

Product Phases 

Are often open crowdsourcing events with teams in place 

working pre-defined challenges by the sponsors of the 

event. They are hosted and organized by large 

companies, open innovation hubs and/or by universities 

to let young students, experts or startups contribute with 

(Bullinger, Hoffmann, 

and Leimeister 2011) 
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Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

new ideas. The teams are often coding and pitching new 

solutions. Innovation summits belong to the first 

generation of open hackathons (see Chapter 3)  

[implO] 

 

Implemented 

Outcomes 

 

[I] = Interview 

[PRE_I] = preparatory interviews, taken before the hacks; 

[DUR_I] = short interviews during the hacks 

[POST_I] = POST interviews taken at different points 

after the hacks 

in the PhD Thesis 

IN internal = inside a 

company 

(referring to 

corporate 

domains) 

 

Referring to implementation processes that can be of 

operational, technical, as well as organizational nature 

in the PhD Thesis 

IND industrial 

 

implProduct = implementation product process phase  

P1-P8 (industrial standard product maturity phases) 

see also ScaleUp-Prototype [scaleProt]=[P4], 

[CustProd/P7] (Customer Product) 

in the PhD Thesis 

IN M internal meeting 

 

Implemented outcomes = are prototypes, new processes,, 

deliverables or insights & learnings gained during the 

GrundfosHacks (hH1, H2) and implemented in business 

or/and organizational contexts in Grundfos later on.  

in the PhD Thesis 

[inno] Innovation 

[label] 

IN refers to internal teams, only internal employees 

Internal or “Inside Grundfos” (as opposed to 

OUT=external, outside Grundfos) 

in the PhD Thesis 

IoT IoT Industrial Pumps (business segment in Grundfos) 

Could be also referring to the “industrial pump expert” 

who was involved in the GrundfosHack H2.  

in the PhD Thesis 

IS IS Internal Meeting (in Grundfos usually about 30 min long) in the PhD Thesis 

KPI  Label referring to “innovation” process or a certain 

innovation topic discussed during the hackathons 

in the PhD Thesis 

[labeling] 

[label] 

[label] vs. 

[coding notation] 

Internet of Things  

LAN parties 

(2014) 

Jams, (open 

solution) hacks, 

art of hosting  

Information Systems (Krcmar 2015) 

[M] [coding notation] Key Process Indicator  

“marathon” time  

 

hackathon In this PhD Thesis we invented and applied two different 

systematics of “labeling” data. The [label] or [labeling] 

process is referring to the labels we have used for the 

hand coding of the transcribed text data (in the texts). 

These labels are context dependent here in this PhD study 

and have the role to label certain process prototyping 

streams or certain recurrent topics or links that are 

relevant to short the types of “contextual drivers” (here 

referring to business [business] and organizational [orga] 

drivers and mechanisms) 

See also “coding notation” 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

maturity [maturity] Term 

often used in the 

POST internal 

interviews and in 

the corporate 

hackathons in 

Grundfos  

Local area network (LAN) parties for technology and 

gaming enthusiasts with compatible game consoles and 

fancy computer infrastructure to stick together and play 

intensely overnight. 

[often used for] design jams, games jams and music jams 

(Gerard Briscoe and 

Mulligan 2014) 

NDA  [M] = Meetings 

[PRE_M] = preparatory meetings that have been 

conducted before the hacks; 

in the PhD Thesis 
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Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

[DUR_I] = short recordings of the small sub-teams 

discussions recorded during the hacks 

[POST_M] = POST meetings including only participants 

involved in the hacks and their discussions about the 

implementations of hacks outcomes in concrete business 

and organizational contexts  

NPD NPD accelerated, collaborative processes up to the limit; 

Hackers love to challenge themselves and to get 

challenged (high agility and resiliency mechanisms are 

the essence of “hacking experience”. Creating a better 

world, here creating better digital artifacts by solving 

concrete problems of immediate urgency and relevance.) 

new words referring to different types of hacks: 

markathon  

(= marketing hackathon); paperathon (at ICIS writing a 

paper in 1 ½ days); climathon (a hackathon on climate 

change issues) 

(Gerard Briscoe and 

Mulligan 2014) 

OI OI Ideation, conceptualization/Mockups, demo, implProcess 

(implementation process): P1-P8 (industrial standard. 

process maturity phases) 

implProduct (implementation product):P1-P8 

(industrial standard. product maturity phases) 

ScaleUp-Prototype (P4), CustProd (Customer Product)  

term used in 

GrundfosHacks and in 

this industrial PhD 

Thesis 

[orgaO] orgaOutcome Non-Disclosure Agreement = document signed during 

the employment as industrial PhD student in Grundfos, 

not to disclosed data from the hackathons;  

Beside the NDA agreements with GF, we gave the 

highest priority and care not to disclose any data that 

could harm the employees, participants, as well as 

Grundfos business and organizational forms in any ways.  

in the PhD Thesis 

OSS OSS New Product Development  

OUT external, outside 

corporate 

environment 

Open Innovation  

  Organizational outcome: This is a tangible outcome that 

the hacks outcomes have been implemented into the 

Grundfos organizational context. 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

[P] 

participatory 

(prototyping 

processes) = 

Scale-Up impl. 

Process 

[P] = 

participatory (= 

[scale] processes) 

 

 

Open Source Software  

paradigmatic 

(relations) 

Time-related 

relationships in 

hackathon chains 

OUT refers to external partners in the hackathons 

OUTSIDE (external) to Grundfos working environment 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

[P] 

Participatory  

[P] = SCALING 

impl. process 

(see TAP 

Framework) 

 

 

  

PD PD See [P] participatory (processes) in the PhD Thesis 

 

PD1-PD5 participant drivers 

 

Time-related connections of challenges, drivers, 

resources, processes and outcomes in hackathon chains, 

e.g. maturing of a prototype from H1 to H2, also scaling 

and maturing of a certain implementation after the 

hackathon, like the DDD unit 

 

in the PhD Thesis 
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Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

“Paradigmatic” is a linguistic term from Ferdinand De 

Saussure (the father of modern and formal linguistics) 

referring to time-related (substitutional) variations of 

process relations occurring as change or fusion processes 

over a longer period of time  

(as opposed to syntagmatic relations); 

PRE Preparatory 

[coding notation] 

Referring here to implementational prototyping processes 

at-scale, meaning for example the prototype 

implementation or testing during hackathon time is 

focusing on enlarging the number of customers or users 

or the integration of the prototype in 200 different 

customers’ contexts at the same time. In Grundfos 

industrial contexts is the early consideration of the 

“scale-Up” participatory (prototyping) processes over a 

high number of digital pump ecosystems or digital 

services very important especially in large-scale B2B 

Grundfos applications with waterworks or industrial 

pumps customers, as well as in the B2B building 

facilities sector. 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

[--PRE-E]  

 

[label] Participatory Design, but here we use is as [label] to refer 

to PD =participant drivers( in a hack) see below 

(Sanders and Stappers 

2008) 

to prototype 

 

to implement a 

prototype out of a 

designed solution 

These are the notations (see Appendix II) of the 5x 

GrundfosHacks drivers of the challenges and of the teams 

(during the hackathons). Most active informants that we 

have followed during this PhD study over a period of 4 ½ 

years. 

in the PhD Thesis 

see Appendix II: 

Drivers Notations 

prototyping 

practice 

 “PRE” referring to data collected in the PREparatory 

phases of hackathons organization 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

prototyping 

process 

The accelerated 

process a “first 

trial” digital 

solution to a 

problem 

Negative feelings towards the outcomes of the hack, 

doubts regarding these long hours of work, concentration 

[label] used for the coding of transcribed data files 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

POST [coding notation] According to innovation studies, after planning, 

designing (conceptualizing) the next “maturity” stage of a 

solution is its implementation (as prototype) as concrete 

solution in a certain context. 

In hackathons, developers are using the verb “to 

prototype” to refer to “coding (= programming) a 

solution”: “Let’s prototype this now…” 

 

[R] Resource =data, 

tools, platforms, 

products, digital 

services and 

sometimes even 

people (external 

or internal) 

Prototyping practice follows a certain prototyping 

process or certain steps to reach to a certain prototype 

“maturity level” (= prototyped outcome). Hackathons and 

sprints are two different types of prototyping practices. 

Also design thinking is a more conceptual method of 

prototyping practice, while hackathons are more “coding-

driven” prototyping practices.  

in the PhD Thesis 

 

rapid 

manufacturing 

direct 

Manufacturing 

(for direct 3D 

printing of the 

physical product) 

i.)(originally) It is the accelerated maturation process 

(digital solution design, mockup, integration and testing) 

often including the practical “first trial” implementation 

of this POC (Proof-of-concept) solution.  

ii.)(more generic definition) The process of “trying out” a 

new solution in a very restrained context to see if this 

solution makes sense to the business people or companies 

involved.  

iii.)(In this industrial PhD Study) The “prototyping 

processes” are occurring in three different time-relational 

contexts: PRE[scoping] + DUR[staging] + POST[scaling] 

prototyping (including here: implementation) processes. 

iv.)(on stage: DUR-Hackathon Day) Here the prototyping 

processes refer to the ways the two teams have designed, 

in the PhD Thesis 
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implemented and pitched, especially how far they 

managed to increase the impact of the prototyped 

solutions for a certain context) He can map one prototype 

process per Team (T1) and challenge (C1), same to T2, 

C2 In our case H1 and H2 have two prototyping 

[STAGE] processes running in parallel during the 

hackathon day. 

v.)The POST-prototyping processes are referring only to 

implementation processes in a certain [business] or [orga] 

contexts. Here we found out that in business and in orga 

contexts, we have to deal with two types of temporal 

process implementations in parallel: the short-term 

[st](Outcomes[O], implProcesses) and the long-term [lt] 

(implProcesses and Outcomes).  

rapid prototyping 

(RP) 

fast 

experimentation 

(FET) team 

 

POST referring to data collected in the POST-preparatory 

phases after the hackathons organization  

in the PhD Thesis 

refltalks [coding notation] “Resources” that have been used in the hackathons H1 

and H2 (Chapter 6). We focus here mainly on a few types 

of resources that are contributing to the prototyping 

experience or are bounded to the prototype as outcomes. 

in the PhD Thesis 

RQ 

 

research question Rapid manufacturing is the final application level in 

Additive Manufacturing that summarizes all processes 

that deliver final products or final parts that need to be 

assembled to become a product. 

(Gebhardt 2012) 

RQ Focus  RP is an early area of prototyping a new product in NPD 

in industrial manufacturing. With the advent of digital 

innovation, the area of rapid prototyping is including 

more and more only “rapid prototyping of software 

solutions” is are seen as print-like hackathons 

(S. H. Thomke 1998) 

 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

RT  Reflexive Talks is a cross-team discussion that has been 

used as “engaged method” in GrundfosHacks (Chapter 6) 

as DUR-POST part right after the final pitch (end of the 

hack). Both teams are reflecting about how they can 

implement and use the results of hackathons within 

Grundfos business and organizational contexts. (see 

engaged scholarship) 

in the PhD Thesis 

Scale Up-

Prototype [P4] 

 [RQ]= (is one or several) research questions that are 

relevant to be answered during the course of this 

industrial PhD Thesis or Study.  

This abbreviation is mostly used in academic 

communities, e.g. at CBS 

in the PhD Thesis 

 

SDG SDG sustainable 

goals 

Research question focus in the PhD Thesis 

SoS SOS R&T= Research & Technology Department in Grundfos in the PhD Thesis 

sprint Hack (with one 

challenge and 

often one team)  

Is the P4 of the implProduct (implementation product 

phase referred to in Grundfos as [P1-P8] (= industrial 

standard. product maturity phases) 

See also implProduct and CustProd (Customer Product) 

in the PhD Thesis 

SW SW SDG = Sustainable Development Goals of United 

Nations (UN) 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300 

 

in the PhD Thesis 

Thesis we are 

working with 

InPPPAct of CREAM 

PPP, which are SDG 

driven by EIB (EU 

Investment Bank) 

SW dev SW dev. Systems-of-systems (term used in GrundfosHacks) in the PhD Thesis 

syntagmatic 

(relations) 

relationships in 

hackathon chains 

Sprints are similar short-termed as hackathons (from 1-2 

days to one week), but they are usually not competitional 

and have one-team-one-challenge. The focus is here to 

Sprints in open 

domains are also 

referring to small 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
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only “mature” or prepare a new product or solution to be 

promoted to the higher management for funding its 

further production or development in the company. [from 

the example of Vestas sprints for NPD (discussions with 

Finn Kollerup)] 

It several teams are working together in a “Sprint” they 

are usually working on “parts of the solution” and not on 

parallel of alternative solutions, like in a hack.  

hacks (Gerard Briscoe 

and Mulligan 2014) 

Referring to a shorter 

time-frame of intense 

programming or 

coding 

TAP FM TAP Framework 

[= transformatory-

accelerators-

participatory]  

Software  

TeamsConfig. [label] in Software development or software programming  

T1, T2 T = Team (in a 

hackathon] 

“Syntagmatic”= linguistic term from Ferdinand De 

Saussure referring here to sequential or linear prototyping 

process relations happening in larger industrial 

prototyping contexts; (as opposed to paradigmatic) 

in the PhD Thesis 

TI T&I 

 

(referring to the three types of prototyping processes in 

hacks) In this PhD Thesis, Transformatory-Acceleratory-

Participatory Framework has been identified as 

classification framework that is marking the transition 

from short-term and acceleratory digital innovation 

processes to scaling (“participatory”) business-oriented 

implementation processes along with long-term and 

change-oriented “transformatory” processes in larger 

corporate settings.  

in the PhD Thesis 

T-Skilled person T-skilled 

employee 

 

 in the PhD Thesis 

Topic  [topic] of a 

hackathon,  

Topicality of 

hacks,  

Topic-driven 

hackathon 

name(s) 

T1= Team 1 in the GrundfosHacks 

T2= Team 2 in the GrundfosHacks 

in the PhD Thesis 

transformatory 

(prototyping 

process) 

Long-term [lt] 

digitalization 

processes 

including 

complex digital 

change and digital 

transformation 

processes in 

[business], as well 

as in [orga] 

contexts 

New Naming of the old R&T Dept. [RT] into 

“Technology & Innovation Department“ in Grundfos 

after H1 

in the PhD Thesis 

typeHack The type or 

category of a 

certain hackathon 

The concept of T-shaped skills, or T-shaped persons is a 

metaphor used in job recruitment to describe the abilities 

of persons in the workforce. The vertical bar on the letter 

T represents the depth of related skills and expertise in a 

single field, whereas the horizontal bar is the ability to 

collaborate across disciplines with experts in other areas 

and to apply knowledge in areas of expertise other than 

one's own [Wikipedia] 

in the PhD Thesis 

[topic]  Topicalities of hackathons: Which topics do they belong 

too? Hackathons can include several topicalities and sub 

topicalities. The boundaries are sometimes blurring 

depending on the complexity of challenge designs. 

Examples of topics-driven hackathons:  

In this PhD Thesis 

(chapter3, see 

typology of 

hackathons)  
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Terms Abbreviations, 

Synonyms or 

similar terms 

Definition(s) Source 

green (environment, sustainability, GreenIT) hacks 

IT (digital, big data, infrastructures, digital services), 

space hacks, bIoTechnology and pharma hacks, business 

hacks (entrepreneurship, next ventures, business models, 

business services, startup weekend) industry hacks or 

industrial hackathons 

  In this PhD Thesis, we are referring to long-term digital 

transformation processes happening in large industrial 

contexts. They can include corporate and strategic 

organizational [orga] renewal processes, targeting e.g. 

Green IT infrastructures and sustainability-driven 

industrial production or totally new end-to-end supply 

and delivery services [business]. 

In this PhD Thesis 

UI  User Interaction (subdomain of Human-Computer 

Interaction) 

 

UX  User Experience (subdomain of Human-Computer 

Interaction) 

 

VP  Vice President  

WU  Water utility (business segment)  

  

.   
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Appendix II: Drivers Notations 

To further protect the privacy of our hackathon drivers, the following notations have been used in 

all transcriptions of this PhD Thesis. The notations are categorizing the informants according to 

their role in the hackathons study: hackathon drivers (PD= participant driver), participants (PT), 

management executives (M, OM, PJM), observers (O), external Grundfos partners (Ext), and 

students (S).  

Table 22: Drivers notation for this industrial PhD Thesis 

Notation Dept. in GF Gatesense and other hacks GrundfosHacks 

H1 H2 

PD1  BS, Connect Gatesense driver, POST_I (H2) 

(made recordings of the pitches in 

Canniballing games), IoT week 2014 and 

2019 driver 

PRE-M 

H 1 (No show) 

Canniballing 

games D 

T01 

DUR_short_I 

PD2 BS, Connect Only in BM team in Gatesense H1 T1 (DDD) D 

PRE_M, POST_I 

No show 

(POST_I) 

PD3 IT (collab) PRE-M : had no idea about hackathons 

Winner of Canniballing games with 

SOLATIO (T2); POST: Driver of the IoT, 

BigDataLab (1-3 hacks/month) 

T2, PRE_I 

DUR_I, POST_I 

T2 

POST_I  

PD4 IT 

(architect) 

SmartWatch POST-Hack IN-Production T2 D , PRE_I, 

DUR_I, POST_I 

T2 

POST_I 

PD5 R&T (TI) Pump technology expert T1 (DDD) driver 

PRE_M 

T1 

DUR_I 

PT6 BS BS, DDD expert (large water pumps 

expert) 

T1 

POST_I 

T1 (short time) 

+IND(observer)  

PT7 R&T (FET) GO (app) T1, POST_I T1 

PT8 BS (IT) BS strategy IT Projects T2, DUR_M T2 

PT9 R&T (FET) GO (app) T1 No show 

PT10 D&E no show no no 

PT11 IT Admin of AarhusDormITInfrastructure T2 T2 

PT12 IT  T2, DUR_M T2, DUR_I 

Ext1 MS  T2 T2 

Ext2 MS  T2 T2 

ExtS3 Student   T1 T1 

JUMPERS    

ExtS4 RT (student) Photographer, designer, took recordings  No show 

ExtS5 RT  Student : Open innovation Master  No show 

I (Ina)  Connect, RT 

(TI) 

Researcher, Organizer of Gatesense Hacks 

[OUT] and GrundfosHacks [IN] 

  

JURY (H1)    

M01 DT, Board 

of Directors 

Has embedded the hacks H1 and H2 in the 

DT GF Strategy 

(Opening, Jury) No show but 

used the 

outcomes over 

PD1, PD3 

M02 CEO GF DT and SDG Agenda 2020   

OM1 VP Innov  

RT(TI) 

DT agenda 2020 driver 

GF Digitalization Days 2017 (1 year)  

OM No show 

POST_I (1 year)  

OM2 RT Core technologies Group Not involved Not involved 
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OM3 RT Fluid mechanics (Computer Vision)  

learnings in data analytics 

No show OM (AQTap D) 

PJ RT (TI) Supervisor  Jury, PRE_I, 

PRE_M 

No show, 

POST_I 

PJM1 Head of 

Research 

Manager Jury, PRE_M 

DUR_I, POST_I 

No show 

POST_I (1 year) 

PJM2 FET (RT) Head of FET, super motivated to use hacks 

in GF 

Jury 

 

T1 (DDD) 
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Appendix III: Data Handbook for 

GrundfosHacks2016 

This Data Handbook is listing all primary data files (including details) that have been included in 

the longitudinal case study about the two corporate GrundfosHacks H1 (24.02.2016) and H2 (5-

6.04.2016) described in Chapter 6 of this Thesis. The data samples (DS) A.3.1. - A3.5. below are 

organized in chronological order in this PhD Thesis. The tables below are listing the data files 

with details included in the database about the type of recording, length, and date, as well as lines 

transcribed, etc. We are giving here only a portion of these details that we have originally included 

in describing our data sources. The “ID = Data Source” (first row) is the file ID, in case we refer 

to this file in the PhD Thesis. In this way, we don’t need to refer to the informant directly. The 

transcribed and hand coded data files will be available to the PhD Assessment Committee through 

the PhD Supervisors at CBS.  

A3.0. Data statistics and pre-processing of data samples 

In the following chapter, we give an overview of the total amount of transcribed and hand-coded 

data files. The following Table 23 is giving an overview of how the data samples have been 

structured so far in chronological order of their collection and data analysis for different parts of 

this PhD study: 

Table 23: PrimaryDataStatistics@GrundfosHacks-Overview 

 DS Data Sample 
(DS) 

Details/Purpose of study Statistics 

A3.1. DS10 

[GrundfosH

acks 

Qualitative 

Study] 

 

Relevant for 

Chapter 6 

 

Included are 

here all 

Interviews 

with 

Grundfos 

employees, 

some of the 

recorded 

FOCUS on RQ1: How are Grundfos employees, managers, and 

hackathon drivers defining hackathons constructs (hackathon 

definitions + prototyping process and implemented hacks 

outcomes)? How are these terms emerging along with the 

hackathons' H1 and H2 life cycles (divided here into 5x 

phases)? 

Here below are the statistics in total hours (h) and minutes 

(min) of transcribed and hand-coded lines of data Transcribed 

and hand-coded data:  

1. Phase1 [PRE-H1: 3h 21min, 1706 lines]: 8xPRE_I 

[1h32min, 820 lines]+ 

8xPRE_M [1h49min,886lines] 

2. Phase2 [DUR-H1POSTrelftalk/Dinner:  

[1h 8min, 537 lines] (with Jury) 

13xH1DUR-POSTrefltalks (with Jury) :  

[33min, 232 lines] “3DxImpact of the day definition”[ID: 

85% of the qualitative data 

study over H1 and H2 

transcribed and hand-coded 

 

TOTAL:  

94x data files 

ca.9 hours recorded 

video(audio material), 3264 

lines transcribed 

(85%internal I+M + 

15% corporate videos) 

 

Phase1: 3h 21min, 1706 lines 

Phase2: 1h 8min, 537 lines 

Phase3:  39 min, 221 lines 

 

Included are the POST DS: 
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meetings, 

reflexive 

talks during 

the 

hackathons 

H2 and H2 

1019]  

6xH1DURdinner[36 min, 305 lines] 

3. Phase3 [DUR-H2POSTrelftalk (no Jury) 

[39 min, 221 lines]9xH2DUR-POSTrefltalks 

Included in this study is also the extended POST qualitative 

study under A3.5. (see Phase 4 and Phase 5)  

Phase4[A3.5.]: 3h 15min, 800 

lines  

Phase5[A3.5.]: 3h 30min, 
keywords 

A3.2. External 

semi-

structured 

Interviews 

[OUT] about 

hacks in open 

domains,  

 

Relevant for 

the 

Taxonomy 

Evaluation in 

Chapter 3 

External semi-structured interviews (about 10-20 min long) 

with most known hackathon drivers in open domains. The 

interview protocol is almost the same as in A3.1.: 1. Name 

your name and the area you are working with hacks? 2. What 

are your experiences with hackathons so far? 3. How are 

working with hackathons? 4. Which types of hackathons are 

you involved in? (most important question) 5. How would you 

define a hackathon? 6. What are the characteristics of a 

hackathon for you? (open question) 7. Where can we use hacks 

best? 

Data included: OUT-Interviews and recoded meetings in San 

Francisco, Los Alamos, Las Vegas, Stanford (in Sept2014 and 

Oct2015), and also VITAL EU Project in April 2015. The 

definitions of hacks are coming directly from in-field meetings 

and interviews with the most known hackathon leaders. We 

looked for definitions at the origins of the largest hackathon 

communities. We attended or conducted with them these hacks: 

MIT IoT Hacks, largest Tech Roadshow USA, BurningMan 

(NordicsImpact) civic impact hacks, etc. 

Results of this study: There are over 400 different hackathon 

formats, most of them in the mixed and OUT domains. The 

hack phenomenon in the corporate domain was emerging (in 

2014, 2015) mostly being used by companies like Facebook, 

Google, IKEA, Tesla, etc.). Companies like BMW were only 

using the Stanford (d.school) small experimental format.  

20% transcribed and hand-

coded in 2015  

[25xfiles] 

[ca. 3h 45 min, 300 lines] 

This data has been partly 

transcribed in keywords and 

used in this PhD study only to 

assess the findings in Chapter 

3 and Chapter 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[The results of this study will 

be included in a 

journal/conference paper on 

Hackathons Taxonomies] 

A3.3. DS3-H1 

[all video/ 

audio 

recorded data 

to Hack H1] 

 

Relevant 

hackathon H1 

data for 

Chapter 6, 7 

and 8 

Hackathon H1 Data Sample (DS3)  

H1 has been fully video recorded with one camera and 2x audio 

recording on each table for each team in the hackathons and a 

second (backup type) recordings in parallel over a mobile 

camera.  

40% transcribed and hand 

coded (rest over keywords) 

[120xfiles] 

[H1: 12 h video recorded 

material, 800 lines] 

Most relevant data as PRE-

meetings, all interviews 

(included also A3.1. Phase2 

study), Pitches and reflexive 

talks have been fully 

transcribed and hand coded 

 DS4-
Cannibaling 

Games  
 

 

Internal Grundfos event in form of an ideation hackathon 

(What are the most disruptive digital services for Grundfos?)  

Data: only the final pitches video recoded  

This event was part of the Grundfos Campaign on Digital 

Transformation. The winner team SOLATIO from this event 

was allowed to prototype its solution in H2. Data from DS4 has 

not been disclosed for this PhD study. 

Over 1 ½ h video recording of 

the pitches (not transcribed, 

data none disclosed).  

Not included in this PhD 

Thesis 

A3.4. DS5-H2 

[all video/ 

audio 

recorded data 

to HackH2] 

 

Relevant 

hackathon H2 

data for 

Chapter 6, 7 

and 8 

Hackathon H2 Data Sample (DS5)  

H1 has been fully video recorded with one camera and 2x audio 

recording on each table for each team in the hackathons and a 

second (backup type) recordings in parallel over a mobile 

camera. 

20% of H2 data has been 

transcribed [41xfiles] 

[H2:18 h video recordings, 

500 lines]  

(H2: refltalks, POST_I/M are 

included in A3.5. Phase 3 and 

in A3.1. qualitative study) 
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A3.5. Extended 

POST Phase 

Study 

 

POST study 

relevant to 

understand 

short-term vs 

long-term 

implementati

on-driven 

digital 

prototyping 

in business 

and 

organizationa

l contexts 

 

Extended POST Phase Qualitative Study, including POST 

Interviews and POST-Meetings recorded and organized in 2 

time frames:  

[Phase 4] Short-term POST Impl.  

(6-12xMonths after H1 and H2) for tracking short-term 

implementations of the hackathons outcomes (into Grundfos 

business and orga contexts) [used as POST Phase 4 in A3.1.] 

[3h15min, 800lines half of data non disclosed] 

POST 4-6x months: 4xPOST-I/videos (managers) [ca. 45 min 

audio/video !data non disclosed] keyword notes; 5xPOST-

PD4_ITechDays: (business) Smart Watch+BigDataHacks [25 

min, only70 lines]; POST 9-10x month: (orgaO)3xPOST-

PD3BigDataLab [15min,50lines];1xPOSPD3PD4: 

AQTapBIgDataHacks (businessO)[18min, 230 lines]; 

1xPOST_DDD (new BDUnit)DDD [33min, 50 lines, data non 

disclosed]; 2xINvideos (CEO+Board)announcing 

NewCorporateDigital Agenda(orgaO) [30 min, 200 

lines]keyword notes 

 

[Phase 5] Long-term POST Impl. (from August2018-until 

IoT-Week, June 2019) for tracking long-term implementations 

of the outcomes of the hackathon in the OUT business and 

corporate organizational strategy announced by Grundfos) 

[same as Phase 5 in A3.1.] [3h30min recoded video material] 

POST August2018-June2019 (OUTvideodata):not transcribed, 

7x2h video(LinkedIN), POST-I (VPODT)IoTweek2019, 

4xPOST-Videos (CEO), 1h 30 min (recorded video material), 

keyword notes 

Internal as well as external Grundfos corporate videos have not 

been keywords transcribed to a large extend. We have tracked if 

any of the outcomes of the hackathon that are mentioned in this 

video. 

Evaluation of this part: Data is showing here in A3.5. not only 

the emerging POST-definitions of constructs (e.g. POST-hacks 

definitions now in GF are more used like sprints), processes 

(maturing digital services), digital strategy agenda activities, etc. 

It is also showing the expectations getting more concrete with 

raising digital savviness and common understanding of 

EXECUTION Agenda between departments. Rolling out of 

Digital Agenda in OUT B2B customer domain (scaling their 

own hacks ecosystems, etc.) 

70% of the extended POST 

data has been transcribed and 

hand-coded 

[37xfiles] 

[5 h video recorded 

material, 800 lines] 

 

Phase 4[A3.5.]: 3h 15min,  

800 lines transcribed and 

hand-coded data 

 

(Half of data non disclosed) 

 

Phase 5[A3.5.]: 3h 30min, not 

transcribed, keywords only 
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A3.1. DS10 Qualitative Study 

For redundancy reasons, only Phase 1 to Phase 3 are listed in A 3.1. here below: 

Table 24: A3.1.(DS10) Data Files Overview Phase1-3 

ID Data 

Source  

Data Section (DS) Driver  Dept. Expertise Used I-

Protocol 

Type of 

Interview 

Length Recorded 

time  

transcr. 

 PHASE 1: PRE-Expectations 16xfiles, 100% transcribed ca. 2 hours recorded video/audio material  

                1706 lines transcribed/handcoded 

  01_DS10_EVAL1_I_M_Hack4GF             

1001 

[A4.1] 

1001_H1_PRE_I_RT_PJ PJ R  Physics 

[inno][collab] 

semi-str. I 10:21 min 13.01.16 118lines 

1002 1002_H1_PRE_I_RTAl1 AI R Chemist PRE_P semi-str. I  28:38 min 14.01.16 327 llines 

1003 1003_H1_PRE_I_RT_Mo Mo R LabExp. PRE_P semi-str. I  13:06 min 14.01.16 85 lines 

1004 

[A4.2] 

1004_01_PRE_I_BS_PT6 PT6 BS DDD PRE_P semi-strI 05:06 min 02.02.16 51 lines 

1005 1004_02_PRE_I_BS_PT6 PT6 BS   PRE_P semi-str. I 11:25 min 02.02.16 70 lines 

1006 1006_RT_IN-NPDHacksGF   RT   no IN M 02:00 min 14.01.16 5 lines 

1007 0016_PRE_I_DtV_Tina T PROD 
 

no IN M,  15:10 min 14.01.16 134  

1008 0015_PRE_H1_I_OUT_SW1  ext  not all transcribed semi-str. I 06:34 min 15.01.16 54 lines 

 8x files            PRE_I 1 h 32min   845 lines 

          

  03_DS10_002_H1_PRE_M                 

  03_DS3_00201_PRE_H1_BrainstormM           

1014 00102_H1_PRE_POwerBI PD4 IT,BS BD, R tutorial  IN M 52:36 min 15.01.16 346 lines 

1015 00104_01H1_PRE_I_PJM1PJ 
 

 R     IN M 14:24 min 15.01.16 149  

1016 00104_02H1_PRE_I_PJM1PJ 
 

 R     IN M 10:50 min 16.01.16 130  

1009 00106_01_H1_PRE_PD3data PD3 IT, R IBM, IT PRE_P IN M  03:40 min 16.01.16 28   

1010 

[A4.3] 

00106_02H1PREPD3Impact PD3 IT, R  “High-Impact are for me 

10xhacks conducted by sept16“  

04:23 min 15.01.16 67 lines 

1011 

[A4.4] 

00107_01_H1_PRE_I_PD2 PD2 BS, R  [HackO]PreDOType IN M 06:29 min 15.01.16 96 lines 

1012 00107_02_H1_PRE_I_PD2 PD2 BS, R   PRE_P IN M  09:06 min 15.01.16 74 lines 

1013 00107_03_H1_PRE_I_PD2 PD2 BS, R   PRE_P IN M  07:50 min 15.01.16 55 lines 

8x files      PRE_M 1h 50 min 15.01.16 886 lines 

PHASE 2: [H1] DUR-ACTIVE (DUR)-POST Refltalks 

(with JURY orchestration) 

 19x files, 100% transcribed 

ca. 1 h 8 min recorded video/audio material  

537 lines transcribed/handcoded 

  03a_DS3_00202_other_H1_POST_Refl_I_M (included in A3.3. H1-DUR-POST ReflexiveTalks)  

1017 

[A4.6] 

00101_01_DURJury005HAck  “Lets do it, we start tomorrow” 

  

  

H1relftalk 01:17 min 24.02.16 11 lines 

1018 00101_02_DUR_Jury_001R       
 

H1relftalk 01:51 min 24.02.16 15 lines 

1019 

[A4.5] 

00101_03_DUR_JuryImpact  “The 3DHackImpactScore of the 

HackDay is fesibility x maturity x 

opportunity” 

  

H1relftalk 01:05 min 24.02.16 10 lines 

1020 00101_04_DUR_Jury_002R       
 

H1relftalk 00: 53 min 24.02.16 7 lines 

1021 00101_06_DUR_Jury_004R       
 

H1relftalk 03:47 min 24.02.16 40 lines 

1022 00101_07_DUR_Jury_006       
 

H1relftalk 01:00 min 24.02.16 10 lines 

1024 00101_010_DUR_Jury_008       
 

H1relftalk 06:23 min 24.02.16 47 lines 

1025 00101_013_DUR_Jury       
 

H1relftalk 01:41 min 24.02.16 15 lines 

1026 00101_014_DUR_JuryImpactFacili   
 

H1relftalk 01:20 min 24.02.16 13 lines 

1027 00101_015_DUR_Juryteamcollab     
 

H1relftalk 00:31 min 24.02.16 5 lines 

1028 00101_017_DUR_JuryDDD       
 

H1relftalk 08:56 min 24.02.16 40 lines 

1029 00101_020_DUR_Jury_points        H1relftalk 03:56 min 24.02.16 20 lines 

13x files      H1refltalk 33 min  232 lines 

  03b_DS3_07_H1_DUR_03_POST_I_Dinner   no         

1030 0001_02_H1_DUR_POST_I_PJ_TeamsWork no H1dinner  03:05 min 24.02.16 20 lines 

1031 0008_H1_POST_I_VP_DCO VP  Board of Directors  no H1dinner 1:42 min 24.02.16 23 lines 
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ID Data 

Source  

Data Section (DS) Driver  Dept. Expertise Used I-

Protocol 

Type of 

Interview 

Length Recorded 

time  

transcr. 

1032 Dinterview_GFChallenge F Patent  
 

 no H1dinner 05:31 min 24.02.16 50 lines 

1033 0023_H1_DUR_POST_I_POST  PT12 Ext IS IT Architect no H1dinner 03:05 min 24.02.16 46 lines 

1034 0024_H1_DUR_POST_I_Sales S Sales   no H1dinner 16:53 min 24.02.16 146 lines 

1035 00101_026_DUR_POST_PD4 PD4 IS IT Architect no H1dinner 05:17 min 24.02.16 20 lines 

6x files       36 min  305 lines 

 PHASE 3: [H2] PRE-ACTIVE (DUR)-POST Reflexive Phase 

(NO orchestration) 

 9xfiles, 100% transcribed 

ca. 39 min recorded video/audio material  

221 lines transcribed/handcoded 

  04_DS5_006_DUR_H2_DUR_POST_ReflTalks (included in A3.4. H2-DUR-POST ReflexiveTalks) 

1036 0017_DURPOSTIReflPD5 PD5 RT       03:20 min 06.04.16 40 lines 

1037 0018DURPOSTIReflPT12 PT12 IT SW Applic.      01:48 min 06.04.16 8 lines 

1038 0018DURPOSTIReflPT12 PT12   SW Applic.  sharing insights 05:49 min 06.04.16 40 lines 

1039 0019DURPOSTIReflIndExp IND IND       01:46 min 06.04.16 14 lines 

1040 

[A4.5] 

0020DUR_POST_I_ReflPD1 PD1  PD3       02.25 min 06.04.16 24 lines 

1041 DS5_H2DUR_POSTRefl01 PT12         2:37 min 06.04.16 25 lines 

1042 DS5_H2_DUR_POSTRefl0 PT12         18:21 min 06.04.16 ca.50 lines 

1043 DS5_H2DUR_POSTRefl05 PJM2 TI FET     00:56 min 06.04.16 10 lines 

1044 DS5_H2DUR_POST_Refl06 IND IND IPUMPS no   01:52 min 06.04.16 10 lines 

9xfiles       39 min  221 lines 

          

 

Here below we are listing again our data statistics to the transcribed and processed data from 

this data sample:  

Table 25: A3.1.DS10 data processed statistics 

A3.1. 

DS10 

DS10 Qualitative study in including internal 

(corporate) Meetings and Interviews with 

Grundfos Employees and Managers. It is 

relevant for 

Chapter 6: Longitudinal Case study on two 

corporate industrial GrundfosHacks (H1+H2) 

Chapter 7. Findings 

94x data files, 3264 lines transcribed 

ca.9 hours recoded video and audio material,  

(85% IN-Interviews/IN-Meetings + 15% corporate videos) 

Phase1: 3h 21min, 1706 lines transcribed 

Phase2: 1h 8min, 537 lines transcribed 

Phase3: 39 min, 221 lines transcribed 

POSTstudy: (see [A3.4.]) Phase: 4 3h 15min, 800 lines 

transcribed  

(see [A3.5.]) Phase5: 3h 30min, keywords transcripts 
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A 3.2. External [OUT] interviews study 

Included in this section are the data files with semi-structured interviews (about 20-30 min long) 

and meetings (in field workshops) about hackathon definitions in different open hackathon 

communities that we have recorded and collected as data between 2014/15 and 2017. In several 

trips to USA, including San Francisco (SOCAP/IMPACT NORDICS Week), Palo Alto (Nordic 

Innovation House), Stanford (Stanford Center for Design Research and d.school 2015, 2015, 

2017), Las Vegas (largest Connected Cars hackathon with 900 participants in 2014, later 2015), 

we have interviewed only the most known drivers and initiators of large hackathon communities, 

like for example the design thinking initiator and research group, Burning Man and largest civic 

hacks drivers in San Francisco Bay area, organizer of largest Tech Roadshows on connected cars 

and industry, Tesla(autonomous cars) Hacks, TechDisrupt drivers, google sustainability hacks, 

etc. The interview data has not been fully transcribed and disclosed yet, but a publication in form 

of an “in-field” qualitative study is in progress. The used interview protocol for the 15 min semi-

structured (video-recorded interviews) was including the following questions: Tell me your name, 

area of expertise, and how are you are working with hacks? What are your experiences with 

hackathons so far? How are working with hackathons? Which types of hackathons are you 

involved in? (most important question) ; How would you define a hackathon? What are 

characteristics of a hackathon for you? (open question); Where can we use hacks best? 

Table 26: External Hackathon [OUT]Interviews 

  External interviews on hackathons [OUT-I]   20% transcribed and handcoded in 2015  

[25xfiles] [ca. 3h 45 min , 300 lines] 

This data has been analyzed only in keywords and used in 

this PhD study only to assess the findings in Chapter 5 

1069 08_DS10_008_OUT_Interw_What is a Hack_Definitions  OUT video I     

1070    OUT video I     

1071 01_DS1_OUT_dschoolSF_Hack_I  OUT video I     

1072 0025_OUT_I_AD_types of H OUT video I     

1073 0026_01_OUT_I__MartinBurningMan_CivicHackTrends OUT video I     

1074 0026_02_OUT_I__BurningMan OUT video I     

1075 0027_01_OUT_I__F_Leadership Design_ppt01 OUT video I     

1076 0027_02_OUT_I__F_OaklandHUb_social Hacks OUT video I     

1077 0028_OUT_M_CaseARTIFACTS_Berkeley OUT video I     

1078 0029_OUT_I_OpenIndustrialHacks (S) OUT video I     

1079 dshool_I_001_2014 OUT video I     

1080 dshool_I_002_2014 OUT video I     

1081 dshool_I_003_2014 OUT video I     

1082 dshool_I_004_2014 OUT video I     

1083 dshool_I_005_2014engineersCOSTS OUT video I     

1084 dshool_I_006_2014RadicalCollaboration skill OUT video I     

1085 dshool_I_007_2014TeamofTeams OUT video I     

1086 dshool_I_008_2014teams of 4 OUT video I     

1087 dshool _I_009_2014waterInnoHack INcompanies OUT video I     

1088 dshool _I_0010_2014design4Resilience OUT video I     
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1089 dshool_I_0011_2014IdeaCellphone OUT video I     

1090 dshool_I_0012_2014 OUT video I     

 

Results of this study: There are over 400 different hackathon formats, most of them in the mixed 

and OUT domains. The hack phenomenon in the corporate domain was emerging (in 2014, 2015) 

mostly being used by companies like Facebook, Google, IKEA, Tesla, etc.). Companies like 

BMW were only using the Stanford (d.school) small experimental format. 

A 3.3. DS3-H1: Hackathon H1 Data Collection 

The Table 27 below is containing the primary data collection along the H1 GrundfosHack, 

conducted on 24.02.2016 at Grundfos Academy. This is the first internal [IN] corporate big data 

hackathon in Grundfos which was organized only with and by Grundfos employees from 

following departments: RT (Research & Technology), D&E (Design and Engineering), IT and 

BS (Building Services) Business Development. 

Table 27: DS3-H1Data collection 

ID  Data Section 

(DS) 

  Driver  Dept. 
 

Protocol 

used 

Type of 

interview 

Length Rec. time  transcr. 

lines 

 H1 = first Big Data Hackathon in IN-Grundfos 2016 120xfiles, H1: 12 h video recorded material 

800 lines, 40% transcribed and handcoded (rest over keywords) 

DS3_02_PRE_H1_DocsQuestionnaires  Most relevant data as PRE-meetings, all interviews (included also A3.1. Phase2 

study), pitches and reflexive talks have been fully transcribed and handcoded 

 H1_questionnaires   
Q1 PRE_Q_Mm[for PRE Meetings and brainstorms] 01HackathonTemplate_IN PREPARATION PHASE 

Q2 [(PRE) skills and motivations]    
Q3 AN_25_SkillsResources_PRE  BS [(PRE) skills and motivations] filled out DUR H1 

Q4 JVstudentSkillsResources_PRE_l student  [(PRE) skills and motivations] filled out DUR H1 

Q5 M_PRE_ParticipantsQuesti_v001  IT [(PRE) skills and motivations] filled out DUR H1 
Q6 PD4SkillsResource_PRE  IT  [(PRE) skills and motivations] filled out DUR H1 

  RS_PREQuestionnaire  IT   TOTAL: 8x (incl. 2x online questionnaires)  

01_DS3_00101_PRE_H1_Interviews  Incl. 1001-1008 (8x) PRE-I listed in A3.1. 2h10min 832 lines 

03_DS3_00201_PRE_H1_BrainstormM  Incl. 1014-1016, 1009-1013 (8x) PRE-M listed in A3.1. 1h50min 886 lines  

1015a 00101_H1_PRE_brainstorm13012016 

PD3(first time), PD4, PD2, PD5, Ina 

5x 2xIT, 2xR, 1xBS 
(Data non disclosed) 

IN M 46 min 13.01.16 399 lines 

1016a 00103_PRE_brainstorm1_09022016 

(PJM2, PJ, PD5, PD3, PD4, PD1, Ina) 

7x 2xIT, 2xBS, 3xR 
(Data non disclosed) 

IN M 15:30 min 09.02.16 113 lines 

1017a 00105_H1_PRE_M_RasPJM 17022016 3x Data non disclosed IN M 46:46 min 13.01.16 185 lines 

 0015_PRE_H1_I_OUT_SW1 ExtS 
 

  
  

06:34 min 15.01.16 54 lines 

no 00107_05_H1_PRE_I_PD2ext PD2, Ina, ExtSW  Data non disclosed 06:35 min 15.01.16   

no 00107_010_H1_PRE_I_PD2ext PD2, Ina, ExtSW Data non disclosed 00:23 min 15.01.16   

 DS3_00203_HR_RT_IN_M 

1018a no DS3_00203_290316 HR, 

PM 

 data non disclosed 
 

58:42 min 29.03.16   

7x      3 h   751 lines 

non disclosed data 

not transcribed 

DS3_00204_PRE_R_IN_M (12xIN videos recorded meetings discussions with the Team in R Dept.) 

  

  DS3_03_DUR_H1_IntroTalks  the openings (videos) of the first H1        

1070  1070_opennings_PJM        IN video rec 01:12 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1071   1071_OpenningVP_DCO        IN video rec 02:45 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1072   1072_open_backup01          12:17 min 24.02.16  keywords 
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ID  Data Section 

(DS) 

  Driver  Dept. 
 

Protocol 

used 

Type of 

interview 

Length Rec. time  transcr. 

lines 

1073   1073_openingsIna Non disclosed    02:54 min 24.02.16   

1074   1074_openings_Ina_long   Long recordings 1 h 09 min 24.02.16   

1075   1075_Ina_admin       00:11 min 24.02.16   

6x 

1075a_001_H1_DUR_T1_DDD_Intro  

     1h 20 min   

     T1-DDD team videos       

1075a intro 1075a_001_H1_DUR_T1_Intro        02:05 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1076  1076_001_H1_DUR_T1_Intro       INv 00:15 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1076a  1076a_001_H1_DUR_T1         INv 00:34 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1077  1077_002_IntroBSExpert         INv 00:12 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1077a  1077a_002_IntroBSExp         INv 01:07 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1079  1079_004_PD5         INv 00:59 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1080  1080_005_PD5_02         INv 00:16 min 24.02.16  2 lines 

1080a  1080a_005_PD5_02         INv 00:22 min 24.02.16 3 lines 

1081  1081_DUR_H1_DDD_Intro_ProBackup      00:49 min 24.02.16  5 lines 

1082  1082_DUR_H1_DDD_Intro_ProBackup    00:31 min 24.02.16  4 lines 

1083  1083_008_DDD_PT6          00:41 min 24.02.16  5 lines 

1083a   1083a_008_DDD_PT6          02:03 min 24.02.16 11 lines 

1084  1084_DUR_H1_DDDa_007   Afternoon session (as) 00:28 min 24.02.16  3 lines 

1085  1085_DUR_H1_DDDa_010       as 00:33 min 24.02.16 4 lines 

1086  1086_DUR_H1_DDDa_009       as 00:12 min 24.02.16   

1087  1087_DUR_H1_DDDa_015       as 00:38 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1088  1088_DUR_H1_DDDa_011       as 00:09 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1089  1089_DUR_H1_DDDa_010       as 00:38 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1090   1090_DUR_H1_DDDa_011       as 00:46 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1091a   1091a_Team02      table camera 1  long 4h 19min  24.02.16   

1092a   1092a_H1_DUR_T1      table camera 2  long 2h 17min  24.02.16   

1093a   1093a_H1_DUR_T1      table camera 2  long 00:40 min  24.02.16   

22x       6h 50 min  24.02.16  

  DS3_05_DUR_H1_Team2_BigDataDorm    T2-BigDataDorm videos       

1094  1094_001_H1_DUR_T2       short video rec 00:20 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1095  1095_004_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:19 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1095a  1095a_001_H1_DUR_T         short 00:16 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1096  1096_006_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:20 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1096a  1096a_001_H1_DUR_T2Pro       short 02:15 min 24.02.16 10 lines 

1097  1097_005_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:05 min  24.02.16  keywords 

1097a  1097a_H1_DUR_T2_Pro         short 00:11 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1098  1098_007_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:38 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1099  1099_008_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:33 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1099a  1099a_008_H1_DUR_T2         short 01:55 min 24.02.16  5 lines 

1100a  1100a_008_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:20 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1101  1101_009_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:40 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1102  1102_010_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:18 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1103a  1103a_012_DK         short 00:32 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1104  1104_013_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:39 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1105  1105_12_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:32 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1106  1106_H1_DUR_T2         short 01:00 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1107  1107_H1_DUR_T2         short 00:23 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1108a  1108a_H1_T2_longVideo      table camera 1 long 50:35 min 24.02.16   

1109a  1109a_H1_T2_longVideo      table camera 1 long 00:27 min 24.02.16   

1111a  1111a_H1_T2_longVideo      table camera 2 long 49:15 min 24.02.16   

1112a  1112a_H1_T2_longVideo_lateRec  table camera 2 long 00:40 min 24.02.16   

24x      1h 53 min 24.02.16  

  DS3_06_H1_DUR_PITCHES                 

  DUR_H1_01Pitch_noon                 

1113 PD2  1113_01_Pitch01_DDD_noon      (Pitch01_DDD) 00:55 min 24.02.16  5 lines 

1114 PT8 1114_H1_Pitch01_BigDataD_PT8 (T2_Big Data Dorm) 01:05 min 24.02.16 10 lines 

1115 PD3 (P01) 1115_H1_Pitch01_T2_PD3   PD3 First time pitching 00:16 min 24.02.16 11 lines 

1116 PD3 (P02) 1116_H1_DUR2Pitch01_PD3     00:29 min 24.02.16 15 lines 

4x     3 min 24.02.16 41 lines 

  Jury IMPACT at noon                 
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ID  Data Section 

(DS) 

  Driver  Dept. 
 

Protocol 

used 

Type of 

interview 

Length Rec. time  transcr. 

lines 

1018   1117 1018_02_DUR_Jury_001R PJM first time IMPACT refl 01:51 min 24.02.16  15 lines 

1019  1118 1019_03_DUR_JuryImpact  formulation for IMPACT def. 01:05 min 24.02.16  10 lines 

1020 1119 1119_04_DUR_Jury_002R         00:53 min 24.02.16  7 lines 

1022  1120 1120_07_DUR_Jury_006         A3.1. 01:00 min 24.02.16  10 lines 

1024  1121 1121_DUR_Jury_008         A3.1. 06:27 min 24.02.16  47 lines 

1112a  PJ remarks 1122a_021_DUR_Jury           00:16 min 24.02.16  5 lines 

1122   1122_011_DUR_Jury           00:23 min 24.02.16  7 lines 

7x        12 min 24.02.16 91 lines 

  DUR_H1_02Final Pitch at 17                 

1123 PD2 pitching 1123_014_H1_DUR_T1           00:44 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1124 PD2 pitching 1124_012_H1_DUR_T1           02:27 min 24.02.16  7 lines 

1125 PD2 pitching 1125_DUR_2Pitch012           05:11 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1126 PD5 pitching 1126_016_01_H1_DUR_T1         04:09 min 24.02.16  17 lines 

1127 PD5 pitching 1127_DUR_2Pitch030           00:19 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1129 PT8 pitching 1129_DUR_16_2Pitch006           00:40 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1130 PD3 1130_DUR_2Pitch008           01:23 min 24.02.16  7 lines 

1131 ext MS 1131_DUR_2Pitch024           02:59 min 24.02.16  keywords 

8x        18 min 24.02.16 45 lines 

  DS3_07_DUR_H1_POST_Jury_Impact_FINAL             

1132   1132_012_DUR_Jury           03:26 min 24.02.16  10 lines 

1133   1133_018_DUR_Jury           06:27 min 24.02.16  27 lines 

  R1025 R1025_013_DUR_Jury          A3.1. 01:41 min 24.02.16  15 lines 

3x        12 min 24.02.16 42 lines 

  DS3_07_H1_DUR_Jury_Impact  with JURY orchestration  H1_Relfective Talks 

  03a_DS3_00202_other_H1_POST_Refl_I_M               

1017  1017_01_DUR_Jury_005HAckWS H1ref talks  A3.1. 01:17 min 24.02.16 10 lines 

1018  1117 00101_02_DUR_Jury_001R H1ref talks  A3.1. 01:52 min 24.02.16 15 lines 

1019 1118 00101_03_DUR_JuryImpact H1ref talks  A3.1. 01:06 min 24.02.16   

1020  1119 00101_04_DUR_Jury_002R H1ref talks  A3.1. 00: 53 min 24.02.16   

1021   00101_06_DUR_Jury_004R H1ref talks  A3.1. 03:47 min 24.02.16  40 lines 

1022  1120 00101_07_DUR_Jury_006 H1ref talks  A3.1. 01:00 min 24.02.16   

1023   00101_09_DUR_Jury007R H1ref talks  A3.1. 01:00 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1024   1121 00101_010_DUR_Jury_008 H1ref talks  A3.1. 06:23 min 24.02.16   

1025   00101_013_DUR_Jury  H1ref talks  A3.1. 01:43 min 24.02.16   

1026  00101_014_DUR_JuryImpactFacili    A3.1. 01:20 min 24.02.16 13 lines 

1027  1137 00101_015_DUR_Juryteamcollab  Cross-teams collab. A3.1. 00:32 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1090 1090_DUR_H1_DDDa_011  Cross-teams collab.   00:46 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1028  00101_017_DUR_JuryDDD      A3.1. 08:56 min 24.02.16  40 lines 

1029  00101_020_DUR_Jury_points      A3.1. 03:56 min 24.02.16   

1134  1134_05_DUR_Jury_003R         03:59 min 24.02.16  42 lines 

1135  1135_017_DUR_JuryTeamsOpport         08:59 min 24.02.16  keywords 

1136  1136_H1_DUR_refl_IMPACT Points       01:21 min 24.02.16  15 lines 

17x      40 min  165 lines 

  03b_DS3_07_H1_DUR_03_POST_I_Dinner            

1030  0001_02_H1_DUR_POST_I_PJ_TeamsWork  A3.1. 03:05 min 24.02.16 20 lines 

1031 0008_H1_POST_I_VP_DCO VP    A3.1. 01:42 min 24.02.16  23 lines 

1032 GFChallege 0022_H1_DUR_POST_I_F Patent    A3.1. 05:31 min 24.02.16  50 lines 

1033 0023_H1_DUR_POST_I_POST _Rene PT12 ext IS   A3.1. 03:05 min 24.02.16  46 lines 

1034 0024_H1_DUR_POST_I_Sales S Sales    A3.1. 16:53 min 24.02.16  146 lines 

1035 00101_026_DUR_POSTPD4Dinner PD4 IS   A3.1. 05:17 min 24.02.16  20 lines 

6x       36 min  305 lines 
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A 3.4. DS5-H2: Hackathon H2 Data Collection 

The Table 28 below is containing the primary data collection on H2 GrundfosHack – the second internal-

external [IN-OUT] corporate GrundfosHack2016 organized together with Grundfos employees at 

Grundfos Academy.  

Table 28: DS5-H2: Hackathon H2 Data Collection 

ID Data 

Source  

Data Section (DS)   
    

Length Recorded 

time 

lines 

transcribed 

 H2_Big Data Hackathon in IN-GF2016  20% of H2 data has been transcribed  

41xfiles, H2:18 h video recordings, 500 lines  

DS5_001_PRE_H2_PrepDocsQuestionnaires  5x Questionnaires 

DS5_003_DUR_H2_INTRO videos   

1138 1138_DUR_H1_Intro01_ina          05:48  05.04.16 keywords 

1139 1139_DUR_H1_Intro02          00:35  05.04.16 keywords 

1140 1140_DUR_H1_Intro03          13:02  05.04.16 keywords 

1141 1141_DUR_H1_Intro04          12:36  05.04.16 keywords 

1142 1142_DUR_H2_intro5_DDD_TeamDistrict         07:00  05.04.16 keywords 

5x      39 min   

 DS5_003_DUR_H2_Team01_DDD_DistrictSales_IPUMP             

1142a 1142a_DUR_H2_DDD_intro01          21:19  05.04.16 keywords 

1143 1143_DUR_H2_DDDPD503          03:08 05.04.16  10 lines 

1144 1144_DUR_H2_DDD_f01          02:03 05.04.16  5 lines 

1145 1145_DUR_H2_DDD_f02          01:16 05.04.16  3 lines 

1146 1146_DUR_H2_DDD_f03          07:46 05.04.16  25 lines 

1147 1147_DUR_H2_DDD_f          01:13 05.04.16  3 lines 

1148 1148_DUR_H2_DDD_fo          01:15 05.04.16  3 lines 

1149 1149_DUR_H2_DDD_Dashb          00:48 05.04.16  2 lines 

1150 1150_DUR_H2_DDD_Dashb          04:43 05.04.16  5 lines 

1151 1151_DUR_H2_DDD_Dashb          00:25 05.04.16  2 lines 

1152 1152_DUR_H2_DDD_IndExp          02:00 05.04.16  8 lines 

11x       45 min 05.04.16 74 lines 

 DS5_003_DUR_H2_Team02_Solatium_BigDataDorm             

1153 1153_01_PD3          00:40 05.04.16  4 lines 

1154 1154_02_PD3          00:20 05.04.16  2 lines 

1154a 1154a_PD3          00:15 05.04.16  2 lines 

1155 1155_03_PD3          00:35 05.04.16  3 lines 

1156 1156_05_PD3_Comfort02          05:05 05.04.16  5 lines 

1157 1157_05_PD4_Intro          01:40 05.04.16  8 lines 

1158 1158_05a_PD3           3:24 05.04.16  16 lines 

1159 1159_06_Intro_team           12:03 05.04.16  keywords 

8x       23 min  40 lines 

[H2] PRE-ACTIVE (DUR)-POST Reflexive Phase 

(NO orchestration) included in A3.1. 

04_DS5_006_DUR_H2_DUR_POST_ReflTalks 

 12xfiles, 100% transcribed 

ca. 53 min recorded video/audio material  

245 lines transcribed/handcoded 

1036a DS5_006_H2_DUR_POST_Refl01 PT12  A3.1  2:37 min 06.04.16 25 lines 

1036 0017_DURPOSTIReflPD5 PD5 RT   A3.1  3:20 min 06.04.16 40 lines 

1037 0018DURPOSTIReflPT12 PT12 IT 
 

A3.1  01:48 min 06.04.16 8 lines 

1038 0018DURPOSTIReflPT12 PT12   
 

  05:49 min 06.04.16   40 lines 

1039 0019DURPOSTIReflIndExp IND IND   A3.1  01:46 min 06.04.16 14 lines 

1040 0020DUR_POST_I_ReflPD1 PD1  PD3   A3.1  02:25 min 06.04.16 24 lines 

1041 DS5_H2DUR_POSTRefl01 PT12     A3.1  2:37 min 06.04.16 25 lines 

1042 DS5_H2_DUR_POSTRefl0 PT12     A3.1  18:21 min 06.04.16 ca.50 lines 

1043 DS5_H2DUR_POSTRefl05 PJM2 TI FET A3.1  00:56 min 06.04.16 10 lines 

1044 DS5_H2DUR_POST_Refl06 IND IND A3.1  01:52 min 06.04.16 10 lines 

1044a Ina_Interview iN GR_PR about hacks02 PR, R    10:00 min 06.04.16  

1044b Ina_Interview iN GR_PR about hacks02 PR, R    5 min 06.04.16  

12x      53 min  245 lines 
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A 3.5. Extended POST-Qualitative Study in Grundfos 

In the tables below are containing the primary POST data samples (as POST-I and POST-M and 

POST- activities inside and outside Grundfos) for both GrundfosHacks. This extended POST-

qualitative study is relevant for the assessments and evaluations of hackathon data in Chapters 7 

and 8, especially for understanding and tracking short-term vs long-term implementation-driven 

digital prototyping in business and organizational contexts. We have collected data across the 

company by following the hackathon drivers and their related-POST activities to implementation 

of the outcomes of the hackathon. In parallel, we have interviewed them during those activities 

and asked them how are these outcomes and activities relate to the GrundfosHacks if the outcomes 

are still relevant for them? For the tracking of POST-Implementation experience, we structured 

the POST data in two-time frames listed below: a. ) the short-term POST-time frame is called 

Phase 4 and is including data to activities that have happened 6x month, 9 months up to only 12 

months later after [POST] to our GrundfosHacks; b.) The long-term POST-time frame is starting 

from August 2017 (when we had to leave Grundfos corporate environment at the end of PhD 

grant) until the end of the PhD (writing & study) time, which was at IoT Week in June 2019.  

Table 29: Short-Term POST-Data Collection for IMP.ACT activities in Gf 

Short-Term POST IMP.ACT 

(implementations-in-action) activities IN 

Grundfos 6-9x months after H1, H2 

 80% of the extended POST data transcribed and handcoded  

37xfiles, 5 h video recorded material, 800 lines 

Included in Phase 4[A3.1.]: 3h 15min, 800 lines 

 DS10_00102_04_1_230916VRTechDays  POST-IN IMP.ACT PRODUCTION Tech Days 6x month: 23.09.2016 
1048 0010_01_POST_I_IT_PD4_15082016 PD4 IT 

  
00:51 min 15.08.16 5 lines 

1049  0010_02_POST_I_IT_PD4_15082016 PD4 IT   
 

02:43 min 15.08.16 22 lines 
1050  0010_03_POST_I_IT_PD4_15082016 PD4 IT   

 
00: 24 min 15.08.16   

1056 0011_01_POST_I_PRODtechDays BV Prod   no 02:53 min 23.09.16 50 lines 
1057 0011_02_POST_I_PRODtechDays BV Prod   no 01:49 min 23.09.16   
1051  PD4_PD3_IT_POST_I_30.2.2017 (POST 9x months) 

  
    18: 50 min 03.02.17 230 lines 

6x      28 min  307 lines 

 DS10_00102_04_317BigDataLabPD3  Follow Up IMP.ACT: (January 2017) POST IN Digitalization Days 

(exhibition and demos) 8x months after the hackathons 
1052  0012_01_POST_I_PD3_IT_23012017 PD3 IT   no 01:02 min 23.01.17 12 lines 
1053  0012_02_POST_I_PD3_IT_23012017 PD3 IT   no 02:03 min 23.01.17 25 lines 
1054  0012_03_POST_I_PD3_IT_23012017 PD3 IT   no 12:45 min 23.01.17 175 lines 
 1054a  DigitalBMIBDVideo24012017 video        06:00 min     
5x      22 min  212 lines 
  DS10_00102_04_4_17_DDD_BS  (non-disclosed data)  (orga) New DDD Business Development Unit  
1055  0013_01_POST_I_DDD17_BD PD1c BS 

 
no 33:00 min 23.01.17  50 lines 

1055a 0013_02_POST_I_DDD17_BD PD1c BS 
 

no 17:40 min 23.01.17   
1055b  0013_04_POST_I_DDD17_BDPD1 PD1c BS   no   23.01.17   
3x      47 min  50 lines 
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The next table is listing data collected 12x months (and longer) after the GrundfosHacks have 

been conducted in Grundfos environment. Here we looked only at corporate short videos available 

online in the internal [IN] corporate employee platform: 

Table 30: POST 12xmonths New Corporate Digital Agenda in Gf 

03_DS10_00103_1POST_INStrategy2020 Internal (IN) Videos showing long-term DT strategy in GF  

IN-Grundfos Digital Transformation Strategy 2020 IN long-term ORGA STRATEGY  12x months 

[1060V] 01_CEO_en CEO IN video  POST(12x) orga 07.04.2017 

[1061V] 002_Strategy2020_roundtable_de CEO + Exec. Board IN video  POST(12x) orga 07.04.2017 

 

The collection of these type of internal corporate videos is much larger, but we used for this study 

only the two (transcribed and handcoded) mentioned above. 

Table 31: OverviewResults for POST Phase 4 (short-term) data collection 

Results 

Phase 4 

Overview labeling and data analysis [Phase 4]:  

short-term IMP.ACT activities  

[3h15min, 800lines half of data non disclosed] 

POST 4-6x months:  

4xPOST-I/videos (managers) [ca. 45 min audio/video !data non disclosed] keyword notes;  

5xPOST-PD4_ITechDays: (business) Smart Watch+BigDataHacks [25 min, only70 lines]; 

POST 9-10x month:  

(orgaO)3xPOST-PD3BigDataLab [15min,50lines]; 

1xPOSPD3PD4: AQTapBIgDataHacks (businessO)[18min, 230 lines]; 

1xPOST_DDD (new BDUnit)DDD [33min, 50 lines, data non disclosed];  

2xINvideos (CEO+Board)announcing NewCorporateDigital Agenda (orgaO) 

[30 min, 200 lines]keyword notes 

 

The following Table 32 is listing the long-term POST-collected qualitative data material, meaning 

after 16 month and longer. This POST data sample has been described and used in all qualitative 

studies as (long-term) POST Phase 5 in our industrial PhD study.  

Table 32: long-term POST-Reflexive Phase 5 data collection 

 PHASE 5: long-term OUT scale-up IMP.ACT-driven SDG Implementations 
After August 2017 until June 2019 (16x months to 2-3 years later in large-scale Industrial  

Internet-of-Things (IIoT) environments 

  

 06_DS10_00103_2_POST_OUT_2018         

1062V V1062_13SDGIoTWeek19DT DT OUTvideo   LinkedIn GF 00:44 min 2019 

1063V V1063_DTVP_TI TI OUTvideo  LinkedIn GF 01:36 min 27.11.18 

1064V V1064_DT_connectivity_video BS OUTvideo LinkedIn GF 02:50 min 2019 

1064V V1065_CEO_Mads_SDG13_6 CEO OUTvideo  LinkedIn GF 01:17 min 01.03.19 

1065V V1066_Grundfos_ISolutions_DT   OUTvideo  LinkedIn GF 01:44 min 25.05.19 

1066V V1067_WaterChallenges in Ghana   OUTvideo  LinkedIn GF 00:42 min 02.02.19 

1067V V1068_Future Factory   OUTvideo  LinkedIn GF 00:45 min 23.05.19 

1068V V1069_CBS-Boosting-Film-with-subs-2019  OUTvideo  LinkedIn GF 02:48 min 23.05.19 

8x  keywords  12 min  

  Scale-OUT long-term Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) as “Grundfos Corporate Sustainability-driven 

Agenda 2025           (Speeches recorded at IoT Week, Aarhus, June 2019) 

1070V CEO_01_IoTWeek2019_SDG 6_13 [OUT video]  CEO presenting on stage the Corporate DT 

Sustainability Agenda of Grundfos 

118.06.19 

1071V CEO_02_IoTWeek2019_SDG 6_13 [OUT video] 18.06.19 

1072V CEO_03_IoTWeek2019_SDG 6_13 [OUT video] 18.06.19 

1073V CEO_04_IoTWeek2019_SDG 6_13 [OUT video] 18.06.19 
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1074V CEO_05_IoTWeek2019_SDG 6_13 [OUT video] Grundfos CEO discussing on stage the 

Corporate DT Sustainability Agenda for the 

next IoT ecosystems together strategic 

industrial partners, CEO Siemens Nordics and 

CEO Microsoft DK at IoT Week 2019 

18.06.19 

  18.06.19 

1075 POST-I with VPDT (Grundfos Group Vice 

President: Head of Digital Transformation) 

Last interview about the Grundfos corporate 

hackathon culture boosting DT strategy in GF.  

18.06.19 

6x  2 h video recorded material (keywords)  

 

Remarks to this POST study: Data is showing here in A3.5. not only the emerging POST-

definitions of constructs (e.g. POST-hacks definitions now in GF are more used like sprints), 

processes (maturing digital services), digital strategy agenda activities, etc. It is also showing the 

expectations getting more concrete with raising digital savviness and common understanding of 

EXECUTION Agenda between departments. Rolling out of Digital Agenda in OUT B2B 

customer domain (scaling their own hacks ecosystems, etc.). 
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Appendix IV: 

Data Samples from Data Handbook 

The following 12x subchapters are containing examples of transcribed data. Some of them have 

also listed the sources including the hand-coded examples within the data file. The evaluation and 

findings from the primary data samples are listed in Chapter 5. We apologize that for restrained 

time reasons, can not give a complete Overview of all labels that we found in the high amount of 

data files. We can find much more from the primary data with this methodology of hand-coding 

than previously expected. Therefore, I give here only the most illustrative examples of “patterns” 

that are specifying terms and constructs and I try to explain the methodology for how to 

systematically develop the [label] labels and the data notation out of these processes.  

A 4.1. PRE-H1 Interview PJ [1001] 

This is the first example of a semi-structured PRE-Interview (H1) transcribed and hand-coded. 

The labels are listed in the third row and explained. The informant [PJ] from Grundfos department 

[R] has been interviewed before the first corporate hackathon H1 (GrundfosHacks). PJ has no 

prior experience with hacks. The interview protocol has been prior to the interview communicated 

via email. We want to know what his prior experiences with innovation in Grundfos are, prior 

hackathons experiences, incl. similar formats; What is his definition of hacks (even without any 

experience in place) and what are his expectations on the first H1 hackathon in Grundfos.    

Table 33: PJ first PRE-Interview 
 ID: 1001 

1001_H1_PRE_I_PJ1_13012016 

Audio recordings 

Semi-structured PRE-interview 

10:21 min audio recordings 

Used PRE-Interview Protocol  

Ca.118 lines transcribed text 

PRE-I with the Jury driver: PJ/R 

no prior experience with 

hackathons 

Driver: [PJ]; Department: [R]; Area of Expertise: [AreaExp] 

Themes: [collab], [inno] 

Definitions of constructs: [inno], [aha], [hack][inno][sprint], 

[hackProcess], [hackExperience],[hackFormat], 

[hackDefinition]+[hackPrejudices], [hackOrgaProblems] 

Patterns: [collab][inno][GF], [hackDefinition][hackPrejudices] 

[PRE-E][PJ][Inno]:“at [orga]level” [PRE-E][PJ][InnoExperience] 

[hack][doubts] or [--PRE-E] Negative feelings towards the outcomes 

of the hack, doubts regarding these long hours of work, concentration  

Contraditions: [collab][inno][GF-Issue], [DONE] 

1 

2 

Ina: So…I think we are in the record mode...we’ll just see. It’s 

just a “pilot” [first interview recordings]…both laughing 

Relaxing atmosphere 

 

3 

4 

5 

(00:21) Ina: Please tell me the area of expertise in the research [R] 

department and what are the main research projects you are 

working in the research dept. now? 

6 

7 

PJ: It’s really hard to really tell what is my area of expertise 

[AreaExp], as I work with technology projects…let’s say is 

[AreaExp]: 

technology projects; 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

technology as such…and anyhow is… increasing our 

collaborations with research partners and universities….So what 

are the main projects [he is looking at the printed out page with 

the questions protocol] that would be universities 

collaborations….formally 

collab. with research partners and 

universities 

 

12 

13 

(01:01) Ina: What do you follow up there? What is important for 

the projects? For Grundfos… 

important for Grundfos [GF] 

14 

15 

16 

PJ: The most important this is to get...[GF] to identify and initiate 

collaborations with the most relevant [?] and most innovative 

partners…that I can identify…  

 

17 

18 

19 

(01:26) Ina: ahh..so..hmm..I’ll skip the second question. It clearly 

the innovative focus right…we’ll get to that…How would a 

collaborative innovation approach help you solve critical 

problems in …(noisy) 

(01:58) Innovation and collaboration 

are crucial for Grundfos 

[collab]we do that already; we are 

initiating collaboration with 

nodes..universities...research 

partners  

[PJ1] what I do is all about 

collaboration and innovation 

[collab][inno]][GF] it is crucial” 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

(01:43)PJ: …in research (?) messages/methods [noisy] .. [GF] 

we’re initiating collaborations [collab] with nodes we have 

(??)..[GF] we do that already, of course…but…hmm what I do is 

all about collaboration[collab] and innovation[inno](01:58) 

[collab][inno][GF] so I think it actually crucial, it is crucial 

(emphasis) 

25 

26 

(02:00) Ina: What is innovation for you in the daily practical work 

here? 

 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

(02:15) PJ: [Inno] ?.(break) ..It’s..I mean, there are two parts of it. 

There is the  [PJ] [Inno] IDEATION and then there is a lot of 

work…we’re getting into work…and IDEATION is when (02:35) 

bright minds meet a concrete topic…that’s when IDEATION 

innovation occurs…and very much a good effort…(02:50) I 

know, [PJ] [Inno] I’ve rarely seen individual innovations. [PJ] 

[Inno] I typically experience it as something like happens [aha] 

(02:15) [PJ] [Inno] definition = 

“There is IDEATION and then there 

is a lot of work” (02:50) [PJ] “I’ve 

rarely seen individual innovations” 

[aha] [PJ] [Inno] “I typically 

experience it as something like 

happens” 

35 

36 

37 

(02:58) Ina: ...and it’s happen over the time? It’s an iterative 

process? Probably you see it increases in value over time or is a 

one-time insight…due to fact of the group??? 

I was trying to understand the “aha-

effects” at that time of the study… 

38 

39 

40 

(03:14) PJ: [PJ] Is a one-time insight …as I experienced it…one 

time insight with two or three persons…creating different 

values…. 

[I don’t let him speak out] 

41 

42 

(03:23)Ina: creating a new dimension? …or, creating a new 

invention or the best idea.. ever… 

keep conversation open (engaged 

scholarship)  

43 

44 

45 

(03:34)PJ: ahhh[on]… or perhaps is ”asking of a new way of 

looking at it later….[ja] and a NEW VIEWPOINT that is a very 

crucial [“truthful” ? unclear] for a certain point [unclear] 

 

46 

47 

(bias) Ina: (3:21)..it’s in most of innovation definitions..we have 

seen so far in literature” ok.. 

Irrelevant here 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

(03:58) Ina: What would …(so I come back to “collaborative 

innovation” approach..) be the concrete needs we have now 

except from the structured view that we have??? that we anyhow 

measure that somehow with the partners we have?... Are there 

any other needs for collaborative approach that you would wish to 

have… 

Still trying to keep here the 

conversation very open (engaged 

scholarship) 

 

Clear requirement to this PhD 

study… 

(04:32) [PRE-E][PJ][Inno] “At the 

organizational level..the 

REALIZATION of that..that is…how 

it WORKS  

keeping conversation open (engaged 

scholarship) I’m asking for [collab], 

but he answers with: (06:06) [PRE-

E][PJ][Inno] “a common 

understanding on HOW TO approach 

innovation” 

54 

55 

56 

57 

 

58 

59 

60 

(04:32) PJ: I get it…? [PRE-E][PJ][Inno] At the organizational 

level are there INSIGHTS into what actually constitutes 

innovation? …We’ll see…(unclear) it would be beneficial… 

[so this is what he hopes to have as insight from this study] 

(04:54) PJ: .. [PRE-E][PJ][Inno] I think, the REALIZATION of 

that..that is how it WORKS…Ina : with the support from the 

company side…PJ: YES (they are definitely motivated to test the 

hackathon… 

61 

62 

(05:03) Ina: Which partners/institutions would you be interested 

to collaborate with?  
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63 

64 

65 

(05:06) PJ: Haa….(has no idea)..Ina: ..too broad the question 

right? [is more a sorry to have formulated the question too 

broadly] PJ: ja…well, ….[not relevant]…[joke]   Ina..ja 

[PRE-E][PJ][InnoExperience] No 

norms, not “pre-scribed kind of 

norm” 

Results: His expectations are very 

broad and targeting innovation 

processes (“a common understanding 

[collab] how to approach 

innovation”) and their 

implementations (“how to make it 

work”) in Grundfos.  

67 

68 

(05:44) Ina: How would a supportive collaborative culture look 

like?...just a vision… 

69 

70 

71 

72 

PF: [collab] that would be a common understanding..not a 

prejective (unclear)…because I hate pre..prejective?? 

[unclear]…(06:06) [PRE-E][PJ][Inno] a common understanding 

on HOW TO approach innovation…(Ina…super…) 

73 (06:15) What is a hackathon [hack] for you? [hackDefinition] 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

(06:18) [replied quickly] PJ: I don’t know…(Ina laughing loud) 

PJ: [hack] I mean, a hackathon for me…I get.. 

[hackDefinition][hackPrejudice] I get this picture in my head of a 

greenly head, young computer nerds sticking around with unused 

supply of pizza and coke trying to solve a problem…so…that 

is…[hackDefinition][PJ] it would be a short ..you 

know…[hack][inno][sprint] kind of innovation sprint [hack] 

where we take out people from their normal surrounding, put 

them in new surroundings for create [unclear]… [hack] 

[something they create] in 22 hours..that we focus on one problem 

for many years…tell to that [unclear]. [hack].so that they can 

focus on it like this… 

No experiences with hacks 

[hack][inno][sprint] a short…kind of 

innovation sprint…. where we take 

out people from their normal 

surrounding, put them in new 

surroundings for create…[something 

they create] in 22 hours..that we 

focus on one problem for many years 

[hackPrejudice]you can not create 

something groundbreaking in 22 h 

for very complex industrial problems 

that we work on it for years” [Is this 

really much better than what we code 

here ?] 

[hackProcess] is undefined: what 

differentiate a hackathon from what 

we have done and code many other 

things throughout the year 

He is mixing the different formats 

“summits” (OI) with “sprints”(RP) 

and “hacks”. No clear definitions in 

any of the formats. He can not tell 

which one is better…how does it 

work for the [orga]..[PRE-E] culture 

of corporate hacks 

[hackOrgaProblems]Problems for 

people to attend these events while 

working in industry at the same time 

 

[-Doubts] Negative feelings towards 

the outcomes of the hack 

[PRE-E] [ProcessImpl] It always has 

to fit..to the whole thing it has to fit 

the task 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101

101 

102

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

(07:0718) PJ: I think [hackProcess]what differentiate a hackathon 

from what we have done and code many other things throughout 

the year…THAT I DO NOT KNOW…(07: 18) PJ: 

[hackPrejudice] I can not say that a hackathon is better than what 

I just did… [hackDefinition][hackPrejudice] that you tear up 

people from all our their surroundings.. you mix them so that you 

have different input.. could be an internal…could be 

external…Ina (you did that already) …(07: 33) PJ: [DONE]Yes, 

we ve done that, we ve done that…we ve had “48 h innovation 

camps” as we call it, where people work 4 o clock in the morning 

because they just cant stop…[-Doubts] and then they drop. You 

wake up the next morning and continue…and then they go home 

the next morning because they have to [unclear] [name: …] did 

some of those…I wonder why we do not do that anymore because 

we had several phases that could have been very strategious…but 

[hackExperience] [hackOrgaProblems] because it this VERY, 

VERY HARD…I mean you just make things that have to be 

working in 48 hours with just 4 hours of sleep that you be at next 

morning the same with 100% .. [-doubts] would that mean that ll 

beat the cake ? (again) (8: 27) PJ: I don’t know why we don’t do 

it anymore…[GF-Issue] maybe we just do not have that 

HUUUUGE need for innovation [JOKE]...I mean…[PRE-E] 

[ProcessImpl] It always has to fit..to the whole thing it has to fit 

the task  

108 

109 

 

(8: 43) Ina: ..and what would be your EXPECTATIONS? So 

expecting impact from the hackathon that we ll have on the 24th 

febr? 

 

110 

111 

(08:30) I hadn’t read up the report…. 

[PJ] that was PJM who wanted it… 

No clear expectation, joking 

around…his boss wanted to have this 

hack…He has to read the 

requirements 
112 

113 

114 

115 

Ina: first one with the building efficiency, where we ll have now 

the brainstorming part [in January 2016]    PJ: …[no answer] 

Ina: ..Data hackathon for data dormitory….data ?.. and BS for 

energy efficiency.. 

116 PJ: [no answer]..ummm..jhuuu PJ (9:27) if we re lucky 
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117

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

 

(9:27) PJ: [-doubts] if we re lucky, we re getting some new ideas 

for how to improve building efficiency as such…[-doubts] BUT I 

could fear that they don’t have sufficient business 

people[HackResourceNeed]...with a different angle…where you 

really get to new things because they could know (unclear) how 

we can monetize the whole thing [ImpactO: business]..they don’t 

have to be used but just ask….WHAT ELSE COULD BE 

USEFUL??? That I do not know whether we will come, but that 

could …we reworking upon… Ina: Thank you for all the insights 

Some concrete expectations: he is 

still bound on the “crowdsourcing 

idea” 

They are all trying to help to make 

the hackathon a useful event  

[ImpactO: business] how we can 

monetize the whole thing 

[HackResourceNeed] sufficient 

business people…with a different 

angle 

 

A 4.2. PRE-H1-I DDD Pumps Expert [1004] 

This PRE Interview has been taken with an Expert for large high-end district pumps from 

Grundfos Building Services Business Segment. He has direct contact to large B2B customers in 

Gf. PT6 has been appointed as an expert for the DDD challenge in Team 1 and has also 

participated in both hackathons (H1 and H2). For this second round of PRE-Interviews, we have 

changed the PRE-I protocol, as the PhD supervisors have proposed to focus only on capturing the 

PRE-Defining (stages) of the hackathon and “PRE-expectations” of Grundfos employees. The 

questions distributed in advance before the interview meeting are the following now: 1. What is 

a hackathon (for you)?; 2. What are your expectations from the hackathon? ; 3. What are your 

skills and area of expertise? ; 4. What resources? What concrete Data, tools, applications and cases 

you can bring to the hackathon day?; 5. What are your concerns? (Trying to better define 

challenges for the teams in the hackathon, in order to have good outcomes of that day?)  

Table 34: 0004_01_PRE_I_BS_PT6 
 ID [1004] 

0004_01_PRE_I_BS_PT6  

Audio recordings 

changed PRE-interview protocol 

05:04 min audio recordings 

51 lines transcribed text  

[Overview: labels categorization and analysis of this file:] 

Driver: [PT6]; Department: [BS]; [AreaExp]: DDD, large pumps 

expert, district heating and also pressure boosting 

Themes: [DDD] as [business] : [businessGF] 

Definitions of constructs: no definition; He was asking PD2 for a 

definition, I don’t know [hack]: workshop+brainstorm [experiment] 

or a combination of both 

Technical Patterns: [PRE-E][PT6][C1:DDD] 

[requirementsCustomerSystems], [DDDcustomer] 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Ina: So..PT6, do you know what a hackathon is? How would you define it? 

PT6: ..(pause) .. [PT6] [hack] really, I asked [PD2] the same question. I 

don’t really recalled what he said but I see..I don’t mind…[PT6] [hack] the 

straight answer is that I don’t know it…[PT6] [hack] so what I anticipate is 

that it s like a kind of brainstorm or workshop and maybe this in 

combination. …Ina: exactely…we ll go slowly to that…PT6: ok 

 PT6 does not know what a 

hackathon is and tries to 

define it from the formats he 

knows in GF 

7 

8 

(00:34) Ina: but what would be your expectations…by committing to such 

a one day event? (…its quiet a long day event…)  

 

9 

10 

11 

(00:42) PT6: ..hm…[PRE-E] [PT6][C1:DDD] I would expect that we 

get…you know…get a common understanding [IN-collab] about this 

distributed pumping if we think that there is sufficient business potential 

DDD at a very early stage 

over the involved 

departments BS, IT, RT, DE 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

for going further with this concept [business]…I would also expect that 

we…you know…at least scratch the surface in terms of getting an idea 

about: Do we believe that we can solve the outcomming technical issues 

which naturally will be if we go further with the concept?!? 

Ina: Ja..(01:23) PT6: so, this kind of stuff, and also if we believe that with 

this kind of potential concept we are able to train out colleagues to be able 

to sell this kind of concept to our potential customers…because if this is 

not possible then we should not start at all…Ina: ja…ja.. 

(they had a huge insight 

about this in H2)  

 

[businessGF] 

20 

21 

22 

(01:46) Ina: Do you think that a one day event (like this) could accelerate 

concrete problems that you have in your daily projects?...so accelerate 

certain critical problems… 

I am referring here to the 

formulation of challenges of 

a hackathon 

23 

24 

25 

22 

23 

(01:57) PT6: hm..(break, thinking) ..you mean to list them up and evaluate 

this kind of problems?... 

Ina: yes…in a one day collaborative event only… 

PT6: yes, yes, I think so, definitely, I am pretty sure that we can achieve 

quite a lot in one day…[he is pretty motivated]…. 

Ina: Ja, I also think so (laughing) … 

 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

(02: 21) Ina: In which area are you working now? So What are the skills 

and the projects you could ..are involved in?  

(02: 26) PT6: [BS] in the application teams we are kind of divided into 

different application areas. That means that I m responsible for taking care 

of [AreaExpGF] district heating and also pressure boosting …so these two 

things..you know they are completely different applications, but still you 

need…[trying to explain to me so that I understand] some kind of pumps 

in both applications...but apart from that originally [AreaExp] I am a 

plumber and I took a technical education on top of that. And I m quite 

open also if I am asked to give input in what we call “monodeneric I-track 

applications” [GFterm]…like the applications in the buildings [for 

example]. And that’s exactly what this is all about…[meaning here the H1, 

H2 DDD challenge]…Ina: ja, JA, exactly… 

As application areas we have 

district heating and pressure 

boosting 

 

He is describing the 

technical requirements in 

every detail [GFterm] 

37 

38 

39 

40 

(03: 41)Ina. [resourceData] Do you have any concrete data we can use on 

that day, especially about DDD (district heating) because one of the 

challenges will be district heating, ..but also I think the pressure part…. 

H1 preparations: asking 

about concrete data sets to 

use. It is the question PD2 

and PD4 asked me to ask  

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

(03: 56) PT6: PD2 has asked a specific guy in RT…ja..ja ..PD5 [They 

actually know each other but are here going in circles], but PD5 has a 

student employer in his team and together with PD2, PD5 and his student 

and some others [I guess the FET designer from Team1], I took them to 

Aarhus to see that [DDDcustomer] Aarhus district heating 

company…some months ago…unfortunately I had to leave that meeting 

before the rest of the guys. And I know that they were exchanging 

materials…Ina: The district heating ...what kind of company is that?  

PT6: it s called Aarhus….[DDDcustomer] AWA…ja..and that’s the 

district heating company in Aarhus. But PD5 knows that ..and 

[requirementsCustomerSystems] PD2 has reached out also to get specific 

details on one of their systems …..Ina: thank you 

T1 was formed months ago 

[I hear this for the first time] 

 

This is like a first 

experiment for them with a 

real large B2B customer of 

GF 

 

 

A 4.3. H1-PRE-M High-Impact term infusion [1010] 

This is the last briefing and PRE-Meeting with PD3 one month before the hackathon H1. Using 

the engaged scholarship, I let the informant spin ideas on what the Grundfos IMPACT could be. 
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I infuse here the term “high-impact” and let him define it for himself and for others in Grundfos, 

and he can fill it with their contents and expectations. I ask him, how he sees it, how can I make 

it more clearly to the others in the hackathon:  

Table 35: H1-PRE-I [PD3] first High-Impact Definition 

 ID: [1010] 

00106_02_H1_PRE_PD3_GFImpact 

4:23 min video recordings,  

59 lines transcribed 

Informant: PD3 (lunch interview 

PRE_I) 

[Overview: labels categorization and analysis of this file:] 

Definitions: [impactDef][hackProcessImpl] [HackCulture] l.40 

Patterns: [impactDef][PD3] = 10 hackathon 

Implementations in context [noMarketing] give some examples 

[PRE-E] [ITresource] 

Technical Patterns: for T2: Big DataDorm  

[PRE-E] [ITresource] 

[PRE-E][O:mockup] [O:prototypeSpecification] 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

PD3: we need to explicitly show and example of a couple of examples of 

what the BIG IMPACT [impactDef] can be [pointing on the drawings], but 

the IMPACT does not mean that it has to be a new product, The big impact 

that could be that from today, I will bring this with me in the next Steering 

Committee meeting and make a decision that smooth…that could be 

impact…Ina: exactly… PD3: This is what I mean, if you communicate 

this? List the examples of what that could be… 

PD3: I think just that we sit here, doesn’t not mean that we need to “create 

new projects” 

Ina: oh no, oh my gosh… 

PD3: yeah, but that’s how people think…therefore GIVE the 

examples…[impactDef] it could be a new product, or a project, but it 

could also be a motivation or in this relation, an equipment or whatever it 

is… 

Ina: usually , if you step out of your projects and you spend one day here, 

this should accelerate …going back to you project and [impactDef] have 

an ADD-on on your project and (1:18)  

PD3: So you will also have to go…you will have to do that, because you 

also have to interview people. Because it might be that [hackProcessImpl] 

whatever comes into their mind out there, that they gonna 

change…[ja]…when they go back to their project. It might not end up 

here… 

Ina: right…[this means that the IMPACT term as such is evolving]  

PD3: because it s very specific to whatever they live in, …[impactDef] it 

might be LEARNING, it might not be an OUTCOME…[yes] Ina: 

exactly...it can also be a high-impact learning PD3: and YOU need to 

explain WHAT high-impact is…Ina: Yeah, but this is for everybody we 

work it out…PD3: yeah…if you need to EXPLAIN, then you need to 

EXEMPLIFY it… 

High impact = “Big Impact” 

[Hypothesis 1] Actually the 

deliverables they produced 

and the y got IMPACT point 

on it, they all has a big 

impact for the next steps in 

DT of the company… 

 

DURing the H1, I did not 

even need to explain 

anything to the participants 

of to give any 

examples…they adopted the 

term “IMPACT” for hacking 

impact on very different 

things and change the way 

they were approaching 

things…. 

 

[hackProcessImpl]is an 

emerging concept too 

➔ (insights) Relating the 

hackStage to the 

projects in companies: 

Implementation Process 

is important here as 

IMPACT metrics 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

(1:59) Ina: Lets run it for you: What would be really “HIGH-IMPACT” for 

you? (02:09) PD3: …so for me, from my ….in this case, if we… commit 

the we gonna do [impactDef][PD3]10x hackathon before Sept 30th, 2016 

in whatever fashion, in company that will happen. That will be HIGH-

IMPACT for me, because that’s where Im coming from, that’s what I want 

to see happen in Grundfos. Ina: Wow, but this is super high-impact…this I 

would like to see too…PD3. So that’s what Im saying, this has nothing to 

do with the strategic products or concepts (ideas) whatever… well it is: 

[PRE-E] the CONCEPT [understanding of) [hackathon] in a DIGITAL 

DISRUPTION AGE that we live in, then hackathons would be the right 

way, that would be high-impact for me. [HackCulture] It we could commit 

to that, [DONE] and we actually are doing it then that would be “high-

impact”.  

His HIGH-IMPACT 

expectations are to scale the 

number of hackathons in 

Grundfos from 24th Febr to 

Sept 30th 2016 to 10 

hackathon, which he reached 

it with the BIG Data/IoT 

Lab easily by that time.  
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42 

43 

Ina: super [I was so excited to hear that and be in that flow with my 

research topic.] 

 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

PD3: if we could create as [PRE-E] [ITresource] “POWER APP” …you 

see Microsoft POWER App Framework? If we could create a dormitory 

POWER Apps, with POWER BI and AZURE, [PRE-E] [O:mockup] to 

have that as a mockup or a prototype…[O:prototypeSpecification] a 

prototype that we in Grundfos can have access to our dormitory and play 

on with our dormitory data…that would be also very high impact  

Ina. Yes, exactly…then we give it to the student, to fill it in for energy 

efficiency whatever… (3: 34) PD3: ja…[he is in the creative flow…watch 

how he is thinking quietly. I tried to reinforce it with some examples]… 

Ina. This would be the high-impact for team 2, right?  

PD3: I know…you just need to give 5x examples and then people will get 

it immediately …Ina. I will make a presentation on high-impact this week 

and print it out..PD3. Yeah…and you will put them up there (to this high 

impact) so when people look at it, they will have the examples.  

Ina . sorry, I wanted to ask you who in the marketing dept could help me to 

make some nice presentations?  PD3: No you don’t need, [noMarketing] 

the less nice, then better…[content it what counts here] 

Now he is in the High-

Impact creative mode. He is 

defining here the 

OUTCOME for the TEAM 2 

Dorm as a long-term 

outcome for Grundfos 

experimental data and digital 

setup for creating data-

driven services, by learning 

from data infrastructure and 

data setup from the dorm 

case. 

[O:mockup] 

[O:prototypeSpecification]  

[he loves this idea, you can 

see that he is very excited, 

because is pointing to a 

long-term digital 

infrastructural outcome] 

Insights & Lessons Learned: The informant (from IT dept in Grundfos) has no prior hack experience but he is 

clearly interested in understanding the hackathon [as research object itself: 10x hacks is high-impact for me”]. He 

is pointing to the Hackathon STAGE [hackSTAGE], as well as to the need for a chains of hacks 

events[hackchain]. He is asking to give clear examples of what is “impact” and his specification of impact are 

pointing to an [implOutcome] (an App implementation) as well as to use the platforms and the data withing 

Grundfos.  
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A 4.4. H1-PRE-I PD2 [1011] 

The following Table 36 is showing the PRE-Interview and the briefing of the business drivers of 

Teams1: DDD [PD2] and discussing what we will do and how we will execute the challenge 

during the hackathon. The atmosphere is of high trust as we conducted together the Gatesense 

pilot hacks at CBS and have worked together as colleagues in the same Grundfos CONNECT 

department in the first three months of my start in Grundfos. I used a few questions from the old 

PRE-Interview protocol (e.g. What is a hackathon for you? What is your personal motivation to 

commit to an internal hackathon?). 

Table 36: 00107_02H1PRE_I_PD2 
 File ID: [1011] 

00107_02_H1_PRE_I_PD2 

Recorded 15.01.2016 

9:06 min video recordings,  

96 lines 

PD2/BS, BD dept [DDD team] 

He was also involved in the 

Gatesense pilot in all hacks. 

[Overview: labels categorization and analysis of this file:] 

Definitions: 

[hackDefinion]STAGE/ROOM 

[hackO]EarlyPrototype :”PRE-DoType” 

Expectation patterns: 

[orga]: [tensionWork] to the industrial work requirements to finish at 5 

m 

[business][orga] I think it can save me many months of work trying to 

convince people 

Technical Patterns:Team 1 (BS→ IT) DDD 

[PRE-E][hack] 

[PRE-E][prototype][newTerm]”PRE-DoType” ready 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Ina: we want also to do it to see what we get if we implement 

the hackathon to the full work hours…not work night and day 

…because you exhaust the people, but you want to implement 

this in a work environment ..therefore we want to experience 

that. How far we can come in on that day …we sharp will 

finish at 5 pm. PD2: at 5 pm  Ina: for all who want to stay, I 

have offered to stay. 

PD2. Can we have the option of the dinner at the 

Academy…at 6 pm and then we go back into the room, and if 

the room is available until 10 pm then for everyone who wants 

to stay into the room can stay there; Ina. Sure, I will arrange 

that..PD2. That would be really cool…Ina: and I even 

arranged for those who can not stay at the Academy they can 

stay over night somehow where in our apartments of 

somewhere. … 

He starts with very clear pre-

requirements to the prototyping process 

in his team (“coding will not be used 

later on”): He knows what he wants to 

accelerate.He is using the prototyping 

process (“quick-and-dirty”) as gate to get 

the demo for his DDD business idea to 

the Management in Grundfos , as well as 

to a very comples eco-system of B2B 

partners. 

[PRE-E] time is too short; more time for 

prototyping [tensionWork] to the 

industrial work requirements to finish at 

5 m 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

(1: 25) Ina: as much as we can not also during the hackathon, 

but also after that, as quickest as possible, I want to see the 

time span that accelerates this project… 

PD2: the idea about that in [hack] true hackathons rounds,  

[PRE-E] the hacking and the visualization is “quick and 

dirty”, [PRE-E][prototype] I don’t expect  really…this is also 

important that the coders know, we will not use any of the 

code made during the hakcathon…what I really really need 

therefore this would be like a “far fetched idea” and if Im 

going to present this to the management to actually make 

money, I want to have something more than a far fetched idea.  

First time mentioning the idea of short-

term vs long term acceleration and 

transformational processes following and 

reinforcing the outcomes or IMPACTS 

of a hackathon. 

Using “coding” 

[PRE-E][prototype] “quich-and-dirty” 

“low-rated” prototype, just a “far fetches 

idea” 

26 

27 

28 

(2:21) and if I go to some potential customers like district 

heating companies, that’s why I want to use this hackathon 

[yes] they will like have this [newTerm][prototype] PRE-do-

[newTerm][prototype] 
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29 

30 

29 

30 

type ready. It is not even a PRE-dotype , like “look what we 

could potentially do for you…and then not like just this is the 

CONCEPT [he means here the END-prototype] “do this da 

and see what happens” 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

Ina: but this is the classical concept of a hackathon “quick and 

dirty” PD2: Ja…[he strongly agrees].. 

Ina. I know that M. organized such hackathons in house  

..several of them and he also pushed the teams…”quick and 

dirty” ..never used it for then the real product, but he tried to 

push the team to really develop  as good solution as possible,  

[you focus on the team and creative solution output, not of the 

coding] and you “STREAM the team to a much better 

solution” and what you usually intend, if you accelerate all “in 

to place knowledge”, all your resources, inline all the thing 

you wanna do, requirements, beforehand ja……[he 

disengages from the discussion]…PD2: so this I also made… 

Industrial hackathon were organized in 

house  

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

Ina: When should be the next hackathon? So IN-OUT, we can 

enlarge the concept…I was thinking of 17th March? Or you 

don’t want to wait that long, you want to make it quicker..? 

two shots..PD2: Maybe 17th March is reserved…but I mean 

other people…I think I could make it work…that could  

[briefing] Organizational details that are 

usually not relevant to understand the 

emergence of hackathon concepts, but 

were very intense and necessary to get 

bot teams streamed during the 

hackathon. 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

(5: 19 ) Ina : What is a hackathon for you?  

PD2: ah, now we are back on this one…[hackDefinion] A 

hackathon for me is to get a number or a group of talented 

people in a room together focused only on one task with a 

clear message that they do as such as you can and build 

something that works...quick and dirty…assured it is that what 

is build is [hackO] not meant to create an actual product, but 

to give a clear demonstration of what an actual product could 

be. With an end result by the end of the hackathon 

[demo]…”by this done it” and really to be presented 

[pitch]…that is what a hackathon mean to me. (6: 07) Ina: 

What is the “EXPECTED OUTCOME”of the first hackathons 

we are having now? We are looking at the 24th Febr 2016 

PD2: The expected outcome will be that we do what I set out, 

so on the [PRE-E] [prototypeO] [DDD]dynamic district 

energy tasks that we can create tools and presentation of what 

a products could look like, of the simulation tools and of the 

operational product of managing DISTRICT ENERGY 

NETWORKS Dynamically, so that is an actually piece of 

software, one in the form of a simulation tool that shows how 

pumps can be distributed in the most effective way in the 

district energy network. The other an operational software that 

shows in DDDConnect style a district energy system network 

can be operated as efficiently as possible by managing the 

DELTA pressure by the pumps instead of networks… 

Ina: It is quite an ambitious challenge, do you think ..how far 

do you think we will come? (7: 38)  

PD2: I think that very much depends on how clear the team 

will be before we start…how well we can tell them HOW the 

tasks and the specifications about the tasks will be and then 

where or not will manage to find the right competences 

INTERNALLY to actually make a quick and dirty coding 

session…something like that…so we need the right type of 

coders and then we need the right type designers, graphical 

people that can actually visualize the results. If we can get a 

The clear distinction that in an industrial 

hackathon the demonstration about the 

product will not be used later on for the 

actual product 

 

[hackDefinion]: referring to the Hack 

room=Stage definition 

[hackO] is just a demo (gate) to “give a 

clear demonstration of what the actual 

product could be” 

 

 

 

[PRE-E] [prototypeO][DDD] very 

detailed technical explanation of the 

expected outcome for T1 (DDD) 

 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

He knows exactely how to stream the 

team and wo work with a very compley 

task in industrial setting 
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84 group like that together…I think we can come to a PRE-

DOtype at the end of the day for both tasks. 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

(8:21) Ina. What is your personal motivation to commit to a 

hackathon?  

PD2: my personal motivation is, that I really do believe in this 

project..the main problem I have is that this is a kind of a large 

visionary project that doesn’t sell very well in a lot of words. 

So what I really need is a number of PREDOTYPES that can 

get both INTERNAL and EXTERNAL stakeholders involved 

and show them how a product like this could work, get them 

in and get them thinking about what this is and get their 

feedback in. I think I can do that if I have a powerpoint 

[mockup], [hackO] but if I have a hackathon that leads to a 

PREDOTYPE, [business][orga] I think it can save me many 

months of work trying to convince people. … 

Ina: thank you ! 

PD2 really believes in the DDD project 

Problem: DDD has been treated as a 

“large visionary project” 

 

[hack] as useful to produce quick demo 

“PRE-DO-TYPEs” to convince people 

internaly and externaly about the 

business potential 

[business][orga] I think it can save me 

many months of work trying to convince 

people 

A 4.5. H1-DUR-Refltalks A implemplProcess [1017]  

This is the starting of the DUR-POST round of open reflective talks & discussion in H1, including 

both teams that have just taken place on the hackathon H1. “Let’s act upon it… here is the 

team…let’s just do it…we start tomorrow!” (same as PD2) 

Table 37: H1-DUR-reftalk 
 [1017]  

H1-DUR-reftalk 

00101_01_DUR_Jury_005HAckWS 

1:17 min video recordings 

11 lines 

DUR-POST RecflectiveTalk H1 

PJ as Jury member is asking both 

teams how this hackathons was 

different from all the others internal 

industrial workshops in Grundfos 

BD has the need to accelerate 

the production of customers 

digitial demos and prototypes 

over such corporate hacks.  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

PJ: from all the yellow postics stickers on marathons you ve been though, right? 

DID this one…differ from all the other workshops we do at Grundfos and if so 

how…?  

PT8: yes, because there is a prime with digital hat, with a digital project 

team…saying that if we shape something here that we say , we frame it as 

scenario and take …to task force and they will act upon meaning that… 

“SOMETHING WILL ACTUALLY HAPPEN”…which is at Grundfos at this 

point not doing it …so many times…so many great people working at, great at 

getting ideas and concepts BUT ACTING UPON IT ? ..and say…ja, DDD, lets 

create your model, lets do it..here is the team…we start tomorrow. That’s the 

expectation, at least at the digital expectancy a task force works well and allows 

us to do …. 

Let’s start doing that as per the 

expectation of the taskforce & 

put the ideas in front of them, 

which allows them to think in 

the right way path. 

 

 

13 PT8: So by having THAT [H1] ..that meant that we ll digitally act differently…. DT is starting with having 

hackathons 

Insights&Lessons learned: The “refltalk” session was about one hour of POST-discussions between the teams and the Jury. 

In H1 Jury was moderating a lot these (in field) discussions. The terms [hack], [hackProcess] [hackO] are evolving even 

more now here in this context. The new spirit of “new way of working” is starting here with these POST reflexive 

discussions between the two team members right after the H1 hackathon. My experience here is that these cross-teams 

discussion moderated by the Jury in the first hackathon H1 are bounding the teams even more right after and even long after 

the hackathon on their outcomes and ideas, and also on their drives for implementing the prototypes. Especially the drivers 

are getting more bonded between themselves more than usually the case is. H1 team discussions which have been 

orchestrated by the (top management Jury) were more fruitful than DUR-POST reflective talks that have been moderated in 

H2 by the teams themselves (or by me). 
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A 4.6. POST-I: Short-term IMP.ACT [1048, 1049, PD4] 

The Tech Days at Production Departments was in event organized on 23th September 2016. It 

was also including a two days smart watch big data hackathon using production data. The 

hackathon has been organized by PD4 (IT) driver and a few participants from T&I dept. that have 

attended H2. After the H1 and H2, to make POST recordings on internal discussions and learnings 

about hackathons with the employees, were rather an obstacle in trying to have a normal 

conversation with them. The following POST interviews are taken with PD4 and his learnings 

from the two H1 and H2 Hackathons: POST-Interview (POST_I) with one of the most active 

drivers from the IT department. In H1 and H1 they were the main drivers for Team 2: Big Data 

Dorm and the challenge. He is Head of IT-Architectures and driving over IoT/Big Data Lab. the 

big data hackathons in different parts of the company: Production (mostly), NPD, D&E, T&I and 

new products integrations. The smart watch hackathon for production has taken place before the 

Tech Days on 15 Aug 2016. I was not any more involved in the hackathon organization at all and 

by chance I’ve heard about it and asked PD4 if I can have the POST interview with him. He 

invited me to come and see what they are doing.  

Table 38: POST-I PD4 smart watch hack 

 [1048] PD4 (IT) 

0010_01_POST_I_IT_PD4_15082016 

00:50 min video rec., 5 lines 

[C]=digital challenge 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Ina: what were your learnings from the last hackathon? Now in your new 

hackathon...all self-organized…what is about this hackathon? 

PD4: yes, yes…exactly…[C]it’s within electronic production we are trying to optimize 

the way an operation guy is communicating with the production line.  

Today he has a screen, where he can see …ahh where he can see status of these 

machines…it’s not very concrete: Does it need more components, more whatever…but 

we would like to find out if Microsoft Band or a SMART Watch can in general be a 

good device for making this communication even better...Ina..hmm 

PD4: That’s what we are doing… 

Challenge 

 

 

 

Problem 

 

 

The video recording as well as the transcribed conversation below, is showing that PD4 (IT driver) 

has totally adopted the IMP.ACT-hacks (implementations-in-actions) as an adequate instrument 

for of IT-driven collaborative work for speeding up projects implementations on the digitalized 

production side. He already shows that he has some routine in organizing the skills and knowledge 

prior to the hackathons. 
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Table 39: 0010_POST-I PD4 IMP.ACT Hacks 

 0010_02_POST_I_IT_PD4_15082016 

02:43 min video rec., 22 lines 

PD4 (IT)  Participant observations 

(Ina) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Ina: Could you use any anything from out last hackathons in these 

ones?...somehow…learnings or… 

 PD4: yeah, having a SCOPE and working with the CASE, that’s I 

think is crucial here and we’ve done prior to this. And the first today, we 

started with a guy from production that was here...telling us what 

ISSUES are there. And we have done some work also in finding the right 

skills of course… like we prepared last time…[Ina: hmm]… 

PRE1: Starting with the 

expert and its problems in 

the production line 

PRE2: finding the right 

skills 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Ina: and this time you do not have teams?  

PD4: well, yeah…no, they are not competing teams…we have ONE 

GOAL, we have more teams…[3 teams: ] 

one [team] working on the device side and how to talk to the user [HCI],  

one having on the machine part, collecting data from the machine; 

and another team working on the server part, the AZURE part, the data 

processing part…All three teams are working on that.  

Ina: ok so they are working on different things that … 

PD4: that will be giving a “higher thing” together… 

This looks more like a 

rapid implementation 

sprint to me. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Ina. Ja, definitely…and there are not Pitches and … 

PD4: I did a “dark pitch” [?? Light pitch] on this today… 

Ina: and we’re having also here a lot of external, right?  

PD4: yeah…so there are people from Microsoft and from FESTO, that is 

part of the BIG DATA POINT platform, and two students I got from 

Ingenueur Hojschool in Aarhus and then ourselves… 

Hackathon format is 

IN_OUT with a lot of 

external as (man and 

analytic skills power) 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Ina: Is this hackathon been initiated from IT-side or have you been asked 

to do this from Production?  

PD4: actually its founded in the STRATEGY of OPERATIONS  (under 

COO) in general and we are with them also ..so it’s a part of that… 

 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Ina: super cool…would you use hackathons further for Training or really 

for PROJECT “SPEED UP”? PD4: PROJECT “SPEED UP” I think 

that’s a good way to do it..ja..so having focused days working together 

on a common GOAL.  

PROJECT Speed up: 

acceleratory prototyping 

and implementation 

scaling 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

Ina: And the “Agility” part would be here more for PRODUCTION 

control?..PD4: yeah…OPTIMIZING PRODUCTION…YES…and the 

electronic product is our main focus, but is also mechanical production… 

Ina. does the hackathon speed up the development [implementation] 

process..PD4. Yes, definitely…I think so, I think so…in small world we 

are together, we are sitting together ..you know it’s a concentrated work, 

you know and …and I think that’s…[good] 

The DI routine of working 

in hacks for certain 

“project speed up…and 

looking at concrete digital 

challenges and coming 

with a solution in a couple 

of days. 
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A 4.7. POST-I: short-term BigDataLab in Grundfos 

PD3 is introducing me through the “open experimentation room” of the new Big Data /IoT Lab. 

This is an internal “open room” for having small hacks with small teams of 3-4 people. In the 

center of all the experimentation are datasets and data-driven business models, analytics skills 

development, etc. They are now almost 9 months later, organizing (internal) corporate hackathons 

across all Grundfos departments and business units at least once a month.  

Table 40: POST-I-PD3 short-term BigDataLab 

 [1052] 

0012_01_POST_I_PD3_IT_23012017 

01:02 min, video rec., 17 lines 

PD3, now founder of the  

Definitions: 

[hackRoom] open experimentation with data and analytics 

tools ”open co-creation room” 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Ina: where are we going now PD3?  

[he is laughing] PD3: Join me..join us… 

Ina: “to the new [hackRoom] CO-CREATION Room and all kind of 

collaborative work...” right. So this is a [hackRoom] kind of an 

experiment…of an .. [hackRoom] kind of an openwork place…where 

we experiment with the physical side of things, in terms of the 

technology that is needed to have this to work and in principle the right 

headsets and everything…this is that you can actually do your skype 

calls and you have noise cancellation and all these kind of things…as 

well as more the mental part of it..where are the different RULES 

[looking into the room] and the ways that you behave in an open team 

like this.  Ina: do you invite small groups here? 

PD3: no, it is open like it is written here. It is open for any kind of 

work…Ina. one of the main things is that is OPEN, so there is no 

“Camping”..so that if you come in here and you have a lot of meeting 

and you run around, then of course you need to take your thing and 

pack it and take it with you wherever… 

He did the same art of 

hosting JAM design thinking 

stype as he experienced it in 

IBM… 

 

He is training people to be 

OPEN and collaborative  

Enabling “open online 

hacks” through the 

infrastructure 

 

The used POST-Interview protocol for Table 41 below was proposed as being the following:  

1. Where do you see the value in industrial hackathons? For the industrial context.;  

2. Do you have different formats of the hackathons;  

3. so what were the lessons learned for you from the hackathon…how can you drive it? 

Table 41: POST-I PD3 real value hack room in GF 

 [1053] 

0012_03_POST_I_PD3_IT_23012017 

12:49 min, video rec.,67 lines 

POST_I: PD3, IT 

Definitions: [orga]data-driven transformational prototyping 

processes 

[hackCulture]: GF Big Data Culture 

Not About [digitalInfrastr] 

Big Data Lab is enabling [digitalSkills] and building the big 

data culture in Grundfos 

[hackOI] 

1 

2 

3 

4 

PD3: the one [trend] that we see now and if you look at the Big Data Lab with the 

hackathons…hm, we re not, I mean “we re building a culture”, so [hackCulture] 

“we re building a big data culture” in Grundfos and the Big Data Lab. is 

[digitalInfrastr] not so much about the data and the architecture, and the 

DT is about “building a 

big data culture” 

[changing MINDSETs 

and orga structures] 
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5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

infrastructure and the capabilities and everything its in higher means “a way of 

building the culture in Grundfos” to get the big data capability…the thinking of 

[digitalSkills] HOW DO YOU DO BIG DATA…and everything like that, so for 

instance…do you think in hypotheses , .. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

42 

And the hackathons, one of the main things that we see with hackathons is 

actually building that network that is needed in the organization [for enabling 

DT]..because its the hackathon where you start NOT ONLY to see the use cases, 

but where you start to see WHERE are the different resources WHO are coming 

to these hackathon? [value scan the resources] WHAT do they bring with them? 

WHAT network do they bring with I them, what does that OPEN up, 

because…(01: 06) Ina: so the hackathons are the enablers to the “NETWORK 

CULTURE” 

PD3: yeah, it is, it is..of course, that s ONE of the big values…you see, its really 

one of the BIG values…and it goes down here what you call  it “BUSINESS 

PROCESSES”…Ina: yes. 

PD3: its only when you re having a network-driven organization that you ll get 

the agility, otherwise you ll not have that…Ina: yes…you have your business 

processes that you have your processes that you have to give up and make more 

loose ...PD3: yeah...Ina: and the agility ..over a hackathon you just learn to 

reconnect new and new end and “forget the old processes”…PD3. Yeah, because 

the LAST thing we would do with the Big Data Lab. is to create a CENTER of 

Excellence...that s not what we want… 

Ina: no, but what do you want, so the VALUE is “motivating people” or learning 

“digital literacy” 

PD3: yeah, all of the buzz words…the point is that when we say that we have a 

Big Data Lab which is a group of people with the data scientist and the data 

integrators and so forth…the thinking is not that those people should be a “Center 

of Excellence” because that’s not what we want to do, is [orga] a small groups of 

people can very quickly “accelerate ideas that comes from the organization” [they 

are the Accelerators themselves] and the only way that we can do that is to 

actually build the NETWORK, and together with the NETWORK build the “USE 

CASES” that would accelerate then together-…and that what we ll do through the 

hackathons 

(2: 46) PF3: so right now we re planning hackathon, I guess for the next 6 

months? So we will have one hackathon per month, just to run on big data, and 

typically what we will look at ..I don’t know...maybe 2-3 use cases per hackathon, 

...And it might be that the use case that we looked into the hackathon  before it 

might accelerate in iteration 2 or 3 , iteration 4… 

The main enable is to 

have a “high quality” 

vivid , dynamic , high 

quality network around 

hackathons 

 

Evaluation: 

Hackathons in 

corporate contexts and 

especiall here in large 

industrial context are 

very useful and he is 

explaining how. 
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(3:10) Ina: do you have different formats of the hackathons? …like more the 

challenge types of sprints…PD3: no, no the ones that we re running right now   

Ina. one or two team competition..? 

PD3: [sprint] its not competition, no…so if you are from sales, e.g. you would 

come to the hackathon because you ve been invited, …we spotted a use case that 

we can work together…IN-OUT.. 

(8: 50) PD3: nobody will say right now that we ll not run a hackathon with end-

users, right now we re doing only INTERNAL big data hackathons..but why 

should we noit have hackathons with end-users? …we re now in the EARLY 

PHASE of the Big Data Lab. .so we ll have one hackathon next week and then we 

l have the next hackathon on a month after that… 

(9:00) Ina: Did our first hackathon (H1) and (H2) we had on energy efficiency did 

influence this trend? PD3: I think that the whole last 8 months, of people talking 

and “TESTING hackathons” and hackathon concepts, that definitely helped in a 

new way to think about how you can work out ideas in new ways of working → 

how you can kind of Frontload and how you can accelerate things…and I think 

we ve learned a lot for the last 8 months…[this was the time of the active 

investigation of my project]..I think that (9:45) PD3: if you look 9 months ago 

how we were running the hackathons and How we re running the hackathon right 

[hackFormat] 

[sprint]  

 

 

 

Insights: PD3.: is here 

explaining the term 

“acceleration”…which 

for him its actually 

referring to the 

accelerated maturation 

of a prototype 
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now, I think there is a big difference, ..ina. Ja…PD3: because, in the beginning 

we were just trying thing out, and now I think we re getting more and more 

“STRUCTURATE” to it… 

[see patterns…then the organizational culture has matured...the eco-system for the 

hackathons has matured]..and people start realizing what this is…and what the 

POTENTIAL is… 
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INA: so what were the lessons learned for you from the hackathon…how can you 

drive it?  

PD3: I still think that [hackOI] the more OPEN...the more people understands 

what a hackathon is, the easier it is to capture ..and then just leaving as an open 

way ..you know…having people work…without restricting them too much.. 

PD3. It would have been great to just have a really great hackathon executer, but 

when you ve done it enough times, you don’t need that, because it will kind of run 

by itself… 

Ina I think that everybody uses it in their different ways…PD3. Ja, ja.,. 

Ina : So there are facilitators for different types of challenges… 

PD3: and I also think that in 3 months from now, you ll probably hear me saying 

something else… 

 

 

A 4.8. POST-M short-term AQTab  

In this online recorded meeting, I am asking the two IT drivers to help me to “tell the story” HOW 

we used hackathons OUTCOMES for end-to end-implementations in end-products of customer 

(end) digital services.  Recorded: 3.02.2017 

Table 42: AQTap PD4PD3I_POST322017 

 [1051] PD4_PD3_IT_POST_I_322017 

Recorded: 30.02.2017 

18:50 min, online audio rec., 230 lines 

Informants: PD3, PD4 (IT) POST_I/M online skpe call 
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Ina: hm..ah..hm… starting from the challenge we had in the big data dorm 

[Team 2] ..you know…we prototyped in two rounds the second round was 

in April 2016 when we prototyped 24 hours [hack] with SOLATIO 

solution…DO YOU HAVE any end-product now from this big challenge 

we had with the data hackathon?  

NO [both of them]..PD4: NO…PD3: NO…That’s why Im thinking as 

well…Im wondering…Ina: the digital platform from Microsoft that we are 

using now and you were showing it at the Digital Data Days , PD4, is this 

not like we had insights what worked out there?  

DO YOU HAVE any 

end-product now from 

this big challenge we had 

with the data hackathon 
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PD4: well, well the dormitory project [project: obstacle]..[has been going 

on now for over a year actually, and it has been reduced only for technical 

further up “TEST” [limited task focus: obstacle]..[ and this is running , 

yeah, yeah, this is where We get our data at the moment. BUT utilizing the 

data for ..for the SOLA…case …that was the “COMFORT profile” 

…[concept: obstacle]..[hm] hasn’t been flying… …[selling IN: obstacle] 

we haven’t put more effort into it…Actually we did some planning on 

engaging the students at the Dorm, but somehow we got stuck in other 

tasks and so forth…Ina: no problem…ja, ja, ja… 

PD4: and the priority was put to other tasks…[orgaIN: obstacle] and other 

projects in …[He forgot about the learnings into the R&T dept and FED 

and the running integration of the platform in AQTap] 

He is bounding the hack 

outcomes too much on 

the “Dorm project”  and 

the “Comfort concept as 

concrete OUTCOME… 
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23 

PD3: and I think that was my question before…Simon wasn’t he part of 

the hackathons?  Ina. yes, he was.  
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41 
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PD3. So, what did they work on? Did they start working on the AQTap 

solution there?  

Ina. Ja, but we did not prototype…similar to the FireConnect…I can not 

tell the story that the hackathons are generating learnings that were 

implemented into end products like the FireConnect, like the AQTap… 

Ina: They are now having a new way of working [orga/unconventional 

colab process: enabler]..[here (in T&R)  

PD3: now Im thinking…hm..ok…my question is directed to you PD4: The 

AQTap that they buikd with Simon and EMEI now at the end of the year, 

what that started in the hackathon?  

PD4: YES , it was…but it was not on that hackathon…. 

I guess, we started out on PDOEI 

Ina: it started in another hackathon?.. and what happened there? .. 

PD4: yes it was another hackathon…and I think this is a very VERY good 

story,…and I think this is the story you should tell. You should tell the 

story about how we extended the existing AQTap water management 

system to a …to have recording Analytics on top.. 

Ina: Yeas exactly something like this Im looking… 

PD4: ja, and we re having of course a working prototype running on this… 

Ina. Is important that we did it over hackathons, is not important that I was 

there… 

PD4: so , if you have something like that, then I can tell the story…this is 

not the problem…PD4: yes, I think you should tell that story ja, 

exactely…so, I can show you the solution and all that stuff like that.. 

PD3. I have… Im sending it over the SWAY to you to you right now, 

because this is what you should tell anyway...here you go: https: 

//sway.com/oEHQ7D4tapxQCrtp 

Ina [was too excited] exactly, thank you! This is exactly, it is even more 

interesting, that we are telling the story that not the first hackathon 

delivered the value, BUT THE SPRINT on ITSELF [hack/sprint process: 

enabler]and being more focused on certain products, it accelerated the time 

or production of these solutions…like AQTAp, FireConnect, PD4: yeah, 

exactly… 

PD3: and I think and PD4,..that timeline it’s easy for us to like “draw 

out”… 

PD4: yeah, we should talk to Simon…or you should do that Ina… 

Ina. I will talk to Simon and practically I can show you that I deliver 

digital data streams out of yammer data that can tell you that actually the 

AQTap was …now produced.. on accelerated time, short time, because 

they used the hackathon approach.  
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PD3: hm, Im not sure you can show that from yammer data, that I would 

question this, because they must have used yammer but it wasn’t yammer 

that initiated the acceleration…I mean it was “collaboration accelerated”, 

but I mean…it wasn’t just on jammer. ..it was actually a collaboration of 

Simon [driver: enabler]..[and other people who sat down and actually did 

the work…that what s accelerated,  

Ina: the hackathon value is in the NETWORK as you said … 

PD3: yeah, yeah, yeah, but that was ..Ina: and then in the prototype, if we 

manage to tell that … 

Drivers are enablers too 
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PD3: I agree, but my point is that you can not put the finger on yammer 

saying that yammer is the collaboration tool that has made this happen, 

because that has nothing to do with the process. [hack/sprint process: 

enabler] 

Ina: it has nothing to do with that, I have to speak a little less because Im 

in a big room… its not only yammer but is about  the approach of having 

digital data streams about insights of the people and how they were work 

now differently… 

Hackathon is seen as a 

process 

 

And the collaboration 

tool is here not an 

enabler 
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PD4: yeah, maybe, maybe…but I think the approach here with the AQTap 

was “ok, we sat together, and we had an issue [challenge: enabler] being 

able to deliver a report in Analytics faster to our customers ...[hm]…and 

getting feedback to our customers. Ina: yes, exactly… 
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PD4: and that led to the approach here and then also I had a vision [driver: 

enabler]  on trying out the POWER BI [OUT-platform: enabler] 

Embedded Technology [DI: insight]  and actually it shows out that this 

technology will be the basis for our future  DIGITAL PLATFORM…Ina. 

SUPER… 

PD4: so it was really nice, that we tested that out [hack/sprint process: 

enabler] and now we are actually using this in the DRM2 [product-GO: 

enabler], so it was fine…Ina: Ja…exactly... I think this .. 

PD4: so, so it was two sets of DRIVERS in this: that was the urge for 

growing more dynamic for our customers [digitalization need DT: enabler] 

…yeah being able to deliver to our customers very very focused reporting 

and also agile reporting that [what] business itself we are doing it 

[GFbusiness:enabler] …and the other one was technology [technology: 

enabler] driven..so…so Ina: yes, exactly…. so actually this kind of 

approach I will [describe/explain]and then I will follow it over the 

timeline…yes this is the value…whatever you can tell me about that… 

Driver itself explaining 

the  emergence of 

digital IMPACT scaling 

towards an IN industrial 

platform and a new way 

of DI collab work along 

digital prototyping for 

new DCO in Grundfos 

Appreciative inquiry of 

including them also in 

the research study itself 

...to be active in the 

research study about 

hackathons in Grundfos 
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PD3: Ive sent you this email about Emil this student that has been helping 

out. He is creating this and it gives him basic facts about the solution that 

he builds out.  

PD3: You should interview Simon, you should also interview Emil, you 

should probably of course interview officially PD4, so that we can get the 

timeline down, that the steps that has gone through it.  
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Ina: yeah, …so we have actually three types of value:  

1. the technical (technological value)…in the report,  

2. the dynamics that you told, the focused customer’s value 

proposition, and  

3. the third one is indeed this new collaborative way of working ..in 

SPRINTS… 

PD3: yeah, I agree, I agree.. 
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PD4. Yeah, yeah… it was in Sprints and we are actually doing sprints in 

other kinds of stuff, but it was more less formal than the sprints 

actually…and and it was OK…I …we did some hackathons and one 

hackathon led to the business understanding [enabler] [H1]of something 

ok “this is really something we should GO for”  

and then another hackathon [H2] led to mature this…and the METHOD 

was actually Hackathon or “focused work” where we sat together with the 

right people…and advanced or sort of “matured the solution”…and also a 

learning was that we can use student skills and student developer a lot in 

this work…PD3: yeah…PD4: Emil as analyst did a tremendous job in 

this…PD3: the whole collaboration with universities etc , in this case  

with students 

Difference from Sprints 

to hackathons 

 

Mature the solution for 

DT 
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Ina: and is also about outsourcing…you just not only do a challenge, 

Hendrik told me they you were also doing challenges with students, and 

HOW are our INTERNAL hacks..there INDUSTRIAL Hackathons where 

we have these more industrial challenges? …yeah, more internal, 

right..and the Challenge..Innovation Challenge?  

PD3: yeah, and not Challenge as you mean “Competition”, but the 

challenge in something that “we have a challenge that we need to 

overcome it…with new different things you overcome that challenge 

Different meanings of 

challenges here in IN and 

OUT environments 
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Ina: ohh...the CHALLENGE is actually the acceleration…of the solution 

(10:40) PD3. Yeah, yeah, yeah of course …when people hackathon...they 

hear…I mean…sure we had a competition part in the one that we ran, but I 

don’t think that it’s the competition part in an INDUSTRIAL hackathon 

Competition part in a 

hack is not an enabler to 

acceleration, maturation, 

scaling (types of 
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that created the PROGRESS. Because is not THAT what DRIVES people, 

that it was fun that you can put things up, and get some points, BUT NOT 

WHAT “drives people in INDUSTRIAL HACKATHON”…I would say 

it’s the possibility - and this I coming back to what you said PD4 – IT’S 

THE POSSIBILITY OF GETTING A MORE INFORMAL WAY OF 

GETTING FORWARD…[and it is quicker, more collaborative, better 

skills coming together, more focused work, agile and faster] Ina: thank 

you! Ja..PD3: that that s what drives people…people are tired of the 

birocracies and the processes and everything takes time [around 

innovation] and here here is suddenly you have the possibility of “DOING 

SOMETHING” [enabling people to act FAST on AN/TOWARDS 

OUTCOME: enabler] and see what comes out from that and THEN 

continue the work from here.  

implementations) of the 

prototypes outcomes 
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(11:36) Ina. but also you can work more focused… 

PD3: yeah, yeah, exactly..so you ARE more focused…that’s not question 

about it..Im just saying the DRIVER is not so much the competition...the 

drivers, there are other types of DRIVERS in an “industrial hackathon” 

then versus a regular hackathon …on a outside…on an external as you are 

seeing it… 

Im trying to asses also 

the term of “working 

focused” 
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(11: 56) Ina. I will have a chapter on practically telling the story on “HOW 

IS THE VALUE on the prototype”…because we do sprints and prototypes 

here, and the expectation for the prototype is super good, PD3: yeah, Ina: 

but this case with the hackathon, you practically DRIVE the solution along 

the prototype, right? #PD3: yeah…so practically “driving in sprints” of the 

solution, that delivers higher value that the outcome that the...is not the 

“expected outcome”  in disposure, when you maturate it, then its perfect, 

right…so when you have the last hackathon that matures the solution. 

The prototype is just the 

GATEWAY 
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(12:35) PD4: yeah, yeah..PD3: yeaah..hmm, I think, Ina, I think it was a 

great comment from Thomas yesterday, because we had a ..its probably 

wrong to call it a hackathon…but we has a full day Wednesday with some 

big data network people [kind of meetup], from different parts of the 

organization [IN] and we call it a “big data monthly hackathon”, but we 

didnt “hack anything”… Wednesday, there was no technology, there was 

no data, it was more “meeting up and talking through things” and “getting 

people together” [getting the right people to collaborate together throw-out 

the organization…this is the enabler engine]…and I think that Thomas put 

a very good word to that as a hackathon and the value from that ..that was 

actually “BUILDING TRUST”. (13: 17)  

 

This is a DT enabling 

too…”getting TRUST” 

[enabler] 

The value from a 

hackathon is “building 

trust”.  

 

 

“BUILDING TRUST” 
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PD3: …because you BUILD the TRUST between PEOPLE, you build the 

network, and you build the TRUST IN the network. ..that is…THE TRUST 

IS THE “KEY FACTOR”…for you to be able to execute on iterations 

[sprints] and prototypes and and “the trying things out” [testing ideas, 

ideation, DI, etc]..[OUTCOMES] 

Ina: the trust..yes…when it comes out also from this “reflexive work” [the 

refl talks…]  

PD3: yeah, yes exactly, I ve seen that,   the reflective work…yes.. 

Ina. are these like the “feedback loop”…we did it at the end of the 

hackathons…and the end of the day, and you do it now practically …you 

have the prototyping sessions, but then you have these “reflection’s 

feedback look sections” which is the “big data months hackathon”, right?   

PD3: yeah, yeah, so in the case of Wednesday that was the great example 

of six data scientists now sitting down and they spend just 6 hours just 

sitting down talking. They have not Agenda, nothing like that, they were 

just talking about ML and deep learning and what would you call it...graph 

theory..Ina: what was this a workshop or a hackathon? 

Hackathon as a way of 

bonding people to a 

challenge, to a team, to a 

vision like DT… 
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PD3: but that’s what Im saying…it’s a monthly hackathon that was not so 

much about “creating things”, it was about “building trust”…but what Im 

trying to say here is that there is  

(14: 40) not only the value from an industrial hackathons NOT ONLY 

CREATING NEW PROTOTYPES , also “creating the trust in the 

organization…”[and here also in the DT Agenda that they are having in 

mind]..Then between  people, because that in the LONG RUN WILL 

GIVE A LOT MORE… 

.Ina: YES, it si a new way of working…I will send you the new Forested 

webinar where you have to keep the platform and keep the 

“EXPERIENCE ALONG THE PROTOTYPING” in different types of 

SPRINTS and this makes you more AGILE. ..PD3: yes, yes maybe you 

could call this on a “TRUST SPRINT”…that s what it was…it was a 

TRUSt SPRINT of the big data Network…through a hackathon. If there is 

something called “trust sprint” but that s actually what is was … 

 

TRUST SPRINT 
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Ina. but thank you ..I don’t need to make an extra interview, because I 

have recorded you now and this is enough for me to build the story and 

then make it up with your quotes from this session.. 

PD3: yeah, PD4. Yes, I have a good quote….  

 

PD3. I think I need to send you 1:1 name...sorry  

PD4…Ina: if you have other insights, just send it to me via email because 

this is also something that I can quote.. 

PD4: its about the water management system and the AQTap and the also 

other are …its actually that we get “enablements  or help from Microsoft 

actually”…they were helping us out for hours on the  Azure platform and 

they get money on that that s also fine...and they set aside people  that are 

actually for us to use and we can really utilize them and they have also 

done other hackathons, at least ONE in the security area where we needed 

to be very focused on a component  called “Component login”…we 

needed to get together and make something out of this. And Microsoft was 

helping out on this “enabling us”..we sat together in “focused group” and 

we can achieve stuff very very FAST…in this way.  

Ina. ja, ja,…yes, thank you so much…over the weekend I ll write and still 

you ll see…you can look over it then…we get it right, but at least…we can 

tell the “end-to-end story”  and we ll tell it in the end practically over the 

AQTap ..I mean.. 

PD4: yeah, .. 

PD3: I ve sent you the Ppt that you can loot at also…[explaining further  

how to get to the pilot and get the whole info about it] 

[I wrote indeed a document to HOP right after this call] 
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A 4.9. POST-INDigiStrategy after 12 months 

This IN-Video has been sent to all employees in Grundfos at the end of the Digitalization 

Investigation on how to frame the Digital Transformation Strategy 202 for Grundfos. All C-level 

executives in Grundfos are communicating transparently the MWB = “Must Win Battle” and the 

“Strategy 2020 Aspiration v 2.0” in this video. [IN-Digitalization Strategy] Out IMP.ACT 

Hackathons were part for this investigation, and we can see that the ideas from the Hacks up are 

all in line with this Strategy. 

 

Table 43: CEO DigiStrategy 
 V1060_Mads_en DigiStrategy 

4:52 min audio recorded 

Video Internal in Grundfos 

47 lines transcribed  

Strategy 2020 Aspiration v 2.0 

MWB = “Must Win Battle” 

Top Manager  

Former CEO of Grundfos 

Participant 

observations (Ina)  

 

1 

2 

3 
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00:05 (CEO): Our Strategy 2020 was launched two years ago. Some things 

work, some things don’t work. And some things like digitalization, like 

acquisition were not included. So we want to re-energize the organization 

and clarify what was missing of what need to be sharper.  

“we want to re-

energize the 

organization” 
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 00:28 (CFO): My aspirations I’ll exemplify through the design-to-value 

(DtV) “project – you know one bolt matters”, where there are four key 

ingredients: It’s about having a strong ambition. It’s about challenging 

ourselves, rethinking what we do. It’s about collaborating across the entire 

organization. And finally: It’s about following through on what we do. If we 

achieve those four elements, we’ll be successful in funding the journey.  

[These are also the motivations for the hacking culture in Grundfos:  

CFO talks about the values of 4 ambitions fr DtV:  

1.) follow through; 2.) collaborations through the entire organization;  

3.) challenge ourselves;  4.) strong ambition] 

CFO MWB#01 

Funding the Journey 

Cost conscious, 

transparency and 

decisive 

 

4xelements of hacking 

culture for 

“Digitalization 

Journey” 
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00:58 COO: So my aspiration for Must Win Battle 2 is really to be the best 

in delivery performance. Best delivery performance for our customer. Best 

service. And also the best lead time. That’s the main aspiration I have but 

also making sure that our footprint, our operational footprint is among the 

best regarding environment, health and safety so that our footprint is a 

showcase for our customer. 

COO MWB#02 

END-to-End supply 

chain 

End-to-end supply 

chain adding value 
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01:32 CBDO: Well I think the highest priority will be the transition from 

product to a digitally enabled solution. We need to step up on our innovation 

height and we need to make sure we can expand our value offering to the 

customer. So I would say that’s probably the highest priority we have.  

(1:59)We have a second priority, which basically means a better 

combination of a very deep customer understanding and customer insight 

combined with our application knowledge again to make sure we create real 

value for the customer – value that the customer is willing to pay 

for.[hacking this out] [Hacking that hacks are appropriate toll from this] 

CBDO MWB#03 

Product & Solution 

Leadership 

Leading and 

differentiated product 

portfolio 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

02:15 CMSO: My aspirations for Must Win Battle 4 is that we, in Service 

have a clear opportunity really here to make a difference. There is no doubt 

that we in service really really need to become a trusted partner for the 

professional end user and that is not only of course with spare parts, the 

offering, the services that we have today, but for sure also taking the whole 

CMSO MWB#04 

Service 

Service as a 

commercial 

differentiator 
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40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

digitalization and that agenda into mind. There are lot of other out there that 

will actually want to take that from us but we should be the ones that really 

become that trusted partner not only to Grundfos from a service perspective 

but certainly also to everything else that we do in Grundfos. That is 

extremely important to close that circle.  

Become a TRUSTED 

partner for the end-user 

and B2B 

45 

46 

47 

48 

[The highest management executives are promoting the Digital 

Transformational culture driven by Grundfos digital solution drivers. This 

includes also the hackathons in the formats that we have just runned as 

testbets in H1 and H2] 

 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

03:05 Head of HR: My aspirations for Must Win Battle 5 are really twofold: 

So first of all. That we continuously exceed our customers’ expectations. 

And on the other hand that we really are successful in generating a culture 

that is characterized by huge and high levels of collaboration and 

accountability. [Hacking culture]: Trust culture: “we know what we are 

talking about”: high levels of collaboration and accountability 

Head of HR Henrik 

MWB#05 

Customer & 

Collaboration 

Customer-centric and 

collaborative culture 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

03:31 CEO: Digitalization is an accelerator of all our existing Must Win 

Battles. So digitalization is not something we do for technology or do for the 

sake of it’s own or just because it’s popular. It is simply because we believe 

that all our Must Win Battles can be lifted to a new level of performance, 

whether it is customer interaction, offerings that we sell, value we create to 

our customers or simply how effectively and efficiently we run our business.  

CEO 

“Digitalization is an 

accelerator” 

[these are the same 

ideas of the drivers 

from H1 and H2 hacks] 

61 

62 

63 

64 

04:01 Marketing: Sustainability has always been a business driver to 

Grundfos. Everybody knows about our energy-efficient pumps and 

solutions. But in the future we will help 660 million people get access to 

clean water. It’s really all about water.  

Marketing (Kim) 

Sustainability is a 

business driver 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

04:19 CEO: When we’re done with this strategy period, we’ll be seen as a 

company that does not only make money and have delivered sales growth. 

We’ll be seen as a company that really creates value for all stake holders. 

Especially our customers and our employees and the surrounding world and 

then we will have set a new standard of what it means to balance doing well 

and doing good. In other words lifting sustainability and business 

performance into one greater unit.  

CEO 

balance doing well and 

doing good 
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A 4.10. Definitions of hackathons and used terms 

Table 44: Emerging Definitions of Hackathons in Grundfos Context 

[hack] = Emerging Definitions of hackathons 

[What is a hackathon for you? What is a hackathon in the Grundfos context?] 

ID (file) Topics/ Labels Citations Explanation 

1001 

[PRE_I] 

l.64 

no exp 

Dont know! 

 

[hack]STAGE  

[inno]intense 

process 

[sprint]short 

time 

 

[doubts] will 

this work? Will 

this sell? Will 

this bring to the 

best ideas? 

[PJ]] [inno] (06:18) [replied quickly] [PJ] I 

don’t know [hack] I mean, a hackathon for 

me…I get..I get this picture in my head of a 

greenly head, young computer nerds sticking 

around with unused supply of pizza and coke 

trying to solve a problem…so…that is…[hack] 

it would be a short ..you 

know…[hack][inno][sprint] kind of innovation 

sprint [hack] where we take out people from 

their normal surrounding, put them in new 

surroundings for create [unclear]… [hack] 

[something they create] in 22 hours..that we 

focus on one problem for many years… 

[unclear][hack].so that they can focus on it like 

this… 

[hackDef][Prejudice]+[doubts] 

Very intense (lots of coke and 

pizza)  

Their own employees are put in 

new surroundings (to work very 

focused) and to create in a few 

hours a solution to a problem that 

we have for many years  

[hack]=[inno][sprint] 

The intention here is to 

understand how to scale 

innovation processes that work 

well in the organization (how to 

monetize that) long-term strategic 

[orga] [inno] change 

1004  

H1 

PRE_I 

l.64 

no exp 

Don’t know! 

[hack]  

[brainstorm]+ 

[WS] 

DDD 

really, I asked [xx] the same question. I don’t 

really recalled what he said but I see..I don’t 

mind the straight answer is that I don’t know 

it…so what I anticipate is that it’s like a kind of 

brainstorm or workshop and maybe this in 

combination 

[hack]=[brainstorm]+[workshop] 

Problem: Does this concept sell 

well?  

The intention here is to accelerate 

a [business] outcome. 

[1011] 

H1 

PRE_I 

[hack]  

[inno] 

[sprint] 

 

DDD 

A hackathon for me, is to get a number or a 

group of talented people in a room together 

focused only on one task [sprint] with a clear 

message that they do as such as you can and 

build something that works...quick and 

dirty…assured it is that what is build is [hackO] 

not meant to create an actual product, but to 

give a clear demonstration of what an actual 

product could be. With an end result by the end 

of the hackathon [demo]…”by this done it” and 

really to be presented [to the customers. 

Traditional definition of sprint, 

the PREDOType has to be 

customer-ready 

 

Problem: Does this concept sell 

well IN and OUT stakeholders? 

[business] 

The intention here is to accelerate 

a [business] outcome. 

 

Definitions during and right after the end of H2 (in refltalk) 

 

[1040] 

H2 

DUR 

refltalk 

[hack]as 

strategic tool for 

DT [orga] 

PD1+PD3 

Hackathons are the enabler for “digital 

transformation” and SPEED is the GATE to 

COLLABORATION  

PD1 and PD3 are working right 

after H1 (or almost in parallel) of 

a “transformational Framework” 

referred to lasted as the “Digital 

Transformation Agenda 2020 

proposal, where they are 

proposing the hackathons as the 

new “GWC=Global Working 

Culture” for transforming the 

whole Grundfos organization. 
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Short-term POST Definitions (after 4-9 months) 

 

[1052] 

[1053] 

[hackCulture] 

[digitalSkills] 

 

I mean “we’re building a culture”, so 

[hackCulture] “we’re building a big data 

culture” in Grundfos and the Big Data Lab. is 

[digitalInfrastr] not so much about the data and 

the architecture, and the infrastructure and the 

capabilities and everything it’s in higher means 

“a way of building the culture in Grundfos” to 

get the big data capability…the thinking of 

[digitalSkills] HOW DO YOU DO BIG 

DATA…and everything like that, so for 

instance…do you think in hypotheses .. 

Results:  

Grundfos Big Data Lab (PD3) 

[orgaUnit] to conduct every 

month at least one hackathon to 

train people on digital leadership 

skills 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ina: What are the Values of (conducting) Hackathons now in Grundfos (after 8x months)? 

[1052] 

[1053] 

 

[hack] = 

Building 

networking 

(IN/OUT) 

culture 

 

[hack] = 

networking 

culture + agile 

[orga] 

(01: 06) Ina: so the hackathons are the enablers to the “NETWORK CULTURE” 

PD3: yeah, it is, it is..of course, that’s ONE of the big values…you see, it’s really 

one of the BIG values…and it goes down here what you call  it “BUSINESS 

PROCESSES”…Ina: yes. 

PD3: its only when you’re having a network-driven organization that you’ll get the 

agility, otherwise you’ll not have that 
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Appendix V: Hackathons attended/conducted 

The following Table 45 is listing a selection of hackathons attended or organized so far by the 

researcher, not necessarily only with regard to the hackathon study , but also in general to gain 

experience on how to organize and asses hackathons in different contexts and also to stay in touch 

with different hackathon communities around the globe, which is an important aspect also for the 

pratical side of hackathon research.  

Table 45: Hackathons attended/conducted 

My 

involvement 

in the 

hackathon 

Hackathon Details Hackathon Type 

(see hackathon 

taxonomy) 

Type of Data 

Collected 

Relevancy to the 

industrial PhD 

Thesis 

organizer 12 Jan 2014, EU Hackathons 

for CAPS Days, Berlin 

[IDEATION] for 

sustainability 

Green, cleantech seed 

investment communities 

Only ideation 

hackathon with 

pitches of the 

projects  

Video rec., I of 

the EU-PO for 

CAPS, pictures  

Particip.observ. 

Agenda, docs 

reports 

Selection of the 

informants in 

Chapter 5 

(Gatesense pilot 

study) 

HackFest 

organizer 

and research 

observant of 

the 

hackathon 

teams 

together with 

5 other 

informants) 

IoT week, London 2014, IoT 

Hackfest 

URL: 

Number of people: 200 (IoT 

Forum, EU IoT Community, 

startups, students) 

Number of teams: 8 

Challenges: IoT/Big data for 

smart cities/maker HW from 

academic IoT communities 

Outcomes (prototypes): HW 

prototypes, OSS prototypes 

semantic  

Outcomes (application areas): 

smart home, smart mobility, 

smart agriculture, smart 

buildings, IoT interoperability 

scaling Prices: 500-1000EUR 

per team (Sponsors large 

companies)  

IoT EU 

communities  

Large EU 

universities, 

FIWARE 

community 

EU-funded IoT 

startups and a few 

large companies 

 

The community 

was pretty small 

that time around 

400 people  

Short Video 

recordings and 

interviews 

pictures , 

Participant 

observations 

Agenda, 

documents 

reports 

Hackathon included 

in the the Pilot study 

OUT case unit;  

Connected to the 

IoT Week 2019 that 

is hosted by Aarhus 

Institute and 

Grundfos the main 

drivers of IoT Week 

2014.The conference 

has to be moved to 

Lisbon in 2015 as 

Grundfos rejected to 

organize it in 2015 

Organizer 

from 

Grundfos 

and CBS 

side 

Open Data Days with 

Municipality of Copenhagen 

Challenges: IoT/Big data for 

smart cities/maker HW from 

academic IoT communities 

Prices: 500-1000EUR per 

team 

Civic hack, open city hubs, open data 

Connection to Aarhus city hackathon and 100 cities hackathons 

at that same day; Outcomes (prototypes): HW prototypes, OSS 

prototypes semantic; Outcomes (application areas): smart home, 

smart mobility, smart agriculture, smart buildings, IoT 

interoperability scaling  

No. of people: 50; No. of teams: 5 

Orga of 

Smart Water  

Challenges  

Stanford Peace Innovation 

hubs and Impact SOCAP in 

San Francisco and Silicon 

Valley 

Driving green city challenges  

Silicon Valley Nordic innovation house events; Tech disrupt and 

Tesla Elementum Pitch, Palo Alto Water Challenge (2015) 

Hackathon 

co-organizer 

IoT week, Lisbon 2015, IoT 

Hackfest 

IoT EU 

communities  

Chapter 5: Pilot study add. OUT case unit 

Connected to the IoT Week 2019 that is 
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and research 

observant of 

the 

hackathon, 

team 

participant 

URL: 

Number of people: 300 (IoT 

Forum, EU IoT Community, 

startups, students) 

Number of teams: 12 

Challenges: IoT/Big data for 

smart cities/maker HW from 

academic IoT communities 

  

Large EU 

universities, 

FIWARE 

community 

EU-funded IoT 

startups and a few 

large companies 

500 people 

(growing)  

 

Data collected:  

Short Video 

recordings and 

interviews,pictures, 

Participant 

observations 

agenda, documents, 

reports 

hosted by Aarhus Institute and Grundfos 

the main drivers of IoT Week 2014.The 

conference has to be moved to Lisbon in 

2015 as CBS and Grundfos Connect 

could not organize it in 2015  

 

Outcomes (prototypes): HW prototypes, 

OSS prototypes semantic  

Outcomes (application areas): smart 

home, smart mobility, smart agriculture, 

smart buildings, IoT interoperability 

scaling 

Prices: 500-1000EUR per team (Sponsors 

large companies) 

participant FCBayern Hackathon in 

Allianz Arena, Munich, 

Germany, organized by 

UnternehmerTUM 

Over 400 attendants 1000 applications worldwide, only 170 

hackers, Siemens, Adidas, Dt Telecom, 

FCBayern, DtPacketdienst, u.a. 

Co-

Organizer 

together with 

IBM AI 

Center in 

Munich 

Impact Hack for Bavarian 

Municipalities, 9-1 Nov. 

2018 

(AI, Blockchain hack ) 

50 attendants, 3 

municipalities, 11 

cases and 3 

prototypes 

IMP.ACT Hacks Manager for publich 

and private Bavarian institutions at 

fortiss/TUM since Mai 2018 

Co-

Organizer 

HACKERTUM, 700 students edu 

hackathon@TUMunich, Germany. Fortiss challenge 

Bavaria, 9-12 Nov 2019 

900 Students, 20 companies, 12 

challenges, Microsoft, Infineon, Siemens, 

City of Munich, etc 

Co-

Organizer  

(2x) 2019 

and 2020 

Co-Organizer together with Regional Tourism and 

Economy Center (KUS), Pfaffenhofen and Brinck 

Hub, Ingolstadt, Bavaria: Regional 

Traders/Craftsman Hackathon  

25-26 Sept 2019 and this year too in Sept 2020 

(2019) 67 people, 7 teams, and 5 

prototypes 

(2020) 55 people, 11 companies 

challenges, 5 teams pitches, 2 prototypes 

Hackathons attended 

organizer Stanford Center of Design 

Research - Green/Resilient 

Buildings Hack [OUT/OUT], 

Sept 2014 and  

Oct. 2015 

Interviews with Prof Larry Leifer (founder of Stanford d.school)  

Conducted the Smart City Day in San Francisco Hub 

 

Participant observations, pics, and OUT interviews on d.school 

hacks and open collaborative innovation between large tech 

companies USA 

participant MIT IoT Maker Days and IoT 

Hackathon 9th October 2014 

Participants 

observations, pics 

Short interviews 

My team won the 3rd 

place 

 

participant Singularity Jam, TedTalks 

TUM Munich 

Participants 

observations 

Short interviews 

 

observer Las Vegas, USA Connected 

Car hackathon (900 people) 

6-9 Sept 2014 

Largest connected cars 

hackathon in Las Vegas 700 

hackers in place, 130 

companies participating 

Short interview of the 

hackathon organizer 

and orchestrator 

Recordings of the 

pitches 

Pics and participant 

observations 

Connected now to largest pump 

installer challenge in Las Vegas in 

April 2019 (organized by Grundfos)  
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OUT-Hack Short interview of 

two SW provider 

companies there in 

place 

researcher VITAL Smart Cities, EU-

project on smart cities 

hackathons [OUT/OUT] 

London Camden 

Co-Working Space 

A mix of IoT 

Week EU and 

culture hacks 

Interviews, videos 

and participants 

observations 

Industrial 

researcher 

Tech Days Production in 

Grundfos 

POST-IN-Demo Event  

IN demo and 

interactive 

workshop day 

Participants observations 

Short interviews, IN videos and IN ppts, 

pics 

observer Tech Days Munich 2018   

participant Tech Days Munich 2019   

observer AI Siemens/AUDI Hackathon 

in Munich 2019 

100 people  

participant FC Bayern Munich 2018 

Hackathon 

Telekom, Siemens, ADIDAS, 

AUDI,  

160 hackers 

40 teams and 42 

prototypes 

Pics, short videos, PR 

participant UTUMTech Days 2019 

 

Industrial challenge 

team with Knorr 

Break systems 

Pics, short videos 

Hackathons observed by others 

online RIoT Gatesense Hackathon in 

Berlin 

[Gatesense Hack] 

OUT-Hack at the 

TU Berlin 

Anna Blume  

Aarhus team and Jolocom 

I was only online present at the online 

pitches 

Participant 

observation 

recodings of 

the pitches 

from PD1 

Canniballing Games in 

Grundfos 

[IDEATION, BMI Hack] 

Between H1 and H2 

IN Grundfos 

ideation hackathon 

(one day) 

PD1 reported and 

made the video 

recordings 

The winning team 

was SOLATIO and 

they could come to 

attend H2 

Participants 

observations by 

D1 

Short recordings 

of the final 

pitches 

Video recordings 

of the CEO 

IN Ideation 

hackathon between 

H1 and H2 

Participant 

observation 

from S. 

Big Data IoT Watch 

Production hackathon (2 days)  

2xPOST-[Sprint] 

IN production hack 

Driver: PD4 

Participants 

observations by 

D4, pics 

POST Interview 

with PD4 

 

Participant 

observation 

from S. 

AQTap 2x Hackathons 

2x POST-[Sprint] 

Simon attended and 

has implemented 

the analytics of the 

other team from H2 

POST Interview 

with Simon (lost 

the interview 

data)  

 

Participant 

observation  

San Francisco Future 

Sustainable Infrastructures – 

Civic Hackathon [OUT/OUT] 

Attended one day 

ideation and WS in 

2014 

Participant observations, pics and OUT 

interviews on large civic hacks and big 

Roadshows in USA 

Participant 

observations 

Contributors, 

took the last 

interviews 

with CEO, 

Grundfos 

and DT VP. 

 

IoT week 2019, Aarhus  

IoT Hackfest and startup 

event 

Number of people: 300 (IoT 

Forum, EU IoT,startups, 

students 

Number of teams: 12 

Challenges: IoT/Big data for 

smart cities/maker HW from 

academic IoT communities 

IoT EU 

communities  

Large EU 

universities, 

FIWARE 

community 

EU-funded IoT 

startups and a few 

large companies are 

rocking the short 

Short Video 

recordings and 

interviews 

pictures , 

Participant 

observations 

Agenda, 

documents 

reports 

Chapter 5: Pilot 

study additional 

OUT case unit  

Connected to the 

IoT Week 2019 that 

is hosted by Aarhus 

Institute and 

Grundfos the main 

drivers of IoT Week 

2014..The 
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Outcomes (prototypes): HW 

prototypes, OSS prototypes 

semantic  

Outcomes (application areas): 

smart home, smart mobility, 

smart agriculture, smart 

buildings, IoT interoperability 

scaling 

Prices: 500-1000EUR per 

team (Sponsors large 

companies)  

Siemens, Microsoft 

and Grundfos 

SDG Goals are 

important port of 

the show for the 

IoT week 

 

1800 participants 

at the conference  

conference has to be 

moved to Lisbon in 

2015 as CBS and 

Grundfos Connect 

could not organize it 

in 2015 
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Appendix VI: Own publications 

1) Codrina Lauth, Deanna House, Ibrahim Inuwa (2020). Enabling Digital Transformation 

Strategies with Hackathons in Large-Scale Critical Infrastructures. In: Proceedings of ICIS 

2019, Munich (conference paper, ICIS fast track winning paper: 

https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2019/paperathon/)  

2) Cyrus Nourani, Codrina Lauth (2019) Strategic Decision Trees on Impact Competitive 

Models, In:Computing Predictive Analytics, Business Intelligence, and Economics. (book 

chapter)  

3) Cyrus Nourani, Codrina Lauth, Rasmus U. Pedersen. (2015). Merging Process-Oriented 

Ontologies with Cognitive Agent Planning and Attention Spanning, In Open Journal of 

Business Model Innovation, Paper ID 1005-1410, Scientific Online Publishing. 

http://www.scipublish.com/journals/BMI/ 

4) Cyrus Nourani and Codrina Lauth (2015) ‘Predictive Control, Competitive Model Business 

Planning, and Innovation ERP’, in Procedia Computer Science. (journal paper) 

5) Cyrus Nourani, Codrina Lauth, (2015). Open Loop Control, Competitive Business Model 

Planning and innovation ERP, In ELSEVIER “Proceedings to International Conference on 

Communication, Management and Information Technology ICCMIT`15”, April 20-22, 2015, 

Prague. (conference paper)  

6) Codrina Lauth, Cyrus Nourani, Rasmus U. Pedersen. (2013). Cognitive Agent Planning for 

Innovation Management. In Special Issue on Multidisciplinary Perspectives of Agent-based 

systems. (book chapter) 

7) Cyrus Nourani, Codrina Lauth, Rasmus U. Pedersen. (2013). Cognitive Agent Planning with 

Attention Spans – A Preliminary. In Proceedings to WI-IAT (Web Intelligence Conference 

and Intelligent Agent Technologies), Atlanta, USA. (conference paper) 

8) Rasmus U. Pedersen, Symon Furtak, Ivan Häuser, Codrina Lauth, Rob van Kranenburg (2013) 

‘Mini smart grid @ Copenhagen Business School: Prototype demonstration’, in Lecture Notes 

in Computer Science (including subseries Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence and Lecture 

Notes in Bioinformatics), pp. 446–447. (short demo paper) 

9) Codrina Lauth, Abrecht Schmidt and Bettina Berendt (2011) Ubiquitous Computing In: 

Alexander Mehler, et. al. Handbook of Technical Communication, Cambridge Print, 2011. 

(book chapter) 

10) Koen Vanhoof and Ina Lauth (2010) Ubiquitous Knowledge Discovery Applications In. 

Michael May and Lorenza Saitta (ed.) Ubiquitous Knowledge Discovery, Springer. (book 

chapter) 

11) Haimonti Dutta, Xiang Zhu, Tushar Mahule, Kirk Borne, Codrina Lauth, Hillol Kargupta, 

Florian Holz and Gerhard Heyer (2009) TagLearner: A P2P Classifier Learning System from 

Collaboratively Tagged Text Documents In: ICML/WS 2009 in Miami. (conference workshop 

paper)  

 

 

https://aisel.aisnet.org/icis2019/paperathon/
http://www.scipublish.com/journals/BMI/
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12) Maria Valencia, Codrina Lauth and Ernestina Menasalvas (2009). Matching User Queries 

with Topic Evolution in News Text Streams In: International Journal of Uncertainty, Fuzziness 

and Knowlege-Based Systems, IPMU Journal, Oct, 2008. (journal paper) (text mining, topic 

and user trend detection using concept-based taxonomies) 

13) Michael May, Codrina Lauth, Rasmus U. Pedersen (2008) KDubiq workshop at the European 

conference for ambient intelligence 2007, in Communications in Computer and Information 

Science. (project demo article) 

14) Codrina Lauth and Ernestina Menasalvas (2008) Emerging User Intentions: Matching User 

Queries with Topic Evolution in News Text Streams In: Proceedings of the IPMU Conference 

2008 in Malaga. (conference paper) - Information Retrieval, Web Content Mining 

15) Gregor Heinrich, Jörg Kindermann, Codrina Lauth, Gerhard Paass and Javier Sanchez-

Monzon (2005) Investigating Word Correlations at Different Scopes In: Proceedings of the 

ICML Conference WS 2005 in Bonn. (conference workshop paper) – Text Mining, automatic 

terminology extraction, comparison of ranking results using LDA and Bayes approaches 

 



TITLER I PH.D.SERIEN:

2004
1. Martin Grieger

Internet-based Electronic Marketplaces
and Supply Chain Management

2. Thomas Basbøll
LIKENESS
A Philosophical Investigation

3. Morten Knudsen
Beslutningens vaklen
En systemteoretisk analyse of mo-
derniseringen af et amtskommunalt
sundhedsvæsen 1980-2000

4. Lars Bo Jeppesen
Organizing Consumer Innovation
A product development strategy that
is based on online communities and
allows some firms to benefit from a
distributed process of innovation by
consumers

5. Barbara Dragsted
SEGMENTATION IN TRANSLATION
AND TRANSLATION MEMORY
SYSTEMS
An empirical investigation of cognitive
segmentation and effects of integra-
ting a TM system into the translation
process

6. Jeanet Hardis
Sociale partnerskaber
Et socialkonstruktivistisk casestudie
af partnerskabsaktørers virkeligheds-
opfattelse mellem identitet og
legitimitet

7. Henriette Hallberg Thygesen
System Dynamics in Action

8. Carsten Mejer Plath
Strategisk Økonomistyring

9. Annemette Kjærgaard
Knowledge Management as Internal
Corporate Venturing

– a Field Study of the Rise and Fall of a
Bottom-Up Process

10. Knut Arne Hovdal
De profesjonelle i endring
Norsk ph.d., ej til salg gennem
Samfundslitteratur

11. Søren Jeppesen
Environmental Practices and Greening
Strategies in Small Manufacturing
Enterprises in South Africa
– A Critical Realist Approach

12. Lars Frode Frederiksen
Industriel forskningsledelse
– på sporet af mønstre og samarbejde
i danske forskningsintensive virksom-
heder

13. Martin Jes Iversen
The Governance of GN Great Nordic
– in an age of strategic and structural
transitions 1939-1988

14. Lars Pynt Andersen
The Rhetorical Strategies of Danish TV
Advertising
A study of the first fifteen years with
special emphasis on genre and irony

15. Jakob Rasmussen
Business Perspectives on E-learning

16. Sof Thrane
The Social and Economic Dynamics
of Networks
– a Weberian Analysis of Three
Formalised Horizontal Networks

17. Lene Nielsen
Engaging Personas and Narrative
Scenarios – a study on how a user-

 centered approach influenced the 
perception of the design process in 
the e-business group at AstraZeneca

18. S.J Valstad
Organisationsidentitet
Norsk ph.d., ej til salg gennem
Samfundslitteratur



19. Thomas Lyse Hansen
Six Essays on Pricing and Weather risk
in Energy Markets

20. Sabine Madsen
Emerging Methods – An Interpretive
Study of ISD Methods in Practice

21. Evis Sinani
The Impact of Foreign Direct Inve-
stment on Efficiency, Productivity
Growth and Trade: An Empirical Inve-
stigation

22. Bent Meier Sørensen
Making Events Work Or,
How to Multiply Your Crisis

23. Pernille Schnoor
Brand Ethos
Om troværdige brand- og
virksomhedsidentiteter i et retorisk og
diskursteoretisk perspektiv

24. Sidsel Fabech
Von welchem Österreich ist hier die
Rede?
Diskursive forhandlinger og magt-
kampe mellem rivaliserende nationale
identitetskonstruktioner i østrigske
pressediskurser

25. Klavs Odgaard Christensen
Sprogpolitik og identitetsdannelse i
flersprogede forbundsstater
Et komparativt studie af Schweiz og
Canada

26. Dana B. Minbaeva
Human Resource Practices and
Knowledge Transfer in Multinational
Corporations

27. Holger Højlund
Markedets politiske fornuft
Et studie af velfærdens organisering i
perioden 1990-2003

28. Christine Mølgaard Frandsen
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